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Abstract

This dissertation investigates a stochastic network formulation termed an event

occurrence network EON�� EONs are graphical representations of the superposition

of several terminating counting processes� An EON arc represents the occurrence

of an event from a group of sequential� events before the occurrence of events

from other event groupings� Events between groups occur independently� but events

within a group occur sequentially� A set of arcs leaving a node is a set of competing

events� which are probabilistically resolved by order relations� EONs di�er from

other stochastic networks discussed in the literature such as Activity Networks� Petri

Nets� Task Precedence Graphs� and Belief Networks and are strongly in�uenced by

the research of Ancker� Gafarian� Kress and several associates to model m versus n

stochastic ground combat�

An important metric for an EON is the probability of being at a particular

node or set of nodes at time t� Such a probability is formulated as an integral ex�

pression generally a multiple integral expression� involving event probability density

functions� This integral expression involves several stochastic operators�

� Subtraction�

� Multiplication�

� Convolution� and

� Integration�

In the literature� simulation�based methods are the dominant approximation tech�

nique for obtaining metrics from stochastic networks due to their logical simplicity

and e	cient implementation� However� for the EON probability metric� simulation is

generally computationally costly to obtain accurate estimates for large EONs� tran�

sient nodes� or �rare� states� Instead� using research by Fergueson� Shortell� and

xvi



Lawrence with probabilistic activity networks� a numerical approximation technique

using piecewise polynomial functions is developed�

The dissertation�s application area is air�to�air engagement modeling� The

dissertation contains a comprehensive overview of analytical and simulation based

theater�level air combat models including an in�depth review of the US Air Force�s

THUNDER air�to�air engagement submodel� Additionally� the dissertation provides

an overview of air�to�air engagements and the combat environment in which these

engagements take place� Factors discussed include� strategy� missions� air�to�air

spatial layout� aircraft� detection and identi
cation� weapons� command� control�

communications� and information C�I�� electronic warfare� and tactics� The disser�

tation concludes with a large EON air�to�air engagement example�
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THEATER�LEVEL

STOCHASTIC

AIR�TO�AIR ENGAGEMENT

MODELING

VIA

EVENT OCCURRENCE NETWORKS

USING PIECEWISE POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION

I� Introduction

Since the introduction of the aircraft into war�� the battle for control of the air

has become an essential component of modern warfare� In fact� since the German

attack on Poland in ����� no nation has won a war� no major o�ensive has succeeded�

and no defense has sustained itself against an opponent who has had control of the

air ����� page ���� The Gulf War provided a vivid example of the devastating e�ects

that can occur when one side Iraq� cedes su	cient control of the air to its opponent

Coalition Forces� �����

To have air superiority means having su	cient control of the air to conduct

air� sea� and land operations attacks on an opponent without serious air opposition

as well as the ability to prevent e�ective air operations from an opponent ����� page

��� ����� page ����� The natural consequences of two or more opponents battling

to achieve air superiority are combat engagements� Air combat engagements may

be divided into three categories� air�to�air e�g�� aircraft versus aircraft�� air�to�

�World War I was the �rst war in which aircraft were used with the �rst missions being recon�
naisance ���� page xvii��

�



surface e�g�� aircraft versus ground target� and surface�to�air e�g�� surface�to�air

missile SAM� versus aircraft�� This dissertation addresses the former� air�to�air

engagements�

��� Air�to�Air Engagement

Since the classical� stylistic dog
ghts of World War I� air�to�air engagements

have fascinated the military air community� Although surface�to�air engagements

usually account for more aircraft kills than air�to�air engagements� surface�to�air

engagements lack the glamorous� mono�a�mono� competitive descriptions that are

generally associated with air combat� ����� page ���� ����� pages ��� ���� Historical

accounts of air�to�air engagements paint these engagements as �little slice�s� out of

time�� which are unrepeatable� the aircraft� the pilots� the weapons� the tactics� and

the conditions all come together in an instant of time to determine a result� and if

the engagement were repeated� the outcome could easily be reversed ����� pages ���

����

Ten years after Wilbur and Orville Wright�s 
rst �ight in a powered aircraft�

unarmed reconnaissance aircraft quickly became established as a vital part of war�

fare� The usefulness of reconnaissance aircraft led to the development of �preda�

tor� aircraft whose sole purpose was to destroy these reconnaissance aircraft� The


rst reported 
ring of an air gun occurred on �� Aug ���� when Lieutenant USA�

Jacob Earl Fickel 
red his ri�e at a target from his single seat Curtiss biplane�

Although Fickel was exploring the potential of the aircraft as an attack platform�

the concept was of obvious equal importance as an air�to�air means to attack other

aircraft ����� pages � and ���

Fickel�s test led to the development of a light weight� low recoil machine gun

developed by Samuel Neal McClean with later improvement by Colonel USA� Issac

�In reality� air combat is far from a glamorous� gentleman	s competition� Historically� in the
majority of aircraft kills 
over ���� downed pilots were not even aware that they had been �red
upon�

�Available combat time for most combat aircraft is on the order of �ve minutes or less�

�



N� Lewis� which proved ideal for air operation� Attached to the front right�hand seat

of a Wright Model B �yer� the 
rst trials of the gun were made on � June ����� On

�� August ����� �nd Lieutenant RAF� L�A� Strange with a Lewis machine gun

attached to his Farman biplane took�o� in pursuit of a German Albatros which was

�ying a reconnaissance mission over Maubeuge and is credited with the 
rst use of

a machine gun in combat� Until this date� aircrews persisted with pistols and ri�es

despite the di	culty aircrews faced in putting their aircraft into a position where

they could get a clear shot at the opponent� It was as late as � October �����

more than a decade after the Wright Brothers� 
rst �ight� that the 
rst aircraft was

recorded as shot down in an air�to�air engagement� A French rear�engined Voisin�

piloted by Sergeant Joseph Franz shot down a German Avaitax� By the end of �����

air combat had become an integral part of warfare� In today�s time�compressed air

combat world� life or death� win� lose or draw generally takes place in under 
ve

minutes ����� page �� ���� page ��� ����� page ��� ����� pages �����

��� Military Models

Before discussing air�to�air engagement models� some background information

and terminology pertaining to military models used for combat analysis may be help�

ful to the reader� Several structures exist for categorizing militarymodels� ����� page

��� Figure � depicts one such structure for categorizing military models based on

scope� Scope refers to the intented purpose of the model� Military models range in

scope from engineering models e�g�� a model of aircraft aerodynamic performance�

to engagement models e�g�� a model of a one versus one air�to�air engagement� to

mission models e�g�� a model of a �ight group of aircraft from take�o� to attack

on target and back� to the campaign or theater�level models �which represent a set

of missions� operations� or battles in the pursuance of a military campaign objec�

tive� ���� page ��� The theater�level model� in contrast to models with lesser scope�

�Reference ����� lists several military modeling taxonomies�

�
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Figure �� Military Model Categorization Based on Model Scope�

shows the overall interactions of combined forces air� land� and naval� in military

operations�

An important model quality is the level of detail or resolution of aspects used

in the model ��� page ��� Figure � quanti
es di�erent aspects of model resolu�

tion ���� page ������ These aspects include�

� Entity resolution� This aspect of resolution refers to the level of object modeled�

Higher entity resolution might mean modeling individual aircraft rather than

only modeling to the level of an aircraft �ight�

� Attribute resolution� This aspect of resolution refers to the detail of an object�s

attributes� Higher attribute resolution might mean specifying the types of air�

to�air munitions carried by an aircraft rather than merely assigning a composite

air�to�air munition to the aircraft�

�



� Logical�Dependency or Constraint resolution� This aspect of resolution refers

to the level at which constraints are enforced on the attributes of an object

and their interrelationships� Higher constraint resolution might mean requiring

an air�to�air munition to have a captive�carry reliability rather than merely

assuming that the air�to�air munition will always 
re ���� page ���

� Process resolution� This aspect of resolution refers to the level at which various

e�ects cause changes in the attribute of an object� Higher process resolution

might mean computing air�to�air attrition at the aircraft level� rather than

computing air�to�air attrition at the �ight level and then spreading the attrition

equally across the �ight�s aircraft�

� Spatial and Temporal resolution� These aspects of resolution refer to the scales

used for space and time� Higher spatial resolution might mean tracking air�

craft position in three dimensional space rather than a two dimensional space�

Higher temporal resolution might mean tracking time advancement in steps of

seconds rather than in steps of minutes�

The terms �high� and �low� resolution are used in a relative context here and

are not inherent properties of the aspects of a model� These terms only have meaning

when comparing two or more models� For example� model A�s air�to�air attrition

process might be considered of high resolution when compared to model B�s attrition

process� However� model A�s air�to�air attrition process might also be considered of

low resolution when compared to model C�s attrition process�

Military models found lower on the pyramid structure in Figure � tend to op�

erate at a higher resolution in terms of the models aspects given above� than models

found higher on the pyramid structure�� This inverse relationship between model

scope and resolution is a direct result of current limitations in model complexity�

size� run time performance� and cost� As the scope of a model increases� �the sheer

�However� the relative resolution between two models can be ambiguous� �one model may have
higher resolution than another in some respects� but lower resolution in others� ���� page ���
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Figure �� Aspects of Model Resolution
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number of combatants and weapon systems makes it impossible to maintain individ�

ual item resolution� without sacri
cing an increase in model complexity� size� run

time performance� and � or cost ����� page �����

Closely associated with the concept of resolution is the concept of aggregation

and disaggregation� In general� aggregation refers to the process of assembling or

combining into a mass and disaggregation refers to the antithetical process of dis�

assembling or separating into particulars� Although usually thought of in terms of

entity and process aspects of resolution� aggregation and disaggregation apply to

other aspects of resolution as well	� For example� in the case of temporal resolution�

we can aggregate a time step of seconds into minutes and disaggregate minutes into

seconds� Military models found higher on the pyramid structure in Figure � tend to

be more aggregated in terms of the models aspects given above� than models found

lower on the pyramid structure��

��� Air�to�Air Engagement Models

Today�s air�to�air engagement models consist mainly of relatively large� com�

plex simulations and may be roughly divided into two main groups according to their

intended purpose� analysis or training� The air�to�air engagement models are used

as separate� standalone models or as a section of larger models depending on the

scope of the problem being investigated� The level of detail in these models varies

depending on the model�s scope and purpose�

�In the literature I have reviewed� aggregation � disaggregation has been used in reference to
entity and process resolution exclusively� For example� in the case of entity resolution� aggregating
aircraft entities into a �ight entity or disaggregating a �ight entity into aircraft entities� in the
case of process resolution� aggregating speci�c types of air�to�air munitions on an aircraft into a
single or composite munition or disaggregating a composite air�to�air munition into speci�c types
of munitions�

�However� as the relative resolution between two models can be ambiguous� so also can the level
of aggregation� For example� a campaign model can model air entities to the level of individual
aircraft as can an engagement air model� but the air�to�air attrition process used in the campaign
model might be more aggregate than the process used in the engagement model�
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The Air Force�s primary theater�level model for analysis is THUNDER� Oper�

ational since ����� THUNDER is a �computer simulation of conventional air� land�

and naval warfare� ���� Volume I� page ��� The air war model uses a discrete event�

time�stepped stochastic simulation whereas the ground war model� uses a discrete

event� time�stepped deterministic simulation� The naval warfare model is limited in

scope and includes tasks such as carrier aircraft operations that can be modeled us�

ing the air war model� The air�to�air engagement algorithms used in THUNDER are

based on research performed by George S� Fishman and Louis R� Moore while at the

University of North Carolina ����� These algorithms have not changed substantially

since THUNDER was 
rst introduced in �����

In contrast to THUNDER� the Air Force primary model for analyzing air�to�air

combat at the mission � engagement level is BRAWLER ����� Operational since the

early �����s� BRAWLER is the Air Force�s highest� resolution� analytical� air�to�air

engagement model� BRAWLER is a discrete event� time�stepped stochastic simula�

tion that models both with�in visual range and beyond visual range engagements�

Multiple �ights of aircraft are explicitly modeled through all phases of air�to�air

combat� BRAWLER features detailed� data�driven models of most of the avionics

and weapons found on modern 
ghter aircraft� Emphasis has been placed on the

command and control aspects of air�to�air engagements including cooperative tac�

tics� surprise� confusion� and situational awareness� BRAWLER is currently used to

�tune parameters� in THUNDER�s air�to�air engagement model ����� page ����

In addition to THUNDER and BRAWLER� other air�to�air engagement mod�

els exist in the defense community� In terms of analysis models� several theater�level

�The ground war model is based on the Army	s Concept Evaluation Model 
CEM� which uses
the Attrition Calibration 
ATCAL� process and the U�S� Army Concepts and Analysis Agency	s
Combat Sample Generator 
COSAGE� model to attrite ground combatants�

	�Highest� as explained in the military models section is a subjective term� In fact� certain
aspects of BRAWLER might be of lower resolution than other air�to�air engagement models� How�
ever� looking over all aspects� BRAWLER has higher resolution than other models in a majority of
cases� Hence the use of the term�
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models consider air�to�air engagements such as TACWAR and the Theater Level

Campaign TLC� model�
� Each of these models approaches the representation

of air�to�air engagements di�erently� For example� TACWAR does not simulate

individual �ights of aircraft and uses a general attrition algorithm based on �
re�

power� scores to adjudicate air combat ����� page ���� ����� In contrast� TLC uses

an air�to�air engagement process based on explicitly modeled �ights and the concept

of �rounds� of air�to�air combat ����� page ���� Additionally� mission � engagement

level models exist to analyze speci
c problems such as force ratios� Examples may

be found in ����� ����� and ������ In terms of training models� theater level wargames

are used to train command and sta� personnel� Several of these models consider air

combat such as the Air Force�s Air Warfare Simulation AWSIM� and the Army�s

Corp Battle Simulation CBS�� Although these training models are not designed for

analysis work� they contain air�to�air engagement algorithms that may also have

application for analysis models�

The most signi
cant di�erence between air�to�air engagement models of �high�

and �low� resolution is their treatment of the spatial and temporal aspects of mod�

eling� Speci
cally� higher resolution air�to�air engagement models tend to describe

spatial and temporal aspects in greater detail than lower resolution air�to�air en�

gagement models� For example� BRAWLER models the spatial domain in three

dimensions longitude� latitude� altitude� down to units of feet and the temporal

domain in seconds ���� page ����� and page ����� � ���� In contrast� THUNDER

models the spatial domain in two dimensions longitude� latitude� down to units of

meters with only a few discrete altitude settings and the temporal domain in min�

utes ���� Volume II� page ��� ����� page ���� In air�to�air engagement models� the

spatial and temporal aspects of a model directly determine the level of attributes� con�

�
TACWAR is a deterministic� theater�level model of ground and air combat �rst developed in
���� by the Institute of Defense Analysis� TLC is a research prototype� stochastic campaign level
model of ground and air combat developed in the early ����	s by RAND� TLC serves as a test bed
for investigating issues aimed at improving the next generation of theater�level models�
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straint� and process aspects that can be e�ectively modeled� For example� even though

both BRAWLER and THUNDER model air�to�air engagements down to the aircraft

entity level� the spatial and temporal settings of THUNDER limit THUNDER from

explicitly modeling the process of few on few air combat���

��� Probabilistic Networks

A probabilistic network is a directed graph G � N�A� linked to an under�

lying probabilistic stochastic� model in which probabilistic events activities� are

represented by arcs or nodes in G� Each probabilistic event is represented by a ran�

dom variable or a combination of random variables� Probabilistic networks have a

wide range of applicability in the literature� These networks are used to formulate

and solve problems in such diverse areas as program management ����� computer

and communication systems ���� ������ and arti
cial intelligence ������ The appeal

and power of probabilistic networks in formulating and solving problems lies in the

graphical representation of the underlying probabilistic models� This graphical rep�

resentation serves as a visual aid in conveying the structure of the probabilistic model

and in formulating possible solution techniques�

This dissertation introduces a new probabilistic network termed an event oc�

currence network EON� to model air�to�air engagements� An EON is a graphi�

cal representation of the superposition of several terminating counting processes�

EONs are motivated by the research of Ancker� Gafarian� Kress and several as�

sociates ���� ����� ���� ����� ����� ����� in modeling m versus n stochastic ground

combat� Event occurrence networks EONs� are not limited to modeling combat

situations� These networks can be applied whenever sets of random events occur�

��THUNDER can not model aircraft movement in an air�to�air engagement�
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��	 Problem Description

Little research has been devoted to obtaining complexity measures for proba�

bilistic networks with continuous random variables� This situation is a direct result

of the inability to compute exact analytical solutions for many probabilistic networks

and has led to the use of approximation methods� Simulation�based methods have

been the dominant approximation technique due to their logical simplicity and e	�

cient implementation� When a simulation is used to solve a probabilistic network�

the main complexity measure is the number of simulation runs and corresponding

random variable draws necessary to establish a certain statistical con
dence in the

output�

However� for some probabilistic networks� simulation can become a compu�

tationally costly undertaking to obtain accurate estimates of the output measures�

As the number of random variables in the network increases so does the number

of replications necessary in order to properly characterize the output measures��

As an alternative to simulation� numerical approximation and reduction methods

have been proposed for some probabilistic networks� Network reduction involves the

repeated application of operators such as multiplication minimum� maximum� k

out of n�� convolution� and conditional integration to reduce a network to a smaller

network through the aggregation of the underlying probabilistic model of the net�

work� Numerical approximation involves the use of functions such as piecewise poly�

nomial functions� expolynomial functions� exponential polynomials functions� etc�

to approximate the density or distribution functions of the random variables� For

probabilistic networks with several random variables� numerical approximation and

reduction techniques can be several orders of magnitude faster than simulation�based

methods without signi
cant losses in accuracy�

The overall objective of this research is two�fold� The 
rst goal is to develop

a network formulation capable of expressing stochastic event occurrences and their

interactions� The concept of event occurrence networks EONs� will be researched�
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EONs are graphical representations of the superposition of several terminating count�

ing processes� The second objective of this research is to further the investigation

of the piecewise polynomial functions to approximate density functions and distri�

butions� This investigation includes the stochastic operations of subtraction� multi�

plication� convolution� and integration� The research will expand the work of Mar�

tin ������ Fergueson and Shorttell ���� and Lawrence ����� ������ The polynomial

approximation method developed by this research will be used to solve two analyti�

cal air�to�air engagement EONs�

��
 Sequence of Presentation

The remainder of this dissertation is divided in six chapters� Chapter II pro�

vides a literature review of probabilistic networks� their complexity and output mea�

sures� and current solution methods� Speci
cally� the review looks at four di�erent

networks application areas� activity networks� stochastic Petri nets� task precedence

graphs� and belief networks� Chapter III provides a review of air�to�air engagement

literature including analytic and simulated models used for theater�level analysis�

Chapter IV introduces event occurrence networks EONs� and gives several examples

of air�to�air engagement EONs� Chapter V formally de
nes a piecewise polynomial

function and provides a literature review summarizing the research into approximat�

ing stochastic operators with piecewise polynomial functions� Chapter VI details the

techniques�algorithms for solving event occurrence networks using piecewise polyno�

mial approximation� The chapter shows two air�to�air engagement EON examples

and compares the piecewise polynomial approximation technique with simulation�

Finally� Chapter VII provides a summary of the research and recommendations for

further research�
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II� Probabilistic Network Literature

Probabilistic stochastic� networks have a wide range of applicability in the

literature� These networks are used to formulate and solve problems in such diverse

areas as program management ����� computer and communication systems ���� ������

and arti
cial intelligence ������ The appeal and power of probabilistic networks in

formulating and solving problems lies in the graphical representation of the un�

derlying probabilistic models� This graphical representation serves as a visual aid

in conveying the structure of the probabilistic model and in formulating possible

solution techniques� Before proceeding with a formal de
nition of a probabilistic

network� a review of graph theoretic terms will be undertaken in order to set the

framework for such a de
nition�

��� Graph Theoretic Underpinnings of Probabilistic Networks

The following graph theoretic terminology may be found in any standard graph

theory text� Texts used for this review included ���� ����� ����� A graph G is an

ordered pair of disjoint sets N�A� such that A is a subset of the set of unordered

pairs of N � For our purposes� the sets N and A are 
nite� The set N is termed

the set of nodes or vertices� and the set A termed the set of arcs or edges�� An

arc fx� yg that joins the nodes x and y is denoted by xy or x� y�� If xy � A� then

nodes x and y are adjacent neighboring� nodes of G and incident with xy� Two

arcs are adjacent if they have exactly one common end node� The order of G is the

number of nodes and is denoted by j N j� The size of G is the number of arcs and

is denoted by j A j� Gn�m� denotes an arbitrary graph of order n and size m� The

size of a graph of order n is at least � and at most

�
B� n

�

�
CA� A graph G� � N �� A�� is

a subgraph of G � N�A� if N � � N and A� � A�
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A graph G is a r�partite graph with node classes N�� N�� � � � � Nr if NG� �

N� � N� � � � � � Nr and Ni � Nj � � whenever � 	 i � j 	 r� and no arc joins two

nodes in the same class� By de
nition� a graph G does not contain a loop i�e�� an

arc joining a node to itself� nor multiple arcs i�e�� two or more arcs joining the same

two nodes�� In a multigraph H multiple arcs and loops are allowed� If the arcs of a

graph G or multigraph H are identi
ed with ordered pairs of nodes then the graph

or multigraph is considered to be directed� Otherwise� G or H is undirected� An

order pair a� b� is said to be an arc directed from node a to node b and is denoted

as ab or a� b��

A directed path is a directed graph P of the form NP � � fx
� x�� � � � � xlg and

AP � � fx
x�� x�x�� � � � � xl��xlg where the elements of fx
� x�� � � � � xl��g are distinct�
The nodes x
 and xl are the end nodes of P and l �j AP � j is the length of P � A

directed path in which x
 � xl and l 
 � is termed a cycle� A directed graph G

which contains no cycles is acyclic� Otherwise� it is cyclic� A directed acyclic graph

dag� D is homeomorphic from another dag D� if D can be obtained from D� by

repeatedly inserting nodes of in�degree and out�degree one in the middle of arcs of

D� where the in�degree and out�degree of a node x is the number of arcs incident

into and out of x respectively� A dag D is transitive if for any two nodes x and y

such that there is a path from x to y� either x � y or xy is an arc� The transitive

dag of G� GT � fN�ATg� is referred to as the transitive closure of G�

For an arc xixj � A� node xi is an immediate predecessor parent� of node

xj and node xj is an immediate successor child� of node xi� For all xi � N � �xi�

denotes the set of immediate predecessors of xi and �xi� denotes the set of immediate

successors of xi� A directed graph G can be described by listing either �xi� or �xi�

for all xi � NG�� If �xi� � �� then node xi is referred to as a source node� If

�xi� � �� then node xi is referred to as a sink node� Additionally� if there is a

directed path from node xi to node xj and xi �� xj then node xj is a descendant of
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node xi� In contrast� if no directed path exists from node xi to node xj� then node

xj is a non�descendant of node xi�

Clearly� the power of graphs as analytical tools lies in their ability to visually

represent structural relations� When using directed graphs� the concept of prece�

dence relations is introduced� Precedence relations are speci
ed by listing �xi� for

all xi � NG�� Having introduced the graph theory terminology and the concept

of precedence relations� we can now proceed with a de
nition of a probabilistic net�

work� A probabilistic network is a directed graph G � N�A� linked to an underlying

probabilistic stochastic� model in which probabilistic events activities� are repre�

sented by arcs or nodes in G� Each probabilistic event is represented by a random

variable or a combination of random variables� Since G is directed� G allows for the

representation of event precedence� Two possible modes of graphical representation

exist�

�� Activity�on�Arc AoA� representation and

�� Activity�on�Node AoN� representation�

If G � N�A� is an AoA representation� the sets of arcs� A� denotes the events

activities� and the set of nodes� N � denotes the precedence relations among events�

In contrast� if G � N�A� is an AoN representation� N denotes the events activities�

and A denotes the precedence relations among events� Elmaghraby� et al� ���� state

that a AoN graph is unique due to the one�to�one correspondence of both activities

and precedence� but an AoA graph is not�

��� Examples of Probabilistic Networks

����� Activity Networks� An activity network is a directed� acyclic graph

that is used to represent activities and their interrelationships i�e�� precedence re�

lationships�� Figure � shows the structure of three di�erent categories of activity

networks� Activity networks have their genesis in solving program�project man�
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agement planning and control problems and 
rst appeared under the names of the

critical path method CPM� and program evaluation and review technique PERT�

networks in ���� ����� Probabilistic or stochastic activity networks are activity net�

works in which some or all of the activity durations are assumed to be random

variables� These activity networks appear under the names PERT networks� proba�

bilistic activity networks PANs�� and generalized activity networks GANs� in the

literature� As will be seen shortly� the name probabilistic activity network has a

speci
c and limited meaning in the literature� As a result� the term stochastic ac�

tivity network will be used in place of probabilistic activity network to denote an

activity network in which some or all of the activity durations are assumed to be ran�

dom variables� Elmaghraby ����� Adlakha and Kulkarni ���� Lawrence ����� provide

overviews of research on stochastic activity networks�

Activity networks separately de
ne the terms event and activity� An event is a

�well�de
ned occurrence in time� and an activity is �any undertaking that consumes

time and resources� ����� The separation of the event and activity terms clari
es the

concept that an event may depend upon several activities� with a speci
ed number of

these activities having to be accomplished in order for the event to be accomplished��

If the principal resource of an activity network is time� precedence relationships

among events determine which activities must be completed before other activities

can be started and thus determine the order of occurrence of the activity network�s

events�

Elmaghraby ���� makes two remarks about precedence in activity networks�

�� Precedence is a binary relationship� if an activity a precedes another activity

b denoted a � b�� then a must be completed before b is started�

�� Precedence is a transitive relationship� if a � b and b � c� a � c�

�This concept is implied in our de�nition of probabilistic network�
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Figure �� Three Categories of Activities Networks� DAN� PAN� and GAN
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Since precedence is a transitive relationship� looping cycling� is not permitted in

activity networks� In other words� if activity a precedes activity b and activity b

precedes activity c then activity c cannot precede activity a� Hence� activity networks

are directed� acyclic graphs�

Activity networks can be modeled using either an AoA or AoN graphical rep�

resentation� As will be seen in section ���� algorithms exist for converting a AoN

graphical representation into a AoA representation and vice versa� Activity networks

presented in the literature generally use the AoA representation� When discussing

activity networks� an AoA representation will be assumed for the remainder of this

dissertation unless otherwise noted� Elmaghraby ���� divided activity networks into

three categories�

�� Deterministic Activity Networks DANs��

�� Probabilistic Activity Networks PANs�� and

�� Generalized Activity Networks GANs��

Figure � illustrates the three activity network categories� DANs are activity networks

in which activity arc� durations are assumed to be constant� In contrast� PANs are

activity networks in which activity arc� durations are assumed to be random vari�

ables� Both DANs and PANs require that event node� realizations occur only when

each of the event�s successor activities arcs� are accomplished� This requirement

corresponds to the AND logical operator�� For this reason� DANs and PANS are

also referred to as all�AND networks� In an all�AND activity network such as a

DAN or PAN� all activities in the network must be accomplished in order for the

activity network to be completed�

In order to relax the precedence relations among activities� all�AND activity

networks were extended along two lines� First in DANs� strict precedence among

�All successor activities 
arc� of an event 
node� are started when all of the event	s 
node	s�
predecessor activities 
arcs� are realized�
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activities i�e�� completing all preceding activities before starting a successor activity�

was relaxed which led to DANs with generalized precedence relations GPRs� �����

Second� in DANs and PANs� the non�realization of activities was permitted i�e��

every activity in the project does not have to completed� which led to generalized

activity networks GANs� ���� ����� In contrast to DANs and PANs� GANs expand

the node event� logical operator set� In a GAN� a node event� is constructed from

the combination of an input receiver� and output emitter� side� Three input sides

are possible�

�� AND � a node event� is realized when all arcs activities� leading into the node

are realized�

�� INCLUSIVE�OR � a node is realized when any one arc or combination of arcs

leading into the node is realized� and

�� EXCLUSIVE�OR � a node is realized when one and only one arc leading into

the node is realized�

Two output sides are possible�

�� DETERMINISTIC must follow� � a node from which all emanating arcs are

undertaken and

�� PROBABILISTIC may follow�� a node from which an emanating arc may be

realized with probability 	 ��

Since each node has a receiver and emitter� six node types are possible in a GAN�

Figure � shows the possible combinations� Additionally� a GAN can accommodate

activity arc� durations that are constant and�or random variables� Clearly� a DAN

is a GAN in which all nodes events� are of the AND�DETERMINISTIC type and

all activities arc� durations are constant� Similarly� a PAN is a GAN in which

all nodes events� are also of the AND�DETERMINISTIC type� but whose activity

arc� durations are random variables�
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Figure �� Six Nodes Types in a Generalized Activity Network

Since Elmaghraby�s original work ���� ���� on GANs in the mid������s� very lit�

tle work has appeared in the literature modifying the structure of activity networks�

Instead this work has proceeded in the commercial realm due to the wide spread

adoption of simulation as the preferred analytic tool for solving GANs� Solution

methods for probabilistic networks will be discussed later in section ����� One of

the main pioneers in the use of simulation as an analytic tool for solving GANs is

Pritsker� Following the introduction of the general evaluation and review technique

GERT� ����� ����� to solve all EXCLUSIVE�OR activity networks� Pritsker devel�

oped a family of GERT simulation GERTS� tools to solve more general networking

problems ������ Through the use of simulation� event node� logical operators and

activity arc� types have greatly expanded� Today� a simulation of an activity net�

work using a general purpose simulation environment such as VISUAL SLAM can

have over twenty di�erent node types and 
ve arc types ������

In Figure �� all three activity network category examples are shown with a

single start node termed a source node and a single termination node termed a sink

node� Referred to as a �two terminal� network ����� this is the standard form for
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Figure �� Conversion of a Multiple Source and Sink Activity Network Into a Two
Terminal Activity Network

activity networks found in the literature� An activity network may have multiple

sources and sinks� but it usually converted into a two terminal network through the

use of dummy nodes and arcs activities of zero duration�� As shown in Figure �� this

conversion is accomplished by inserting a dummy source� node before the source

nodes and connecting the dummy node to the source nodes via arcs of zero duration�

Similarly� the sink nodes are connected to a single dummy sink� node through

dummy arcs of zero duration�

In the literature� the three primary metrics of interest in analysis of activity

networks are�

�� Network project� completion time�

�� Shortest path� and

�� Activity and path criticalities�

Clearly for stochastic activity networks� network completion time is expressed in the

form of a distribution� Adlakha and Kulkarni ���� Lawrence ����� provide a compre�

hensive review of research on the completion time of stochastic activity networks�
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Analogous to network completion time� the shortest path in an activity network is

a useful metric for managers� Alexopoulos ��� provides a review of research on the

shortest path metric� In addition to network completion time and shortest path�

activity and paths criticalities provide measures of the activities and paths respec�

tively that are most likely to compete for the longest duration in a network� These

criticalities help managers identify those tasks which can become bottlenecks in a

project�program� Bowman ���� provides a review of research on activity and path

criticalities�

����� Petri Nets� A Petri net is a directed� bipartite graph� Figure � shows

an example of a Petri net� Petri nets were 
rst used to model computer and com�

munication systems performance� but the use of Petri nets has expanded to include

other systems where the modeling of concurrency parallelism� and synchronization

control of parallelism� are important� Murata ������ and Ciardo� et al� ���� provide

overviews of research on Petri Nets� A Petri Net is generally de
ned by a ��tuple

P�T �I�O�M� where P is the set of places� T is the set of transitions� I � P  T
is the input function� O � T  P is the output function� and M � P  Z� is a

marking Z� denotes the set of all nonnegative integers� ������

As shown in Figure �� the two disjoint sets of nodes of the bipartite graph are

drawn as circles which correspond to places and bars which correspond to transitions�

Places contain tokens possibly multiple tokens� which are drawn as dots� A place

is input to a transition if there is an arc from the place to transition� Similarly� a

place is the output of a transition if there is an arc from the transition to the place�

A marking of a Petri net is given by a vector � which contains as its entries the

number of tokens in each place� Tokens move based upon the enabling and 
ring

of transitions� A transition is enabled in a marking if all of its input places contain

at least as many tokens as the multiplicity of the corresponding input arc from

that place� A transition 
res by removing tokens from each of its input places and

depositing tokens to the output places according to the output arc multiplicity� Each
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ring of a transition results in a new marking of the Petri net� Each marking de
nes

a state of the system� If the number of tokens in the Petri net is bounded� then there

are a 
nite number of markings� The reachability set of a Petri net is de
ned as

the set of all markings that are reachable from the initial marking� The reachability

tree is a graphical representation of the reachability set where nodes represent the

various reachable states i�e�� markings� and arcs represent possible paths from one

state marking� to another state� A reachability graph is similar to a state space

transition diagram� Petri nets have been extended for increased ease of use and

enhanced modeling power� For instance� inhibitor arcs can be allowed that prevent


ring of a transition when there is a token in any one of its inhibitor places ���� ������

As an illustration of a 
ring� Figure � shows the result of transition t� 
ring from


gure �� Initial marking �
 � �� �� �� �� becomes marking �� � �� �� �� �� after t�


res�

A Stochastic Petri net SPN� is a Petri net where the transition 
rings are�

�� immediate i�e�� zero 
ring time� or

�� timed i�e� probabilistic 
ring time distribution��
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Figure �� Petri Net Example� Transition Firing

The 
ring of immediate transitions is given priority over the 
ring of time transi�

tions� Additionally� each immediate transition is given a weight probability� which

determines its 
ring probability in case the transition is in con�ict with another

immediate transition� As a consequence of the two types of transition 
rings� the

reachability set a stochastic Petri net can be divided into vanishing markings at

least one immediate transition is enabled� and tangible markings otherwise�� The

tangible markings of a stochastic Petri net correspond to the states of an underlying

stochastic process termed the marking process ���� ������

Based on the above discussion of Petri nets� the reader of this dissertation might

have the feeling that there is an underlying correspondence between Petri nets and

activity networks� In fact� there is correspondence between the two network types

albeit an informal one� The parallelism between Petri nets and activity networks has

been addressed formally by several authors in the literature� Quichaud and Chre�

tienne ����� were the 
rst to suggest a link between Petri net theory and activity

networks� They derived performance evaluation results for the transient behavior

of bipolar synchronization schemes and also proposed an extension of the standard
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GERT analysis to networks containing AND nodes recall the standard GERT anal�

ysis was restricted to all EXCLUSIVE�OR activity networks�� Elmaghraby ����

elaborated on this link citing the following similarities and di�erences� Similarities

between Petri nets and activity networks include�

� Modeling of an entity moving through a network i�e�� Petri nets use tokens

while activity networks use transactions��

� Modeling of activities and relationships among activities including such topics

as concurrency� synchronization� etc�� and

� Exploring similar analysis issues e�g�� deadlock Petri net� vs feasibility ac�

tivity network� or reachability Petri net� vs realizability activity network���

Di�erences between Petri nets and activity networks include�

� Formalism� from their inception� Petri nets addressed issues of logical concur�

rency such as reachability� coverability� liveness� boundedness� conversation�

etc�� while activity networks focused on issues of timing� economic value� and

resource allocation�

� Concept of State� the concept of state is prominent in Petri nets and lacking

in activity networks� and

� Resource Representation� it is much harder to represent resources in Petri nets

than activity networks�

In conclusion� Elmaghraby stated that activity networks have more potent and gen�

eral capabilities than Petri nets to model and analyze systems� however he noted

that Petri nets retain a logical structure� especially when representing actions that

are conditional upon the realization of other events� He proposed research into a

�paradigm� that blended the best features of both Petri nets and activity networks�

Elmaghraby� et al� ���� further discussed the blending of concepts from Petri

net and activity network theory� The authors proposed a new paradigm PETAN
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PETri�Activity Nets� as an approach to the analysis and design of software produc�

tion processes� The PETAN paradigm combined the theory of generalized activity

networks GANs�� available simulation software SLAM II�� for modeling GANs��

and the theory of Petri nets� Elmaghraby� et al� stated that GANs possess un�

matched analytical power as a result of being derived from the theory of stochastic

processes and software such as SLAM II provided a means to simulate the GANs

and hence the underlying stochastic process� Unfortunately� as the authors stated�

modeling through either activity networks or stochastic process software is often

non�intuitive and demanding in time and resources� However� the authors proposed

that the theory of Petri nets provided a highly intuitive modeling process� In the

example provided by the authors� a SLAM II simulation model of a software produc�

tion process GAN is given and solved and a Petri Net model of the GAN is created

to intuitively explain the events of the process�

Other researchers have discussed the link between Petri net and activity net�

work theory� Cubaud ���� showed that the computation of transition 
ring dates in

a stochastic event graph a stochastic Petri net for which each place has at most one

input transition and at most one output transition� is equivalent to the computa�

tion of the completion time of a PERT network� Lee and Murata ����� introduced

a beta�distributed stochastic Petri Net BSPN� which integrated the PERT activ�

ity networks and Petri nets to solve uncertainty and concurrency problems in large

software projects�

����� Task Precedence �Series�Parallel� Graphs� A task precedence graph

is a series�parallel directed� acyclic graph� Figure � shows an example of a task

precedence graph� Task precedence graphs are used to model and evaluate paral�

lel applications such as parallel programs� Trogemann and Gente ����� provide an

overview of research on task precedence graphs� The nodes of a task precedence

�SLAM II is a predecessor of VISUAL SLAM�
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Figure �� Task Precedence Graph Example

graph such as shown in Figure � represent the subtasks of the parallel applications

and the arcs represent the precedence relationships between the subtasks� Task

precedence graphs are subsets of AoN activity networks� As will be shown in sec�

tion ���� the structure of these precedence graphs and series�parallel directed graphs

in general enable e	cient solution in polynomial time�� Solutions to series�parallel

directed graphs will be discussed in greater detail in section ����

����� Belief Networks� Informally� a belief network ����� is a directed�

acyclic graph linked to a joint probability distribution with certain independence

properties� Figure � shows two simple examples of a belief network� Belief networks

provide graphical representations of causal dependence� These networks are used

to model dependencies in such diverse areas as medical diagnosis� natural language

understanding� circuit fault diagnosis� pattern recognition� machine vision� 
nancial

auditing� map learning� sensor validation� and forecasting ������

Belief networks have also been called Bayesian networks� causal networks ������

probabilistic in�uence diagrams ������ or knowledge maps ����� Pearl ����� and Jen�
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Figure �� Belief Network Example

zarli ����� provide overviews of research in this area� The nodes of a belief network

represent random termed chance� variables whose distributions are quanti
ed by

presence or absence of predecessor arcs into the nodes� Speci
cally� the chance vari�

able of a node with predecessor arcs is represented by a conditional distribution given

its immediate node predecessors termed parents�� Additionally� the chance variable

of a node without predecessor arcs is represented by a marginal distribution� The

joint distribution for all the chance variables in the belief network is then obtained

by multiplying all the conditional and marginal distributions of the nodes in the

network ������

For example� consider the two belief networks in Figure �� X� Y � and Z

represent chance random� variables in both networks� In belief network a�� the

joint probability distribution of X� Y � and Z denoted fx� y� z� is speci
ed as�

fx� y� z� � fz�fx j z�fy j z�
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where fz� is the marginal probability distribution of Z and fx j z� and fy j z�
are the conditional probability distributions of X and Y respectively given Z � z�

In this case� node X and node Y both have Z as a predecessor� In belief network

b�� fx� y� z� is speci
ed as�

fx� y� z� � fx�fy�fz j x� y�

where fx� and fy� are the marginal probability distributions of X and Y respec�

tively and fz j x� y� is the conditional distribution of Z given X � x and Y � y� In

this case� node X and node Y are both predecessors of node Z�

Jenzarli ����� gave the following formal de
nition of a belief network� a belief

network is pair B � D�P �� where D � N�A� is a directed� acyclic graph with

variables as nodes and P is a joint probability distribution for the variables in N

that can be factored into conditional probabilities� one for each variable given its

immediate predecessors� More precisely� if X�� � � � �Xn are the random variables

represented as network nodes� and �xi� denotes the set of immediate successors

of node xi then the joint distribution for the variables in N can be represented as

follows ������

P x�� � � � � xn� �
nY
i�

P xi j �xi�� ��

where P xi j �xi� � ��� � P xi��

Shimony ����� stated that a belief network saves many orders of magnitude

in the size of representation� Equation � shows where the savings in size of repre�

sentation comes from� For example� representing the full distribution of n binary

and thus discrete� random variables directly requires �n probabilities� Using a belief

network� one only needs ������
nX
i�

���xi�
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probabilities� Since in most belief networks appearing in the literature� the maximum

in�degree of a typical network is much less than n� a considerable savings in size of

representation is achieved�

Pearl ����� stated the following important characteristics of directed acyclic

graphs and belief networks�

�� Criterion of �d�separation� � if N�� N�� and N� are three disjoint subsets of

nodes in a directed� acyclic graph D� then N� is said to be d�separate N� from

N�� if along every path between a node inN� and a node inN� there is a node xw

satisfying one of the following conditions� a� xw has �converging arrows� and

neither xw or its descendants are in N�� or b� xw does not have �converging

arrows� and xw is in N�� For example in Figure �� belief network a�� nodes

X and Y are d�separated by node Z� D�separation permits determination of

which set of variables are independent of each other given a third set in a belief

network�

�� Given a directed� acyclic graph D and a joint probability distribution P � a nec�

essary and su	cient condition for D to be a belief network of P is that each

variable X be conditionally independent with respect to probability distribu�

tion� of its non�descendants variables represented by non�descendant nodes

in D� given its immediate predecessor variables represented by predecessor

nodes in D��

Jenzarli ����� showed a correspondence between activity and belief networks

by demonstrating how to model the AoN representation of a probabilistic activity

network PAN� as a belief network� Jenzarli terms these networks PERT belief

networks� In PERT belief networks� the nodes represent completion times and the

arcs represent probabilistic dependencies between nodes� The completion times of

node i� i � �� � � � � n denoted Ci� is given by�

Ci � maxCj j Cj � �Ci�� �Di
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where Di is the duration of activity i� i � �� �� � � � � n� The joint probability of

C�� � � � � Cn is determined from equation � where Cn is the network completion time�

��� Complexity of Probabilistic Networks

Loosely de
ned� the complexity of a probabilistic network refers to the di	culty

in analyzing a network� As will be shown later in this section� the complexity of a

probabilistic network is directly related to three factors and their interactions� the

topology of the network� the underlying probabilistic models�� and the solution

methods� used� Solution methods for probabilistic networks will be discussed in

more detail in section ���� however� in this section� some solution methods will

be brie�y introduced in order to show how these methods impact on the issue of

complexity in probabilistic networks� Network complexity measures are quantitative

descriptions of the complexity of a network and are used to

� Predict analysis processing time requirements� and

� Compare two or more proposed algorithms by ensuring that algorithms are

evaluated at several points in the range of complexity ����� �����

As an example of complexity of probabilistic networks and their measures� consider

the probabilistic activity networks PANs� introduced in section ������

Figure ��a� and b� shows two di�erent PANs each with four nodes and 
ve

arcs� As stated in section ������ a primary metric of interest in analysis of activity

networks is network project� completion time� For PANs� network completion time

is expressed in the form of a distribution� Let Xij denote the random variable associ�

ated with the duration of arc activity� ij with density function fij and distribution

function Fij� The network completion time� denoted Tn� of a PAN with n nodes is�

Tn � max
�k

T �k�� ��
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Figure ��� Complexity Example � PAN

where �k� k � �� �� � � � � r are the paths that lead from node � to node n and T �k� is

the completion time of path �k ����� For Figure ��a� and b�� the network completion

time is�

T� � maxT ���� T ���� T ����

where in part a��

T ��� � X�� �X�� ��

T ��� � X�� ��

T ��� � X�� �X�� ��

and in part b��

T ��� � X�� �X�� ��

T ��� � X�� �X�� �X�� ��

T ��� � X�� �X�� ��
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From equation � and equations � thru �� the network completion time for Figure ��a�

is�

T� � maxX�� �X��� X��� X�� �X��� ��

and from equation � and equations � thru �� the network completion time for Fig�

ure ��b� is�

T� � maxX�� �X���X�� �X�� �X���X�� �X��� ���

In order to determine the completion times of the PANs� three basic mathe�

matical operators are needed�

�� Convolution�

�� Maximum multiplication�� and

�� Conditional Integration ����� ���� �����

Graphically� these operators enable a PAN to be �reduced� to a two terminal network

source and sink� with a single arc between the nodes� The convolution operator is

referred to as a �series reduction� operator� Two arcs are said to be in series if the

arcs are separated by a single node with only one arc incident into the node and the

other arc emanating from the node� With this series condition� the two arcs can be

combined into a single arc with the convolution operator since the distribution func�

tion of the duration of the new arc can be obtained by convoluting the distribution

functions of two arcs in series� Graphically� a series reduction at node v is possible

when arc u� v� is the unique arc into v and v�w� is the unique arc out of v� The

series reduction then eliminates node v and replaces arcs u� v� and v�w� with arc

u�w��

Similarly� the maximum operator is a �parallel reduction� operator� Two arcs

are said to be in parallel if the arcs have the same starting and ending nodes� With

this parallel condition� the two or more� arcs can be combined into a single arc
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with the maximum operator since the distribution function of the duration of the

new arc can be obtained by multiplying the distribution functions of the two or

more� arcs in parallel� Graphically� a parallel reduction at nodes v and w replaces

two or more� arcs joining the nodes with a single arc u� v�� As an example of the

convolution and maximum operators consider the PAN in Figure ��a�� Network

reduction may proceed as follows�

�� Obtain Y� � X�� �X��� a convolution operation�

�� Obtain Z� � maxY��X���� a maximum operation�

�� Obtain Y� � X�� �X��� a convolution operation� and 
nally�

�� Obtain T� � maxZ�� Y��� a maximum operation�

Consequently two convolution and two maximumoperations are needed to reduce the

network in Figure ��a� and determine the network completion time� Analytically�

the solution to equation � is�

FT�t� � 
Z t



FX��t� x���dFX��� � FX�� � 

Z t



FX��t� x���dFX���

Note the order in which the series and parallel reductions are applied does not a�ect

the 
nal outcome� since the reduction obeys the Church�Rosser property ������

The PAN in Figure ��b� can not be completely reduced using only the convo�

lution and maximum operators since the three paths ��� ��� and �� are dependent�

Speci
cally� arc X�� appears in paths �� and �� and arc X�� appears in paths �� and

��� This dependency can be removed by conditioning on the values of the common

arcs that are elements of more than one path� The PAN in 
gure ��a� may be re�

duced through two maximum and two conditional integration conditioning on X��

and X��� operations� Analytically� the solution to equation �� is�

FT�t� �
Z t




Z t



FX��t� x���FX��t� x�� � x���FX��t� x���dFX��dFX��
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If one assumes that the conditional integration is the most computational time con�

suming operator� followed by the convolution operator� and then the multiplication

operator� then the computing requirements of the PAN in Figure ��b� will be greater

than the requirements of the PAN in Figure ��a�� In other words� informally� it

appears that the PAN in Figure ��b� is more complex than the PAN in Figure ��a�

if one uses computing requirements as a measure of network complexity�

Formally� Elmaghraby and Herroelon ���� de
ne network complexity in an ac�

tivity network context �as the di	culty in analysis and synthesis of a given network��

The authors argued that the measurement of network complexity cannot be mean�

ingfully accomplished unless the use of the measure i�e�� objective of the analysis� is

known beforehand� For PANs� Elmaghraby and Herrolen give the following measure

of network complexity MNC��

MNC � gv�m� q� ���

where

� g is a monotone increasing� calibration function which is determined empiri�

cally� and whose form and value depend on the computer hardware and software

and the programmer�s skill�

� v is the number of convolutions�

� m is the number of maximums� and

� q is the number of conditional integrations�

For example in Figure ��a�� v � �� m � �� and q � � and in in Figure ��a�� v � ��

m � �� and q � � resulting in g�� �� �� and g�� �� �� respectively�

As shown in equation �� the number of maximum operators in a PAN is equal

to the number of independent paths � in parallel� In the absence of path inde�

pendence� the number of maximum operators is directly related to the number of
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conditioned arcs� Since at the time of their writing no systematic procedure existed

for determining the minimum number of arcs to be conditioned on� Elmaghraby

and Herrolen concluded that the number of maximum and conditional integration

operators must be determined conjointly� In addition� the authors argued that the

measure of complexity may be confounded by the algorithm solution method� em�

ployed� For example� the MNC in equation �� measures the complexity of a PAN

assuming that the analytical procedure used is that of convoluting activities in series

and maximizing activities in parallel� and conditioning on common activities�

The graph in Figure ��b� is referred in the literature as the �interdictive for�

bidden�� graph ���� ����� ���� ���� ����� Du	n ���� showed that if a two�terminal

directed� acyclic graph st�dag� does not contain a subgraph homeomorphic from

the interdictive graph� then the graph is series�parallel�� Speci
cally� Du	n proved

that a st�dag is series�parallel if and only if the graph does not contain a subgraph

homeomorphic from the interdictive graph� Series�parallel st�dags may be either edge

arc� series�parallel or vertex node� series�parallel ������ The PAN in 
gure ��a�

which has AoA graphical representation is an example of an edge series�parallel st�

dag while the task precedence graph de
ned in section ����� is an example of a vertex

series�parallel st�dag� Since the literature that is of relevance to this dissertation uses

edge series�parallel terminology� the term series�parallel will be used to mean edge

series�parallel unless otherwise noted� A st�dag is series�parallel if it can be obtained

iteratively in the following way�

� A single arc is two�terminal series�parallel with the tail being the source and

the head being the sink��

� If G� and G� are two terminal series�parallel� so is the graph obtained by

identifying the sources and sinks� respectively parallel composition�� and

�Series�parallel graphs may also be de�ned by recursive de�nitions� de�nitions that specify graph
characteristics� and constructive de�nitions� See ������
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� If G� and G� are two terminal series�parallel� so is the graph obtained by

identifying the sink of G� with the source of G� series composition� �����

As the name implies� series�parallel st�dags are completely reducible separable�

to a single arc through series and parallel reductions� In the case of PANs� the series

and parallel reduction translates to a convolution and maximum operation respec�

tively in the underlying probabilistic model� In contrast� st�dags with embedded

interdictive graphs are irreducible non�separable�� Series�parallel reductions may

still be performed� but eventually the st�dag will be in an irreducible form� For

PANs� Dodin ���� proved that a PAN is not completely reducible if and only if it

contains the interdictive graph�

Bein� et al� ���� showed how to eliminate embedded interdictive graphs in a

st�dag by applying successive node reductions� A node reduction is a generalization

of a series reduction and can occur whenever a node v has in�degree or out�degree ��

If v has in�degree � and u� v� is the arc into v and v�w��� � � � � v�wk� are the arcs

out of v� then the node reduction is accomplished by deleting node v and replacing

the k�� arcs u� v� and v�w��� � � � � v�wk� with the k arcs u�w��� � � � � v�wk�� The

case where v has out�degree � is symmetric� A node reduction at v on graph G is

denoted by G � v�

Based on the number of node reductions required to reduce a st�dag with em�

bedded interdictive graphs� Bein� et al� ���� introduced a st�dag complexity measure

that describes how nearly series�parallel a st�dag is� This measure termed the re�

duction complexity of G� denoted �G�� is the minimum number of node reductions

su	cient along with series and parallel reductions� to reduce G to a single arc�

Speci
cally� �G� is smallest c for which there exists a sequence v�� � � � � vc such that

�� � � ���G� � v�� � � � � vc� is a single arc where �G� denotes the graph that results when

all possible series and parallel reductions have been applied to G�

Bein� et al� ���� proved that there exists a polynomial�time algorithm to mini�

mize node reductions� The algorithm is obtained by showing that �G� is equal to
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the size of a minimum node cover of its complexity transitive� graph CG�� The

complexity graph� CG�� of a st�dag G is de
ned as follows� The arc v�w� is in

CG� if and only if there exits paths ��v�w�� ��v�w�� ��� w�� and �v� n� such

that ��v�w� � �v� n� � fvg and ��� w� � ��v�w� � fwg� Furthermore� either

��v�w� � ��v�w� or ��v�w����v�w� � fv�wg� and the arcs common to ��� w��

and �v� n�� if any� form a single path� The de
nition implies that neither nodes �

nor n appears in CG�� Constructing CG� is equivalent to computing the transitive

closure of G� Since CG� is a transitive dag� the minimum node cover for CG�

denoted N � can then be computed by 
nding the maximum matching in a bipartite

graph � the complement of a minimum node cover is a maximum independent set�

which in a transitive dag corresponds to a Dilworth chain decomposition ������

Bein� et al� ���� proposed the following reduction sequence for a st�dag G

� Step �� Construct CG�

� Step �� Compute N �

� Step �� While N � �� � do�

� Perform all series and parallel reductions possible in G and let G � �G�

� Find v � N � such that the in�degree or out�degree of node v is �

� Let G � G � v

� Let V � � V � � fvg

The authors showed that the 
rst two steps in the reduction sequence occur in a

time bound of On����� This time estimate is based on an upper bound of On�����

for computing the transitive closure of a graph of n vertices i�e�� step �� ���� and a

time bound of On�� for computing the maximummatching in a bipartite graph �����

Reyck and Herroelen ����� showed an example of constructing a CG� and

computing N � for a st�dag containing � nodes and �� arcs� The authors note that

although the reduction complexity index CI� introduced by Bein� et al� ���� was
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de
ned only for AoA networks� the CI can be used for a AoN network by transferring

a AoN network into a AoA network representation� Reyck and Herroelen mentioned

the work of Kawburowski� et al� ����� who develop a polynomial time algorithm

which generates an AoA network with minimal number of nodes and CI from a

given AoN network�

Although Reych and Herroelen ����� applied the reduction CI to the multiple

resource constrained problem RCPSP� in which it is assumed that an activity is

subject to technological precedence constraints and cannot be interrupted once begun

and the discrete time�cost trade�o� problem DTCTP� in activity networks of the

CPM type� using a single nonrenewable resource� the reduction CI has not been

applied to stochastic networks to our knowledge� Instead� Lawrence ����� de
ned two

interdependent complexity measures for PANs�

� The 
rst complexity measure is the ��tuple c��c�� where c is the number of

terminating cross�connections in the network and �c is the cardinality of these

cross�connections� and

� The second complexity measure is the ��tuple c����c�� where c is the number

of starting cross�connections in the network and ��c is the cardinality of these

cross�connections�

Lawrence de
ned a terminating cross�connection as the ending node� xj� for paths

�i� i 
 � emerging from a common node xi that is predecessor to node xj� but

not an immediate predecessor� xj is referred to as the terminal node for the cross�

connection� Similarly� a starting cross�connection is the starting node� xi for paths

�i� i 
 � that end at nodes xj� j 
 ��� The presence of a terminating or starting

cross�connection indicates a dependency among paths in the PAN i�e�� the PAN

does not have a series�parallel topology��

�Note the number of paths and ending nodes are the same�
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Lawrence ����� further showed that terminating and starting cross connections

may be determined from the adjacency matrix�M � of the PAN� The adjacency matrix

M � �mij� of a graph G or network is the n  n matrix with mij de
ned as follows�

mij �

���
��

�� if xi� xj� � A

�� otherwise

The number of terminating cross�connections c is the number of columns in the

adjacency matrix M whose column sums are 
 �� excluding the sink node column�

Conversely� �c is the maximum of the c column sums� Similarly� the number of

starting cross�connections c� is the number of rows in the adjacency matrixM whose

row sums are 
 �� excluding the source node and ��c is the maximum of the c� row

sums�

As a 
nal remark about the complexity of PANs� Hagstrom ���� obtained the

following results about PANs with discrete� nite range activity durations�

�� Computing a value of the distribution function of network completion time is

P �complete�

�� Computing the mean of the distribution function of network completion time

is at least as hard� and

�� Neither of the problems in �� and �� can be computed in polynomial in the

number of points in the range of the project duration unless P � NP�

The complexity of the problem relies mostly in the enumeration of the paths of the

network and manipulation of path durations� which are dependent random variables�

As can be seen by the above discussion� very little research has been devoted

to obtaining complexity measures for activity networks with continuous random ac�

tivity durations i�e�� stochastic activity networks�� This observation extends to

other probabilistic networks such as stochastic Petri nets and belief networks� I

believe the lack of research is a direct result of the necessity to use approximation
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techniques for solving probabilistic networks� For example consider the convolution

and conditional integration operators mentioned above� both these operators re�

quire an integral operation	� For many continuous distributions such as the Gamma

with non�integer shape parameter�� Normal� Lognormal� and Beta� it is not ana�

lytically possible to compute the integral operator exactly i�e�� these distribution

functions do not have a closed�form�� This inability to compute exact analytical

solutions for many probabilistic networks has led to the use of approximation meth�

ods� Simulation�based methods have been the dominate approximation technique

due to their logical simplicity and e	cient implementation� When a simulation is

used to solve a probabilistic network� the main complexity measure is the number

of simulation runs and corresponding random variable draws necessary to establish

a certain statistical con
dence in the output�

Soo and Jung�Mo ����� studied the complexity of Petri nets� The authors

obtained 
fteen structural and dynamic complexity measures and tested these mea�

sures on �� randomly selected �practical� Petri nets� Soo and Jung�Mo observed

that adopting a maximum 
ring rule for the 
ring of transition in a Petri net re�

duces the number of nodes places and transition� in Petri net sample by four on

average� The maximum 
ring rule is de
ned as follows�

� Let Mk be the kth marking�

� Tk be the set of transitions that are 
reable from Mk� and

� It� be the set of input places for t � Tk�

If t�� � � � � tn � Tk and It�� � � � � � Itk� � �� then t�� � � � � tn are 
red in parallel� Soo

and Jung�Mo further observed that the number of markings states� of Petri nets

grows exponentially with respect to the increasing size node and arcs� of the nets�

The exponential behavior of markings of Petri nets extends to stochastic Petri

nets� As with Petri nets� research into the complexity of stochastic Petri nets is fo�

�In the case of the conditional integration operator� multiple integral operations may be required�
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cused on reducing the size of the underlying net� For example� German ���� presented

a modeling paradigm whose aim is to manage the complexity of net speci
cation� In

the proposed framework termed SPNL Stochastic Petri Net Language�� a stochastic

Petri net is decomposed into submodels termed processes� which interact via ports�

reward� and results� Ports are arcs that cross process boundaries� Rewards and re�

sults measure the internal state and action of the processes� Additionally� Haddad� et

al� ���� introduced 
ring transitions with phase distribution 
ring time in bounded�

generalized stochastic Petri nets� The authors stated that the transitions produce

increases in both the space and time computational complexity of the tangible mark�

ing steady�state probabilities� Haddad� et al� solved this problem by a structural

decomposition of the underlying Petri net� This decomposition led to a reduction in

the computational resources needed to determine the steady�state probabilities� As

a 
nal example� Herman� et al� ���� developed a procedure to construct large gener�

alized stochastic Petri nets from smaller components using hierarchical composition�

Additionally� the authors provided a method to obtain performance indices of large

generalized stochastic Petri nets by stepwise compositional reduction�

Since belief networks are Bayesian in structure� one can update the informa�

tion in the network using instantiations of some or all the random variables in the

network� These instantiations are referred to as evidence� Without evidence one

is solving for the joint prior distribution of the random variables in the belief net�

work� With evidence one is solving for the joint posterior distribution of the belief

network� For belief networks with discrete random variables� Kim and Pearl �����

and Pearl ����� showed that 
nding the posterior distribution� or the maximum a�

posteriori probability MAP�� of all the variables in the network given the evidence

have polynomial�time algorithms in the special case of singly connected networks� A

singly connected belief network is a network in which no more than one path exists

�Also called probabilistic inference�
�Also called the most probable explanation 
MPE��
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between any two nodes� A PERT belief network ����� is an example of a singly

connected network� MAP is the distribution that maximizes P A j E� where A is

the instantiation or value assignment� that assign values to all of random variables

in the network and E is the evidence� For multiple connected belief networks with

binary discrete� random variables� Cooper ���� and Shimony ����� showed respec�

tively that 
nding the posterior distribution and MAP of all the variables in the

network given the evidence is NP�hard�

For belief networks with continuous random variables� simulation�based ap�

proximations for 
nding the prior and�or posteriori given evidence� distributions

of all the random variables in the network include straight simulation ����� ������

forward simulation ���� ���� ������ and randomized approximation schemes such as

Gibbs sampling ����� ���� ���� ����� ����� ���� � Forward simulation is useful in solving

belief networks without evidence i�e�� prior distributions� while randomized approx�

imation schemes such as Gibbs sampling are useful in solving belief networks with

evidence i�e�� posterior distributions��

��� Solution Methods for Probabilistic Networks

Solution methods for output measures� in probabilistic networks may be cat�

egorized as exact or approximate� For reasons that were alluded to in sections ���

and ��� and that will be expanded in greater detail in this section� approximation

methods speci
cally simulation� dominate the solution methods currently in use� In

the review that follows� I decided not to segregate the solution methods by network

example opting instead to show the similarities between the solution methods of the

various network examples� However when describing a solution method� for histori�

cal perspective� I will note the network example for which the solution method was

developed� Additionally� based on the research application air�to�air engagement

modeling�� the majority of the review is focused on solution methods for probabilistic

networks with continuous random variables�
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Exact solutions of output measures� for many typical probabilistic networks

with continuous random variables cannot be achieved� As mentioned in section ����

it is not analytically possible to compute a network reduction operation exactly for

some distributions for example� the series reduction operation convolution� for two

Beta distributions�� However� there exist classes of functions for which reduction

operators yield exact results for which the classes are closed under the operators��

Trogemann and Gente ����� stated that the following items should be taken into

account when selecting a class of function to represent random activity durations

if the total completion time of a task precedence graph is to be computed in exact

form�

�� The class of functions must be closed with respect to multiplication� di�eren�

tiation� integration� and convolution�

�� The class of functions must be capable of representing empirical distributions

to any required degree of accuracy� and

�� The execution time of reduction operations must not require excessive com�

puter time or memory�

These items have applicability to the reduction of non series�parallel graphs as well�

Developed for reducing directed� acyclic networks� Martin ����� used bounded

domain� density functions represented by the class of piecewise polynomials� A

piecewise polynomial is a function� gt� of the form�

gt� �

����������
���������

p
t� if r
 	 t 	 r�

p�t� if r� 	 t 	 r�
���

���

pnt� if rn 	 t 	 rn��

���

where pi� i � �� �� � � � � n are real polynomials� In order for gt� in equation �� to

represent a density function�
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�� gt� 
 � and

��
R rn	�
r�

gx�dx � ��

Martin showed that the class of piecewise polynomials is closed under series convo�

lution� and parallel maximum� reduction operations�

Developed for series�parallel directed graphs� Cubaud ���� ���� used bounded

distributions represented by the class of power functions PFs�� A PF is a function�

PF t� of the form�

PF t� � 
t

b
�a for t � ��� b� ���

where b � R�� a � m
�b�m� � and m � b� As equation �� shows� the class of power

functions is a subset of the class of polynomials� Cubaud showed that computing a

moment of the maximum of independent� power distributed random variables can

be performed in time proportional to the number of variables�

Developed for reducing task precedence graphs� Sahner ����� and Sahner and

Trivedi ����� showed that distributions represented by the class of exponential poly�

nomials EPs� were closed under the operations of multiplication� convolution� dif�

ferentiation� and integration� An EP is a function� F t� of the form�

F t� �
nX
i�

ait
kie�it ���

where ki � N � ai � C� and �i � C� Not every EP de
ned in �� is a valid distribution�

For an EP to be a distribution of a nonnegative random variable� it must satisfy the

following properties�

�� F t� is real�valued�

�� � 	 F t� 	 � �t� and

�� F t� is monotone nondecreasing and right continuous�
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These properties imply that if �i � R� then �i 	 �� and if �i � �� then ki � ��

Additionally� in order for F t� to be real�valued� complex numbers must occur in

conjugate pairs�

The class of EP distributions includes all of the Coxian phase�type distribu�

tions ���� ������ Coxian distributions are de
ned to be those distributions whose

Laplace transforms Ls� are fractions whose numerators and denominators are poly�

nomial in s� such that the degree of the numerator is less than the degree of the

denominator� Sahner ����� showed that the class of EP is exactly equivalent to

the class of Coxian distributions� A Phase�type distribution has a rational Laplace

transform and is thus a proper subset of the Coxian distributions� The class of EP

includes exponential� hyperexponential� Erlang� and mixtures of Erlang distribu�

tions� EP distributions may also be augmented with a mass at zero and�or in
nity

to represent� respectively� the probability that an event takes no time or never 
n�

ishes� As a 
nal note� Sahner gives analytic expressions for other parallel reduction

�multiplicative� operations such as minimum� k out of n� and probabilistic �one path

is chosen�� The minimum operator is equivalent to INCLUSIVE�OR receiver node

operation in generalized activity networks�

Trogemann and Gente ����� observed that the class of EPs has the disad�

vantage that many parameters are required to represent distributions with small

variation and large mean value i�e�� coe	cients of variation much less than ��� For

example� an Erlang distribution with mean �� and variance � contains ��� stages

and has distribution function � � exp�
��t
P��

i


��iti

i� � A �� term EP would be nec�

essary to represent this Erlang distribution� In place of EPs� Trogemann and Gente

recommended the class of ��exponential polynomials � �EPs� for task precedence

graphs� ��EPs are derived from EPs by translation� More precisely� ��EPs Ht��
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are functions of the following form�

Ht� �
nX
i�

Hit� with Hit� �

���
��

ait� �i�kie�i�t��i� for t 
 �i

� for t � �i
���

where ki � N
� ai � R� and �i � R�

 � The parameter �i is called the deterministic

part� ai the coe	cient� �i the rate� and ki the stage� For the example above� a ��EP

can model an Erlang distribution mean �� and variance �� with only four terms if

� � ���

Figure �� shows the phase diagram of ��EPs� The parameters ci where�

ci �
aiki�

�ki��
i

can be interpreted as branching probabilities if ci � ��� ��� Note every branch consists

of a deterministic part followed by an Erlang distribution� The deterministic part

can be used to guarantee minimum execution times� Trogemann and Gente showed

that the class of ��EPs is closed under the operations of multiplication� convolution�

integration and di�erentiation�

In order to model event distributions with bounded domains� Trogemann and

Gente truncate the right hand end of ��EP class to form a new class of truncated

��EPs� More precisely� truncated ��EPs Hw� are functions of the following form�

Ht� �
nX
i�

Hit� with Hit� �

�������
������

� for t � �i

ait� �i�kie�i�t��i� for �i 	 t 	 w

�
n�

for t 	 w

���

where 
 � �Pn

i
�
Hi�w�

� ki � N
� ai � R� and �i � R�

 and �i � w 	 �i� Both ��EPs and

truncated ��EPs can approximate empirical distributions to any required degree of

accuracy�
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Figure ��� Representation of ��Exponential Polynomials by Phase Diagram

Kulkarni and Adlakha ����� and Sahner ����� stated that if event distributions

in a probabilistic network are exponential� then the network can be transformed into

a continuous�time Markov chain� The main drawback of this transformation is that

the number of states in the Markov chain increase exponentially with the number of

nodes in the graph� Additionally� the practical di	culties of generating the states

and transitions of the Markov chain and solving a possibly large system of ordinary

di�erential equations must be contended with� Additionally� Sahner ����� gave an

algorithm for transforming any acyclic Markov chain into a series�parallel directed�

acyclic graph dag�� The author noted it is more e	cient to analyze a chain directly

than to translate the chain into a series�parallel dag and reduce the graph�

In stochastic Petri nets SPNs�� one is generally interested in solving for the

stationary and�or transient probability of being in a speci
c marking or state of the

reachability set� Exact solution methods vary depending on the subclass of SPNs be�

ing analyzed� In other words� the structure and features of a SPN generally depend

on the stochastic process probabilistic model� used to analyze the reachability set�

Various subclasses of SPNs are obtained by imposing restrictions on the 
ring distri�
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butions or on the e�ect of a transition 
rings on other enable transactions� Ciardo�

et al� ���� proposed a hierarchy of SPN classes where modeling power is reduced in

exchange for an increasingly e	cient solution� Included in their hierarchy are�

� Markov SPNs�

� Semi�Markov SPNs�

� Semi�Regenerative SPNs� and

� Generalized Semi�Markov SPNs�

The descriptions identify the underlying stochastic process used to solve for the sta�

tionary and�or transient probabilities� of a speci
c marking of a SPN� For example�

Markov SPNs are SPNs in which the probabilities of being in a speci
c marking can

be solved by a Markov process such as continuous�time Markov chain� For exact so�

lutions� the main obstacle is often the memory to store the reachability set� Ciardo�

et al� gave as a rule of thumb ��� to ��	 markings�

Ciardo� et al� ���� stated that the following 
ring time distributions are im�

portant in practical SPN applications� constant� geometric� discrete� exponential�

uniform� polynomial� and expolynomial� The polynomial distribution mentioned by

the authors is the same piecewise function de
ned by Martin ����� in equation ���

The expolynomial distribution is piecewise de
ned in � by expressions of the form�

nX
i


mX
j


aij�
i exp��ij�� ���

where aij � R and �ij � ������� Polynomial and exponential distributions are

special cases of the expolynomial distribution shown in expression ��� Haddad� et

al� ���� introduced transitions with Coxian 
ring time distributions in SPN and gave

a decomposition method which allowed the derivation of a tensor expression of the

generator of the underlying Markov process� This tensor expression reduced the
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increased complexity introduced by the Coxian transitions� keeping it of the same

order of magnitude as the complexity of the reachability set�

Pritsker�s and Happ�s ����� and Pritsker�s and Whitehouse�s ����� introduction

of the general evaluation and review technique GERT� to solve all EXCLUSIVE�

OR node generalized activity networks with random activity durations motivated

an e�ort in the late ����s and early ����s to 
nd exact solution methods for out�

put measures� of stochastic activity networks� Such networks termed original��

GERT networks are signal �ow graph SFG� representations of semi�Markov pro�

cesses SMPs��
 with one or more absorbing states� In the SMP of GERT networks�

a state represents an event� the transition probability pij represents the probability

that activity ij will be realized� and the holding time represents the duration of the

activity�

In a GERT network� an activity arc� is represented by the pair of parameters

p� T � where p is the probability of the activity being realized and T is a transform

of the time duration� distribution of the activity� Typical transforms used in GERT

networks include the moment generating function� z� or Laplace transforms� and the

characteristic function� A transform allows an additive operation such as time to be

turned into a multiplicative operation which then can be solved by the three basic

types of element combinations in �owgraph theory� The three basic types of element

combinations in the theory of �owgraphs are�

� Elements in series�

� Elements in parallel� and

� Loops�

	The acronym GERT has been expanded to cover several simulation models in which the nodes
are not of the EXCLUSIVE�OR type�

�
A SMP is a stochastic process that makes its transition from any state i to a state j 
which may
be i� according to the transition�probability matrix of a Markov process� but whose time between
transitions is a random variable that may depend on both i and j�
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Before Series Combination

After Series Combination

1 2 3

1 3

(pa,Ta) (pb,Tb)

(papb,Ta+Tb)

Figure ��� Basic Series Combination in a GERT Network

For example� suppose the time t of an activity duration is speci
ed by its moment

generating function MGF�� Mts�� where�

Mts� �

���
��
R
t exp

st ft�dt if t is a continuous random variableP
t exp

st ft� if t is a discrete random variable

and ft� is the activity duration density function� For the series system shown in

Figure ��� p�� � papb and t�� � ta � tb� However� the MGF of t�� is the product of

the MGF of ta and the MGF of tb� More precisely� Mt�� � MtaMtb�

The primary outputs of the original GERT procedure were a� the probability

of realizing a node and its associated event� and b� the transform e�g� MGF� of

the time to realize a node� given that the node is realized ������ In order to obtain

the distribution of time to realize a node� one has to invert the transform back into

a distribution� This problem is referred to in the literature as the inverse transform

problem and is not easily solved for complex GERT networks� Whitehouse �����

proposed four methods to solve this problem�
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�� A inversion table look�up operation�

�� An inversion formula�

�� Use the 
rst n moments from the MGF transform to approximate the distri�

bution function� and

�� Assume the form of the distribution and estimate the parameters of the distri�

bution using the moments of the MGF�

Each method has disadvantages� Whitehouse stated that the 
rst and second meth�

ods do not appear practical due to the complexity of the transform derived in typ�

ically sized GERT networks� The third and four methods are approximations and

thus due not lead to exact solution�

Additionally� in theory� AND and INCLUSIVE�OR nodes can be transformed

into EXCLUSIVE�OR nodes at the expense of enlarging the number of nodes and

arcs in the network� Whitehouse ����� and Elmaghraby ���� provide examples of

such expansions� Quichaud and Chretienne ����� extended GERT analysis to net�

works containing both EXCLUSIVE�OR and AND nodes by searching for analyzable

EXCLUSIVE�OR and AND subnetworks and reducing the subnetworks� However�

by the late ����s� simulation approximation� was seen as a more fruitful solu�

tion method for GERT type networks than transform methods� By ����� Pritsker

developed a GERT simulation method to study stochastic problems in inventory�

reliability� queuing� and maintenance problems� Other exact solution attempts be�

sides GERT to solve activity networks with random activity durations proved either

infeasible or met with limited success� Lawrence ����� and Adlakha and Kulkarni ���

provide an overview of these various attempts� By the late ����s� exact solution

methods for activity networks with random activity durations were abandoned�

When an event distribution of a probabilistic network can not be exactly repre�

sented by the functions described above� then the distribution can be approximated

by the same functions� For example� piecewise polynomial functions could be 
t�
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ted to the di�erent event distributions� Unfortunately an exact solution for speci
c

output measures� in the �true� sense can no longer be achieved� Many approxi�

mation procedures have been developed to solve output measures� for probabilistic

networks� These procedures generally fall under two categories�

� Simulation and

� Numerical Approximation and Reduction Methods�

Simulation discrete�event� is an e�ective approach for approximating the out�

put measures� in probabilistic networks� especially if the network has random vari�

ables with mixed distributions� At the beginning of simulation experiment� an ana�

lyst determines the number of replications simulations� to be made� Each replication

produces a �sample� value of the output measures�� These sample values build a

�picture� of the distribution of the output measures�� The picture is often presented

as a frequency histogram of the sample values or set of statistics such as the mean

and variance� The accuracy of the picture is a function of the number of replications

conducted� E�ective employment of simulation requires the user to exercise the sim�

ulation through su	cient replications to insure that conditions e�g�� steady state�

have been attained with respect to the characterization of the output measures��

Two general� accepted types of simulations are found in the literature with

regard to output analysis�

�� Terminating � a simulation for which the occurrence of a natural event E

speci
es the length of each simulation run and

�� Non�Terminating � a simulation for which there is no natural eventE to speci
c

the length of the simulation run�

In non�termination simulations one must address steady�state and transient con�

ditions of the output measures�� Steady�state conditions with respect to output

measures� are de
ned as the limits of the measures� as the length of the simulation
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goes to in
nity� In practice� a �large�� 
nite simulation run may provide �good� esti�

mates� Transient conditions with respect to output measures� refers to �uctuations

in the distribution of the output measures� Law and Kelton ����� provide a detailed

comparison of the output analysis of terminating and non�terminating simulations�

Simulation of the output measures of probabilistic networks may fall into either

simulation type� Generally� probabilistic networks without cycles will be terminat�

ing e�g�� probabilistic activity networks PANs�� while networks with cycles will be

non�terminating e�g� ergodic stochastic Petri nets SPNs���

For PANs� Van Slyke ����� was the 
rst to propose simulation as a solution

method for the network completion time� Burt and Garman ���� and Garman ����

then proposed a conditional simulation approach based on common arcs� Signal et

al� ����� developed a conditional simulation procedure similar to that of Burt and

Garman� The approach conditions on the arcs in a uniformly directed cut set and

then evaluates the integral formulas numerically using simulation� Both Burt and

Garman and Sigal� et al� solutions are time consuming and are not practical on

large PANs ������ Following the introduction of the general evaluation and review

technique GERT�� Pritsker developed a family of GERT simulation GERTS� tools

for solving generalized activity networks GAN� and other general networking and

stochastic problems ����� ������ Today� simulation of PANs and GANs can be per�

formed on a PC�based commercial simulation package such as VISUAL SLAM ������

Variance reduction techniques such as antithetic variates and control variates can be

used to reduce the number of runs necessary to obtain output of a required con
�

dence level� Elmaghraby ���� discusses implementation of such reduction techniques

in a PAN context�

For stochastic Petri Nets� Ciardo� et al� ���� recommended simulation in cases

where a numerical solution is impossible or impractical such as the analysis of Markov

SPNs with excessively large reachability sets� transient analysis of semi�Markov SPNs

or semi�regenerative SPNs and analysis of a general SPN or a semi�Markov SPN
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with non�Markovian subordinated processes� As mentioned in section ���� for be�

lief networks with continuous random variables� simulation�based approximations

for 
nding the prior and�or posteriori given evidence� distributions of all the ran�

dom variables in the network include straight simulation ����� ������ forward sim�

ulation ���� ���� ������ and randomized approximation schemes such as Gibbs sam�

pling ����� ���� ���� ����� ����� ���� � Forward simulation is useful in solving belief

networks without evidence i�e�� prior distributions� while randomized approximation

schemes such as Gibbs sampling is useful in solving belief networks with evidence

i�e�� posterior distributions��

For large probabilistic networks� simulation can become a computationally

costly undertaking� As the number of random variables in the network increases� so

does the number of replications necessary in order to properly characterize the output

measures�� The objective of an e	cient simulation experiment is to accumulate

enough sample information on the output measures� so that the distribution of

the output measures� is invariant with increases in the number of replications�

Infrequent rare� events can have a large impact on the number of replications needed

to obtain the distribution of output measures� As an example� consider the GAN

mentioned by Lawrence ������ This GAN has a node with two arcs activities�

emanating from it� one that has a high mean� activity duration when the activity is

taken� but a low probability of being taken� The other activity is just the opposite�

this activity has a low mean� activity duration� but a high probability of being

taken� The expected number of replications before the 
rst activity is taken will

be quite large� and during most simulation experiments the second activity will

be repeatedly taken before the 
rst activity is taken for the 
rst time� A output

measure� such as mean network completion time� will be initially estimated too low

by the corresponding sample statistic� then too high when the statistic spikes the


rst time the 
rst activity is taken� A large number of replications will be required

before the distribution of the mean network completion time is invariant to further
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simulation runs� If the simulation experiment is terminated before this invariance

is achieved� then an inaccurate statistic will be reported for the mean completion

time� Although the above example is pathological� the problem of determining the

number of simulation runs to make for a large probabilistic network remains a hard

task� If a simulation experiment is stopped to soon for cost and�or time constraints�

inaccurate estimates of output measures� will result�

As an alternative to simulation� numerical approximation and reduction meth�

ods have been proposed for some probabilistic networks� Network reduction involves

the repeated application of operators such as multiplication for example� minimum�

maximum� k out of n�� convolution� and conditional integration to reduce a network

to smaller network through aggregation of the underlying probabilistic model of the

network� For probabilistic activity networks PANs�� several numerical approxima�

tion and reduction methods have been demonstrated� Reduction processes based

on arc node��� duplication has been developed by Martin ����� and Dodin ���� to

approximate network completion time� This reduction process transforms an arbi�

trary PAN G� into a series�parallel network G��� The duplications of arcs nodes�

is equivalent to the removal of dependencies in G� Dodin ���� showed network com�

pletion time T of both networks are related by�

TG 	 TG� 	  TG

where  TG is the bound obtained by assuming the path durations are independent�

Dodin ���� ���� also developed an approximation of the network complete time of

PANs based on the method of sequential approximation� Sequential approximation

constructs distributions through the nodes of the network in sequential order�

Dodin implemented the sequential approximation ���� and arc node� dupli�

cation ���� reduction processes using discretization of continuous activity durations�

��In AoA networks arcs are duplicated� In AoN networks nodes are duplicated�
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Later� Lawrence ����� implemented the arc node� and sequential approximation re�

duction processes using polygonal approximation of continuous activity durations���

Lawrence�s implementation method expanded on the work of Martin ����� and Fer�

geson and Shortell �������

As noted earlier� Martin used piecewise polynomial functions reference equa�

tion ��� to approximate the density functions of random activity durations in series�

parallel PANs� Fergeson and Shortell ���� observed that Martin�s approach created

a problem of �expanding coe	cients� or as Lawrence ����� ����� terms the problem�

of �exploding coe	cients�� To illustrate this problem� consider two arcs in series�

Suppose each arc has a random activity duration whose density can be speci
ed by

piecewise polynomial functions� If the two arcs are reduced to a single arc through

a series reduction� then the random variables representing the activity durations

of these arcs are summed i�e�� convoluted�� If the density functions of these arcs

are represented by polynomials with terms as high as degree m and n respectively�

then the density function of the resulting arc can have terms as high as degree

m� n� �� A similar result holds for parallel reduction maximum operator�� Thus

the series�parallel reduction operations of convolution and maximum increase the

number of degree terms in the polynomial functions required to represent the den�

sity function of the new arc� The increasing number of terms impacts the amount of

computer storage required� because each new i�e� higher� degree term requires an

additional dimension of storage in any array holding the coe	cients of the polynomial

expression��� For larger networks with many series�parallel reduction operations� the

computer storage requirements for coe	cients quickly explode�

Sahner ����� also noted the �exploding co	cients� problem in reduction oper�

ations when dealing with exponential polynomials EPs�� For example� if a task

��Lawrence also implemented Dodin	s K most critical paths approximation ���� as part of his
research�

��Lawrence was Fergeson and Shortell	s thesis advisor�
��A polynomial is completely characterized by its coe�cients and hence can be stored in array

form�
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precedence graph has n nodes with EP distributions each with a di�erent parame�

ter� and the nodes are to be combined with a maximum operator� then the resulting

exact EP will have �n terms� Sahner stated that the only way to avoid such an

explosion is to use some symbolic approximation� Sahner recommended as further

research a study of techniques to reduce the propagation of roundo� and trunca�

tion error� due to the 
nite accuracy of the representation of numbers in a digital

computer� Trogemann and Gente ����� also noted that the accuracy of analysis is

impacted by rounding errors� They stated that these errors can lead to completely

false results for task precedence graphs that contain a large number of nodes mak�

ing it practically impossible to determine the exact distribution of the completion

time for large graphs� As a result� Trogemann and Gente derived approximation

formulas using extreme value theory for large task precedence graphs� The authors

prove that the limiting distributions from the class of ��EPs and truncated ��EPs

for parallel maximum� reduction are Gumbel extreme value type I� and Weibull

extreme value type III� distributions respectively�

In addition to the problem of �exploding coe	cients�� Fergeson and Shortell ����

observed that Martin�s approach created a problem of �proliferating classes�� To

illustrate this problem� consider two arcs in parallel� If the density functions of these

arcs are represented by ci polynomials of bounded domain in R� then the partition

covered by the polynomials consists of ci�� points or ci classes cells�� If the two arcs

are combined in parallel� then the resulting piecewise polynomial function obtained

by the maximum operator may be de
ned on as many as c��c��� classes� If the two

arcs are instead combined in series� then the resulting piecewise polynomial function

obtained by the convolution operator may be de
ned on as many as c�c� � c� � c�

classes� Each of these new classes must be held in computer storage� creating a class

storage explosion problem for larger networks�

Fergeson and Shortell ���� solved the �exploding coe	cient� and �proliferating

class�problems by modeling activity duration densities as polynomials of 
xed degree�
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piecewise�de
ned on a 
xed number of classes� This is accomplished by approximat�

ing the activity duration densities of all activities in the network to polynomial

densities of the same 
xed degree� piecewise de
ned on the same 
xed number of

classes over their domains prior to network reduction� Then� when an intermediate

or 
nal product is formed by a series or parallel reduction operation� the density of

that product is immediately transformed into polynomials of the determined degree�

piecewise�de
ned on the determined number of 
xed classes over its domain�

Fergeson and Shortell ���� recommended using simple 
rst degree polynomials


tted piecewise using least square approximation i�e� least squares regression� over

�� equally spaced� classes or subintervals� This equates to ten linear regressions

over the bound domain of the density function� Fergeson and Shortell further rec�

ommended using ���Iclasswidth��� regression 
tting points positioned uniformly

across each class� Additionally� in order to control error build�up from the polygonal

approximation� after the ten sets of regression coe	cients have been computed� the

coe	cients are normalized so that the probability under the approximated density

function is one�

Fergeson and Shortell ���� termed their method the Polygonal Approximation

and Reduction Technique PART�� Fergeson and Shortell ���� examined PANs with

uniform� normal� and exponential distributions and showed that the PART compared

favorably with simulation QGERT program� in terms of solution accuracy and had

a faster computer processing time and small computer memory requirements than

the simulation solution� Fergeson and Shortell ���� noted that the PART experiences

it greatest approximating� error at the peak of a distribution e�g�� approximating

the normal density function or approximating the convolution of two normal or

exponential distributions�� The authors recommended as further research adopting a

multiple linear regression approach instead of the simple linear regression approach or

increasing the number of classes upwards from ten� Additionally� at class boundaries�

two approximations of a density function exist� corresponding to the approximate
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line segments of the class which terminates and the class which begins at that class

boundary�

As mentioned earlier� Lawrence ����� ����� adopted PART for use with Dodin�s

arc node� and sequential approximation reduction processes� Lawrence chose to use

Fergeson and Shortell�s results in total and justi
ed this choice with the following

reasoning�

� The process of 
tting a �new� reduced� piecewise polynomial function to

the higher term� product derived from the convolution or maximization of

two �old� piecewise polynomial functions is �better viewed as a data 
tting

problem� rather than an interpolation problem�� This observation is based on

the fact that the �old� polynomial functions constitute an approximation of the

underlying density functions and thus di�er from the true values of densities at

possible points of interpolation� although actual errors are not known� Hence�

a �new� polynomial function is being 
tted to approximate data rather than

being interpolated from a given function� Lawrence chose to use the customary

least�square approximation to measure the accuracy of the data 
tting�

� When approximating the integral or derivative of a continuous function� the

higher the degree of the interpolating polynomials� the more accurate the nu�

merically approximated integral or derivative � but the more computationally

intensive the construction and subsequent di�erentiation or integration of the

polynomials� Since the accuracy of the approximated integral or derivative can

also be increased by re
ning the partition increasing the number of classes by

adding additional interior points�� Lawrence adopts the strategy of Conte and

deBoor ���� of approximating the function with polynomial of �low� degree and

then re
ning the partition until the approximated derivative or integral has

the desired accuracy� Lawrence�s �low� degree choice is a 
rst degree or simple

linear regression�
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Unfortunately� Lawrence did not provide further analysis on �re
ning the par�

tition�� leaving this topic for further research� Additionally� the initial task of 
tting

a piecewise polynomial function to a density function is an interpolation problem�

Lawrence incorrectly treats this task as a data 
tting problem� However� Lawrence

����� did expand PART to include approximations of the triangular� gamma� and

beta distributions� Perhaps more importantly� Lawrence showed that PART us�

ing Dodin�s reduction algorithms were �orders of magnitude faster than simulation�

approximations without signi
cant losses in accuracy when the simulation results

are taken as �true� ��

For series�parallel networks� Cubaud ���� showed that the class of power func�

tions can approximate any arbitrary distribution by matching the 
rst two moments

of the distribution with the two parameters of the power function� Sahner ����� only

partially addressed the issue of 
tting distribution data to the class of EP functions�

Speci
cally� Sahner mentioned the work of Augustin and Buscher ���� in the 
t�

ting of Coxian phase�type distributions to a given mean and coe	cient of variation�

and the work of Bux and Herzog ���� in 
tting a phase�type distribution to a given

mean� variance� and a number of sample values� Sahner noted that Bux and Herzog�s

method allowed more freedom in the choice of phases than Augustin and Buscher�s

method� Trogemann and Gente ����� brie�y reference ���� as a guide to using ��EP

and truncated ��EP functions to approximate arbitrary distributions to any degree

of accuracy� Unfortunately� neither Sahner nor Trogemann and Gente present an

example of these distribution approximating methods with their EP formulations�

Another numerical approximation and reduction approach was developed by

Mehrotra� et al� ����� for approximating the network completion time in PANs� The

approach is based on an estimation of the number of common activities across critical

paths� More precisely� let P denote the set of K critical paths of the network such

that V represents the sum of the �common� activities across the K paths and Ui rep�

resents the sum of the �non�common� activites in the i�th critical path� i � �� � � � �K�
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The completion time of the network T is max��i�KUi� � V � Since all critical paths

in the PAN will generally not have the same common activities� Mehrotra� et al�

proposed using�

�� The average number of common activities�

�� The minimum number of common activities� or

�� The maximum number of common activities�

Additionally� Mehrotra� et al� showed their approximation to have a signi
cant com�

putational time advantage using a CPU metric� over simulation without sacri
cing

accuracy when computing the 
rst two moments of the network completion time�

For stated purposes of computational ease� Mehrotra� et al� used activity durations

with independent and identically distributed iid� N���� and iid Exp�� distribu�

tions to obtain these results� The authors noted that their approximation can be

used with non�iid distributed activities as long as the common activity durations of

the network i�e�� the Uis� are identically distributed�

Somarajan and Lau ����� developed an approach to approximating the net�

work completion time of a PAN network based on the Schmeiser�Deutsch distri�

bution ������ Speci
cally� the 
rst four moments of network paths are calculated

and a Schmeiser�Deutsch distribution is 
tted to each path� The network com�

pletion time is then computed as the maximum of n random variables represented

by each path length� Somarajan and Lau�s approach assumes the independence

of paths through the network� The 
rst four moments of a network path are cal�

culated from the 
rst four moments of the activity durations in the path� More

precisely� if y � x��� � � � ��xn where xi are independent random variables whose


rst four central� moments are known and �xi� � Exi� � expected value of xi

and �mxi� � xi � �xi��m � the mth central moment of xi� then�

�y� �
nX
i�

�xi� ���
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��y� �
nX
i�

��xi� ���

��y� �
nX
i�

��xi� ���

��y� �
nX
i�

��xi� � �
n��X
i�

nX
ji��

��xi���xj� ���

Equations �� thru �� are exact and valid for all distribution forms ����� The

Schmeiser�Deutsch distribution covers all distribution forms with squared skewness

�� and squared kurtosis �� and is of closed form�

��	 Summary

This chapter provided an overview of probabilistic networks including their

graph theoretic underpinnings� complexity� and solution methods for output mea�

sures� Speci
cally� four types of probabilistic networks were investigated� activity

networks� Petri nets� task precedence graphs� and belief networks and their struc�

tures were compared and contrasted� A probabilistic network was de
ned as a di�

rected graph G � N�A� linked to a underlying probabilistic stochastic� model in

which probabilistic events activities� are represented by arcs or nodes in G� Each

probabilistic event is represented by a random variable or a combination of random

variables�

Little research has been devoted to obtaining complexity measures for proba�

bilistic networks with continuous random variables� This observation is a direct result

of the inability to compute exact analytical solutions for many probabilistic networks

and has led to the use of approximation methods� Simulation�based methods have

been the dominate approximation technique due to their logical simplicity and e	�

cient implementation� When a simulation is used to solve a probabilistic network�

the main complexity measure is the number of simulation runs and corresponding

random variable draws necessary to establish a certain statistical con
dence in the

output�
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However� for some probabilistic networks� simulation can become a compu�

tationally costly undertaking to obtain accurate estimates of the output measures�

As the number of random variables in the network increases� so does the number

of replications necessary in order to properly characterize the output measures��

As an alternative to simulation� numerical approximation and reduction methods

have been proposed for some probabilistic networks� Network reduction involves

the repeated application of operators such as multiplication for example � mini�

mum� maximum� k out of n�� convolution� and conditional integration to reduce a

network to a smaller network through the aggregation of the underlying stochastic

process of the network� Numerical approximation involves the use of functions such

as piecewise polynomial functions� expolynomial functions� exponential polynomials

functions� etc� to approximate the density or distribution functions of the random

variables� For probabilistic networks with several random variables� numerical ap�

proximation and reduction techniques can be several orders of magnitude faster than

simulation�based methods without signi
cant losses in accuracy�
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III� Air�to�Air Engagement Literature

��� Introduction

In this chapter� a review of air�to�air engagement literature is undertaken�

The review in this section deals exclusively with air�to�air engagement modeling�

However� in order to accurately model an air�to�air engagement� a modeler should

have an adequate understanding of the important components and variables in an air�

to�air engagement� To this end� Appendix A provides a brief overview of the complex

environment of air�to�air engagements and factors that determine success in this

environment� Readers of this dissertation unfamiliar with the air�to�air engagement

environment should read the material in Appendix A�

In general� there is a lack of published� public�domain documentation on com�

bat modeling� What little combat modeling documentation that does exist is usually

devoted to ground combat modeling for example� the articles in ������� To date� I

am only able to 
nd three journal references that speci
cally discuss air�to�air en�

gagement modeling ���� ���� ������ I believe the lack of documentation on combat

modeling including air�to�air engagement models� is the result of three related fac�

tors� First� there does not exist a journal dedicated to combat modeling�� Secondly�

there is a perception� either real or imagined� that access to information concerning

combat models must be kept restricted� Finally� today�s combat models consist of

large� complex simulations which are not easily explained in the page restrictions of

journal articles� Congruently� these simulations are created by civil contractors who

are paid to build and maintain the simulations� not to write about them� The result

of this lack of information on combat modeling is that combat modeling insights are

constantly having to be relearned� Hence� one of the goals of this research is to pro�

�Articles on combat modeling can be found in journals such as Naval Research Logistics Quar�
terly and Military Operations Research� Neither of these journals are dedicated solely to combat
modeling�
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vide a summary of the lessons learned and status of air�to�air engagement modeling

at the theater�level�

In section ���� it was stated that air�to�air models may be divided into two main

groups according to their intended purpose� analysis or training� This dissertation�s

focus is on air�to�air engagement models used for analysis� Air�to�air engagement

models for analysis may be further divided into two subgroups depending on the

modeling method employed� analytic or simulated�

��� Analytic Models

Analytic models� particularly simple ones� help clarify important relations that

are di	cult to perceive in a more complex model� Though generally more abstract

than simulation models� analytic models are characterized by transparency or the

degree to which cause and e�ect relationships in a model are apparent� An analytic

model is usually too simple and restricted to directly solve an operational problem�

but because of its transparency� its insights provide valuable guidance for simulation

model investigations ������

Analytic combat models may be traced back to the seminal works of Fisk �����

Osipov ������ Lanchester ������� These authors were the 
rst to express the dynamics

of combat in mathematical terms� Speci
cally� they considered combat as a set of

coupled di�erential equations relating the changes over time in the force level of

friendly combatants to the force level of the opponent�s and�or friendly combatants

and vice versa� For example� Lanchester�s square law of combat hypothesized that

under �modern conditions� that the change over time in the force level of a side�s

combatants would be proportional to the force level of the opponent�s combatants�

�Helmbold and Relm ���� provide the English translation of the �ve part series of articles that
Osipov published in the Russian journal Voenniy Sbornik and an overview and discussion of the
interrelationships between of the works of Fisk� Osipov� and Lanchester�
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In mathematical terms� we have

dx

dt
� ��y with x�� � x
 ���

dy

dt
� ��x with y�� � y
 ���

where

� xt� � the number of x combatants at time t�

� yt� � the number of y combatants at time t�

� � � the rate at which individual combatants in force y kill opposing combatants

in force x� and

� � � the rate at which individual combatants in force x kill opposing combatants

in force y�

The state solution for equations �� and �� is

�x�
 � x�� � �y�
 � y�� ���

showing the square law relationship�

Lanchester�s research started the exploration of using di�erential equation for�

mulations both deterministic and stochastic� to model combat attrition referred to

as Lanchester�Type Models of Warfare�� Taylor ����� ����� and Fowler ���� provide

comprehensive reviews of Lanchester�Type Models of Warfare� Several deterministic

Lanchester�type� air�to�air engagement models have been proposed by Frick ���� and

Latchaw ������ The US Air Force�s THUNDER theater�level combat model ���� uses

a set of deterministic Lanchester equations in di�erence form� to allocate intercept�

ing aircraft to target escort aircraft and target non�escort aircraft e�g� bombers��

More precisely� let

� xt� represent the number of intercepting aircraft in the engagement at time t�
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� y�t� and y�t� represent respectively the number of target escort and non�

escort aircraft in engagement at time t�

� a represent the percentage of interceptors allocated to engaging non�escort

aircraft �� a are allocated to engaging escort aircraft��

The resulting Lanchester equations for attrition in the air�to�air engagement are�

dx

dt
� ��y� � �y�� with y��� � y
� and y��� � y
� ���

dy�
dt

� ��� a��x with x�� � x
 ���

dy�
dt

� �a�x ���

where

� � � the rate at which individual escort aircraft in y� kill interceptor aircraft in

x�

� � � the rate at which individual non�escort aircraft in y� kill interceptor aircraft

in x�

� � � the rate at which individual interceptor aircraft in x kill escort and non�

escort aircraft respectively in y� and y��

The state solution for equations �� thru �� is�

�z�
 � z�� � ��x�
 � x�� ���

where

� zt� � �y�t� � �y�t� and

� � �
q
� � a��� � a��

Equation �� is used to determine the winning side either x or y� through an en�

gagement of total attrition� If side x wins� then y� � � and y� � �� since the battle
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is fought until one side is annihilated y� � � and y� � � implies z � ��� Thus the

number of survivors of the engagement on side x are
q
��x�
 � �z�
� If side y wins�

then x � �� Unfortunately� the number of survivors of the engagement on side y

can not be obtained directly from equation �� since the expression for z involves two

unknowns y� and y� i�e�� one equation and two unknown variables��

However� the survivors on side y can be obtained directly from the force level

equations� Speci
cally� solving equations �� thru �� yields force level equations

xt� � x
 cosh�t� �
z

�
sinh�t� ���

y�t� � y
� � � � a���
z

��

�cosh�t�� ��� x

�

sinh�t�� ���

y�t� � y
� � a��
z

��

�cosh�t�� ��� x

�

sinh�t�� ���

Letting xt� � � and solving for t in equation �� yields

ty �
�

��
ln

� � �x�
z�

� � �x�
z�

���

The survivors on side y are then determined by equations �� and �� using t � ty

from equation ���

A measure of e�ectiveness MOE� determines the allocation a and ��a of inter�
ceptors to non�escort aircraft and escort aircraft� Speci
cally� the winning side and

survivors on that side are calculated for a � �� ���� � � � � � i�e� step i� i � �� �� � � � � ����

The percentage of non�escort aircraft lost AI� and of interceptors lost BI� in allo�

cation step i is determined� The following measure of e�ectiveness is calculated for

each allocation step�

MOEi �
��� �Ai

� � ��� � V � �Bi � C
���
���

where
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� V is the measure of the value of interceptor losses� and

� C
 is the percentage of interceptor losses when a � �

The largest value of MOEi in equation �� determines the allocation a and �� a of

interceptors to non�escort aircraft and escort aircraft�

Due to the general recognition that combat is a stochastic series of events ���

and the limiting assumption of large force numbers� the use of deterministic Lanch�

ester equations as analytic tools have been limited to large force�on�force engage�

ments� In their place� stochastic analytic models have been pursued� These models

are able to analyze small or intermediate numbers of combatants� the engagement

size appropriate for modern air combat reference Appendix A��

Whitehouse ����� used an EXLUSIVE�OR generalized activity network GAN�

or GERT network to model a simple one versus one air�to�air engagement� Figure ��

shows the network for the air�to�air engagement� Node � represents the event that

the interceptor engages the target aircraft� Three possible outcome activities exist�

�� The interceptor approaches the target aircraft� 
res a missile� and kills the tar�

get aircraft� This outcome activity is represented by arc �� �� with probability

p� and a random occurrence time of t����� with moment generating function

MGF� M�����s�� This arc terminates at node � with the event being a shoot

down of the target aircraft�

�� The interceptor approaches the target aircraft� 
res a missile� but misses the

target aircraft� This outcome activity is represented by arc �� �� with proba�

bility p� and a random occurrence time of t����� with MGF M�����s�� This arc

terminates at node � with the event being a missed interceptor missile shot�

�� The interceptor approaches the target aircraft� The target aircraft 
res a mis�

sile 
rst and shoots down the interceptor� This outcome activity is represented

by arc �� �� with probability p� and a random occurrence time of t����� with
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Figure ��� GERT Network of Simple Air Duel with Unlimited Passes

MGF M�����s�� This arc terminates at node � with the event being a shoot

down of the interceptor�

If the interceptor misses the target aircraft� then four possible outcome activ�

ities exist�

�� The interceptor approaches the target aircraft� 
res a missile� but misses the

target aircraft again� This outcome activity is represented by the loop �� ��

with probability p� and a random occurrence time of t����� with MGF M�����s��

This arc terminates at node � with the event being a missed interceptor missile

shot�

�� The interceptor approaches the target aircraft again� 
res a missile� and kills

the target aircraft� This outcome activity is represented by arc �� �� with

probability p� and a random occurrence time of t����� with MGF M�����s��
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This arc terminates at node � with the event being a shoot down of the target

aircraft�

�� The interceptor terminates the engagement� This outcome activity is repre�

sented by arc �� �� with probability p	 and a random occurrence time of t�����

with MGF M�����s�� This arc terminates at node � with the engagement being

terminated�

�� The interceptor approaches the target aircraft again� The target aircraft 
res a

missile and shoots down the interceptor� This outcome activity is represented

by arc �� �� with probability p� and a random occurrence time of t����� with

MGF M�����s�� This arc terminates at node � with the event being a shoot

down of the interceptor�

The unconditional moment generating function of the time to shoot down the

target aircraft is

W� � p�M�����s� �
p�M�����s�p�M�����s�

� � p�M�����s�
���

Similar expressions can be derived for the unconditional moment generating func�

tions for the time to terminate the engagement and to shoot down the interceptor�

Whitehouse ����� stated that more complex air�to�air engagements can be modeled

in a similar manner� A signi
cant di	culty of the GERT models as mentioned in

section ��� occurs when trying to obtain the distribution of time to realize a node�

In order to obtain the distribution of time to realize a node� one has to invert a

transform such as given in equation �� back into a distribution� This problem is not

easily solved for complex GERT networks�

Feigin� et al� ���� used a discrete space� continuous time Markov chain to an�

alyze a m�on�n air�to�air engagement� Speci
cally� at time t � �� an air�to�air

engagement starts between opposing �ight group of m homogeneous� blue aircraft

�In terms of aircraft performance and weapons characteristics�
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and a �ight of n homogeneous red aircraft� At any time t� t 	 �� an individual

aircraft is in one of four roles or states��

�� Pursuer � involved in a duel with an opponent aircraft and in the process of

acquiring a 
ring position against the opponent aircraft�

�� Evader � involved in a duel with an opponent aircraft and trying to minimize

the opponent�s 
ring opportunity�

�� Free� not engaged in a duel with an opponent aircraft� seeking an opponent

aircraft to attack�

�� Downed � aircraft has been shot out of the sky by an opponent aircraft�

At t � �� all aircraft are assumed to be in the free role�

A change in an aircraft role is associated with one of the following four events�

�� A pursuer downs an evader with rate �p where � is the average rate at which

the pursuer reaches a 
ring position and 
res and p is the kill probability of a

single weapon release�

�� A pursuer is acquired by a free aircraft from the evader�s �ight group with

average rate �� In this event� the free aircraft becomes a pursuer� the pursuer

assumes the role of an evader� and the original� evader becomes a free aircraft�

�� Two free aircraft from the opposing �ight group engage in a duel as the result

of one of the aircraft acquiring the other with average rate � i�e�� one aircraft

becomes a pursuer while the other aircraft becomes an evader��

�� An evader disengages a pursuer with average rate ��

The objective of each �ight group blue and red� is to destroy as many aircraft in

the opposing �ight group as possible and each aircraft has an unlimited number of


ring opportunities� For a given m blue and n red aircraft there are k � km�n�

ways based on the four events above that the m � n aircraft could be assigned the
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m n k
� � �
� � ��
� � ��
� � ��
� � ���
� � ���
� � ���
� � ���
�� �� ����

Table �� Number of the States� k� of the Markovian Model Given m Blue Aircraft
and n Red Aircraft

roles of pursuer� evader� free� or downed� Feigin� et al� use k states for the Markov

chain� Table � shows the possible states for a given value of m and n�

Feigin� et al� ���� considered the loss ratio number�

t� �
NB�� �NBt�

NR�� �NRt�
���

and the attrition ratio�

� t� �
�� NB�t�

NB�
�

�� NR�t�
NR�
�

���

as output measures where NBt� and NRt� refer to the number of aircraft on the

blue and red sides respectively at time t� The loss and attrition ratios in equations ��

and �� are the main metrics used to assess the degree of air superiority at the theater�

level�

Feigin� et al� ���� stated that their model �should be regarded as a prototype of

a large family of more complete Markov models�� The model can easily be expanded

to include more detailed aircraft roles and events� For example� two aircraft from

the same side lead and wingman� could be allowed to engage a single opponent

aircraft rather than the current single pursuer restriction� Also states could be

added to take into account the number of missiles remaining� The payment for a
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more detailed model is a larger state space and hence more computational time to

solve the resulting Markov chain� Additionally� one may question the validity of the

Markovian memoryless� property in modeling air�to�air engagements speci
cally�

does the conditional distribution of the future state St� s� given the present state

Ss� and the past states Su�� � 	 u � s depend only on the present state Xs� and

not on the past states Su��� Depending on structure i�e�� roles and events� used

in the model� this property will not always hold� For example� consider an air�to�air

engagement in which a �ight of four aircraft loses two of its aircraft� It is unlikely

that the �ight will function in the same manner aggressiveness� coordination� etc��

given the loss of the two aircraft as they would without an aircraft loss� Finally� the

fact that a homogeneous Markov process is used to model the engagement re�ects

the assumption that there is no e�ect of time on the transition probability rates� In

other words� as the air�to�air engagement progresses no account is taken of factors

such as fatigue or learning on the part of the pilots�

Hong� et al� ����� furnish three non�Markovian air�to�air engagement models�

The 
rst model illustrates a one versus one air�to�air engagement using the �inter�


ring� distributions� of missiles one radar�guided and one infrared� on each aircraft

to determine engagement outcomes� The second model is also a one versus one air�

to�air engagement but� unlike the 
rst model� it uses the �interkilling�distributions�

of missiles to determine engagement outcomes� Additionally� the second model in�

creases the number of missiles on each aircraft to four two radar�guided and two

infrared� and divides the engagement into three distinct phases� beyond visual range

BVR� engagement� visual detection� and within visual range WVR� engagement�

Finally� the third model expands the state space of the second model to include

two aircraft on one of the sides� making the air�to�air engagement a two versus one

�The inter�ring distribution describes the distribution of time to a missile launch�
�In contrast to the inter�ring distribution� the interkilling distribution represents the distribution

of time to a missile kill� In other words� with the interkilling distribution� we are interested only in
the missile launches that kill 
shoot down� an opponent aircraft�
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encounter� All three models assume that the engagement continues until one side is

killed or all weapons are exhausted�

The three models were developed under the assumption that an air�to�air

engagement can be viewed as the superposition of several independent� terminat�

ing renewal processes� The technique of superpositioning independent� terminating

renewal processes was 
rst proposed by Ancker ��� for modeling one versus one

stochastic ground combat� termed by Ancker a �stochastic duel�� This technique

has been used in follow�on research by Ancker� Gafarian� Kress and several asso�

ciates ���� ����� ���� ����� ����� ����� to modelm versus n stochastic ground combat	�

In the m versus n stochastic combat model� each combatant completes an activity

that leads to a combat event e�g�� 
ring a weapon or killing a target�� The occurrence

of a combat event is modeled as a separate renewal process for each combatant with

the interarrival times of the renewal process representing individual combat events

for the combatant� By assuming that each combatant completes a combat event

independently of the other combatants e�g�� assuming each combatant is shooting

at a passive� 
xed target�� the renewal processes are made independent�

In order to calculate the probability of being in a particular state� the technique

of supplementary variables ���� is used� More precisely� at time t let the supplemen�

tary variable Yn denote the time since the nth combat event� Then the 
rst order

�Ancker ��� studied the one�on�one stochastic combat model� The next attempt to solve a
stochastic combat model for a larger size was the two�on�one stochastic model by Gafarian and
Ancker ����� They developed the general solution for the state probabilities for homogeneous two�
on�one stochastic combat and from these derived the winning probabilities� Kress ����� solved the
many�on�one stochastic combat problem� Next� Gafarian and Manion ���� solved the homogeneous
two�on�two combat model� Hong ����� followed by developing a solution for the state probabilities
of heterogeneous two�on�one and homogeneous three� on�two combats� Later Parkhideh and Ga�
farian ����� provided the general solution to many�on� many heterogeneous stochastic combat of
which many�on�many homogeneous combat is a subset� Unfortunately� Parkhideh and Gafarian	s
solution is a method of exhaustive enumeration and has a strong exponential computation time
which makes it practically impossible to use for battles beyond � on �� As a result� Yang and
Gafarian ����� developed a fast approximation for the many�on�many homogeneous case� Unfortu�
nately� as can be seen by the references� Yang	s article was published before Parkhideh	s� However�
Parkhideh ����� completed his research before Yang ������ Undoubtedly� Parkhideh	s research led
to Yang	s research�
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t

Indicates a combat event

t0

Figure ��� Backward Recurrence Time Example

instantaneous� probability that a n � �th combat event will occur in the interval

t� t� dt� is given by�
fyn�

F cyn�
���

where f�� and F c�� are the density and complementary cumulative distribution

functions of the combat event random variable e�g�� inter
ring time or interkilling

time�� In renewal theory� Yn is referred to as the backward recurrence time� Figure ��

illustrates the concept of backward recurrence time� In Figure �� a particular com�

batant at time t� has had three combat events and it has been t
 time units since

the last combat event� With the use of the technique of supplementary variables�

the non�Markovian combat models are transformed into semi�Markovian models�

A major di	culty of the Hong� et al� ����� model is the exponential� explosion

of the state space with an increase in the number of combat events� This explosion

is directly related to the requirement to model possible combinations of events� For

example� a one�on�one air�to�air engagement model with inter
ring distributions

where each aircraft has one radar�guided and one infrared missile i�e�� four combat

events� has �� possible states� In order to reduce the state space size� Hong� et al�
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recommend using interkilling distributions rather than inter
ring distributions� This

reduces the number of combat events� hence reducing the state space of the model�

��� Simulation Models

As stated in section ���� today�s air�to�air engagement models consist mainly

of relatively large� complex simulations� To many� these simulated models are con�

sidered more credible than analytic models because these models generally contain

more detail than analytic models ������ In simulated models� the processes and

activities of combat are �acted out�� In this section� THUNDER�s air�to�air engage�

ment submodel will be discussed� Although there are other theater�level air�to�air

engagement simulation models� THUNDER is the predominate model used by the

US Air Force for theater�level analysis ����� Appendix B details the air�to�air en�

gagement submodel used in THUNDER for those readers who are not familiar with

this theater�level model�

As can be seen from Appendices A and B� air environment factors in a the�

ater level air�to�air engagement model such as those contained in THUNDER are

treated at a very aggregated level when compared to an engagement level model

such as BRAWLER� THUNDER input parameters such as probability of engage�

ment ENG�� relative range advantage RRA�� probability of kill PK�� degree of

aircraft command and control ACC�� etc�� attempt to account for factors that

in�uence the outcome of air�to�air engagements such as tactics� sensor performance�

range advantage� weapons usage� etc� in a general manner� In contrast� the air

environment in an engagement level model such as BRAWLER is treated in great

detail� Sensors and weapons are explicitly modeled and their performance compared

to �ight tests and laboratory experiments� Tactics are modeled explicitly and are

based upon intelligence estimates of threat weapon system capabilities� threat cul�

tural biases� and pilot pro
ciency� Blue tactics are taken from USAF air manuals
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such as Multi�CommandManual MCM� ���� actual tactics development �ight tests�

and discussions with experienced pilots�

As a result of the aggregated treatment of air environment factors in the

THUNDER �high resolution� air�to�air engagement submodel� the submodel has

been criticized in certain areas for not accurately re�ecting the actual air environ�

ment� Major criticisms include�

� The single shot probability of kill� SSPK� calculation considers only 
ring

platform � weapon load versus opponent platform combinations and is ap�

proximately the same regardless of whether the 
ring weapon is employed as

the primary munition or employed with di�erent tactics� or the 
ring plat�

form encounters the same opponent platform armed with a di�erent weapons

load� ��� ����� For example� consider an F���C armed with an AIM���� as its

primary weapon and the AIM�� as its secondary weapon being engaged by a

threat aircraft armed with a beyond visual range BVR� missile less capable

than the AIM���� but with longer range than the AIM��� In the majority

of the engagements� the AIM���� is likely to dominate all outcomes� negat�

ing the threat missile range advantage over the AIM��� In the situation that

the F���C is not armed with AIM����s or has expended them during previous

engagements� this threat BVR range advantage is not re�ected in THUNDER�

� The number of weapons 
red per engagement by an aircraft is the same for all

air�to�air engagements regardless of type of opponent aircraft faced ����

� A multiple weapon salvo is always modeled as a SHOOT�SHOOT 
ring doc�

trine while the more typical USAF SHOOT�LOOK�SHOOT 
ring doctrine is

not modeled ��� ������

� When an air�to�air engagement occurs� weapons are always 
red� The model

does not allow for aircraft to disengage before weapons release ����
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Although the criticisms of the THUNDER �high resolution� air�to�air engage�

ment submodel discussed above do have merit� the model appears to produce ac�

ceptable results in terms of bottom�line theater�level air superiority metrics such as

aircraft loss and exchange ratios� In section ���� it was mentioned that BRAWLER

is used to calibrate data used in THUNDER� An example of this calibration process

is given in reference ���� In this calibration process� individual air�to�air engage�

ment outcomes from THUNDER were examined from an input data perspective

and compared to the BRAWLER inputs and results� Speci
cally� four THUNDER

input variables were considered ENG� RRA� PK� and L� The result of the calibra�

tion process were favorable with BRAWLER and THUNDER air�to�air engagement

outcomes matching within intervals attributed to the inheritant di�erences of the

models� With as many input data factors as the THUNDER �high resolution� air�

to�air engagement submodel allows one could change other factors and lead to the

similar outcomes in terms of theater�level metrics�

��� Summary

This chapter provided a review of air�to�air engagement literature� Today�s air�

to�air engagement models consist mainly of relatively large� complex simulations and

may be roughly divided into two main groups according to their intended purpose�

analysis or training� This dissertation�s focus is on air�to�air engagement models

used for analysis� The US Air Force predominate simulation model used for analy�

sis is THUNDER� Appendix B details the air�to�air engagement submodel used in

THUNDER�

On the other hand� analytic models particularly simple ones� help clarify

important relations that are di	cult to perceive in a more complex model� Though

generally more abstract than simulated models� analytic models are characterized

by transparency or the degree to which cause and e�ect relationships in a model
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are apparent� Analytic air�to�air engagement models discussed include Lanchester

models ����� ���� and probabilistic models ����� ���� ������
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IV� Event Occurrence Networks

��� Introduction

In this chapter� a new network formulation termed an event occurrence net�

work EON� is introduced to model the interaction of groups of event sequences�

An EON is a graphical representation of the superposition of several terminating

counting processes� EONs di�er from the probabilistic networks previously discus�

sion in chapter II and are motivated by the research of Ancker� Gafarian� Kress and

several associates ���� ����� ���� ����� ����� ����� in modeling m versus n stochas�

tic ground combat� An analysis method termed �bucket� analysis is introduced to

accommodate a node state� explosion problem as the number of the events in an

EON increases� The general integral solution to the probability of being at any node

state� in an EON at time t is discussed� To illustrate the capabilities of EONs� two

simple air�to�air engagement examples are given�

��� Description

An event occurrence network EON� is a probabilistic network in which an

arc represents the occurrence of an event from a group of sequential� events before

the occurrence of events from other event groupings� Events between groups occur

independently� but events within a group occur sequentially� A set of arcs leaving

a node is a set of competing events� which are probabilistically resolved by order

relations� More precisely� consider groups of sequential events�

G��� G�� � � � � � G�n�

G��� G�� � � � � � G�n�
���

���

Gs� � Gs� � � � � � Gsns
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where Gg� g � �� � � � � s represent s independent groups of events and Gge represents

event e in group g� Let continuous random variable Ege represent the occurrence

completion� time t of event Gge with

� density function fEge t��

� cumulative distribution function FEget�� and

� complementary cumulative distribution function F c
Ege

t��

The complementary cumulative distribution function F c
Ege

t� represents the

non�occurrence of event Gge by time t and is equivalent to ��FEget�� Additionally�

only one event can occur in any in
nitesimally small time interval dt� two or more

events cannot occur at the same instant in time�

An EON is the graphical representation of the superposition of several termi�

nating counting processes� A counting process fNt�� t 
 �g is a stochastic process�

in which Nt� represents the total number of events that have occurred up to time

t ������ Random variable Ege de
ned previously above� represents the interarrival

time of the eth event for counting process Ngt�� g � �� � � � � s� If Ege are identically

distributed for all e� then counting process Ngt� is a renewal process� Cox and

Smith ���� have discussed the superposition of renewal processes�

As stated in the introduction to this chapter� EONs di�er from the probabilis�

tic networks previously discussion in chapter II� For example� consider generalized

activity networks GANs�� Two parameters are associated with the arc of a GAN�

� the discrete� probability p that an arc is taken given the node from which it

emanated is realized and

� the time t required to accomplish the activity which the arc represents�

�A stochastic process fX
t�� t � Tg is a collection of random variables 
where t is an index and
X
t� is a random variable��
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2 3

Figure ��� Simple� Two Event Event Occurrence Network

For our purposes� assuming T is a continuous random variable� a GAN arc

occurs with probability P t� and has length given by the distribution of T � On

the other hand� an EON arc occurs with continuous� probability pt� which is

determined by stochastic order relations among the event random variables and has

length given by a distribution conditioned on the ordering of the event random

variables� For example� consider an EON composed of two event groups with one

event in each group events G�� and G���� Figure �� graphically depicts the EON for

this model which has three states� The probability that arc �� is chosen is equivalent

to the probability that G�� occurs before G�� P t� � P E�� � E���� with the length

given by the conditional distribution fE�� jE���E��
t��

��� Air�to�Air Engagement Examples

As an example of an EON� consider the 
rst air�to�air engagement model dis�

cussed by Hong� et al� ������ As discussed in section ���� this model described a one

versus one air�to�air engagement in which each aircraft could 
re one radar�guided

and one infrared missile each� A constraint of the model was that the radar�guided
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missile must always be 
red before the infrared missile� Let Gg� and Gg� represent

the events that side g g � �� �� 
res a radar�guided and infrared missile respectively�

Further let random variables Eg� and Eg� represent the occurrence times to 
re the

radar�guided and infrared missile respectively for side g�� Figure �� shows the EON

for this model�

The EON shown in Figure �� has � nodes� Node � represents a �non�event� for

this model i�e�� the non�occurrence of the 
rst event�� neither aircraft has 
red a

missile� Nodes � and � represent possible occurrences outcomes� for the 
rst event�

one of the aircraft has 
red a radar missile� Node � represents the event that the

aircraft on side � has 
red the radar missile i�e�� event G��� while Node � represents

the event that the aircraft on side � has 
red the radar missile i�e�� eventG���� Nodes

�� �� and � represent possible occurrences for the second event� Node � represents

the event that the aircraft on side � has 
red an infrared missile given that the 
rst

event was a radar missile 
red by the same aircraft� Node � represents the event of

both aircraft 
ring radar missiles� Two separate paths lead to this node� depending

on which aircraft 
red the 
rst radar missile� Finally� Node � represents the event

that the aircraft on side � has 
red an infrared missile given that the 
rst event was a

radar missile 
red by the same aircraft� In a similar manner� Nodes � and � represent

possible occurrences for the third event and node � represents the occurrence of the

fourth and last event�

Note the ��ow�down� structure of the graph in Figure ��� Each set of nodes

on the same horizontal line corresponds to the possible occurrences of the uth event

u � �� �� �� ��� Six paths lead from node � to node �� These paths consists of the

following sequences of events�

�Recall from section ��� that Eg� and Eg� are referred by Hong� et al� as inter�ring times�
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No Event

1st Event

2nd Event

3rd Event

4th Event

1

2 3

4 5 6

7 8

9

G11 G21

G12 G22

G21 G11

G21 G11

G12 G22

G22 G12

Figure ��� Event Occurrence Network for One vs One Air�to�Air Engagement
Example
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Number Node Path Event Sequence

� �� �� �� �� � G��� G��� G�� � G���

� �� �� �� � � � G��� G��� G�� � G���

� �� �� �� �� � G��� G��� G�� � G���

� �� �� �� �� � G��� G��� G�� � G���

� �� �� �� �� � G��� G��� G�� � G���

� �� �� �� �� � G��� G�� � G��� G����

The air�to�air engagement EON shown in Figure �� terminates with probability

one at node � as t�� with both missiles being expended by each aircraft� Clearly�

this engagement is not a realistic example since the possibility of a missile kill has not

been included this is the actual engagement model discussed by Hong� et al� �������

Suppose missile kills are allowed in the EON� More precisely� let pg� and pg� represent

the respective probabilities that the radar and infrared missile from side g shoots

down kills� the opponent aircraft given that the missile is 
red� Additionally� let

qg� � � � pg� and qg� � � � pg� represent the respective probabilities that the radar

and infrared missile from side g misses the opponent aircraft given that the missile is


red�� The EON for this one versus one air�to�air engagement is shown in Figure ���

For the EON shown in Figure ��� let G
g
���
�

and G
g
���
�

represent the events that

side g g � �� �� 
res a radar�guided and infrared missile respectively that shoot down

the side g and let G
g
���
�

and G
g
���
�

represent the events that side g 
res a radar�guided

and infrared missile respectively that misses side g� The EON shown in Figure ��

has �� nodes� Two di�erent node types are present in the graphical representation

but the graph is not bipartite since arcs join two nodes from the same class e�g��

arc �� ���� A square node represents the occurrence of an event that precludes

the occurrence of future events� Termed a �concluding� event� this type of node

completely describes an absorbing state in the underlying probabilistic model� For

example� node � describes the concluding event G
�
���
�

that the aircraft on side � 
red

��



Figure ��� Event Occurrence Network for One vs One Air�to�Air Engagement Ex�
ample with Missile Kills
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a radar missile and shot down the aircraft on side �� A circled node represents the

occurrence of event that does not preclude the occurrence of future events� Termed

an �intermediate� event� this type of node completely describes a transient state in

the underlying probabilistic model� For example� node � represents the intermediate

event G
�
���
�

that the aircraft on side � 
red a radar missile missing the aircraft on

side ��

The EON shown in Figure �� has �� concluding events and � intermediate

events�� Note that some of the square nodes share the same concluding event� For

example� nodes �� ��� and �� all share the same concluding event G
�
���
�
� i�e�� the air�

craft on side � 
res a radar missile and shoots down the aircraft on side �� However�

the sequence of events leading up to the concluding event for each of these nodes dif�

fers� For node �� the sequence of events is G
�
���
�
�� For node ��� the sequence of events

is G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
�� Finally� for node ��� the sequence of events is G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

��� Underlying Probabilistic Model

Suppose one is interested in the probability of being at a particular node or set

of nodes at time t in an EON� For example� what is the probability that the aircraft on

side � shoots down the aircraft on side � with a radar missile at time t the probability

of being at node �� ��� or ��� for the EON in Figure ��� The probabilistic model

generated by the EON structure is a non�Markovian probabilistic model� In order to

calculate the probability of being at a particular node at time t� we need to know the

history of all completed events� The states of the underlying probabilistic model of

EON correspond on a one�to�one basis with the nodes of the EON� absorbing states

correspond to event sequences that end with a concluding event and transient states

correspond to event sequences that end with an intermediate event� Square nodes

are absorbing states and circled nodes are transient states� Appendix C details the

probability of being at a particular node in Figure �� at time t�

�Node � is a �non�event�� but will also be classi�ed as an intermediate event�
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Table � gives Pat� the probability of being at a particular node a state in

the underlying probabilistic model� at time t� t � �� �� � � � � � for the EON in Fig�

ure �� assuming that missile launch times are exponentially distributed� Speci
cally�

if continuous random variable E
g
���
e

represents the completion time of event G
g
���
e

where side g � �� � 
res a missile of type e� e � �� � where � � radar�guided and � �

infrared� at side  g that either misses � � �� or shoots down � � �� side  g where  g

represents the opponent side of side g� then

� E
�
���
�
� exp���t� with ��� � ���� i�e�� side � 
res a radar missile��

� E
�����

� exp���t� with ��� � ���� i�e�� side � 
res a radar missile��

� E
�����

� exp���t� with ��� � ���� i�e�� side � 
res an infrared missile�� and

� E
�����

� exp���t� with ��� � ���� i�e�� side � 
res an infrared missile��

Additionally� the probabilities that the radar and infrared missiles on side �

and � shoot down the other side when 
red are p�� � p�� � ���� and p�� � ���� �

p�� � ���� respectively� Exact analytic� expressions for the probabilities in Table �

were derived and are summarized in Appendix C�

From Table �� as t� � minutes� the probability of being at a particular node

reaches a steady�state value� Note that the probability of being at an intermediate

node transient state� approaches zero as t � �� The following observations can

be made about the steady�state probability of being at a particular node for this

air�to�air engagement example�

� First strike radar missile kills occur with a probability of ��� P��� � P�����

� Slightly over ��! of the air�to�air engagements have ended within two events

missile 
rings�� P��� � P��� � P	�� � P��� � P�
�� � P���� � ������

� Only slightly more than ��! of the air�to�air engagements end without a shoot

down� P�
t� � ������
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Time t � � � � � � � �

P�t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P�t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P�t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P�t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P�t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P	t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P�t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P�t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P�t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P�
t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P��t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P��t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P��t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P��t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P��t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P�	t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P��t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P��t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P��t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P�
t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
P��t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������

Total ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������

Table �� Probability of Being at a Node for the One vs One Air�to�Air Engagement
Event Occurrence Network Example with Missile Kills
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� In answer to the example question posed above� the probability that the aircraft

on side � shoots down the aircraft on side � with a radar missile is ���� P����

P�
�� � P������

As demonstrated in Appendix C� the probability of being at any node state� of

the EON in Figure �� at time t can be calculated exactly when the event probability

density functions are all of exponential form due to closure of the exponential dis�

tribution under the operation of integration�� However� for many event probability

density functions e�g�� gamma with non�integer shape parameter� or combinations

of event probability density functions e�g� exponential and normal�� the integral

expressions given in Appendix C have no closed form solution� In such cases� ap�

proximations of the integral expressions are needed� One solution technique discussed

in the literature is polynomial approximation� Discussion of this technique is de�

ferred until Chapter V�

��	 Node �State� Explosion Problem

A drawback of the EON approach to modeling the interaction of groups of

event sequences is a node state� explosion problem as the number of the events in

the network is increased� For example� Table � shows the number of nodes states�

for s group EONs with s events in each group s � �� � � � � ��� This explosion problem

is directly linked to the requirement to explicitly track event sequences� Since the

underlying probabilistic model of an EON is non�Markovian� past event occurrences

are important in determining the probability of being at a current node and the time

associated with reaching the node�

One approach to minimizing the network explosion problem is network aggrega�

tion� This approach is used by Ancker� Kress� Gafarian� and associates ���� ����� ����

����� ����� ����� in modeling m versus n stochastic ground combat� Recall from

chapter I that aggregation refers to the process of assembling or combining in mass�

Aggregation in EONs is process aggregation� This approach attempts to combine

��



s Number of Nodes
� ��
� ���
� ����
� �����
� ������

Table �� Number of Nodes for s Group Event Occurrence Networks with s Events
in Each Group

sets of events into fewer� reduced aggregated� sets of events� i�e�� reduce the num�

ber of states in the probabilistic model� The cost paid for aggregation is a loss of

information detail� in the model�

For example� the one versus one air�to�air engagement EON shown in Figure ��

may be aggregated into the EON shown in Figure ��� This EON only has � nodes �

concluding and � intermediate� associated with two killing events� More precisely�

let Gg describe the event that the aircraft from side g shoots down the aircraft from

side  g� g � �� �� Node � describe the non�event that a kill on either side has not

yet taken place and both sides still have missiles to launch� Nodes � and � describe

the concluding event i�e�� single event sequence� that the aircraft on side � and �

respectively shoots down the aircraft on the other side� Finally� node � describes

the concluding event that both sides launch all missiles without achieving a kill�

engagement ends without a shoot down�

For the aggregated EON and the associated probabilistic model in the Fig�

ure ��� the following nodes and associated states have been combined from the

unaggregated EON in Figure ���

� Node �agg � Nodes �� �� �� �� �� ��� ��� and ���

� Node �agg � Nodes �� �� ��� ��� ��� and ���

� Node �agg � Nodes �� �� ��� ��� �� and ��� and

� Node �agg � Node ��

��



1

2 3 4

Figure ��� Aggregated Event Occurrence Network for One vs One Air�to�Air En�
gagement Example with Missile Kills

where aagg describes the new aggregated� nodes� Table � gives P agg
a t� the

probability of being at a particular node a state in the underlying probabilistic

model� at time t� t � �� � � � � � for the aggregated EON in Figure �� assuming the

same parameters as used to calculate Table � for the unaggregated EON�

The probability of being a particular node at time t as shown in Table � may

be calculated using two di�erent methods�

Time t � � � � � � � �

P agg
� t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������

P agg
� t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������

P agg
� t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������

P agg
� t� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������� ������

Total ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������

Table �� Probability of Being at a Node for the One vs One Air�to�Air Engagement
Aggregated Event Occurrence Network Example with Missile Kills

��



�� By summing the probabilities of being at the appropriate original nodes in the

unaggregated EON� For example� P agg
� � P�t��P�t��P�t��P�t��P�t��

P��t� � P��t� � P��t��

�� By de
ning new distributions� which model the occurrence of the new aggre�

gated events� from the unaggregated event distributions� For example� one

aggregated event for the EON in Figure �� is the shooting down of an air�

craft� The density function for such an event can be de
ned using the density

functions of the unaggregated events�

fgaggt� � p��fE
g
���
�

t� � q��p�� �fE
g
���
�

t�� fE
g
���
�

t�� � q��q���t��� ���

for g � �� � where � denotes the convolution of the density functions and � is

the Dirac Delta function��

The density function in equation �� is a 
nite mixture of density functions�

Note that detail has been lost with the aggregated EON� the distribution of time for

the aircraft on side g to shoot down the aircraft on side  g is known� but not which

missile type shoots down the aircraft�

Another approach to the node state� explosion problem is a method loosely

termed by this researcher as �lq bucket� analysis based on the analogy of a �uid

�owing down through a system of buckets�� In this method� intermediate nodes of

an EON may be transformed into concluding nodes� e�ectively reducing the number

of nodes in follow�on event tiers� This approach allows an EON to be �truncated� to

the appropriate event level� For example� consider the EON in Figure �� once again�

The steady�state 
ndings of Table � showed that slightly more than ��! of the air�

�In equation ��� the Dirac Delta function is de�ned such that�

�
s� �

�
� s � �
� s � �

��



to�air engagements end within two events missile 
rings�� P��� � P��� � P	�� �

P��� � P�
�� � P���� � ������ Rather than calculate the probability of being

at the remaining nodes �� �� ��� ��� thru ��� one can change nodes �� �� and �� to

concluding nodes and calculate the probability of being at these three nodes instead

of calculating the probability of the other � remaining nodes ������ in the network�

The method of �bucket� analysis eliminates rare as de
ned by the analyst�

event sequences� In terms of the �uid analogy� the underlying probabilistic model

of an EON can be viewed as a construct for the ��ow of probability�� Clearly� the

probability of being at node � in any EON attime t � � is one� no events have

occurred by t � �� Probability then ��ows� to other nodes in the network based

on the occurrence of event sequences� Absorbing states can be viewed as buckets

capturing �uid probability� from higher nodes in the network and transient states

as leaky buckets capturing �uid from higher nodes� but feeding this �uid to lower

nodes in the EON� By changing an intermediate node in an EON to a concluding

node� one has changed a transient state to an absorbing state in the underlying

probabilistic model�

Additionally� through the use of �bucket� analysis� one does not have to solve

for the probability of being in a transient state directly� By viewing transient states

as absorbing states� one can immediately calculate the probability of being in a

particular transient state� For example� consider calculating P�t� for the EON in

Figure ��� Using conservation of probability�

P�t� � Pb�ct�� �P	t� � Pb�ct� � P�t� � Pb�b�ct��

where Pbact� is the probability of being in transient state a when state a is viewed as

an absorbing state and �b� is event sequence G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
�� Although one still must

calculate the probabilities associated with viewing a transient state as an absorbing

state� this computation is generally simpli
ed due to the state�s relationship with

��



an associated absorbing states�� For example� truncated state � is associated with

absorbing state � in Figure ��� Equation �� below gives the probability of being

absorbing state ��

P	t� �
q��p��������

��� � ������� � ����

	
� �

��� � ����

��� � ����
exp���� � ����t�

���� � ����

��� � ����
exp���� � ����t�



���

The probability of being in truncated state � is the same as equation �� except p��

is replaced with q���

��
 Integral Solution

In order to solve for the probability of being at a particular node or set of

nodes at time t in a general s group event occurrence network EON�� one of two

solution approaches may be used� simulation or integral approximation� In order to

use the integral approximation solution technique� the probability of being at any

node in the network must be expressed in integral form� In this section� the integral

solution to a general s group EON is presented�

��
�� State � Integral Expression� As shown in Appendix C� the probability

of being at node in state� � at time t� P�t�� for the air�to�air example in Figure ��

is�

P�t� � P E
�
���
�

	 t�E
�
���
�

	 t��

P�t� is equivalent to the probability of the 
rst event not occurring by time t and

can be written in the form�

P�t� � F c
E
�
���
�

t� � F c
E
�
���
�

t� ���

��



due to the independence of events between event groups� For a s group EON� the

expression in equation �� is generalized as�

P�t� �
sY

i�

F c
E
g
���
�

t�� ���

Hence� in order to determine the probability of being in state � at time t of an

event occurrence network� one needs to determine the complementary cumulative

distribution functions of the time to 
rst event completions in each event grouping�

Additionally� the expression in equation �� is equivalent to

P�t� � �� Fmint� ���

where Fmint� is the minimum of 
rst event occurrence distributions�

��
�� Event Tier � Integral Expressions� For the 
rst event tier those

nodes states� where the 
rst event is completed in the EON probabilistic model��

�s nodes are possible for a s group EON� These �s nodes consist of s pairs of con�

cluding and intermediate nodes� A concluding node absorbing state� indicates the

completion of the 
rst event from event group g with �success� discrete� probability

pg� e�g�� G
g
���
�
�� The corresponding intermediate node transient state� indicates a


rst event completion with �failure� probability � � pg� e�g� G
g
���
�
�� For example�

consider the air�to�air example in Figure ��� Since there are two event groups in

this example� four states are associated with the 
rst event tier two absorbing and

two transient states�� States � and � are the corresponding absorbing and transient

states associated with the 
rst event completion from event group one G��� while

states � and � are associated with the 
rst event completion from event group two

G����

��



The probability of being in absorbing� state � at time t� P�t�� for the air�to�air

example in Figure �� as shown in Appendix C is�

P�t� � P E
�
���
�

	 E
�
���
�
�

�
Z t



F c
E
�
���
�

e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��� ���

For a r group EON� equation �� may be generalized to�

P�gt� � P E
�
���
�

	 E
g
���
�
� � � � � E

g��
���
�

	 E
g
���
�
�

E
g������

	 E
g
���
�
� � � � � E

s
���
�

	 E
g
���
� �

�
sY

j�
j �g

P E
j
���
�

	 E
g
���
�
�

�
Z t




sY
j�
j �g

F c
E
j
���
�

eg��fE
g
���
�

eg��deg� ���

for any rst tier absorbing state �g� g � �� � � � � s�

The probability of being in transient� state � at time t� P�t�� for the air�to�air

example in Figure �� as shown in Appendix C is�

P�t� � P E
�
���
�

	 t� E
�
���
�
� E

�
���
�

	 t�

� P E
�����

	 t� P E
�����

	 t�E
�����

�

� F c
E
�
���
�

t� �
	Z t



F c
E
�
���
�

t� e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��



� ���

For a s group EON� equation �� may be generalized to�

P�g��t� � P E
�����

	 t� � � � � E
g������

	 t�E
g
���
�

	 t� E
g
���
�
�

E
g��

���
�

	 t� � � � � E
s
���
�

	 t�

��



�
sY

j�
j �g

P E
j
���
�

	 t� P E
g
���
�

	 t�E
g
���
�
�

�
sY

j�
j �g

F c
E
j
���
�

t� �
	Z t



F c
E
g
���
�

t� eg��fE
g
���
�

eg��deg�



���

for any 
rst tier transient state �g��� g � �� � � � � s� Comparing equations �� and ���

P�g��t� is similar in form to P�t� except that F c
E
g
���
�

t� has been replaced by�

Z t



F c
E
g
���
�

t� eg��fE
g
���
�

eg��deg� ���

to re�ect the fact that the 
rst event from group g has been completed with prob�

ability � � pg�� but the second event from group g has not yet occurred� If group g

does not have a second event� the integral in equation �� is replaced with FE
g
���
�

t�

and equation �� simpli
es to�

P�g��t� �
sY

j�
j �g

F c
E
g
���
�

t� � FE
g
���
�

t� ���

��
�� Event Tier u Integral Expressions� The number of event tiers in

an EON is the sum of the number of events in each event group in the network�

Speci
cally� the number of event tiers� nT � in a s group EON is�

nT �
sX

g�

ng ���

where ng is the number of events in event group g� For example� nT � �� for a �

group EON with � events in each group�

Section ����� showed that �s possible nodes exist in the 
rst event tier for a

s group EON � For event tier u� � 	 u 	 nT � the number of nodes in the network

depends on two interrelated factors�

���



�� The number of intermediate nodes in the previous event tier "u��" and

�� The number of event groups that still have events that can occur�

As an illustration consider the second event tier� For the second event tier�

between �s� �� and �s� nodes are possible for a s group EON� Speci
cally for each

intermediate node in the 
rst event tier� either s � � or s second tier follow�on�

nodes can occur representing�

� s � � events from each of the remaining s � � event groups that did have a


rst� event occur in the 
rst event tier and

� a possible� second event from g th event group but� only if ng 	 ���

Since an event occurrence can be a success concluding node� or a failure

intermediate node�� for each intermediate node in the 
rst event tier between �s���

and �s nodes are possible� Considering there are s intermediate nodes in the 
rst

event tier� the total number of nodes for the second event tier can range from �ss���

to �s� nodes�

The air�to�air EON example in Figure �� contains two event groups with two

events each� thus eight nodes �s� nodes� are predicted for the second event tier four

concluding and four intermediate nodes�� However� there are only seven nodes four

concluding and three intermediate nodes� present in Figure �� for the second event

tier� The di�erence is a result of combining in the EON graph� event sequences that

have the same set of completed events� In the air�to�air example in Figure ��� node

� accounts for the two event sequences G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� and G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� that can be

generated by the event set
�
G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�

�
�

Node combining in an EON graph only happens for sets of event occurrences

that are all failures that is� when combining intermediate nodes transient states���

Each concluding node absorbing state� in an EON describes a unique set of events�

In other words� no two concluding nodes describe the same set of completed events�

���



At the second event tier� ss � �� intermediate nodes may be combined into s�s���
�

nodes�

The probability of being in any concluding or intermediate node absorbing or

transient state� in event tier u� denoted absorb and trans respectively� at time t can

be expressed as a single� multi�dimensional integral� Speci
cally for event tier u� the

probability of being in absorbing state absorb is�

Pabsorbt� � P E��T ���� ��Eg�T ��� j E��T����� � Eg�T ���� � � � �

E
g���T ��g��� �g��Eg�T ��� j Eg���T����� � Eg�T ����

E
g���T ��g	�� �g��Eg�T ��� j Eg���T����� � Eg�T ���� � � � �

Es�T ��s� �s Eg�T ���� j Es�T����� � Eg�T ����

�
Z t




sY
j�
j �g

P E
j�T ��j� �j eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T �fE

g�T ���
eg�T �deg�T ���

where E
j�T ��j� j � �� � � � � g��� g��� � � � � s� represents the time of occurrence �j � ��

� non�occurrence �j � �� of the 
rst Tj events in event group j and �j j �

�� � � � � g � �� g � �� � � � � s� represents the probabilistic ordering of events E
j�T ��j� and

Eg�T ��� �j �	 or �j �	��

For example� consider concluding node absorbing state� �� in the � group

by � event EON shown in Figure ��� This state occurs in event tier � as a result

of concluding event G
�����

� The four intermediate events leading to G
�����

are events

G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� and G

�
���
�
� From equation ��� the probability of being in state ��

at time t� P��t�� is�

P��t� �
Z t



P E������ 	 e��� j E������ � e����

P E������ 	 e��� j E������ � e����fE
������

�e����de���

���
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In the above expression for random variable E������� � �� �	 and �� � � re�ecting that

intermediate events G
�
���
�

and G
�
���
�

the two events in event group �� have occurred

sometime before concluding event G
�
���
�
� Similarly for E�������� �� �	 and �� � k

re�ecting that intermediate event G
�
���
�

occurred before G
�
���
�
� but G

�
���
�

occurred

before event G
�
���
�
� Substituting expressions for P E������ 	 e��� j E������ � e�����

P E������ 	 e��� j E������ � e����� and fE
������

�e����de����

P��t� �
Z t




	Z e�T




Z e�T



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T



	Z �

e�T

Z e�T



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T



Z e�T



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T ���

which is a multiple integral with � dimensions�

For event tier u� the probability of being in intermediate node transient state�

trans is

Ptranst� � P E��T ���� �� t j E��T����� � t� � � � � Es�T ��s� �s t j Es�T����� � t�

�
sY

j�

P E
j�T ��j� �j t j Ej�T����� � t� ���

where E
j�T ��j� j � �� � � � � s� represents the time of occurrence �j � �� � non�

occurrence �j � �� of the 
rst Tj events in event group j and �j j � �� � � � � s�

represents the probabilistic ordering of events E
j�T ��j� �j �	 or �j �	��

As an illustration� consider intermediate node transient state� �� in the �

group by � event EON shown in Figure ��� This state occurs in event tier � as a

result of intermediate events G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� and G

�
���
�
� From equation ���

���



the probability of being in state �� at time t� P	�t��is�

P	�t� � P E������ 	 t�P E������ 	 t�P E������ 	 t j E������ � t�

In the above expression for random variable E�������� �� �	 and �� � � re�ecting

that all events in event group � have taken place by time t� Similarly for E��������

�� �	 and �� � �� For E�������� �� �	 and �� � � re�ecting that event G
�
���
�

occurred

before time t� but event G
�
���
�

has yet to occur by t� Substituting expressions for

P E������ 	 t�� P E������ 	 t�� and P E������ 	 t j E������ � t��

P	�t� �

	Z t




Z e�T



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T



	Z t




Z e�T



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T



	Z �

t

Z t



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T




which is also a multiple integral in � dimensions�

For the last nT th� event tier of an EON� all nodes describe concluding events

absorbing states� in the network� The probability of being at any of the nodes in this

event tier at time t� except one� is calculated using equation ��� The exception is the

case where all events end in failure� The probability of being in this absorbing state

at time t is calculated using equation �� where �j �	 and �j � �� �j� j � �� � � � � s�

��� Bucket Analysis

In section ���� the concept of bucket analysis was introduced� This method

reduces the number of nodes states� in an EON by transforming intermediate nodes

into concluding nodes� thereby e�ectively reducing the number of nodes in follow�

on event tiers� As a further illustration� consider the � group EON in Figure ��

where each group has � events� This network has �� states� Suppose as t � ��

Pb�ct� � ����� the bucket� probability that event G
�����

is completed before either

���



event G
�����

or G
�����

is �rare��� Since the node paths proceeding from node � will not

contribute signi
cant as de
ned by the analyst� probability to nodes in follow�on

event tiers� node � can be transformed from an intermediate node to a concluding

node� Figure �� shows this transformation� By truncating node �� the number of

nodes in the network are reduced from �� to �� Nodes ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� and ��

are eliminated from Figure ����

In section ���� single� multi�dimensional integral expressions were derived for

the probability of being at a given concluding or intermediate node absorbing or

transient state� in an EON at time t� Although many possible paths events se�

quences� can lead to a given state� the probability of being in that state at time t is

independent of the path actually taken� In other words� individual paths to a given

state do not have to be tracked explicitly and the probability �delivered�by these

paths calculated in order to determine the probability of being in the state� For

example consider the probability of being in transient state � at time t� P�t�� for

the air�to�air example in Figure ��� Using equation ���

P�t� �

	Z �

t

Z t



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T



	Z �

t

Z t



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T



���

Two event sequences lead to state �� G
�����

� G
�����

� and G
�����

� G
�����

�� The integral in

equation �� can be decomposed into the following individual path contributions�

P�t� �
Z �

t

Z t




	Z �

t

Z t

e��

fE
�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T




fE
�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T �

Z �

t

Z t




	Z �

t

Z e��



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T




fE
�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T � ���
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Figure ��� Revised Event Occurrence Network with � Event Groups with � Events
in Each Group with Node � Truncated

���



The 
rst integral in the equation �� represents the probability of being in state � at

time t due to the event sequence G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� while the second integral represents

the probability of being in state � due to sequence G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

In general� the single integral expression representing the probability of being in

any state of an EON at time t can be decomposed into separate integrals representing

the individual path contributions of possible event sequences� This decomposition

can be generated by conditioning on the random variables within one event group and

decomposing the integral expressions of other event groups based on the conditioned

random variables� For the integral expressions in equation ��� the decomposition

was generated by 
rst conditioning on the random variables in event group one and

then decomposing the integral expression in event group two to re�ect the cases that

event G
�
���
�

is completed before event G
�
���
�


rst integral� and G
�
���
�

is completed after

event G
�
���
�

second integral��

When nodes are truncated� not only are other nodes eliminated but event se�

quences� for remaining nodes may be eliminated as well� As an illustration consider

the truncation of node � in the � group EON shown in Figure ��� By truncating

node �� paths from node � to nodes �� and �� have been eliminated� Additionally�

the network paths from node � through node �� to nodes �� and �� have been elimi�

nated as well� If a node truncation removes event sequence�s� terminating at a given

state then equations 	� and 	� are no longer exact solutions for the probability for

being in that state at time t� For example� consider the probability of being at node

�� at time t� P��t�� Twelve event sequences terminate at node ��� Table � shows

these sequences and the associated node paths� If node � is truncated� the three

event sequences with asterisks �� �� and ��� are removed since the paths associated

with these sequences contain node ��� Equation �� no longer exactly represents

P��t� when node � is truncated # by eliminating event sequences �� �� and ��� the

probability associated with sequences has also been eliminated� Since equation ��

contains the probability from the three eliminated event sequences� the equation can

���



Number Event Sequence Node Path
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Table �� Event Sequences and Associated Paths for Node �� for the � Group Event
Occurrence Network with � Events in Each Group

only serve as an upper bound on the actual value of P��t�� However� the rational

behind truncating a node was that the ��ow of probability� through the node was

relatively small� By truncating node �� the analyst has made a calculated decision

that �not much� probability �ows through the node and hence the event sequences

associated with that node� Thus� equation �� should be an accurate approximation

to P��t��

An exact solution for the probability of being at any state at time t in the

network under node truncation could be determined and is straight forward� The

following steps are necessary�

�� For the given state� determine the event sequences� that have been removed

by the node truncation�

�� Determine the probability integral for these event sequences�

�� Subtract this calculated integral from the appropriate� non�truncated integral

equation �� or ���

���



As an illustration� consider the three event sequences eliminated at node �� by

the truncation of node �� The probability of each of these sequences at time t is�

Ppath �t� �
Z t




	Z e�T

e��

Z e�T

e��

fE
�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T



	Z �

e�T

Z e��



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T



Z e�T



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T ���

Ppath 	t� �
Z t
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e�T

Z e��




	Z e�T

e��

Z e��

e��

fE
�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T




fE
�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T



Z e�T



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T ���

Ppath ��t� �
Z t




	Z �

e�T

Z e��




	Z e��

e��

Z e�T

e��

fE
�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T




fE
�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T



Z e�T



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T � ���

Hence the probability of being in any of the three event sequences at time t is�

Ppath ��	���t� � Ppath �t� � Ppath 	t� � Ppath ��t�

�
Z t




	Z �

e�T

Z e��




	Z e��

e��

Z e�T

e��

fE
�
���
�

e�T � e���fE���
��

e���de��de�T




fE
�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T



Z e�T



fE

�
���
�

e�T � e���fE
�
���
�

e���de��de�T � ���

Subtracting the integral in equation �� from the integral in equation �� yields�

P���truncated node �t� � P��t�� Ppath ��	���t��

���



��� Summary

In this chapter� a new network formulation termed an event occurrence network

EON� was introduced to model the interaction of groups of event sequences� An

EON is a probabilistic network in which the arcs represent the occurrence of an event

from a group of sequential events before events from other groups� Events between

groups occur independently� but events within a group occur sequentially� A set of

arcs leaving a node is a set of competing events� which are probabilistically resolved

by the minimum type operators� EONs di�er from the probabilistic networks previ�

ously discussion in chapter II and are motivated by the research of Ancker� Gafarian�

Kress and several associates in modeling m versus n stochastic ground combat�� An

analysis method termed �bucket� analysis is introduced to accommodate a node

state� explosion problem as the number of the events in a EON is increased� The

general integral solution to an EON was discussed� To illustrate the capabilities of

EONs� two simple air�to�air engagement examples are given�

���



V� Piecewise Polynomial Approximation

	�� Introduction

As shown in chapter IV� an important metric for an Event Occurrence Network

EON� is the probability of being at a particular node or set of nodes at time t� Such

a probability is formulated as an integral expression possibly a multiple integral

expression� involving event probability density functions reference section ����� This

integral expression involves three probabilistic operators�

� Multiplication�

� Convolution� and

� Conditional Integration�

For many event probability density functions e�g�� gamma with non�integer shape

parameter� or combinations of event probability density functions e�g� exponential

and normal�� these integral expressions have no closed form solution� In such cases�

an approximation of the integral expression is needed to obtain a solution� Finding

a �good� approximation is a nontrivial problem�

Appendix D� section D�� provides a review of the theoretical construct of a

norm as a measure of the accuracy of 
t of an approximating function g to a function

f � Speci
cally� section D�� summarizes the approximation error function� e e �

f�g�� for the widely used Lp norm� Unfortunately� such measurement theory can not

be extended to EON probability integral expressions� In this case the approximation

error function denoted eI is the di�erence between the integral function denoted I

and the approximation integral function denoted Ia� that is eI � I� Ia� When there

is no closed formed expression for I� the evaluation of the error function eI can not

be undertaken� Instead� some form of empirical test must be performed in order to

measure the accuracy of the approximation�

���



	�� Piecewise Polynomial Functions

An example of a piecewise polynomial function was given in section ��� equa�

tion ��� in conjunction with Martin�s solution ����� to reducing directed� acyclic

networks with continuous random variable activity durations i�e�� probabilistic ac�

tivity networks�� Informally� a piecewise polynomial function is a function� x��

de
ned over a closed interval obtained by dividing an interval into subintervals and

constructing a di�erent polynomial over each subinterval�

More precisely� let the interval �a� b� with knot sequence a � x� � x� � � � � �

xn � b or $ � fxign� be partitioned into n� � subintervals Ik such that

Ik �

���
��

�xk� xk��� if k � �� �� � � � � n � �

�xn��� xn� if k � n � �
���

and let Pm be the linear space� of polynomials of degreem i�e�� Pm � fpx� � px� �Pm
j
 cjx

j� cj � R
o
�� The space of piecewise polynomial functions is de
ned to be

the linear space Pm�v�$� of functions x� such that�

� There exist polynomials� pk � Pm k � �� �� � � � � n � �� such that x� �

pkx� for x � Ik� k � �� �� � � � n� �� and

� dlpi
dx

xi��� �
dlpi	�

dx
xi��� for i � �� �� � � � � n� � where l � ��� �� � � � �m� vi�

where the multiplicity vector v � v�� v�� � � � � vn��� is de
ned such that v � Z and

� 	 vi 	 m� ��� �����

�A linear space over a scalar �eld F is a nonempty set X that satis�es the following conditions�

�� There exists a mapping of X �X into X called addition and written x� � x�� and

�� There exists a mapping of F �X into X called scalar multiplication and written �x�
Addition and scalar multiplication must satisfy several conditions� Typical conditions are men�

tioned in reference �����page �����
�The de�nition is a modi�ed version of polynomial spline de�nition found in reference

�����page �����

���



The vector v speci
es the continuity and derivative smoothing� constraints

between the piecewise segments at knots� If vi � m � � i�e�� l � ���� the two

polynomial pieces pi and pi�� in the intervals adjoining the knot xi�� are unrelated

to each other e�g�� may be a jump discontinuity at xi���� If vi � m� � i�e�� l 
 ��

then the two polynomial pieces have their 
rst m� vi derivatives continuous across

the knot xi���

In most applications� the setting for the approximation problems is the closed

interval �a� b� as de
ned above� However� every piecewise polynomial has a natural

extension to the real line ������ To accomplish this extension� two additional

polynomials p
� pn � Pm must be de
ned such that�

x� �

�������
������

pox� x � a

pkx� x � Ik

pnx� x 	 b

In fact� this is the form of the piecewise polynomial function gx� given in section ����

equation ��� �����

	�� Piecewise Polynomial Approximation and Interpolation

In section D��� polynomial interpolation and approximation is introduced� The

main drawback of polynomials for approximation purposes is that the class is rel�

atively in�exible� Polynomial approximation does an adequate job on su	ciently

small intervals but� when larger intervals of approximation are required severe oscil�

lations often appear � particularly if m the degree of the polynomial� is more than

� or �� This observation suggests that in order to achieve a class of approximat�

ing functions with greater �exibility� work should be performed with polynomials

of relatively low degree and the interval of interest should be divided into small

subintervals� The de
nition of piecewise polynomial function shown in section ���

provides the foundation for this type of approximation�

���



Schumaker ����� proved that the 
nite� linear space Pm�v�$� has dimension

m� ��K where K �
Pn��

i� vi� A basis for Pm�v�$� can be de
ned with elements

that have support over m�� subintervals i�e�� m�� knots�� In order to de
ne this

basis� an extended partition denoted by %$ must be associated with Pm�v�$�� The

partition %$ is de
ned as�

%$ � fy� 	 y� 	 � � � y��m����Kg � fyig��m����K
i�

such that

y� 	 � � � 	 ym�� 	 a � x�� xn � b 	 ym���K 	 � � � 	 y��m����K

and

ym�� 	 � � � 	 ym���K �
v�z � �

x�� � � � � x� � � � � �

vn��z � �
xn��� � � � � xn�� �

The points fyigm���K
m�� in %$ are uniquely determined� The 
rst and last m�� points

in %$ can be chosen arbitrary� One popular choice is y� � � � � � ym�� � a and

ym���K � � � � � y��m����K � b�

A basis for Pm�v�$� associated with the extended partition %$ is given by the

set fBm
i gm���K

i� where�

Bm
i x� � ���m��yi�m�� � yi��yi� � � � � yi�m���x� y�m� � a 	 x 	 b ���

���



with ��i� � � � � �i�r�f representing the rth divided di�erence� of a function f in this

case� f � x� y�m� � and x� y�m� � x� y�mx� y�
�� m 	 � with

x� y�
� �

���
��

� x � y

� x 
 y
�

The basis elements� Bm
i � in equation �� are referred to in the literature as B�splines

and have the following properties�

�� Bm
i x� � � for x �� �yi� yi�m����

�� Bm
i x� 	 � for x � yi� yi�m����

��
Pm���K

i� Bm
i x� � � for all x � �a� b�� and

��
Pj

ij�mBm
i x� � � for all x � �yj� yj����

Properties � and � verify that B�splines have positive support over m� � intervals�

The term ���m�� in equation �� provides the positive support attribute in Property

�� Properties � and � above show that B�splines form a partition of unity� The

factor yi�m���yi� in equation �� is a normalization factor designed to produce this

partition of unity� ���� �����

A point of clari
cation may be helpful to the reader at this time� The de
nition

of the space of piecewise polynomial functions� Pm�v�$�� given in the beginning of

this section enabled the smoothness constraints of the piecewise function x� to be

built into the bases of x�� Such an approach reduces the approximating problem to

solely fullling the appropriate set of interpolation and�or approximation constraints�

�Given any points �i� � � � � �i�r and a function f � the rth di�erence over the points �i� � � � � �i�r is�

��i� � � � � �i�r�f �
��i��� � � � � �i�r�f � ��i� � � � � �i�r���f

�i�r � �i

where

��i� �i���f �
f
�i���� f
�i�

�i�� � �i
�

���



For polynomial approximation� one popular criterion in the literature is the

�least squares� criterion� Extending this criterion to piecewise polynomial approx�

imation� the L� norm discussed in section D�� equations ��� and ���� is used to

construct a unique approximating polynomial function hk in each subinterval k� k �

�� � � � � n��� Speci
cally� consider the semi�normed linear space Pm�v�$�� jje jj��x�w�
de
ned on Rr��������rn�� � Necessary conditions to minimize the total error function�

eT �
n��X
k�

f � hk

for the weighted L� norm de
ned by equation ��� are�

min
Pn��

k� jje jj��Rrk�wk
s�t� dlpi

dx
xi��� �

dlpi	�

dx
xi��� i � �� � � � � n� �� l � ��� �� � � � �m� vi

���

Consider approximating functions hkx� that have the form�

hkx� �
mX
j


c
�k�
j �

�k�
j x� k � �� � � � � n� � ���

Here hk is a linear combination of functions ����

 � �

���
� � � � � � ����

m � � � � � �
�n���

 � �

�n���
� � � � � �

��n���
m � In this case� equation �� may be written as�

minEc� �� � yTWy� �yTWAc� cATWAc� �TRc ���

where the above vectors and matrices are de
ned as follows�

��

y �

�
������

y�
���

yn��

�
������ where yk �

�
������

fxk��
���

fxkrk�

�
������ � k � �� � � � � n� �

���



is a column vector of rk observations on fx� in the kth interval� By de
nition�

an observation zk � Rrk is de
ned such that�

zk � �xk� xk��� for k � �� � � � � n� �

zk � �xk� xk��� for k � n� ��

�� W � Diag �W�� � � � �Wn��� is an r x r block diagonal matrix where Wk is an

rk x rk matrix of the form�

Wk �

�
����������

W
�
Pk��
i
� ri

� � �

� � � �

�
� � �

WPk
i
� ri

�
����������
� k � �� � � � � n� ��

�� A � Diag �A�� � � � �An��� is an r x m���n��� block diagonal matrix where

Ak is an rk x m� �� matrix of the form�

Ak �

�
������

�
�k�

 xk�� � � � ��k�

m xk��
���

���

�
�k�

 xkrk� � � � ��k�

m xkrk�

�
������ � k � �� � � � � n� ��

��

c �

�
������

c�
���

cn��

�
������ where ck �

�
������
c
�k�



���

c�k�m

�
������ � k � �� � � � � n� �

is a column vector of m approximating function coe	cients�

���



��

R �

�
���������

R� �R�� � � � � �

� R� �R�� � � � �
���

���
���

���
���

� � � � � Rn�� �Rn���

�
���������

is a
Pn��

i� m� vi � �� x �m� ��n� �� matrix where Ri is an m� vi � �� x

m� �� matrix of the form�

Ri �

�
���������

�i
xi��� � � � �imxi���

d

dx
�i
xi��� � � � d

dx
�imxi���

���
���

dm�vi

dx
�i
xi��� � � � dm�vi

dx
�imxi���

�
���������
and

Ri� is an m� vi � �� x m� �� matrix of the form�

Ri� �

�
���������

�i��

 xi��� � � � �i��

m xi���

d

dx
�i��

 xi��� � � � d

dx
�i��
m xi���

���
���

dm�vi

dx
�i��

 xi��� � � � dm�vi

dx
�i��
m xi���

�
���������
�

In equation �� the modi
ed error function� Ec� ��� is constructed as the sum

eT � �TRc

where � represents a r column vector of Lagrange multipliers� Necessary conditions

to minimize Ec� �� are�

�E
�c � � �E

��
� � �

���



Hence�

�E

�c
� ��ATWy� �ATWAc�RT� � � ���

�E

��
� Rc � � ���

Premultiplying both sides of equation �� by RATWA����

��RATWA���ATWy � �Rc�RATWA���RT� � �

Using equation �� and solving for ��

� � ��RATWA���RT���RATWA���ATWy�

Using this expression for � and solving for c�

c � ATWA���ATWy� ATWA�����RATWA���RT���

RATWA���ATWy� ���

The expression ATWA���ATWy in equation �� above represents the uncon�

strained contribution to the coe	cient vector � when the multiplicity vector v �

m� �� � � � �m� �� � developed in Appendix D� equation ����

As discussed in Appendix D for large m� the matrix ATWA can be ill�

conditioned making its inverse di	cult to solve numerically� One way of reduc�

ing the e�ect of ill�conditioning is to introduce orthogonality into the matrix� For

equation ��� this can be accomplished by requiring orthogonality between functions

�
�k�
j x� within each piecewise segment hkx�� Speci
cally� for approximating func�

���



tions hk of the form in equation ��� the orthogonality requirements are�

h��k�
i � �

�k�
j i � � for i �� j and

h��k�
i � �

�k�
i i � � for all i

for all k � �� � � � � n � �� With these requirements� the matrix ATWA reduces to a

diagonal matrix B of the form Diag�B�� � � � �Bn��� where�

Bk �

�
������
h��k�

� � �
�k�
� i �

� � �

� h��k�
m � �

�k�
m i

�
������ �

�k�
j �

�
������
�
�k�
j xk��

���

�
�k�
j xkri�

�
������ � k � �� � � � � n� ��

Hence requiring orthogonality between functions �
�k�
j x� within each piecewise seg�

ment hkx� reduces equation �� to�

c � B��ATWy�B�����RB��RT���RB��ATWy�� ���

When the approximating function hx� is of the form in equation ��� a total

of m � ��n � �� values c�k�j coe	cients� must be stored to represent hx�� For

example� suppose hx� is a piecewise monic polynomial approximation �

�
���

 �� � � � �� �

�n���

 � �

�
���
� �� � � � �� �

�n���
� � x

���
���

����
m �� � � � �� ��n���

m � xm

Recall that the space of piecewise polynomial functions Pm�v�$� has dimension

m � � � K � the continuity restrictions transform the m � ��n � �� dimensioned

vector space R�m����n��� into the m���K dimensioned vector space R
Pn��

i
�
�m�mi��

A basis for Pm�v�$� was introduced in equation ��� This B�spline representation

���



may be stored in m� � �K values� Hence� in general� the piecewise approximating

function representation in equation �� is bulkier than the B�Spline representation�

However� when the approximation has to be evaluated at a large number of points

as with the L� norm case� it is advantageous to use the approximating function

representation in equation ��� For example� to evaluate the approximating function

at any point in the domain requires only mm � �� operations for the piecewise

approximation function in equation �� as compared to the �mm� ���� operations

required by the most e	cient B�spline expansions�

As discussed in Appendix D� an interpolating polynomial is a polynomial ap�

proximation function in which the polynomial approximation function matches ex�

actly a 
nite number of points from the original function� Interpolating polynomials

provide adequate approximations over small intervals� but when applied to larger

intervals severe oscillations often appear � particularly with m 
 �� To avoid these

problems� an alternative interpolation approach divides the interval of approxima�

tion into smaller intervals and uses a di�erent interpolating� polynomial over each

interval� Referred to in the literature as �interpolation with piecewise polynomial

functions�� an interpolating piecewise polynomial function is a piecewise polyno�

mial function hx� in which the knot sequence is formed from the n interpolation

points� ���� �����

One set of interpolating piecewise polynomial functions that has received much

discussion in the literature are spline interpolating� functions� Let $ be a partion of

the interval �a� b� as in de
nition �� and letm be a positive integer� the space of spline

interpolating� functions� Sm� is a subspace of the space of piecewise polynomials

Pm�v�$� such that�

� fxk� � pkxk� for k � �� � � � � n� � and fxn� � pn��xn��

� v � �� � � � � ��� and

� � m� � boundary conditions�

���



As an example of boundary conditions� consider cubic interpolating splines m � ���

With cubic splines� one of the following sets of boundary conditions is generally

speci
ed�

� d�p�
dx

x�� �
d�pn��

dx
xn� � � natural or free boundary�� or

� dp�
dx

x�� �
df

dx
x�� and

dpn��

dx
xn� �

df

dx
xn� clamped boundary��

Earlier it was shown that B�splines form a basis for Pm�v�$�� Since Sm is

a subspace of Pm�v�$�� B�splines also form a basis for Sm� Hence every spline

function x� � Sm has a unique representation as�

x� �
m�n��X
i�

ciB
m
i x� for x � �a� b� ���

Given the set of n interpolating points and the representation of x� in equation ���

the following system of equations for an approximating spline function� hx�� is

delineated�

hxk� �
m�n��X
i�

ciB
m
i xk� � fxk�� k � �� � � � � n ���

The system of equations in �� can be represented in matrix form as�

Bc � y

where the above vectors and matrices are de
ned as follows�

B �

�
������
Bm

� x�� � � � Bm
m�n��x��

���
���

Bm
� xn� � � � Bm

m�n��xn�

�
������ c �

�
������

c�
���

cm�n��

�
������ y �

�
������
fx��

���

fxn�

�
������

A unique solution for hx� requires an additional m � � equations� As mentioned

above� these equations are formed from m� � boundary assumptions� Additionally�

the matrix B is a banded matrix as each B�spline� Bm
i � has non�zero support over

the interval �xi� xi�m����
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As a 
nal note� piecewise polynomial approximation and spline interpolation

can also be viewed from a regression prospectus� �Piecewise� polynomial� regres�

sion literature is divided into two main areas� piecewise regression and spline regres�

sion� ����� Speci
cally� consider the relationship between y and x�

y � fx� &� � � ���

obtained by piecing together di�erent functions curves� over di�erent intervals� i�e��

fx� &� �

����������
���������

f�x� &�� x � ��

f�x� &�� �� 	 x � ��

���
���

fnx� &n� �n�� 	 x

���

In piecewise regression� the n functions are referred to as phase models or

regimes� and the interval points � as change points or join points� In spline regres�

sion� the individual phase models fix� &i�� i � �� �� � � � � n� are polynomials and

more stringent conditions are imposed on these models at the changepoints ���

Poirier ����� developed a piecewise regression scheme using cubic splines� Buse and

Lim ���� showed that cubic spline regression scheme developed by Poirier is a special

case of restricted least�squares estimation�

	�� Past Use in Density Function Estimation and Stochastic Operations

Cleroux and McConaloque ���� 
rst applied cubic spline interpolation to con�

volution of random variables which arise in reliability problems� The authors used

splines in their application because maintaining the derivative of the probability den�

sity functions across spline segments that make up the interpolation was considered

important�
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Clerox and McConalogue ���� ����� developed an algorithm using the Lobatto

formula a variation of Gaussian quadature� and a spline method to approximate

the n�fold convolution of distribution functions� In order for the algorithm to be

applicable� the probability density function has to be analytic i�e�� continuous 
rst

derivative� on the interval ������ The algorithm was tested on the exponential� the

truncated normal� gamma� and Weibull probability distributions� Its application to

the gamma and Weibull distributions is restricted to the case of the shape parameter

� 	 ��

McConalogue ����� generalized the algorithm to a subclass of singular probabil�

ity density functions having 
nite singularities at the origin and in
nity� This work

made it possible to approximate the n�fold convolution of the gamma and Weibull

distributions with shape parameters � as small as �
� � Unfortunately� implementation

of this generalized algorithm is not straight�forward�

Mahjooli ����� used piecewise polynomial interpolation to approximate the n�

fold convolution of probability density functions which are analytic over a bounded

interval� Speci
cally� Mahjooli developed two approximation schemes using cubic

spline functions in the form of B�Splines over a uniform partition of the bounded

interval� In the 
rst scheme� all six non�symmetric B�splines are discarded and only

the symmetric normalized B�splines are considered� In the second scheme only four

non�symmetric B�splines are eliminated and the two non�symmetric B�splines with

largest support are included�

Santoro ����� used normalized B�splines to represent any probability density

function with 
nite bounds� Normalized B splines� denoted Mm
i � are based on

a scheme introduced by Curry and Schoenberg that produces a related basis for

Pm�v�$� where�

Mm
i x� �

m

yi�m�� � yi
Bm
i x� a 	 x 	 b ���

���



The basis elements�Mm
i � in equation �� have the additional property ���� ����� that�

Z b

a
Mm

i x�dx �
Z yi	m	�

yi

Mm
i x�dx � ��

In contrast to the above interpolation schemes� Fergeson and Shortell ���� rec�

ommended using simple 
rst degree polynomials that were 
tted piecewise using

least squares regression over ten equally space subintervals to approximate maxi�

mum and convolution stochastic operators� This equates to ten linear regressions

over the bounded domain of the density function� Fergeson and Shortell recom�

mended using �� � Iclasswidth � �� regression 
tting points positioned uniformly

across each class� Here classwidth refers to the length of a subinterval� Additionally�

in order to control error build�up from the polygonal approximation� after the ten

sets of regression coe	cients have been computed� the coe	cients are normalized so

that the probability under the approximated density function is one�

Fergeson an Shortell ���� termed their method the Polynomial Approximtion

and Reduction Technique PART�� The authors used this technique with uniform�

normal� and exponential distribution functions� Fergeson and Shortell noted that

the PART experiences it greatest approximating� error at the peak of a distribution

e�g�� approximating the normal density function or approximating the convolution

of two normal or exponential distributions�� The authors recommended as further

research adopting a multiple linear regression approach instead of the simple linear

regression approach or increasing the number of classes upwards from ten� Addi�

tionally� at class boundaries� two approximations of a density function exist� corre�

sponding to the approximate line segments of the class which terminates and the

class which begins at that class boundary�

Lawrence ����� ����� adopted PART for use with Dodin�s arc node� and se�

quential approximation reduction processes� Lawrence also choose a 
rst degree or

simple linear regression� Lawrence expanded Fergeson and Shortell�s technique to
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include approximation of the maximum and convolution operators for the triangular�

gamma� and beta distributions� Lawrence documented that the PART algorithms

were orders of magnitude faster than simulation�approximations without signi
cant

losses in accuracy when simulation results are taken as �true��

In contrast to Lawrence� Badinelli ���� used orthogonal polynomials to piece�

wise approximate the probability density functions of continuous random variables

and the convolution of random variables for inventory models� Badinelli looked at


ve classical orthogonal polynomial approximations�

�� Tchebyshev polynomials of the 
rst type�

�� Tchebyshev polynomials of the second type�

�� Legendre polynomials�

�� Laguerre polynomials� and

�� Hermite polynomials�

Badinelli ���� recommended that� if the density function of a random variable is de�

creasing or increasing over a wide range of its domain and�or changing shape� then a

more e	cient method of approximation was to divide the domain into segments and

perform a separate approximation over each segment i�e�� piecewise approximation�

rather than 
tting a single approximation over the entire domain� As he stated�

in this manner� �such a piecewise approximation method can achieve a very close

approximation with three or four polynomial approximations of order � or � instead

of a single polynomial approximation of order � or ��� Badinelli ���� commented that

with orthogonal polynomials� unlike interpolation methods such as splines and La�

grange polynomials� one can incorporate into the approximation as much or as little

data as needed independently of choosing the number of segments in the piecewise

approximation� the order of the polynomial approximation on each segment� and the

boundaries of each segment�
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For bounded domains� Badinelli ���� set upper and lower bounds of the piece�

wise approximation of the density functions of the random variables based on the

bounded values of the random variable� For unbounded domains� Badinelli set the

bounds of the piecewise approximation at �points beyond which the probability func�

tion had negligble magnitude�� Badinelli states that in most applications such points

exist and can be conservatively estimated using the Tchebyshev theorem for upper

bounds on tail probabilities and then tighted as density function values are computed

and found to be too small to be included in the approximation� Once the upper and

lower bounds of the approximation have been established� the interval between them

is divided into N adjoining segments Badinelli does not give a criterion for selecting

N ��

Badinelli ���� choose two measures for accuracy of 
t�

� the average of the absolute value of the di�erence between true complementary

cumulative distribution function� Fc and the 
tted complementary cumulative

distribution function ' expressed as a fraction of Fc and

� the average of the absolute value of the di�erence between true complemen�

tary cumulative distribution function of F � G and the 
tted complementary

cumulative distribution function of F � � expressed as a fraction of G�

Speci
cally� the measures are�

j errorFc j �
Z xu

xl

j Fct�� 't� j
Fct�

dt ���

j errorG j �
Z xu

xl

j Gt�� �t� j
Gt�

dt ���

where

� Fcx� �
R�
x ft�dt�

� Gx� �
R�
x F t�dt �

R�
x

R�
t ft�dtds�
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� f is the density function of the continuous random variable�

� 'a� �
R�
a �� �d� �

� �a� �
R�
a '� �d� �

R�
x

R�
	 �� �d�d�� and

� � is the piecewise orthogonal polynomial that approximates f �

Badinelli ���� stated that no theoretical results on the optimal choice of the 
ve

classical� orthogonal polynomial types to minimize equations �� and �� exist in the

literature� The only theoretical result is for the accuracy of 
t of � to f reference

section D���� As a result� Badinelli used empirical results for equations �� and �� to

indicate the best choice of polynomial type and the best order of the approximation

when applied to a given density function� In most of the empirical tests� Badinelli

used a normal density function since routines for computing integrated values of the

normal� accurate to the 
fth decimal place� were available� Additionally� Badinelli

assumed that a procedure yielding an accurate approximation to various segments

of the normal density function would perform well on other density function such as

the gamma and beta functions which were also tested�

Badinelli drew the following conclusions from the empirical tests�

� For normal� gamma� and beta density functions� the Tchebyshev polynomials

of the second type obtained the best approximation in terms of the accuracy of


t criteria�

� For every polynomial type there is an optimal power of approximation� When

the order of the polynomial is too small� the approximation cannot take on

all of the complexity in shape of the density function� When the order of the

polynomial is too high� the approximation is volatile over the interval�

� Increasing the number of points used in the approximation procedure enhances

the accuracy of the approximation in a given segment� Badinelli suggested ��

data points as typically adequate based on his empirical tests�

���



� Error terms from an orthogonal polynomial approximation show symmetry�

This has the advantageous e�ect of canceling positive and negative errors in

the 
tted density function under integration� making �the t of the integral

more accurate than the t of the integrand �i�e�� density function� ��

� The accuracy of the approximation of some of the 
ve orthogonal polynomial

types deteriorates at the extreme values of a segment since the weighting func�

tions decrease as one approaches these values� However� the errors at the

�fringes� of a segment or domain can be e�ectively truncated by 
tting the

polynomial to a wider interval than the segment or domain over which the

approximation is to be used�

� Accuracy of the convolution on normal density functions did not signi
cantly

deteriorate as the number of convolutions increased� Badinelli used convolu�

tions from � to ���

Badinelli took the number of data points and the order of the polynomial

approximation as proxy measures of CPU time and stated that he kept them at the

smallest values possible while achieving desired accuracy� However� he did not state

these measures quantitatively�

Kennedy ����� used non�classical� orthogonal polynomials to approximate the

density functions of a random variable based on sample moments of the density func�

tion the actual underlying density function is assumed to be unknown�� Kennedy�s

method 
rst established approximate density functions based on lower order mo�

ments� These density functions were then re
ned by orthogonal polynomial series

expansions based on higher order moments� Kennedy�s method relied on the impor�

tant result that a probability distribution with a bounded domain can be uniquely

determined from its moments� ����� Speci
cally� the second� third and fourth mo�

ments about the mean provide information about the spread� skewness� and peaked�

ness of the distribution function while higher order moments contain an increasing

amount of information about the tails of the distribution�
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Kennedy ����� mentioned four methods for approximating the density function

from sample moment data�

�� Pearson Distributions�

�� Series Expansion�

�� Transformation to Normality� and

�� Principle of Maximum Entropy�

Kennedy stated that classical orthogonal polynomials form the basis for the

majority of series expansions� As mentioned in section D��� Kennedy observed that

classical orthogonal polynomials are extremely useful since they are inexpensive to

compute and possess the minimum least squares property� However� Kennedy also

noted that there are some limitations to use of classical orthogonal polynomials to

approximate functions�

�� To obtain a very high degree of accuracy an excessive polynomial order may

be required and

�� Convergence is not guaranteed to be uniform unless particular types of polyno�

mials are used e�g� polynomials obtained after the application of the Bernstein

operator�� �����

Kennedy ����� stated that these potential limitations may be overcome by

choosing a weighting function that resembles the speci
c function being approxi�

mated� In section D��� it was mentioned that non�classical orthogonal polynomials

may be generated using the Gram�Schmidt orthogonalization process with any pos�

itive weighting function� For the approximating density functions� Kennedy recom�

mended selecting weighting functions of similar shape to the density functions� Since

the density functions are not know but the sample moments of the density function

�In other words� the nth order polynomial approximation to a function may not necessarily be
better than the n� �th order approximation�
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are known� Kennedy proposed using the extreme value� Pearson type I� and Johnson

transform distribution as the weighting functions for the polynomial approximation

based on 
rst three or four sample moments� These weighting functions are then used

in an orthogonal series expansion with the higher order moments� In this manner�

Kennedy stated an orthogonal polynomial series expansion can be obtained which

is stable at high order e�g� for �th to ��th� allowing accurate approximation of tail

probabilities�

Kennedy ����� applied his method to sum� di�erence� product� and quotient

operations on random variables� Kennedy showed that the moments of the output of

these random variable operations can be expressed exactly in terms of the moments

of the input variables� The density function of the output of the operations can then

be approximated using the non�classical orthogonal polynomial method described

above�

	�	 Discussion

The material presented in this chapter has been focused on providing the nec�

essary notation and background to rationally discuss the piecewise polynomial ap�

proximation techniques� to use for solving the multiple integrals present in Event

Occurrence Network EON� formulations� The author has organized this discussion

in two focus areas�

� Approximation power of least squares versus interpolation schemes for stochas�

tic operations and

� Advantages�disadvantages of continuity requirements between piecewise poly�

nomial segments�

As can be seen in literature review of piecewise polynomial approximation

techniques section ����� the research trend has moved from interpolation approaches

towards least squares approaches� The research of the approximation power of least
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squares versus interpolation schemes for stochastic operations is scant� Unser and

Daubechies ����� investigated the approximation power as a function of the sampling

step h i�e�� spacing between sample points� for discrete� convolution�based signal

processing algorithms� The authors�analysis summarized that� for larger values of h�

the least squares approximation behaved like an interpolation with twice the order�

For small values of h� both the least squares and interpolation approximation exhibit

general OhL� behavior of the error�� but the least squares error is usually smaller

by a known proportion� than the interpolation error�

In terms of the �exibility in approximation� the least squares schemes have

a decisive advantage over interpolation schemes� With least squares techniques� as

Badinelli ���� points out� one can incorporate as much or as little data as needed

independently of choosing the number of segments in the piecewise approximation or

the order of the polynomial approximation on each segment� With the least squares

techniques� the numerical integration in EON formulations can be accomplished with

as few points and as small a polynomial order as necessary on each piecewise segment

to achieve desired accuracy�

In terms of the second focus area� continuity requirements between piecewise

polynomial segments� the literature is again split between least squares and inter�

polation schemes� The interpolations schemes generally involve the use of spline

functions� which by de
nition are a subspace of Cm���a� b�� while the least squares

schemes generally do not specify continuity requirements� However� it was shown in

section ��� that continuity requirements can also be easily incorporated into least

squares schemes� The literature is quite uninstructive on when to impose�not im�

pose continuity requirements� For example� Cleroux and McConaloque ���� consider

continuity across segements to be important in approximating the convolution of

random variables while Badinelli ���� considers continuity not to be important for

�An approximation procedure has an Lth order of approximation if it reproduce all polynomials
of degree m � L���
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approximating convolutions� In fact� neither of the authors state the rationale for

their recommendations�

It is readily apparent that continuity requirements add additional computa�

tional burden to piecewise polynomial approximations� Speci
cally� each continuity

requirement between two segments adds an additional constraint equation� to the

approximation problem� However� the most convincing arguments against specify�

ing continuity requirements between piecewise polynomial segments are the results

achieved without their use� Neither Fergueson and Shortell� Lawerence� or Badnelli

maintained continuity between segments and achieved adequate results for stochastic

operators�

Based on the above discussion� this dissertation pursues least square piecewise

polynomial approaches without continuity requirements across segments� Speci
cally�

the two approaches taken are a generalized version of the Fergueson�Shortell�Lawrence

PART algorithm and a variant of the PART algorithm using Badinelli�s research on

piecewise orthogonal polynomial functions�

Fergueson�Shortell�Lawrence used simple piecewise polynomial segments of

degree one in the PART algorithm� This approach approximated maximum and

convolution operators well for random variables having linear probability density

functions such as the uniform or triangular distributions� However� this approach

did not work as well for nonlinear probability density functions such as the normal or

exponential distributions� Fergueson and Shortell ���� recommended investigation of

piecewise polynomials segments of degree greater than one� but Lawrence ����� �����

did not pursue this recommendation in his research� A generalized PART algorithm

uses a least squares approximation with piecewise polynomial functions of degee

m 
 �� Using the notation in equation ��� the coe	cients of the piecewise polynomial

functions are�

c � ATA���ATy� ���
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Note that the PART algorithm eliminates the weight matrix W and continuity

component involving the matrix R� in equation ��� As discussed previously� the

main problem with this approach is that for large m� the matrix ATA can be ill�

conditioned� making its inverse di	cult to solve numerically� In fact� in implementing

the generalized PART algorithm in the EON solution� ill�conditioning of the matrix

becomes a severe problem in the tails of distributions� This problem forced a switch

of inversion engines from LU decomposition to singular value decomposition SVD��

To eliminate potential conditioning problems with inverting ATA� orthogonal

polynomials may be used� With this approach� ATA reduces to a diagonal matrix

B of the form Diag�B�� � � � �Bn��� where�

Bk �

�
������
h��k�

� � �
�k�
� i �

� � �

� h��k�
m � �

�k�
m i

�
������ �

�k�
j �

�
������
�
�k�
j xi��

���

�
�k�
j xiri�

�
������ � k � �� � � � � n � ��

The coe	cients of the piecewise orthogonal polynomials using the PART algorithm

are�

c � B���ATy� ���

This approach di�ers from Badinelli�s in several respects� First� and most signi
�

cantly� Badnelli did not use a reduction step with his algorithm � he was left with

the problems of �exploding coe	cients� and �proliferating classes�� Secondly� Badinelli

used polynomials satisfying a continuous orthogonality relation which allows the re�

lation h��k�
i � �

�k�
j i � � i �� j� to hold for any point x in the subinterval �xk� xk���� For

discrete applications such as the PART algorithm� the above orthogonality condition

holds only when x is one of the zeros of ��k�
j � To overcome this restriction on x a

di�erent orthogonality scheme must be used� Hayes ���� ����� suggested using the

three�term recurrence relationship�

�
�k�
j��x� � �x� a

�k�
j����

�k�
j x�� b

�k�
j �

�k�
j��x�
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� k � �� � � � � n� �� j � �� � � � �m ���

beginning with initial polynomials

�
�k�

 x� � � and �

�k�
� x� � �x� a��

where x � ���� �� and aj�� and bj are chosen to the make the discrete� orthogonal

relation hold

aj�� �
h�kj �x�kj i
h�kj � �kj i

���

bj �
h�kj � �kj i

h�kj��� �kj��i
���

with bk
 � � and ak� �  x� Hayes�s method is similar to the Gram�Schmidt orthog�

onalization process discussed in Appendix D� section D��� with the factor unity

instead of the factor � in equation ��� The orthogonal polynomials generated by

Hayes�s method may be expressed in terms of classical orthogonal polynomials such

as Tchebyshev polynomials via transformation ������ However� such a transformation

increases computing time�

Lastly� Badnelli used weight functions and expanded intervals in his approxi�

mation� These two techniques provide greater power of approximation but must be

used with apriori knowledge� They are not well suited to a generalized algorithm�

Based on Badnelli�s research� the dissertation employs orthogonal polynomials gen�

erated using Hayes�s method in the PART algorithm� At this time� it needs to be

highlighted that although the use of piecewise orthogonal polynomials eliminates

conditioning problems with the matrixATA� it introduces the problem of maintain�

ing the orthogonality of the polynomials during the reduction process�

���



	�
 Summary

In this chapter� a formal de
nition of a piecewise polynomial function was

given� This de
nition was followed by an overview of piecewise polynomial approx�

imation techniques of least squares and interpolation� Next� a literature review

summarizing the research into approximating stochastic operators with piecewise

polynomial functions was given� This literature review lead to a discussion of the

most appropriate techniques� for solving the multiple integrals present in Event Oc�

currence Network formulations� Two approaches were forwarded for further study�

a generalized version of the PART algorithm and a variant of the PART algorithm

using piecewise orthogonal polynomial functions�

���



VI� EON Solution Using Piecewise Polynomial Approximation


�� Introduction

In section ������ equations �� and �� delineate respectively the probability of

being in any absorbing and transient state of an Event Occurrence Network EON�

at time t� These multiple integral probability expressions consist of several stochastic

operations� In equation ���

Pabsorbt� �
Z t




sY
j�
j �g

P E
j�T ��j� �j eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T �fE

g�T ���
eg�T �deg�T �

the integral expression
R t

 deg�T is a conditional integration operation with multi�

plication operation �
Qs
j�
j �g

P E
j�T ��j� �j eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T ���fE

g�T ���
eg�T ��� The

subexpression
Qs
j�
j �g

P E
j�T ��j� �j eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T� consists of s � � multiplica�

tion operations� Additionally� the subexpression P E
j�T ��j� �j eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T �

consists of the following stochastic operations�

� if P E
j
���
�

	 eg�T � � the 
rst event in event group j has not occurred before

the 
rst Tg events in event group g� so an additional integration operation is

required�

� if P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T � � the 
rst Tj events in event group j have

not occurred before the 
rst Tg events in event group g given that the 
rst

T ��j events in event group j have occurred before the 
rst Tg events in event

group g� so Tj � � convolution operations� two integrations� and a subtraction

operation are required� or

� if P E
j
���
nj

� eg�T � � all events in event group j have occurred before the 
rst Tg

events in event group g� so nj � � convolution operations and an integration

operation are required�

���



Finally� the subexpression fE
g�T ���

eg�T � consists of T � � convolution operations�

Similarly for equation ���

Ptranst� �
sY

j�

P E
j�T ��j� �j t j Ej�T����� � t��

the expression consists of s multiplication operations� Additionally� the subexpres�

sion P E
j�T ��j� �j t j Ej�T����� � t�� consists of stochastic operations similar to those

for the absorbing state subexpression P E
j�T

��j� �j eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T � above�

In this chapter� the techniques�algorithms for approximating these stochastic

operations and solving EONs are given� The FORTRAN�� computer program that

solves for the probability of being at any node of an EON at time t is over �� ���

lines long � much too large to include in this dissertation� Although the algorithms

used to produce the EON solution are delineated in this chapter� readers desiring the

algorithms at the code level should contact the author� The chapter contains two

air�to�air engagement EON examples� One of the networks is the simple air�to�air

engagement example created by Hong� et al� ����� shown in Figure �� and the other

is a more complex engagement involving over �� event distributions� Additionally�

Appendix E contains interval data and polynomial coe	cients for all the examples

given in this chapter�


�� Probability Density Function Approximation

The 
rst step in solving for the probability of being at a node a of an EON

at time t requires inputting each event occurrence density function� fEge t�� as a

piecewise polynomial function� Speci
cally� let the interval �a� b� be partitioned into

n� � subintervals Ik such that

Ik �

���
��

�xk� xk��� if k � �� �� � � � � n� �

�xn��� xn� if k � n� �

���



and a piecewise polynomial function of degree m� hkt��

hkt� �
mX
j


c
�k�
j �

�k�
j t�� ckj � R

approximate the event occurrence density function in each subinterval using the L�

least squares� norm�

Assuming no continuity between segments�

c � ATA���ATy ���

where

y �

�
������

y�
���

yn��

�
������ and yk �

�
������

fxk��
���

fxkrk�

�
������ � k � �� � � � � n� �

is a column vector of rk observations on fx� in the kth interval� By de
nition� an

observation zk � Rrk is de
ned such that�

zk � �xk� xk��� for k � �� � � � � n� �

zk � �xk� xk��� for k � n� ��

and A � Diag �A�� � � � �An��� is an r x m���n� �� block diagonal matrix where

Ak is an rk x m� �� matrix of the form�

Ak �

�
������

�
�k�

 xk�� � � � ��k�

m xk��
���

���

�
�k�

 xkrk� � � � ��k�

m xkrk�

�
������ � k � �� � � � � n� ��

�

When using monic polynomials� as discussed in section ���� the key operation

in equation �� is the inversion of the matrix ATA� Two solution techniques are

���



available for this inversion� LU decomposition or Singular Value Decomposition

SVD�� Unlike LU decomposition� SVD enables a clear diagnosis of ill�conditioning

situations allowing �zeroing� out of singularities in the matrixATA� However� SVD

requires that a threshold of singularity be set apriori� ����� �����

When using orthogonal polynomials� the inversion of the matrixATA in equa�

tion �� is a trivial task� The more arduous e�ort is the calculation of the orthogonal

polynomials �
�k�
j � for each interval Ik� Hayes� ���� ����� three�term recurrence re�

lationship shown in section ���� equation �� is used to calculate the orthogonal

polynomials�

As an example of 
tting monic and orthogonal piecewise polynomial functions

to a probability density function� consider the completion time function of event

G�� in the simple air�to�air engagement example created by Hong� et al� ����� shown

in Figure �� � here� E
�����

� exp���t� with ��� � ����� The left side of Figure ��

shows graphs of density function fE
�
���
�

t� with the linear� quadratic� and cubic poly�

nomial approximation techniques respectively� For each graph� two monic LUD�

SVD� and one orthogonal polynomial least squares technique were used� The den�

sity function was truncated at ��! of its total area � the interval of approximation is

��� �������������� In order to maintain the integrity of the original exponential den�

sity function� the area of the piecewise polynomial approximation is brought back

to the area of original exponential density function one� by adding� in this case�

��� to the last subinterval� The implementation adds the factor  �
�
classwidth

� to co�

e	cient c
�k�

 � Here classwidth refers to the length of a subinterval� which in this

case is �������������� Additionally� each piecewise polynomial approximation was

determined by the using ten subintervals and eleven points in each interval based

on Fergeson and Shortell�s recommendation of using �� � Iclasswidth � �� 
tting

points� Inspecting the approximations visually� all three piecewise polynomial tech�

niques appear to t the density function adequately for the linear� quadratic� and

cubic polynomial cases�

���



Figure ��� Graph of ft� and Approximation Error for E
�
���
�

in the Simple Air�to�

Air Engagement Event Occurrence Network E
�
���
�
� exp������

���



Polynomial Approximation Error Bound
Linear � Monic LUD� �������� ������
Linear � Monic SVD� �������� ������
Linear � Orthogonal �������� ������
Quadratic � Monic LUD� �������� �������
Quadratic � Monic SVD� �������� �������
Quadratic � Orthogonal �������� �������
Cubic � Monic LUD� �������� ���������
Cubic � Monic SVD� �������� ���������
Cubic � Orthogonal �������� ���������

Table �� Error Bounds for Piecewise Polynomial Approximations of fE
�
���
�

t�

In order to quantitatively determine the adequacy of the 
t� the right side of

Figure �� shows graphs of the pointwise� error for the three approximation tech�

niques� All error graphs appear similar in shape having a damped oscillatory nature�

Table � shows the error bounds for these graphs� Note that an additional order of

precision is gained with each increase in the order of the polynomial approximation

except for the last subinterval� Recall in the last subinterval� an area of ��� was

added to the approximation in order to maintain the integrity of the original expo�

nential density function� This addition adversely a�ects the approximation of the

density function in the last subinterval� but is necessary to maintain the accuracy

of other stochastic operators such as multiplication and convolution� Additionally�

the two monic piecewise polynomial approximations LU Decomposition� SVD� and

the orthogonal piecewise polynomial approximation show similar accuracy for each

increase in the order of the polynomial approximation�

As an additional example from Lawrence�s research ������� consider 
tting

monic and orthogonal piecewise polynomial functions to a truncated normal density

function N�� ����� de
ned on ��� ���� Figure �� shows the graphs of this truncated

normal density function with the linear� quadratic� and cubic polynomial approxi�

mation techniques respectively and the graphs of the approximation error for each

of these approximation techniques� For the linear case� the �Lawrence� graphs refer

���



Polynomial Approximation Error Bound

Linear � Monic LUD� ��������� �������
Linear � Monic SVD� ��������� �������
Linear � Orthogonal ��������� �������
Linear � Lawrence ��������� �������
Quadratic � Monic LUD� ���������� ��������
Quadratic � Monic SVD� ���������� ��������
Quadratic � Orthogonal ���������� ��������
Cubic � Monic LUD� ����������� ���������
Cubic � Monic SVD� ����������� ���������
Cubic � Orthogonal ����������� ���������

Table �� Error Bounds for Piecewise Polynomial Approximations of a truncated
N�� ����� density function

to the coe	cients generated using simple regression by Lawrence ������ It should be

noted that Lawrence did not use a matrix representation for this regression�

Inspecting the approximations visually� all three piecewise polynomial tech�

niques appear to 
t the density function adequately for the linear� quadratic� and

cubic polynomial cases� All error graphs appear similar in shape having a damped

oscillatory nature� Table � shows the error bounds for these graphs� As with the

exponential example� an additional order of precision is gained with each increase

in the order of the polynomial approximation� however� the accuracy between monic

and orthogonal techniques is similar for a given polynomial approximation order�


�� Integration Stochastic Operator Approximation

The integration of a polynomial expression is a straightforward task� The in�

tegration of a piecewise polynomial approximation is slightly more complex� but

nevertheless is also undemanding� Consider the integration of the piecewise polyno�

���



Figure ��� Graph of ft� and Approximation Error for Truncated Normal Density
Function N�� ����� de
ned on ��� ���

���



mial function hx� over the interval �d�� d�� where�

hx� �

�������
������

� x � x� � a

hkx� x � Ik� k � �� �� � � � � n� �

� x 	 xn � b

Speci
cally� let the function H represent this integration� that is�

H �
Z d�

d�

hx�dx�

The coverage of the interval �d�� d�� determines the form of H� Six cases exist�

�� d� � x�� d� 	 x��

�� d� � x�� x� � d� 	 xn�

�� d� � x�� xn � d��

�� x� 	 d� � xn� x� � d� 	 xn�

�� x� 	 d� � xn� xn � d�� and

�� xn � d�� xn � d��

Cases � and � are trivial with H � � over the interval of approximation �a� b�� Case

� involves integration over the interval �a� d�� while case � integrates over �a� b�� Case

� uses �d�� d��� Finally� case � uses the integration interval �d�� b��

As an example of calculating H� consider calculating P E
j
���
�

	 eg�T � which

is the complementary cumulative distribution function F c
Ej�

eg�T �� Recall F c
Ej�

eg�T �

represents the non�occurrence of event Gj� by time eg�T in an EON and is equivalent

to �� FEj�eg�T �� Speci
cally�

F c
Ej�

eg�T � � �� FEj� eg�T �

� ��
Z eg�T



fEj� eg�T�deg�T

���



� ��
Z eg�T




ljeg�T�IlX
k�

hkeg�T �deg�T

� ��
Z eg�T




ljeg�T�IlX
k�

mX
j


c
�k�
j �

�k�
j eg�T �deg�T

� �� 
l��X
k�

mX
j


c
�k�
j

Z xk	�

xk

�
�k�
j eg�T �deg�T �

mX
j


c
�l�
j

Z t

xl

�
�k�
j eg�T �deg�T � for all eg�T j eg�T 	 xn ���

For eg�T 	 xn� F c
Ej�

eg�T � � ��

The left side of Figure �� shows the graph of the complementary cumulative

distribution function for the 
rst event from event group �� F c
E��

t� in the air�to�air

engagement example created by Hong� et al� ����� with the linear� quadratic� and cu�

bic polynomials approximation techniques respectively� Again these approximations

used ten subintervals and eleven least square points in each subinterval� Inspect�

ing the approximations visually� all three piecewise polynomial 
ts appear to 
t the

complementary cumulative distribution function adequately�

On the right side of Figure ��� all error graphs appear similar in shape having

a damped oscillatory nature� Table � shows the error bounds for these graphs� As an

aside� Badnelli� s ���� observation that �the 
t of the integral �is� more accurate than

the 
t of the integrand �i�e�� density function�� is validated for the approximations

of F c

�����

t� and f
�
���
�
t�� The left side of Figure �� displays the relative error of each

of polynomial approximation techniques for the exp����� density function f
�
���
�
t��

while the right side of 
gure shows the relative error for the exp����� complementary

cumulative distribution function F c

�����

t��� For each case linear� quadratic� and

cubic�� the complementary cumulative distribution function approximation gains an

order of magnitude of accuracy over the density function approximation�

As was the case with the density function approximations� the two monic

piecewise polynomial approximations LU Decomposition� SVD� and the orthogonal

���



Figure ��� Graph of F c

�
���
�

t� and Approximation Error in the Simple Air�to�Air

Engagement Event Occurrence Network E
�����

� exp������

���



Figure ��� Graph of the Relative Approximation Error of f
�����

t� and F c

�
���
�

t� in

the Simple Air�to�Air Engagement Event Occurrence Network

���



Polynomial Approximation Error Bound

Linear � Monic LUD� ���������� �������
Linear � Monic SVD� ���������� �������
Linear � Orthogonal ���������� �������
Quadratic � Monic LUD� ������������ �������
Quadratic � Monic SVD� ������������ �������
Quadratic � Orthogonal ������������ �������
Cubic � Monic LUD� ������������� �������
Cubic � Monic SVD� ������������� �������
Cubic � Orthogonal ������������� �������

Table �� Approximation Error Bounds for Piecewise Polynomial Approximations
of F c

E
�
���
�

t�

piecewise polynomial approximation show similar accuracy for each increase in the

order of the polynomial approximation� However� the orthogonal polynomial tech�

nique requires� for each degree m� the storage of
Pm��

i� i coe	cients where as the

monic polynomial technique requires storage of m� � coe	cients for each piecewise

segment� For this reason� further development of the orthogonal polynomial approxi�

mation technique for EON solutions is not pursued� One further note� since the SVD

technique allows a clear diagnosis of ill�conditioning situations and a 
x to such sit�

uations� monic piecewise polynomial results will be shown using SVD inversion only

for the remainder of this chapter�


�� Approximation of P E
j�T ��j� �j eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T �

Recall from section ���� the expression P E
j�T ��j� �j eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T �

consists of the following stochastic operations�

� P E
j
���
�

	 eg�T ��

� P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T �� or

� P E
j
���
nj

� eg�T ��

���



The solution to P E
j
���
�

	 eg�T � was given in equation �� in the last section� Similarly�

the solution to P E
j
���
nj

� eg�T � is a byproduct of equation �� as P E
j
���
nj

� eg�T � is

the distribution function FEjnj eg�T ��

FEjnj
eg�T� �

l��X
k�

mX
j


c
�k�
j

Z xk	�

xk

�
�k�
j eg�T �deg�T �

mX
j


c
�l�
j

Z t

xl

�
�k�
j eg�T �deg�T for all eg�T j eg�T 	 xn ���

For eg�T 	 xn� FEjnj eg�T � � ��

The solution to P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T � can be derived from the

expression P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T �� Conditioning on the completion of event Gj�T���

P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T � � P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T � � P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� 	 eg�T �

� P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T � � P Ej�T����� 	 eg�T � ���

From equation ���

P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T � � P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T �� P Ej�T����� 	 eg�T�

� F c
Ej�T

eg�T �� F c
Ej�T��

eg�T � ���


�	 Multiplication Stochastic Operator Approximation

Of all stochastic operations necessary to solve for the probability of being in a

particular absorbing and transient state of an EON at time t� the multiplication op�

eration is the most prevalent� In equation �� alone� fourteen di�erent multiplication

operations are possible �

�� P E
j
���
�

	 eg�T �fE
g�T ���

eg�T � � F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T �fE
g�T ���

eg�T ��

�� P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T �fE
g�T ���

eg�T � �

�F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��fE
g�T ���

eg�T ��

���



�� P E
j
���
nj

� eg�T �fE
g�T ���

eg�T� � FE
j
���
nj

eg�T �fE
g�T ���

eg�T ��

�� P E
i
���
�

	 eg�T �P E
j
���
�

	 eg�T � � F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T ��

�� P Ei�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ei�T����� � eg�T �P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T � �

�F c
E
i�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
i�T�����

eg�T ���F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ���

�� P E
i
���
ni

� eg�T �P E
j
���
nj

� eg�T � � FE
i
���
ni

eg�T�FE
j
���
nj

eg�T ��

�� P E
i
���
�

	 eg�T �P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T � �

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F
c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ���

�� P E
i
���
�

	 eg�T �P E
j
���
nj

� eg�T � � F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �FE
j
���
nj

eg�T ��

�� P E
i
���
ni

� eg�T �P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T� �

FE
i
���
ni

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T �� �

��� �P E
i
���
�

	 eg�T�P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T ��fE
g�T ���

eg�T � �

�F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T�� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ���fE
g�T ���

eg�T ��

��� �P E
i
���
�

	 eg�T�P E
j
���
nj

� eg�T ��fE
g�T ���

eg�T � �

�F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �FE
j
���
nj

eg�T ��fE
g�T ���

eg�T ��

��� �P E
i
���
ni

� eg�T �P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T ��fE
g�T ���

eg�T � �

�FE
i
���
ni

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T���fE
g�T ���

eg�T � �

��� P E
i
���
�

	 eg�T �P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T �P E
k
���
nk

� eg�T � �

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��FE
k
���
nk

eg�T �� and

��� �P E
i
���
�

	 eg�T�P Ej�T ��� 	 eg�T j Ej�T����� � eg�T �P E
k
���
nk

� eg�T ��fE
g�T ���

eg�T � �

�F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T�� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��FE
k
���
nk

eg�T ��fE
g�T ���

eg�T ��

Multiplication operations ��� � ��� are required to extend the solution to EONs

whose number of event groups s is three or greater� Concurrently� equation ��

requires the multiplication operations in �� � �� and ��� above�

���




�	�� F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T �fE
g�T ���

eg�T �� Let the complementary cumulative distri�

bution function F c
E
j
���
�

and density function fE
g�T ���

eg�T � be de
ned as follows�

F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T � �

�������
������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d��

and

fE
g�T ���

eg�T � �

�������
������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

fE
g�T ���

eg�T� if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d���

In order to calculate the product F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T �fE
g�T ���

eg�T �� one 
rst must determine

which function reaches a value of zero 
rst � the product is zero after the end of

one of the boundary points d�� or d��� Additionally� if the intervals �d��� d��� and

�d��� d��� are disjoint or overlap at only one boundary� point� the domain of the

product is �d��� d��� the interval of the density function� with two possible product

cases�

� if d�� 	 d��� the product is � since F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T � � � over the interval �d��� d���

and

� if d�� 	 d��� the product is fE
g�T ���

eg�T � since F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T � � � over this interval�

Assuming overlap between the two functions� two cases are possible for the

domain of the product �

�� if d�� � d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d��� and

�� if d�� 
 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

Let F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T � and fE
g�T ���

eg�T � be approximated by the piecewise polynomial func�

tions Hc
E
j
���
�

egT � and hE
g�T ���

egT � over the subinterval sets Ik� and Ik� respectively�

���



If Ik� is partitioned into n� � � subintervals and Ik� is partitioned into n� � � subin�

tervals� then the piecewise polynomial approximation of F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T �fE
g�T ���

eg�T ��

Hc
E
j
���
�

eg�T �hE
g�T ���

eg�T �� is partitioned into potentially n� � n� � � subintervals�

Hence the subinterval set of Hc
E
j
���
�

eg�T �hE
g�T ���

eg�T �� Ik� is composed of a set of

boundary points fxk�g � fxk�g where k� � �� � � � � n� and k� � �� � � � � n� � all possible

subinterval points of Ik� and Ik�� Let Hc
E
j
���
�

egT �hEg�T ��� egT �k represent the form of

the product Hc
E
j
���
�

egT �hEg�T ��� egT � in the kth subinterval of Ik �

Hc
E
j
���
�

egT �hEg�T ��� egT �k � �Hc
E
j
���
�

eg�T �hE
g�T ���

eg�T � �k

� c�k����k��eg�T ��
Tc�k����k��eg�T ��

T � ���

where

� c�k�� is the m���dimension polynomial coe	cient vector and ��k�� is them���

dimension polynomial basis function vector for the k�st interval of Ik� and

� c�k�� is the m���dimension polynomial coe	cient vector and ��k�� is them���

dimension polynomial basis function vector for the k�nd interval of Ik� �

Assuming a monic piecewise polynomial approximation� the above expression

may be written as�

Hc
E
j
���
�

egT �hEg�T ��� egT �k � c�k��C�k��xT � k � Ik ���

where

C�k�� �

�
���������

c
�k��

 � � � c�k��m � � � � �

� c
�k��

 � � � c�k��m

� � �
���

���
� � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � c
�k��

 � � � c�k��m

�
���������
and

x � �� eg�T � � � � � eg�T �
�m���

���



Note that the order of each piecewise polynomial segment in equation �� is

�m � �� In order to manage a potential problem of �exploding coe	cients� once

the �expanded� piecewise polynomial approximation in equation �� is calculated�

the approximation is �reduced� by 
tting a piecewise polynomial approximation of

degree m to the �expanded� approximation� In order to control error build�up from

the �reduced� approximation� the �reduced� approximation is then normalized to

the area of the �expanded� approximation� This normalization is accomplished by

dividing each coe	cient in each piecewise approximation by�

�expanded� approximation area

�reduced� approximation area
�

Additionally� each piecewise reduced� approximation is checked to verify that it does

not yield values less than zero � if it does� the piecewise approximation is increased

by a factor ck
� necessary to guarantee values greater than zero� Non�zero values

generally appear in the tails of a product function where values of the function

approach zero�

As a 
nal note� if d�� 	 d��� then c�k�� � � until d�� 
 xk� xk � Ik�


�	�� �F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T��fE
g�T ���

eg�T �� Let the function

F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T � be de
ned as follows�

F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T� �

�������
������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T�� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d��

and fE
g�T ���

eg�T � be de
ned as in section ������

If the intervals �d��� d��� and �d��� d��� are disjoint or overlap at only one

boundary� point� the product �F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T��fE
g�T ���

eg�T � is � with

two possible domain cases�

���



� if d�� 	 d��� the domain of the product is �d��� d��� and

� if d�� 	 d��� the domain of the product is �d��� d����

Assuming overlap between the two functions� four cases are possible for the

domain of the product �

�� if d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

�� if d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

�� if d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d���� and

�� if d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

Equations �� and �� in section ����� are still valid for approximating �Hc
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��
Hc

E
j�T�����

eg�T ��hE
g�T ���

eg�T �k � replacing Hc
E
j
���
�

eg�T � with

Hc
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��Hc
E
j�T�����

eg�T �� Hc
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��Hc
E
j�T�����

eg�T � is the piecewise poly�

nomial approximation of F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T � over the subinterval Ik� �


�	�� FE
j
���
nj

eg�T �fE
g�T ���

eg�T�� Let the distribution function FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � be

de
ned as follows�

FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � �

��������
�������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d��

and fE
g�T ���

eg�T � be de
ned as in section ������

If the intervals �d��� d��� and �d��� d��� are disjoint or overlap at only one

boundary� point� the domain of the product is �d��� d��� the interval of the density

function� with two possible product cases�

� if d�� 	 d��� the product is fE
g�T ���

eg�T � since FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � � � over the interval

�d��� d��� and

���



� if d�� 	 d��� the product is � since FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � � � over this interval�

Assuming overlap between the two functions� two cases are possible for the

domain of the product �

�� if d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

�� if d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

Equations �� and �� in section ����� are still valid for approximating

HE
j
���
nj

eg�T �hE
g�T ���

eg�T �k � replacing Hc
E
j
���
�

eg�T � with HE
j
���
nj

eg�T �� HE
j
���
nj

eg�T � is the

piecewise polynomial approximation of FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � over the subinterval Ik�� As a 
nal

note� if d�� � d��� then c�k�� � � in equations �� and �� for all xk 
 d��� xk � Ik�


�	�� F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T �� Let the complementary cumulative distribu�

tion functions F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T � and F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T � be de
ned as follows�

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T � �

�������
������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d��

and

F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T � �

�������
������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d���

In order to calculate the product F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T �� one 
rst must determine

which distribution reaches a value of zero 
rst � the product is zero after the end

of one of boundary points d�� or d��� Additionally� if the intervals �d��� d��� and

�d��� d��� are disjoint or overlap at only one boundary� point� the product of two

complementary cumulative distribution functions is simply the complementary dis�

tribution function of the lower interval�

���



Assuming overlap between the two complementary cumulative distribution

functions� four cases are possible for the domain of the product �

�� If d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

�� If d�� 	 d�� and d�� � d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

�� If d�� � d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d���� and

�� If d�� � d�� and d�� � d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

Let F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T � and F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T � be approximated by the piecewise polynomial func�

tions Hc
E
i
���
�

eg�T � and Hc
E
j
���
�

eg�T � over the subinterval sets Ik� and Ik� respectively�

If Ik� is partitioned into n� � � subintervals and Ik� is partitioned into n� � �

subintervals� then the piecewise polynomial approximation of F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T ��

Hc
E
i
���
�

eg�T�Hc
E
j
���
�

eg�T �� is partitioned into potentially n� � n� � � subintervals�

Hence the subinterval set of Hc
E
i
���
�

eg�T �Hc
E
j
���
�

eg�T �� Ik� is composed of a set of

boundary points fxk�g � fxk�g where k� � �� � � � � n� and k� � �� � � � � n� � all possible

subinterval points of Ik� and Ik�� Let H
c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �Hc
E
j
���
�

eg�T �k represent the form of

the Hc
E
i
���
�

eg�T�Hc
E
j
���
�

eg�T � in the kth subinterval of Ik �

Hc
E
i
���
�

eg�T�H
c
E
j
���
�

eg�T �k � �Hc
E
i
���
�

eg�T �H
c
E
j
���
�

eg�T � �k

� c�k����k��eg�T ��
Tc�k����k��eg�T ��

T � ���

where

� c�k�� is the m���dimension polynomial coe	cient vector and ��k�� is them���

dimension polynomial basis function vector for the k�st interval of Ik� and

� c�k�� is the m���dimension polynomial coe	cient vector and ��k�� is them���

dimension polynomial basis function vector for the k�nd interval of Ik� �

���



Assuming a monic piecewise polynomial approximation� the above expression

may be written as�

Hc
E
i
���
�

eg�T �H
c
E
j
���
�

eg�T �k � c�k��C�k��x ���

where

C�k�� �

�
���������

c
�k��

 � � � c

�k��
m�� � � � � �

� c
�k��

 � � � c

�k��
m��

� � �
���

���
� � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � c
�k��

 � � � c

�k��
m��

�
���������
and

x � �� eg�T � � � � � eg�T �
��m����

Note that the order of each piecewise polynomial segment in equation �� is

�m���� As in section ������ in order to manage a potential problem of �exploding

coe	cients� once the �expanded� piecewise polynomial approximation in equation ��

is calculated� the approximation is �reduced� by 
tting a piecewise polynomial ap�

proximation of degree m� � to the �expanded� approximation� For this operation�

an area normalization routine as outlined in section ����� was not used as test cases

indicated no signi
cant improvement in accuracy when employed� However� each

piecewise approximation is checked to verify that it does not yield values less than

zero � if it does the piecewise approximation is increased by a factor c
� necessary to

guarantee values greater than zero� As stated in section ������ non�zero values can

appear in the tails of the probability functions where values of the function approach

zero�

As an example of the product of two complementary cumulative distribution

functions consider the probability of being in state � at time t� P�t�� for the simple

air�to�air engagement example created by Hong� et al� ����� shown in Figure ���

���



Approximation Error Bound

Linear �������� ������
Quadratic ���������� ��������
Cubic ����������� ��������

Table �� Error Bounds for Piecewise Polynomial Approximations of P�t�

Recall from equation �� in section ��� that�

P�t� � F c

E
���
��

t� � F c

E
���
��

t�

The left side of Figure �� shows the graph of P�t� and the three piecewise polynomial

approximations using the linear� quadratic� and cubic monic polynomials techniques

respectively� The three piecewise polynomial approximations were again determined

by the least squares criterion SVD inversion engine� using ten subintervals� In�

specting the approximations visually� all three piecewise polynomial 
ts appear to


t P�t� adequately�

In order to quantitatively determine the adequacy of the 
t� the right side of

Figure �� shows graphs of the pointwise� error for the three approximations� Table �

shows the error bounds for these graphs� The error graphs exhibit damped oscillatory

behavior that moves towards zero except for the �hump� between ������ ������ As

expected this is caused by truncation of the exponential functions and subsequent

area renormalization� In order to fully realize the accuracy gains with the cubic

approximation� truncating the event occurrence density functions at greater than

��! of the total areas would be recommended�


�	�	 �F c
E
i�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
i�T�����

eg�T ��

�F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T � � F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T��� Let the functions F c
E
i�T ���

eg�T � � F c
E
i�T�����

eg�T �

���



Figure ��� Graph of P�t� and Error for the Simple Air�to�Air Engagement Event
Occurrence Network
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and F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T� be de
ned as follows�

F c
E
i�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
i�T�����

eg�T � �

�������
������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

F c
E
i�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
i�T�����

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d��

and

F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T� �

�������
������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T�� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d���

The domain of this product is identical to the domain of the product

�F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��fE
g�T ���

eg�T � detailed in section ������ If the intervals

�d��� d��� and �d��� d��� are disjoint or overlap at only one boundary� point� the

product �F c
E
i�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
i�T�����

eg�T ���F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T�� is � with two

possible domain cases�

� if d�� 	 d��� the domain of the product is �d��� d��� and

� if d�� 	 d��� the domain of the product is �d��� d����

Assuming overlap between the two functions� four cases are possible for the

domain of the product �

�� if d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

�� if d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

�� if d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d���� and

�� if d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

Contrary to the domain of the product� the product

�F c
E
i�T ���

eg�T � � F c
E
i�T�����

eg�T ���F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T � � F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T �� is determined using

���



equations �� and �� in section ������ The approximating function is �Hc
E
i�T ���

eg�T ��
Hc

E
i�T�����

eg�T ���H
c
E
j�T ���

eg�T��Hc
E
j�T�����

eg�T��k whereH
c
E
i�T ���

eg�T ��Hc
E
i�T�����

eg�T �

and Hc
E
j�T ���

eg�T � �Hc
E
j�T�����

eg�T � are the piecewise polynomial approximations of

F c
E
i�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
i�T�����

eg�T � and F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T � respectively over the

subintervals Ik� and Ik��


�	�
 FE
i
���
ni

eg�T �FE
j
���
nj

eg�T �� Let the distribution functions FE
i
���
ni

eg�T � and

FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � be de
ned as follows�

FE
i
���
ni

eg�T � �

�������
������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

FE
i
���
ni

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d��

and

FE
i
���
ni

eg�T � �

�������
������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

FE
i
���
ni

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d���

If the intervals �d��� d��� and �d��� d��� are disjoint or overlap at only one

boundary� point� the domain of the product and the product itself have two possible

outcomes�

� if d�� 	 d��� the domain of the product is �d��� d��� with product FE
j
���
nj

eg�T �

as a result of FE
i
���
ni

eg�T � � � over �d��� d��� and

� if d�� 	 d��� the domain of the product is �d��� d��� with product FE
i
���
ni

eg�T �

as a result of FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � � � over �d��� d����

Assuming overlap between the two distribution functions� four cases are pos�

sible for the domain of the product �

�� if d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

���



�� if d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

�� if d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d���� and

�� if d�� 	 d�� and d�� 	 d��� then the interval of the product is �d��� d����

Equations �� and �� in section ����� are valid for approximatingHE
i
���
ni

eg�T �HE
j
���
nj

eg�T �

where HE
i
���
ni

eg�T � and HE
j
���
nj

eg�T � are the piecewise polynomial approximations of

FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � and FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � respectively over the subintervals Ik� and Ik�� As 
nal

notes� if d�� � d��� then c�k�� � � in equations �� and �� for all xk 
 d��� xk � Ik�

If d�� � d��� then c�k�� � � in equations �� and �� for all xk 
 d��� xk � Ik


�	�� F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T � � F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��� This multiplication op�

erator is similar to the F c
E
j
���
�

eg�T �fE
g�T ���

eg�T � operator in section ������ In fact� the

no�overlap and overlap domains are identical� The products for the no�overlap cases

are�

� if d�� 	 d��� the product is � since F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T � � � over the domain �d��� d���

and

� if d�� 	 d��� the product is F
c
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T � since F
c
E
i
���
�

eg�T � � �

over this domain�

The product approximation Hc
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��Hc
E
j�T ���

eg�T� � Hc
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��k for

the overlap domains �d��� d��� and �d��� d��� is determined from equations �� and ��

in section ������ As a 
nal note� if d�� 	 d��� then c�k�� � � until d�� 
 xk� xk � Ik�


�	�� F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �FE
j
���
nj

eg�T �� Let the complementary cumulative distribu�

tion function F c
E
i
���
�

and distribution function FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � be de
ned as follows�

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T � �

�������
������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d��

���



and

FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � �

��������
�������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d���

If the intervals �d��� d��� and �d��� d��� are disjoint or overlap at only one boundary�

point� the two separate domain and product cases are possible�

� if d�� 	 d��� the product is � over the domain �d��� d��� and

� if d�� 	 d��� the product is

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � �

����������������
���������������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

FE
j
���
nj

eg�T� if d�� 	 eg�T � d��

� if d�� 	 eg�T � d��

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d��

over the domain �d��� d����

The product approximation Hc
E
i
���
�

eg�T �HE
j
���
nj

eg�T �k for the overlap domain

�d��� d��� is determined from equations �� and �� in section ������ As 
nal notes� if

d�� 	 d��� then c�k�� � � until d�� 
 xk� xk � Ik and if d�� � d��� then c�k�� � � for

all xk 
 d��� xk � Ik�


�	�� FE
i
���
ni

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T��F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��� This multiplication oper�

ator is similar to the FE
j
���
nj

eg�T �fE
g�T ���

eg�T � operator in section ������ In fact� the

no�overlap and overlap domains are identical� The products for the no�overlap cases

are�

� if d�� 	 d��� the product is �F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T�� since FE
i
���
ni

eg�T � � �

over the domain �d��� d��� and

���



� if d�� 	 d��� the product is � since FE
i
���
ni

eg�T � � � over this domain�

The product approximation HE
i
���
ni

eg�T ��Hc
E
j�T ���

eg�T � � Hc
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��k for

the overlap domains �d��� d��� and �d��� d��� is determined from equations �� and ��

in section ������ As a 
nal note� if d�� � d��� then c�k�� � � for all xk 
 d��� xk � Ik�


�	��� �F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ���

fE
g�T ���

eg�T �� The product F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T � � F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T�� was dis�

cussed in section ������ The form of this product is as follows�

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T �� �

�������
������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T �� if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d���

The domain of the product F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T � � F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T �� is similar in

form to the domain of the product F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T � in section ������ As

a result� the domain logic and product equations from section ����� are applicable

to the calculation of �F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F
c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ���fE
g�T ���

eg�T��


�	��� �F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T�FE
j
���
nj

eg�T ��fE
g�T ���

eg�T �� The product

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � was discussed in section ������ The form of this product is as

follows�

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � �

��������
�������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d���
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The domain of the product F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T�FE
j
���
nj

eg�T � is similar in form to the domain of

the product F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T� � F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T � in section ������ As a result� the domain

logic and product equations from section ����� are applicable to the calculation of

�F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T �FE
j
���
nj

eg�T ��fE
g�T ���

eg�T ��


�	��� �FE
i
���
ni

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ���

fE
g�T ���

eg�T �� The product FE
i
���
ni

eg�T��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T � � F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T �� was dis�

cussed in section ������ The form of this product is as follows�

FE
i
���
ni

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T �� �

�������
������

� if � 	 eg�T � d��

FE
i
���
ni

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T �� if d�� 	 eg�T 	 d��

� if eg�T 	 d���

The domain of the product FE
i
���
ni

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T � � F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T �� is similar in

form to the domain of the product F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T � in section ������ As

a result� the domain logic and product equations from section ����� are applicable

to the calculation of FE
i
���
ni

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ���fE
g�T ���

eg�T ��


�	��� F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��FE
k
���
nk

eg�T�� The product

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F
c
E
j�T ���

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T �� was discussed in sections ����� and �������

It has been shown that the domain of this product is similar in form to the domain of

the product F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T� � F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T � in section ������ As a result� the domain

logic and product equations from section ����� are applicable to the calculation of

F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��FE
k
���
nk

eg�T ��


�	��� �F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T��F
c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��FE
k
���
nk

eg�T ��

fE
g�T ���

eg�T �� This last EON multiplication stochastic operator is calculated using

two previous operators�
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�� the product F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T � � F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��FE
k
���
nk

eg�T � in section

������ and

�� the product �F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��fE
g�T ���

eg�T � in section ������ Here

replacing the product �F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T �� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T �� with the product

�F c
E
i
���
�

eg�T ��F c
E
j�T ���

eg�T�� F c
E
j�T�����

eg�T ��FE
k
���
nk

eg�T ���


�
 Convolution Stochastic Operator Approximation

Equations �� and �� require calculation of convolutions� of event occurrence

density functions� Speci
cally� consider the convoluted� density function of the

occurrence time of the 
rst T events in event group g � i�e�� fEg�T t�� This density

function may be expressed as a convolution of the density function of the occurrence

time of the 
rst T � � events in event group g and the event occurrence density

function of the T th event in event group g� i�e��

fEg�T t� � fEg�T�� � fEgT �t� ���

The 
rst step in solving the convolution in equation �� is to determine the ap�

plicable� approximation partition for fEg�T t�� Speci
cally� let fEg�T��
t� and fEgT t�

be approximated by the piecewise polynomial functions hEg�T��
and hEgT and over

the subinterval sets Ik� and Ik� respectively� If Ik� is partitioned into n� � � subin�

tervals and Ik� is partitioned into n�� � subintervals� then the piecewise polynomial

approximation of fEg�T t�� hEg�T t�� is partitioned into potentially n�n�� � subinter�

vals�

The subinterval set of hEg�T t�� Ik� is composed of boundary points xk� � xk��

where k� � �� � � � � n� and k� � �� � � � � n� � all possible combinations of Ik� and Ik��

The domain of the convolution approximation hEg�T t� is�

�min
k��k�

xk� � xk���max
k��k�

xk� � xk����

���



Let hEg�T t�k represent the form of the hEg�T t� in the kth subinterval of Ik �

hEg�T t�k � hEg�T�� � hEgT �t�k

�
X

Jk��Jk�

Z upper

lower
hEgT t� x�k�hEg�T��x�k�dx� ���

Here Jk� � Ik� and Jk� � Ik� such that Jk� and Jk� are valid sets of subintervals

contributing to the kth subinterval of Ik� i�e�� �xk� xk���� The conditions for the k�st

subinterval of Ik� and k�nd subinterval of Ik� contributing to the kth subinterval of

Ik are�

xk 
 xk� � xk� ���

xk�� 	 xk��� � xk��� ���

Conditions �� and �� may be written for any x � �xk� xk��� as�

xk� 	 x 	 xk��� and xk� 	 t� x 	 xk���

xk� 	 x 	 xk��� and t� xk��� 	 x 	 t� xk��

The above expression simpli
es to�

maxxk�� t� xk���� 	 x 	 minxk���� t� xk��� ���

From equation ��� the limits of integration in equation �� are�

upper � minxk���� t� xk�� ���

lower � maxxk� � t� xk���� ���

for each subinterval combination �xk�� xk���� � Jk� and �xk�� xk���� � Jk� contributing

to �xk� xk��� � Ik�

���



In equation ��� the subexpression
R upper
lower hEgT t � x�k�hEg�T��x�k�dx can be

written in the following matrix form�

Z upper

lower
c�k����k��t� x��Tc�k����k��x��Tdx

where

� c�k�� is the m���dimension polynomial coe	cient vector and ��k�� is them���

dimension polynomial basis function vector for the k�st interval of Ik� and

� c�k�� is the m���dimension polynomial coe	cient vector and ��k�� is them���

dimension polynomial basis function vector for the k�nd interval of Ik� �

Assuming a monic piecewise polynomial representation� the above expression

can be written as�

Z upper

lower
hEgT t� x�k�hEg�T��x�k�dx �

Z upper

lower
c�k��xTx�C�k���T tTdx

� c�k��XC�k���T �tT jupperlower ���

where

X �

�
���������

x x�

� � � � xm	�

m��

x�

�
x�

�
� � � xm	�

m��
���

���
���

xm	�

m��
xm	�

m�� � � � x�m	�

�m��

�
���������
�

C�k�� is an upper triangular matrix of the form

C�k�� �

�
���������������

�
�

�

�
c
�k��

 �

�
�

�

�
c
�k��
� � � � ���m��

�
m� �

m� �

�
c
�k��
m�� ���m

�
m

m

�
c�k��m�

�

�

�
c
�k��
� �

�
�

�

�
c
�k��
� � � � ���m��

�
m

m� �

�
mc�k��m

���
���

� � �
��� �

�
m

�

�
c�k��m ��

m

�

�
c�k��m

�
���������������
�
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and t � �� t� � � � � tm�� When either the upper or lower limits of integration are a

constant� d � xk��� or xk� respectively� the evaluation at that limit is obtained by

simply substituting d into the matrix X in equation ��� In this case� the convolution

segment hEg�T t�k maintains the same polynomial degree m as each of the convoluted

piecewise segments hEg�T��x�k� and hEgT t�x�k�� However� when an upper or lower

limit is of the form t � d� t � d � t � xk� or t � xk���� the degree of convolution

increases to �m� ��

When an upper or lower limit is of the form x � t� d� the matrix expression

c�k��XC�k���T �tT in equation equation �� may be reformulated as�

c�k��c�k��X�T�T ���

where X� is a m� � x �m� �� matrix of the form�

X� �

�
���������

����m��� dm	�

m��
����m� dm

m
� � � �d

����m��� dm	�

m�� ����m� dm	�

m�� � � � �d�

�
���

���
���

����m��� d�m	�

�m�� ����m� d�m

�m � � � �dm	�

m��

��������������
I

�
���������

���



with I being a m � �� x m � �� identity matrix and T is an �m � �� x m � �

matrix of the form�

T �

�
�������������������������������������

�

� �
�

m

�

�
t

� � �
�

m� �

�

�
t

���

�
� � �

���
���

�
�

�

�

�
t � � �

�
m� �

m� �

�
tm��

�
m

m

�
tm

t�
�

�

� t�

�

�
�

�

� � � � � � � tm	�

m��

�
m

m

�
t�

�

�
�

�

� t�

�

�
�

�

� � � � � � � tm	�

m��

�
m 	 �

m

�
���

���
���

tm	�

m��

�
m

�

� tm	�

m��

�
m 	 �

�

� � � � � � � t�m	�

�m��

�
�m

m

�

�
�������������������������������������

with � being an upper triangular matrix of zeros�

As an example of the above formulation� consider the convolution of two trun�

cated normal density functions from Lawrence ������ Suppose�

fEgT � N�� �� truncated on ��� ���

fEg�T��
� N��� �� truncated on ���� ����

The 
nal form of this example convolution is the truncated normal density function�

fEg�T�� � fEgT � � N���
p
�� truncated on ���� ����

Figure �� shows the graph of this convolution with the linear� quadratic� and

cubic monic piecewise polynomial techniques respectively using Single Value De�

composition matrix inversion� Inspecting the graphs visually� the monic piecewise

���



Polynomial Approximation Error Bound
Linear ����������� ����������
Quadratic ����������� �����������
Cubic ����������� ���������

Table ��� Error Bounds for Piecewise Polynomial Expanded� Approximations of
the Truncated Normal Convolution Example

polynomial techniques appear to 
t the truncated normal density function convolu�

tion adequately�

As with the results shown for multiplication stochastic operation� the approx�

imations shown in Figure �� consist of �expanded� piecewise polynomial 
ts that

are �reduced� in degree in order to manage the problem of �exploding coe	cients��

Figure �� shows the convolution error associated with the linear� quadratic� and cu�

bic piecewise polynomial approximations for the �expanded� representation� Note

that the cubic piecewise polynomial approximation starts to oscillate over the region

���� ���� This is a direct result of the relatively high order of the �expanded� convo�

lution� in this case the order is m � �� In general� from equation ��� the order of the

�expanded� convolution is �m� �� This oscillation problem makes applying PART

above m 	 � problematic for EON solutions� Additionally as Figure �� and Table ��

show� the linear piecewise polynomial expanded� approximation has less error over

regions of the convolution then the quadratic and cubic expanded� approximations

e�g� the peak of the distribution�� This result is unique to this example and is not

a general trend�

In order to quantitatively determine the adequacy of the �reduced� represen�

tation in Figure ��� Figure �� shows graphs of the pointwise� error for the three

approximation techniques� All error graphs appear similar in shape having an os�

cillatory nature� Table �� shows the error bounds for these graphs� As with the

stochastic multiplication operation� a key concern with the convolution operation is

the potential for error buildup � i�e�� approximating two density functions and then

���



Figure ��� Graph of the Convolution of Two Truncated Normal Density Functions

���



Figure ��� Graph of the Convolution Error of Two Truncated Normal Density
Functions � Expanded Case
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Polynomial Approximation Error Bound
Linear ���������� ��������
Quadratic ���������� ���������
Cubic ����������� ���������

Table ��� Error Bounds for Piecewise Polynomial Reduced� Approximations of the
Truncated Normal Convolution Example

using those approximations to approximate the convolution of the density functions�

Note from Tables � and �� that the order of the �reduced� convolution error is similar

in magnitude to the error in approximating the truncated normal density function

in Figure ��� Although an additional order of precision is not gained with each

increase in the order of the polynomial approximation unlike the truncated normal

density function approximation�� the least squares convolution approximations have

the advantageous e�ect of canceling positive and negative errors in the individual

density function approximations�

As a 
nal observation on this example� Figure �� shows the pointwise error

of Lawrence�s single degree approximation and the author�s� Note that the author�s

approximation has less pointwise error on average than Lawrence�s� This is due to

a formation error in Lawrence�s solution� The correct representation on ������ page

��� for c � bfi or bfi�� should be�

�f i
g
j

c�

�

�
f i�g

j

 � f i
g

j
��c

� � �

�
f i�g

j
�c

�� � f i
g
j
�c�

�

�
f i�g

j
�c

��t�

Of interest to the reader and a potential area of further investigation for speed�

ing up the convolution algorithm is the way in which algorithm identi
es the valid

sets of density function subintervals Jk� and Jk� contributing to the kth subinterval

Ik of the convolution� Martin ����� choose to index his convolution algorithm by

convolution subinterval Ik while Lawrence ����� indexed by density function subin�

terval Ik�� Speci
cally� Martin choose Ik and then searched for the 
rst subintervals

���



Figure ��� Graph of the Convolution Error of Two Truncated Normal Density
Functions � Reduced Case
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Figure ��� Graph of the Convolution Error of Two Truncated Normal Density
Functions using Lawrence�s algorithm
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of Ik� and Ik� to form Ik� Lawrence 
rst found the subinterval Jk� of the density

function fEgT that contributes to the Ik subinterval and then the corresponding

subintervals Jk� of density function fEg�T�� that contribute to Ik� The author has

chosen Lawrence�s indexing framework based on his implementation with a reduc�

tion routine with the understanding that it has not been validated to be the most

e	cient�

As another example of the convolution stochastic operation� consider the con�

volution of two shifted exponential density functions� Speci
cally� let

fEgT � �
� exp��

�t� ���� � 	 t ��
fEg�T�� �

�
� exp��

�t� ����� �� 	 t ���

The 
nal form of this convolution is the density function�

fEg�T��
� fEgT � �

�������
������

��
� exp����t� �����exp����t� ����� exp������� ���� ������

��
� exp����t� �����exp����������� � exp������� ������� ������

��
�
exp����t� �����exp����������� � exp����t� ��������� ������� �������

The above formulation is based on truncating each of the exponential density

functions at ��! of their total area� i�e�� fEgT is truncated on ��� ������ and fEg�T�� is

truncated on ���� ������� Figure �� shows the graph of this convolution with the lin�

ear� quadratic� and cubic monic piecewise polynomial techniques respectively using

SVD matrix inversion� Inspecting the graphs visually� the monic piecewise polyno�

mial techniques appear to 
t the convolution adequately for the quadratic and cubic

cases� however the linear approximation has di	culty approximating the shape of

the convolution in the interval ���� ���� This is a direct result of each �reduced� ap�

proximation using only ten subintervals� The 
rst �reduced� subinterval is ���� ������

which is required to span 
ve �expanded� approximation subintervals�

���



Figure ��� Graph of the Convolution of Two Truncated Exponential Density
Functions
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Figure ��� Graph of the Convolution Error of Two Truncated Exponential Density
Functions � Expanded Case

Figure �� shows the convolution error associated with the linear� quadratic� and

cubic piecewise polynomial approximations for the �expanded� representation� Note

that the cubic piecewise polynomial approximations signi
cantly increase in error

over the region ���� ������� As shown with the truncated normal convolution example�

this is a direct result of the relatively high order of the �expanded� convolution�

Coe	cients ck
 and ck� for the cubic �expanded� approximations are on the order of

���� � ��� and ����� � ���� respectively� Additionally as Figure �� and Table ��

show� the cubic piecewise polynomial expanded� approximation has an equivalent

error bound over the convolution region as the linear expanded� approximation�

In order to quantitatively determine the adequacy of the �reduced� represen�

tation in Figure ��� Figure �� shows graphs of the pointwise� error for the three

approximation techniques� All error graphs appear similar in shape having a damped

���



Polynomial Approximation Error Bound
Linear ����������� ���������
Quadratic ����������� �����������
Cubic � Monic SVD� ���������� ��������

Table ��� Error Bounds for Piecewise Polynomial Expanded� Approximations of
the Truncated Exponential Convolution Example

Polynomial Approximation Error Bound
Linear ���������� ��������
Quadratic ���������� ��������
Cubic ����������� ���������

Table ��� Error Bounds for Piecewise Polynomial Reduced� Approximations of the
Truncated Exponential Convolution Example

oscillatory nature� Table �� shows the error bounds for these graphs� From Tables �

and ��� note that the order of the �reduced� convolution error is similar in magni�

tude to the error in approximating the exponential density function in Figure ���

Although an additional order of precision is not gained with each increase in the order

of the polynomial approximation unlike the exponential normal density function ap�

proximation�� the least squares convolution approximations have the advantageous

e�ect of canceling positive and negative errors in the individual density function

approximations� Additionally� note that the �reduced�� cubic representation has

corrected the error associated with the �expanded�� cubic representation � again this

is a result of canceling positive and negative errors in the �expanded�representation�


�� Simple Air�to�Air Engagement Example

In section ���� a simple one versus one air�to�air engagement was detailed ������

In this engagement� each aircraft could 
re one radar�guided and one infrared missile

at an opponent with the 
ring constraint that the radar�guided missile must always

be 
red before the infrared missile� Recall that random variable E
g
���
e

represented

���



Figure ��� Graph of the Convolution Error of Two Truncated Exponential Density
Functions � Reduced Case
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the completion time of eventG
g
���
e

where side g � �� � 
res a missile of type e� e � �� �

where � � radar�guided and � � infrared� at side  g that either misses � � �� or shoots

down � � �� side  g where  g represents the opponent side of side g� The EON for

this one versus one air�to�air engagement is shown in Chapter IV� Figure ���

For this EON� speci
c event completion functions are�

� E
�
���
�
� exp���t� with ��� � ���� i�e�� side � 
res a radar missile��

� E
�
���
�
� exp���t� with ��� � ���� i�e�� side � 
res a radar missile��

� E
�
���
�
� exp���t� with ��� � ���� i�e�� side � 
res an infrared missile�� and

� E
�
���
�
� exp���t� with ��� � ���� i�e�� side � 
res an infrared missile��

Additionally� the probabilities that the radar and infrared missiles on side � and �

shoot down the other side when 
red are p�� � p�� � ���� and p�� � ����� p�� � ����

respectively�

Implementing a generalized EON solution technique using the core concepts of

the Polynomial Approximation and Reduction Technique� the probability of being

in any state in the EON in Figure �� was calculated� These calculations consisted

of�

� 
tting linear� quadratic� and cubic monic piecewise polynomials using SVD

matrix inversion� to the above density functions�

� determining the integral formation for each state probability� and

� solving the integral expression using the stochastic operations outlined in ear�

lier sections of this chapter�

Each of the exponential density functions was truncated at ��! of its total area

with each piecewise polynomial approximation determined using ten subintervals

and �� � Iclasswith � �� 
tting points� In order to judge the accuracy of the EON

solution technique� two comparisons where made�

���



Approximation Error Bound

Linear �������� ������
Quadratic ���������� ��������
Cubic ����������� ��������
Simulation ��������������

Table ��� Error Bounds for Piecewise Polynomial Approximations and Simulation
of P�t�

� one comparison with the exact analytic� expressions for the probabilities as

summarized in Appendix C and

� one comparison with a simulation of the state probabilities�

For this example� the simulation was run for ���� ��� iterations with a time increment

histogram� width of ���� minutes�

Consider the probability of being in transient state � at time t � P�t�� The left

side of Figure �� shows the graph of P�t�� the simulation of P�t�� and the monic�

piecewise polynomial approximations linear� quadratic� and cubic� respectively� In�

specting the approximations and simulation visually� all three piecewise polynomial


ts and the simulation appear to 
t P�t� adequately�

In order to quantitatively determine the adequacy of the 
t� the right side of

Figure �� shows graphs of the pointwise� error� Table �� shows the error bounds

for these graphs� The error graphs exhibit damped oscillatory behavior that moves

towards zero� In general� the piecewise polynomial approximations provide greater

accuracy than the simulation results�

For event tier one� Figures �� and �� show the graphs of P�t� absorbing

state� and P�t� transient state�� the simulation of P�t� and P�t�� and the monic

piecewise polynomial approximations as well as the pointwise error for approximation

techniques� As was the case for P�t�� all three piecewise polynomial 
ts and the

simulation appear to 
t the actual solution to P�t� and P�t� adequately�

���



Figure ��� Graph of P�t� and Error for the Simple Air�to�Air Engagement Event
Occurrence Network
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Figure ��� Graph of P�t� and Error for the Simple Air�to�Air Engagement Event
Occurrence Network
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Figure ��� Graph of P�t� and Error for the Simple Air�to�Air Engagement Event
Occurrence Network
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Approximation Error Bound

Linear ��������� �������
Quadratic ���������� ��������
Cubic ���������� ���������
Simulation ����������������

Table ��� Error Bounds for Piecewise Polynomial Approximations and Simulation
of P�t�

Approximation Error Bound

Linear �������� �������
Quadratic ���������� ��������
Cubic ����������� ���������
Simulation ������������������

Table ��� Error Bounds for Piecewise Polynomial Approximations and Simulation
of P�t�

The right side of Figures �� and �� shows graphs of the pointwise� error�

Tables �� and �� show the error bounds for these graphs� In general for P�t��

the simulation results provide greater accuracy then the linear piecewise polynomial

approximation while the quadratic and cubic piecewise polynomial approximations

provide greater accuracy than the simulation results� For P�t�� the piecewise poly�

nomial approximations provide greater accuracy than the simulation results�

Figures ��� ��� ��� and �� show the pointwise error for various absorbing

and transient states in event tiers two� three� and four� In general� the following

observations hold�

� For absorbing states� the simulation results provide greater accuracy then the

linear piecewise polynomial approximation while the quadratic and cubic piece�

wise polynomial approximations provide greater accuracy than the simulation

results�
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� For transient states� the piecewise polynomial approximations provide greater

accuracy than the simulation results�

� The cubic piecewise polynomial approximation provides the best accuracy of

all polynomial approximations� and

� The greatest percentage increase in accuracy occurs when moving from the lin�

ear piecewise polynomial approximation to the quadratic piecewise polynomial

approximation�

Exceptions include�

� The approximations for transient state P�t� where the simulation results pro�

vide greater accuracy then the linear piecewise polynomial approximation�

� The approximation for absorbing state P�	t� where the simulation results pro�

vide greater accuracy then both the linear and quadratic piecewise polynomial

approximations� and

� The approximation for absorbing state P�
t� where the piecewise polynomial

approximations provide greater accuracy than the simulation results�

As t� � minutes� the probability of being at a particular node in the air�to�

air engagement EON reaches a steady�state value� The following observations can

be made about the steady�state probability of being at a particular node for this

air�to�air engagement example using the cubic piecewise polynomial approximation�

� First strike radar missile kills occur with a probability of ��������� P��� �

P���� versus ��������� for the exact solution��

� Slightly over ��! of the air�to�air engagements have ended within two events

missile 
rings�� P��� � P��� � P	�� � P��� � P�
�� � P���� � �������

versus ������� for the exact solution�

� Only slightly more than ��! of the air�to�air engagements end without a shoot

down� P�
t� � �������� versus �������� for the exact solution��

���



Figure ��� Graph of P�t� and P�t� Error for the Simple Air�to�Air Engagement
Event Occurrence Network
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Figure ��� Graph of P�t� and P��t� Error for the Simple Air�to�Air Engagement
Event Occurrence Network
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Figure ��� Graph of P��t�� P��t�� and P�	t� Error for the Simple Air�to�Air En�
gagement Event Occurrence Network
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Figure ��� Graph of P�
t� and P��t� Error for the Simple Air�to�Air Engagement
Event Occurrence Network
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� In answer to the example question posed above� the probability that the aircraft

on side � shoots down the aircraft on side � with a radar missile is ������

P��� � P�
�� � P����� versus ������ for the exact solution � an agreement

to 
ve decimal places��


�� Large EON Air�to�Air Engagement

The large air�to�air example consists of a blue o�ensive counter air OCA�

mission� For a description of the terminology used in this section refer to Appendix A�

As shown in 
gure ��� four blue aircraft are sweeping red airspace prior to a four�

ship blue strike mission� Vectored by a blue airborne early warning aircraft� the four

blue sweep aircraft are attempting to engage two red defensive combat air patrols

CAPs� � each CAP consists of a two�ship �ight of red aircraft� Unbeknownst to the

blue aircraft� two red surface�to�air missile SAM� batteries wait to engage aircraft

behind the red CAPs� The blue aircraft are loaded out with six radar missiles and

two infrared missiles while the red aircraft are loaded out with four radar missiles

and two infrared missiles� Each red SAM battery has eight SAMs�

The EON for this example consists of �� event groups as follows�

� Event Groups ���� each blue aircraft with each of these event groups having

six events

� Event Groups ���� each red aircraft with each of these event groups having six

events� and

� Event Groups ����� each SAM battery with each of these event groups having

four events

for a total of �� events in this air�to�air example� Each blue aircraft is employing

shoot�shoot tactics on its 
rst shot opportunity 
ring two radar missiles� The next

blue aircraft shot is a single radar missile followed by a single infrared missile if

necessary� Additionally if needed� each blue aircraft will repeat the above sequence�

���



Figure ��� Graphical Depiction of Blue O�ensive Counter Air OCA� mission
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The above represents the case where the blue �ight engages the red �ight through the

merge 
ring four missiles each�� blows through the merge� turns to reengage� and

engages the red aircraft again 
ring an additional four missiles each�� In contrast�

the red aircraft initially employ a shoot�look�shoot strategy employing two radar

missiles then a follow�on infrared missile shot� This sequence is repeated after the

blue aircraft reengage� Finally� each red SAM battery employs shoot�shoot tactics


ring two missiles per SAM event�

The event distribution and probability of success for these events are�

� Event Group �

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp���� p�� � �� � that is the 
rst blue aircraft 
res two

radar missiles with an exponential distribution of occurrence � � ����

once 
red the missiles have a probability of success of ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp��� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�����

� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ��� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp���� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�����

� exp��� p�� � ��� and

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ��� p�� � ���

� Event Group �

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�����

� exp������ p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�����

� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�����

� exp����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�����

� exp������ p�� � ��� and

� Event � � E
�����

� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ���
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� Event Group �

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp������ p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�����

� exp����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp������ p�� � ��� and

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event Group �

� Event � � E
�����

� exp����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp������ p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp������ p�� � ��� and

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event Group �

� Event � � E
�����

� truncated� N�� �� over ��� ��� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ��� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ��� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�����

� truncated� N�� �� over ��� ��� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ��� p�� � ��� and

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ��� p�� � ���

� Event Group �

� Event � � E
	����

� truncated� N�� �� over ��� ����� p	� � ���
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� Event � � E
	����

� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p	� � ���

� Event � � E
	
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p	� � ���

� Event � � E
	
���
�
� truncated� N�� �� over ��� ����� p	� � ���

� Event � � E
	
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p	� � ��� and

� Event � � E
	
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p	� � ���

� Event Group �

� Event � � E
�����

� truncated� N�� �� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�����

� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� �� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ��� and

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event Group �

� Event � � E
�����

� truncated� N�� �� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� �� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ��� and

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� truncated� N�� ��� over ��� ����� p�� � ���

� Event Group �

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp���� p�� � ����

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp����� p�� � ���

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp����� p�� � ��� and

���



Event Tier Number of States in the Tier Probability �cumulative�
� �� �������
� ��� �������
� ��� �������
� ���� �������
� ���� �������
� ���� �������
� ���� �������
� ���� �������
� �� �������

Table ��� Number of States and Cumulative Probability for Each Event Tier in the
Large Air�to�Air example

� Event � � E
�
���
�
� exp����� p�� � ���

� Event Group ��

� Event � � E
�


���
�
� exp����� p�
� � ����

� Event � � E
�
����

� exp������ p�
� � ���

� Event � � E
�


���
�
� exp������ p�
� � ��� and

� Event � � E
�
����

� exp������ p�
� � ���

The above event occurrence network EON� has �� event tiers� This EON was


rst run with the bucket probability code engaged � truncating transient nodes if less

than ������� of probability was estimated to pass through the nodes and using the

cubic monic piecewise polynomial approximation� With the bucket code engaged�

the EON fully truncated at event tier � with ����� total states� Table �� shows

the total number of states for each tier as well as the steady state probability of

being in all absorbing states in that tier and all preceding tiers � i�e�� the cumulative

probability�

For event tier �� the total steady state probability of being in an absorbing

state in this event tier is ������� refer to Table ���� This probability decomposes

into the following steady state probabilities�

���



Event Tier Number of States in the Tier
� ��
� ���
� ���
� ����
� ����
� �����
� �����
� ������
� ������
�� ������

Table ��� Number of States and Cumulative Probability for Each Event Tier in the
Large Air�to�Air example

� the steady state probability of the blue aircraft �ight� s 
rst missile shots ending

the engagement is �������

� the steady state probability of the red aircraft �ight� s 
rst missile shots ending

the engagement is ������� and

� the steady state probability of the red SAM batteries 
rst missile shots ending

the engagement is �������

Before presenting the probability estimates over time� the EON was solved

using simulation for comparison� Since the network has a mixture of exponential and

truncated normal distributions� no closed form analytic solution can be derived as

was the case for the one versus one example given in the last section� The initial

simulation approach was to run the network generation program to determine the

number of states in the EON� However� the computer employed ran out of memory

during event tier �� or after more �� ���� ��� states where created� The computer

was a PC having a Pentium III processor chip running at ���MHz� ���MB of RAM�

and ���MB of virtual memory� Table �� shows the number of states for each event

tier through event tier ���

���



In order to produce simulation results� a truncated version of the air�to�air

EON was run� Comparing tables �� and ��� transient node truncation does not

begin with the piecewise polynomial approximation until event tier �� By taking the

above air�to�air engagement EON and using only the 
rst two events in each of the

ten event groups� the simulation code could be executed� This new reduced� EON

will allow exact comparisons for states generated in event tiers � and � of the original

air�to�air engagement EON�

For this example� the simulation was run for two million iterations with a time

increment histogram� width of ���� minutes� Figure �� shows the approximation

and simulation graphs of the probability of being in a representative absorbing and

transient state from event tier � at time t� The absorbing state shown is where the


rst blue aircraft kills a red aircraft before another blue aircraft� red aircraft� and

SAM battery 
res a shot� The transient state shown is where the 
rst red SAM

battery 
res a two missile salvo at the blue aircraft �ight and misses before either

a blue or red aircraft 
res a missile� The piecewise polynomial approximation and

simulation results for the absorbing and transient state are close with a maximum

absolute error of ��������

Figure �� shows the approximation and simulation graphs of the probability of

being in a representative absorbing and transient state from event tier � at time t�

The absorbing state shown is where the third red aircraft 
res a missile unsuccessfully

at the blue aircraft then the second red SAM battery kills a blue aircraft� The

transient state shown is where the second blue aircraft 
res a two missile salvo

unsuccessfully at a red aircraft followed by the fourth blue aircraft 
ring a two

missile salvo unsuccessfully� For this tier� the piecewise polynomial approximation

and simulation results are showing more di�erence graphically� In fact� the absorbing

state did not show up in any of the simulation runs� This is a general trend as the

events have less probability of occurring in lower tiers � the simulation technique has

a di�cult time picking up these �rare states� with the needed accuracy�

���



Figure ��� Probability of Being in a Representative Absorbing and Transient State
at a time t for Event Tier � for the Large air�to�air engagement
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Figure ��� Probability of Being in a Representative Absorbing and Transient State
at a time t for Event Tier � for the Large air�to�air engagement
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Figure ��� Probability of Being in a Representative Absorbing State at a time t for
Event Tier � for the Large air�to�air engagement

As a 
nal example� Figure �� shows the approximation graph of the probability

of all blue aircraft 
ring three missile each and then the 
rst SAM battery killing a

blue aircraft by time t�

As can be seen by the above example� the current event occurrence network

formulation has a critical limitation � the network concludes after only one successful

event� For illustration� if a blue aircraft shoots down a red aircraft the engagement

is terminated� Clearly� this is not representative of real world air combat as the

surviving red aircraft may not get the chance to disengage nor may all blue aircraft

survive� This inherent network limitation can be o�set to some degree by setting

several of the success probabilities pge� to zero thus allowing the engagement to

continue for additional entity kills� In fact when viewing such an EON formulation�

Ancker and Gafarian� s general renewal GR� model is shown to be an EON subset�
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For example� consider two versus two ground combat with the following rules

����� ������

� Two sides A and B� conduct a continuous time engagement with initial force

size � on the A side and � on the B side�

� At the beginning of the battle� each combatant on side A picks a target on

side B at random and 
res� Each combatant 
res until he is killed or makes

a kill� at which time he immediately shifts to a new target picked at random

and resumes 
ring�

� Each combatant on side B picks a target on side A at random and 
res� Each

combatant 
res until he is killed or makes a kill� at which time he immediately

shifts to a new target picked at random and resumes 
ring�

� All the combatants on one side are visible and within the weapon range of all

the combatants on the other side�

� The ammunition supply is unlimited�

� Every combatant 
res independently�

� Combat ends when one side is annihilated�

� Combatants have di�erent interkilling time distributions� and

� If a combatant� s target is killed by himself� he starts afresh the killing process

on his next target� whereas� if his target is killed by another combatant from

his side� his remaining time to kill is carried over to his next target�

The Ancher and Gafarian�s GR model for this example is shown in Figure ��� Here

combat starts with two combatants on each side state �� �� and concludes when one

of four absorbing states is reached � state �� ��� state �� ��� state �� ��� or state

�� ��� The identical network can be generated via an EON formulation by setting

p�� � p�� � � and p�� � p�� � � and creating the following event occurrences�

� Event Group � � E�� � KA�t� and E�� � KA�t�
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� Event Group � � E�� � KB�t� and E�� � KB�t�

where Kij t� is the distribution of time to the jth kill event on side i� Figure ��

shows this EON using the state notation from Figure ���

In order to handle the possibility of multiple successful events� the current EON

formulation can be easily expanded to include�multiple absorbing and transient states

or reactive decision making�

To illustrate the concept of multiple absorbing and transient states consider

Figure ��� The top portion of Figure �� shows the typical EON formulation de�

veloped in this dissertation� Here event Gge has just occurred with probability of

success pge State �� and probability of failure ��pge State ��� The bottom portion

of Figure �� shows an expanded EON formulation with two absorbing and transient

states� Here event Gge has just occurred with probabilities of success p�a�ge
and p�b�ge

States �a and �b� and probabilities of failure q�c�ge
and q�d�ge

States �c and States �d��

In order to maintain conservation of probability it is required that�

p�a�ge
� p�b�ge � q�c�ge

� q�d�ge
� �

To show the �exibility of this expanded EON� consider eventGge to be the occurrence

of the 
rst event in the large air�to�air engagement above where the 
rst blue aircraft


res a missile salvo� States �a could represent the occurrence where blue destroys a

red aircraft and red ends the engagement while State �b shows the occurrence where

blue destroys a red aircraft and blue ends the engagement� Concurrently� States �c

could represent the occurrence where blue destroys a red aircraft and the engagement

continues while state �d shows the occurrence where blue 
res but does not destroy

a red aircraft�

To illustrate reactive decision making� consider the following EON formulation�

Suppose two event groups exist� each with two events� However� condition the set

of events in group two dependent on the outcome of the 
rst event in the network�
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Figure ��� Ancker and Gafarian� s stochastic kill network for two versus two ground
combat
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Figure ��� Event Occurrence Network formulation of Ancker and Gafarian� s
stochastic kill network for two versus two ground combat
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Figure ��� Event Occurrence Network formulation with Multiple Absorbing and
Transient States
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If event G�� occurs 
rst then the set of events in group two is fG�� � G��g else the set

of events in group two is fG�
�� � G

�
��g� To show the �exibility of this expanded EON�

consider event G�� to be a missile 
ring from side � in an air engagement between

two aircraft� The set of events on side � are now dependent on whether side � 
res


rst� If side � does 
re 
rst� then side � could have a set of defensive events like

defeat side �� s missile shot G��� and disengage G���� If side � does not 
re 
rst�

then side � could have a set of o�ensive events like 
re a radar missile at side � G�
��
�

and 
re an infrared missile at side � G�
��
��

Derivation of the probability integral solution� for being in any state at time t

for these expanded event occurrence network formulations is left for further research�


�� Summary

In this chapter� the techniques�algorithms for solving event occurrence net�

works using piecewise polynomial approximation were given� The chapter showed

two air�to�air engagement EON examples� One of the networks is the simple air�to�

air engagement example created by Hong� et al� ����� shown in Figure �� and the

other is a more complex engagement involving over �� event distributions shown in

Figure ��� For the simple air�to�air engagement in which an exact analytic solution

could be derived� the quadratic and cubic approximations generally showed greater

accuracy than the simulation solution� For the complex air�to�air engagement for

which an exact analytic solution can not be calculated�� the piecewise polynomial

and simulation solution showed similar results for probable events� However as the

events had less probability of occurring in lower tiers� the simulation technique had

a di	cult time picking up these �rare states� with the needed accuracy�
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VII� Summary and Recommendations

��� Research Goals and Summary

This goal of this research was to improve on the air�to�air combat algorithm

used in USAF�s campaign model THUNDER� Improvement centered on creating an

air�to�air combat algorithm that was event�driven versus scripted� Concurrent with

this research e�ort� Emergent Information Technologies the developer of THUN�

DER� began development on an improved air�to�air adjudication algorithm �����

����� for incorporation into the USAF�s next generation campaign model STORM�

The work in this dissertation had a direct in�uence on the creation of the new event�

based air�to�air adjudicator�

In order to meet the above research goal� two major research objectives had to

be accomplished� The 
rst objective required developing a network formulation ca�

pable of expressing stochastic event occurrences and their interactions� Ful
lling this

objective led to the author�s concept of event occurrence networks EONs�� EONs

are graphical representations of the superposition of several terminating counting

processes� An EON arc represents the occurrence of an event from a group of se�

quential� events before the occurrence of events from other event groupings� Events

between groups occur independently� but events within a group occur sequentially�

A set of arcs leaving a node is a set of competing events� which are probabilisti�

cally resolved by order relations� EONs di�er from probabilistic networks previous

discussed in the literature such as Activity Networks� Perti Nets� Task Precedence

Graphs� and Belief Networks and are strongly in�uenced by the research of Ancker�

Gafarian� Kress and several associates ���� ����� ���� ����� ����� ����� to model m

versus n stochastic ground combat�

The second research objective required developing an Event Occurrence Net�

work EON� solution technique� An important metric for an EON is the probability

of being at a particular node or set of nodes at time t� Such a probability is formu�
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lated as an integral expression generally a multiple integral expression� involving

event probability density functions� This integral expression involves several stochas�

tic operators�

� Subtraction�

� Multiplication�

� Convolution� and

� Integration�

In the literature� simulation�based methods are the dominant approximation tech�

nique for obtaining metrics from probabilistic networks due to their logical simplicity

and e	cient implementation� When a simulation is used to solve a probabilistic net�

work� the main complexitymeasure is the number of simulation runs and correspond�

ing random variable draws necessary to establish a certain statistical con
dence in

the output�

However� for some probabilistic networks large networks or transient analysis

of smaller networks�� simulation can become a computationally costly undertaking

to obtain accurate estimates of the output measures� As the number of random

variables in the network increases� so does the number of replications necessary in

order to properly characterize the output measures�� As an alternative to simula�

tion� numerical approximation has been proposed for some probabilistic networks�

Numerical approximation involves the use of functions such as piecewise polyno�

mial functions� expolynomial functions� exponential polynomials functions� etc� to

approximate the density or distribution functions of the random variables� Two

potentially fatal problems in using numerical approximation to determine proba�

bilistic network output metrics are �exploding coe	cients� and �proliferating classes��

A numerical approximation reduction technique developed by Fergueson and Short�

tell ���� and Lawrence ����� ����� using single order piecewise polynomial approxi�

mation solves these problems by taking the product of a stochastic operation and
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reducing its degree and class structure to the degree and class structure of the original

functions in the stochastic operation� The research has expanded and operationalized

the technique to the general order m polynomial case as well as formulated reduc�

tion techniques for subtraction� multiple multiplication applications� and integration

stochastic operators�

This research e�ort has yielded 
ve major contributions to the literature� These

contributions are labeled with either an applied or theoretical designator to indicate

the nature of the contribution� Contributions in this dissertation include�

�� Introduction of event occurrence networks EONs� as a probabilistic network

framework in which to investigate the interaction of independent groups of

events refer to Chapter IV�� Integral expressions were developed to deter�

mine the probability of being in a particular node in the network� From the

prospective of stochastic processes� this solution is equivalent to determining

the probability of being in a given state at time t of a probabilistic model

composed of the superposition of several terminating counting processes The�

oretical��

�� Adaptation and expansion Fergeson�Shortell�Lawrence�s least squares� piece�

wise polynomial approximation and reduction technique PART� to solve for

the probability of being in any node of an EON at time t� Fergeson�Shortell�

Lawrence developed PART for serial and parallel network operations in order

to approximate the network completion distribution of a probabilistic activ�

ity network� Here� the series operation involved the stochastic operation of

convolution of two density functions� and the parallel operation involved the

stochastic operation of multiplication maximum of two density functions��

Adapting PART concept to EONs� the set of stochastic operations was ex�

panded to include�

a� Subtraction operation�
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b� Fourteen multiplication operations�

c� Convolution operation� and

d� Three integration operations

All the above operations were developed for general� piecewise polynomials

of degree m� These operations are now available for use by programmers

Theoretical��

�� In�depth literature review Chapter II� of probabilistic networks� their com�

plexity and output measures� and current solution methods� Speci
cally� the

review looked at four di�erent network application areas� activity networks�

stochastic Petri nets� task precedence graphs� and belief networks� The appli�

cation areas were compared and contrasted in an e�ort to determine similarities

among the network types� Applied�

�� Literature review Appendix A� of the operational air�to�air engagement en�

vironment� Speci
cally� the review provided an overview of air�to�air engage�

ments and the combat environment in which these engagements take place�

Factors discussed include� strategy� missions� air�to�air spatial layout� aircraft�

detection and identi
cations� weapons� command� control� communications�

and information C�I�� electronic warfare� and tactics� This review can be used

by researchers and modelers to model air�to�air engagements at the theater�

level� Applied�

�� Literature review of analytical and simulated theater�level air combat models

including an in�depth review of the US Air Force�s THUNDER air�to�air en�

gagement submodel Appendix B�� Several researchers have bene
ted from an

advanced copy of this review� Applied�
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��� Recommendations

Event occurrence networks EONs� are not limited to modeling combat situa�

tions� These networks can be applied whenever sets of independent random events

occur� For example� one promising application area is large scale simulations� Here

EONs and �bucket� analysis could be used to eliminate rare events and rare event

sequences� By eliminating rare events and event sequences� the amount of computer

simulation time needed for analysis might be signi
cantly reduced as well as� perhaps

more importantly� an understanding of what caused the event or event sequence to

be rare to begin with�

Based on this research� the following is recommended for further study�

� Expand the set of input event distributions� Currently� only the exponential�

truncated right exponential� truncated left normal� and truncated two�side

normal distributions have been included� This task is straight�forward as new

distributions can be added with ease to the EONSOLVE code through subrou�

tine POLY DENSITY Fit�

� Develop the probability integral solution� for being in any state at time t for

two expanded event occurrence network formulations� multiple absorbing and

transient states and reactive decision making� These formulations would led

to the modeling of a greater set of combat situations�

� Develop a piecewise polynomial algorithm to solve for the completion time

of general activity networks using the work of Bein�et al� ����� Agrawal� et

al� ���� Lawrence ������ and this dissertation� The solution would have a direct

commercial application�
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Appendix A� Air�to�Air Engagement Environment

The following summary is intended to illuminate what the experts say are

the important components and variables in air�to�air engagements and to distill

this information where possible to aid in the modeling of these engagements� The

material below has been taken from unclassi
ed� air�to�air engagement literature�

This summary is not intended to be an exhaustive literature survey� but to provide

an overview of the complex environment of air�to�air engagements and the factors

that determine success in this environment�

An air�to�air engagement begins when opponent aircraft are detected and ends

when the opponent aircraft are either killed or neutralized or the attack is termi�

nated� The time from beginning of the engagement to end may be a matter of sec�

onds� ����� page v� The outcome of an air�to�air engagement depends on many inter�

woven factors� None of these factors should be looked at in isolation � the interaction

e�ects are much more important in determining the results of an engagement� The

following factors of the air�to�air engagement environment are discussed� strategy�

missions� air�to�air spatial layout� aircraft� detection and identi
cation� weapons�

command� control� communications� and information C�I�� electronic warfare� and

tactics and maneuvers�

A�� Strategy

As with land and sea engagements� when two combatants meet in the air

environment� they have several engagement choices� For instance� both combatants

could continuously engage each other until one combatant is destroyed� i�e�� a war

of attrition� Another possibility is for one combatant to move in� strike a blow� and

retire before the other combatant can respond� Yet another approach involves doing

something unexpected� like using a decoy combatant� pulling a third combatant

into the engagement� or striking indirectly at the combatant by destroying his base
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of operation or an air space controller� ����� page ���� The engagement choices�

exercised by a combatant depend on the air strategy employed by that combatant�

An important component of an e�ective air strategy is an analysis of the nature

of the opponent in the air environment� Many ways exist to categorize an opponent�

For example� he may be rational� irrational� fanatic� rigid� �exible� independent�

innovative� determined� or doctrinaire� To the extent an opponent can be assigned

to a category� his air�to�air engagement plans can be anticipated� and his reactions

in the air environment can be predicted� Related to analyzing the nature of the

opponent in the air environment� is knowing the nature of your own side in the air

environment� As you are analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of your opponent

in the air environment� so is your opponent� if he is competent� analyzing yours�

Your opponent will try to exploit your weaknesses and avoid your strengths� By

knowing the nature of your side in the air environment� you can predict opponent

air strategy� ����� page ����

Air strategy evolves into rules of engagement ROE� and general instructions

for air�to�air engagements� It has a signi
cant e�ect on how air�to�air engagements

will be fought� For example� consider these three ROE

�� �BVR� ROE� Aircraft have permission to 
re at any unknown�

�� �ID� ROE� In order for aircraft to 
re at a target� the target must be 
rst

con
rmed as hostile by any electronic or visual means� or

�� �Visual� ROE� In order for aircraft to 
re at a target� the target must be

con
rmed as a hostile by visual means or through a hostile act�

Clearly� aircraft with BVR ROE have advantage over aircraft with Visual ROE

in terms of 
rst shoot capability� BVR ROE aircraft do not have to identify an

aircraft visually typically within � nautical miles nm� range� whereas the Visual

ROE aircraft do� Hence� the BVR ROE aircraft can launch weapons if the aircraft

is equipped with such weapons� at a longer range than the Visual ROE aircraft�
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As section A�� shows 
rst shoot advantage can be a decisive factor in air�to�air

engagements� ����page ����� � ���

A�� Missions

Air�to�air engagements are a byproduct of the interactions between opponents

executing separate air missions� There are many ways to classify an air mission� I

will use the mission classi
cation scheme used in United States Air Force THUNDER

simulation� ���� THUNDER classi
es twenty�two di�erent air missions� ���� Volume

I� pages ������� Alphabetically by acronym�� the air missions are�

� Airborne Refueling AAR�

� Airborne Early Warning AEW�

� Air�to�Air Escort AIRESC�

� Battle
eld Air Interdiction BAI�

� Barrier Combat Air Patrol BARCAP�

� Close Air Support CAS�

� Close�in Non�Lethal Air Defense Jamming CJAM�

� Close�in Lethal Air Defense Suppression CSUP�

� Defensive Counter�Air DCA�

� Lethal Direct Air Defense Suppression CSUP�

� Escort Non�Lethal Air Defense Jamming EJAM�

� Escort Lethal Air Defense Suppression ESUP�

� Fighter Sweep FSWP�

� High Value Asset Attack HVAA�

� Long Range Air Interdiction INT�

� O�ensive Counter Air OCA�
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� Over FLOT Defense Counter Air ODCA�

� Reconnaissance RECCE�

� Stando� Non�Lethal Air Defense Jamming SJAM�

� Stando� Reconnaissance SREC�

� Stando� Lethal Air Defense Suppression SSUP�

� Strategic Target Interdiction STI�

An air�to�air engagement occurs when a friendly or own aircraft group inter�

cepts an opponent group of aircraft or vice versa� For illustration purposes� assume

that a friendly aircraft group intercepts an opponent aircraft group� An intercept

can occur one of two ways�

�� previous airborne friendly aircraft vector to the opponent aircraft� or

�� friendly aircraft launch and vector to the opponent aircraft�

In the THUNDER mission classi
cation scheme� the previous airborne friendly

aircraft are executing a BARCAP mission and the launched friendly aircraft are ex�

ecuting either a DCA� ODCA� or HVAA mission� A BARCAP mission involves

friendly aircraft patrolling a designated area in friendly territory positioned so as

to facilitate interception of opponent aircraft before the opponent aircraft strike a

friendly target� A BARCAP formation generally consists of a rotating �racetrack� or�

bit i�e�� a circular route with one aircraft or element pointing toward the expected

threat axis at all times�� The BARCAP mission is best suited to situations when

the direction of the approach or route of the opponent aircraft is known with some

degree of certainty� The BARCAP mission provides the �ight with certain tactical

advantages� These include�

� aircraft are deployed in the air�

� su	cient time to use radar to search for� detect� and monitor all targets along

the threat axis� and
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� at least one aircraft is in position to monitor the threat axis�

An important consideration for the BARCAP mission is orbiting altitude� Orbiting

altitude is usually chosen according to the expected altitude of the opponent� but

weapons and fuel considerations also play important roles� ���� Volume II� page

��� ����� pages �������� ����� page ���

DCA� ODCA� and HVAA missions wait on the ground until opponent air�

craft are detected and then are �scrambled� to intercept� The DCA mission involves

friendly aircrafts� sitting on runway alert and waiting to intercept opponent aircraft

detected in friendly territory while an ODCA mission involves a friendly aircraft sit�

ting on runway alert waiting to intercept an opponent aircraft detected in opponent

territory� Finally� a HVAA mission involves a friendly aircraft sitting on runway

alert waiting to intercept a AEW� AAR� or SREC mission opponent aircraft� DCA�

ODCA� and HVAA mission aircraft have the advantage of countering attacks from

any direction with equal ease� ���� Volume II� page ��� ��� ����� pages ���� ����

The primary goal of a BARCAP�DCA� ODCA� or HVAAmission is to protect a

friendly target�� Although destruction of opponent strike or high value asset HVA�

aircraft is ideal� destruction is not the only way to accomplish the mission goal�

Merely threatening opponent strike or HVA aircraft is often su	cient to force aircraft

o��course or to defend themselves e�g�� drop bombs in the case of the strike aircraft�

leading to a mission abort� In either case� the friendly aircraft have achieved a

�mission kill�� ����� page ����

Additionally the opponent aircraft group may contain an air escort element�

THUNDER classi
es escort missions as either FSWP or AIRESC� A FSWP mission

involves friendly �ights �ying over the opponent�s territory for the purpose of en�

gaging and destroying opponent aircraft� The FSWP mission denies the opponent

�In the case of the HVAA mission� protecting the target means preventing a high value asset

HVA� aircraft from performing its mission� For example� preventing a reconnaissance aircraft from
�ying over a given area�
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use of the airspace and makes the airspace safer for friendly strike aircraft� FSWP

missions are o�ensive in nature and �own as a precursor to strike missions such

as CAS� BAI� OCA� INT� and STI� FSWP mission objectives are achieved when

opponent air combat aircraft in the strike aircraft package�s ingress and�or egress

route are shot down or driven o�� Often the opponent�s air defense network will

be superior to friendly capabilities in the area� so the unexpected attack should be

guarded against� Command� control� communication and information C�I� are crit�

ical elements in the success of the FSWP� The ability of the friendly �ight to 
nd�

identify� and engage opponent aircraft while maintaining an acceptable chance of

survival rest in great measure on relative C�I capabilities� C�I capabilities will be

discussed in greater detail in section A��� ���� Volume II� page ��� ����� pages ����

�������� ����� page ���

Although FSWP generally provides the most e�ective means of clearing a safe

path through opponent territory for a friendly strike package� sometimes the neces�

sary of protecting other types of aircraft such as transports in a hostile environment

requires an air escort AIRESC� mission� In general� there are four types of escort

missions�

� Reception Escort� meet the escorted aircraft as they return from hostile terri�

tory and guard its retreat from pursuing opponent aircraft�

� Remote Escort� position ahead of the escorted aircraft taking the form of a

sweep�

� Detached Escort� position strategically around the escorted aircraft� normally

within visual range� to engage opponent aircraft trying to attack the escort

aircraft� and

� Close Escort� position around the escorted aircraft for terminal defense�

Today�s USAF doctrine stresses independent FSWP missions over AIRESCmissions�

���� Volume II� page ��� ��� ����� pages ���� �������� ���� ����
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The goal of any air mission whether its an air�to�air mission or an air�to�ground

mission is to accomplish the mission while maintaining adequate survivability� In

many cases� one must weigh the probability of mission success against the chances

of survival� Except for very critical missions� where success is absolutely essential�

when the probability of survival becomes unacceptable� aircraft will abort their mis�

sion� ����� page ����

A�� Air�to�Air Engagement Spatial Layout

There are an in
nite number of starting conditions for any air�to�air engage�

ment� engagements have unique spatial layouts or setups� Figure �� shows one

such layout� In this 
gure� two aircraft are in the process of entering an air�to�air

engagement�� This layout can be easily extended to multiple air combat by picturing

each aircraft in Figure �� as a �ight� Each aircraft passes through 
ve combat zones�

�� Outside Sensor Zone� In this zone� an aircraft can not detect the presence

of an opponent with his own sensor system e�g� radar�� Detection requires

the intervention of a third party such as a dedicated airborne or ground�based

radar platform e�g� AWACs��

�� Beyond Visual Range �BVR� Intercept Zone� In this zone� an aircraft�s sensor

system is able to detect the presence of an opponent� The pilot of the aircraft

is positioning the aircraft for weapons employment�

�� BVR Engagement Zone� Aircraft is within the maximum launch range of its

BVR weaponry�

�� BVR�WVR Transition Engagement Zone� Aircraft is well within range of its

BVR weaponry and is transitioning to a visual contact with the opponent�

Short�range weaponry becomes available for launch towards the end of this

zone�

�Or as is the case with the majority of engagements� one of the aircraft is engaging the other
undetected�
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�� Within Visual Range �WVR� Engagement Zone� Pilot of the aircraft is able

to visually identify the opponent� ����� page ���

Each of the combat zones in Figure �� depends on the unique spatial and

environment factors of the engagement� For example� given the RCS of the aircraft

on side B and the sensor system capabilities of the aircraft on side A� the pilot on

side A is able to theoretically detect the aircraft on side B at �� nautical miles nm��

transition from the Outside Sensor Zone to BVR Intercept Zone� This detection

distance can easily change based on the relative position of the two aircraft� it is

harder to detect an aircraft straight on then on the its beam side�� As another

example consider the transition to the WVR engagement zone� the pilot on side B

is able to detect the aircraft on side A at � nm while the pilot on side A is able to

detect the aircraft on side B at � nm� These visual detection distances can clearly

change based on environmental factors such as the position of sun and human factor

capabilities such as the eye sight of the pilots� ���� page ���

As a 
nal comment about the spatial layout of air�to�air engagements� Fig�

ure �� includes two sets of dashed lines that denote the transition from an o�ensive

to neutral posture and the transition from a neutral to defensive posture for a side�

For example� consider the o�ensive�neutral posture line for the aircraft on side B�

This line coincides with the maximum launch range of the BVR weapon of the air�

craft on side A� The aircraft on side B is no longer in an o�ensive posture if it is

in the weapons envelope of the aircraft on side A� O�ensive� neutral� and defensive

postures will be discussed in greater detail in section A���

A�� Aircraft

In air�to�air engagements� aircraft performance is important especially when

approaching the within visual range WVR� transition zone shown in Figure �� i�e��

less than �� nm�� In order to employ a weapon shoot� at an opponent it is necessary
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to point the aircraft at the opponent or in the opponents near vicinity� depending

on the weapon being employed� The performance measures of most interest are�

�� Turn Performance instantaneous and sustained� and

�� Energy Performance climb and acceleration��

Turn performance or maneuverability is the ability of an aircraft to change the direc�

tion of its motion in �ight while energy performance is the ability to change energy

state i�e�� to climb and�or to accelerate�� Other aspects of aircraft performance such

as takeo�� landing� range� and endurance� although critical� are concerned more with

how the air combat aircraft gets to and from the air�to�air engagement area rather

than how it performs within that area� ���� page ��� ����� page ���� ���� ����

Turn performance is classi
ed as either instantaneous or sustained� Instanta�

neous turn performance refers to the aircraft�s turn capabilities at any given moment

under existing �ight conditions such as altitude and speed� Sustained turn perfor�

mance refers to the aircraft�s turn capabilities for an extended length of time under

existing �ight conditions� Aircraft turns are measured in three interrelated ways�

� Load Factor g�� indicates the �centrifugal acceleration� generated by the turn

and is usually expressed in units of G��

� Turn Radius R�� indicates how tight the aircraft is turning and is generally

expressed in feet or nautical miles nm��� and

� Turn Rate TR�� indicates how fast the aircraft moves around the turn radius

and is usually expressed in degrees per second�

Well de
ned physical relationships exist between the three parameters above� For

fairly high load factors�

R � V �

g
and TR � g

V
���

�One G unit is equivalent of the nominal acceleration of gravity� ����ft�sec��
�If looking down on an aircraft from above� the turn radius is the distance from the center of

the turn circle to the aircraft�
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where V is the true airspeed speed in relation to the ground� of the aircraft� As can

be seen from equation ��� turn radius �R� and turn rate �TR� are inversely propor�

tional at a given load factor �G� and airspeed� The greater the turn rate the smaller

the turn radius and vice versa� Equation �� also shows that turn radius is mini�

mized and turn rate is maximized at a high load factor and low airspeed� ����� pages

�������� ���� page ��� ���

Based on the discussion above� in order to obtain a maximum load performance

minimum turn radius R� and maximum turn rate TR��� the best course of action

would appear to be a high load factor g� at minimum airspeed V �� However� there

is a limit to the load factor that can be obtained at any given airspeed� Figure ��

shows the relationship between load factor and indicated airspeed speed shown on

the aircraft�s airspeed indicator�� The left side of Figure �� labeled �lift limit� in�

dicates the maximum load factor that an aircraft can generate at a given airspeed�

The curvature of the boundary re�ects the variation of lift capability L� with the

square of airspeed� Lift capability is the aerodynamic force generated by the aircraft

perpendicular to its direction of motion and represents the force available to turn the

aircraft� Lift capability is mainly produced by an aircraft�s wings� The speci
c lift

capability that can be produced by a given wing is dependent on the airspeed and

altitude of the aircraft and is roughly proportional to the square of airspeed� The

upper and lower boundaries of Figure �� depict the structural�strength limits of the

aircraft� The intersection of the lift limit and structural limit de
ne a crucial aircraft

speed in 
ghter performance known as the corner velocity Vc�� At the corner ve�

locity� an aircraft attains its maximum instantaneous turn performance� ����� pages

�������� ����page ���

To see that an aircraft attains maximum instantaneous turn performance at

corner velocity Vc�� a closer look at Figure �� is necessary� In the case of turn rate

TR�� the rapid rise in load factor g� above aircraft speed V � leads to improved

instantaneous turn performance� culminating at the corner velocity as evidenced by
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equation ��� Since the load factor is limited by the aircraft�s structure above corner

velocity� further increases in airspeed degrade decrease� the instantaneous turn rate

of the aircraft� In the case of turn radius R�� the rapid rise in the load factor

above stall speed leads to improved instantaneous turn performance as turn radius

decreases as evidenced by equation �� until after corner velocity is obtained� In most

modern 
ghters� Vc is between ��� to ��� knots of indicated airspeed� The aircraft

with the greatest useable load factor at a given airspeed has superior instantaneous

turn performance �i�e�� faster turn rate and smaller radius� at that speed� ����� pages

���� ����

Sustained turn performance is a little more complex� In Figure ��� the bound�

aries of the 
gure are dependent on the aircraft�s weight� altitude� con
guration� and

power setting� No aircraft can sustain corner velocity while pulling a maximum load

factor for long� Pulling too great a load factor will cause airspeed to �bleed o�� be�

low corner velocity due to aircraft drag e�ects� This speed lost can only be regained

by reducing the load factor further reducing turn performance� until the aircraft

accelerates back to corner velocity� by reducing altitude gravity provides needed ac�

celeration�� or increasing engine thrust� Since maintaining the capability to stay at

corner velocity and altitude in a turn is an important consideration� sustained turn

performance depends on the ability of engine thrust to overcome increased drag� A

important measure of engine thrust is the thrust�to�weight ratio at a given altitude

and airspeed� As the name implies� the thrust�to�weight T�W� ratio compares the

amount of thrust produced by an aircraft�s engines to the weight of the aircraft�

The higher the ratio� the quicker an aircraft can gain or regain airspeed� For most

combat aircraft� the T�W ratio is around ��� to ���� however� for high performance

aircraft such as the F��� and F���� the ratio is greater than ��� in some altitude

and airspeed regions allowing acceleration in the vertical direction� T�W is a critical

component in sustained turn performance� ����� pages �������� ���� page �� ���� page

��� ����� page ���
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As stated above� energy performance is the ability to change energy state� i�e��

to climb and�or accelerate� The energy state of an aircraft is expressed through a

quantity known as speci
c energy� ES and is de
ned mathematically as

ES �
M � V �

G
�M �A ���

where M is the mass of the aircraft� V is the true speed of the aircraft� G is the

acceleration of gravity ���� ft�sec�� and A is the altitude of the aircraft� The 
rst

term in equation �� is termed kinetic energy and represents the energy associated

with the speed of the aircraft� The second term in equation �� is potential energy and

represents the energy stored in the altitude of the aircraft� ���� page ��� ����� page

����

The energy state of an aircraft can be changed through the through the ap�

plication of power thrust and drag�� The rate of change in speci
c energy� ES� is

known as speci
c excess power� PS and is expressed mathematically as

PS �
T �D

W
� V ����

where T is total engine thrust� D is total aircraft drag� W is aircraft weight� and V

is true airspeed� Equation ��� shows that whenever thrust is greater than drag� the

rate of change in speci
c energy is positive resulting in an increase in energy state�

Conversely� if drag exceeds thrust at any time� the energy state will decrease� The

speci
c excess power� PS of an aircraft under given conditions of weight� con
gura�

tion� engine thrust� speed� altitude� and load factor determines the available energy

performance or energy maneuverability� Higher speci
c excess power can give an

aircraft the ability to out zoom and out maneuver a less energy�e	cient opponent

����� page ���� ���� page ����
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Presently� all high performance combat aircraft are subsonic aircraft� with the

ability to make short supersonic dashes through the use of afterburners�� Although

aircraft may enter air�to�air engagements at speeds greater than the speed of sound�

results from Southeast Asia and the Middle East suggest that most air�to�air engage�

ments take place at speeds less than the speed of sound� Higher airspeeds� particu�

larly above the speed of sound� typically mean reduced maneuverability� � ���� pages

�� ��� ���� page ��� ����� page ���

One important area of research in aircraft maneuvering is thrust�vectored en�

gines� Thrust�vector engines enable pivoting of the exhaust nozzles� This pivoting

can provide such characteristics as turn without bank and increased load factor with

increased pitch� For example at the September ���� Farnborough England� Air

Show� the Soviet Sukhoi Su��� was able to perform �super�cobras�� ���� pull�backs

from the horizontal and ���� �kulbits� or somersaults� Both maneuvers are impossi�

ble in non�thrust vectoring aircraft� Although many defense analysts criticize� the

combat value of �super�maneuvering� aircraft in a short range air�to�air engagement

i�e�� the loss of energy or speed in a short range engagement is usually fatal�� these

maneuvers can causes AWACS and air intercept radars to �hiccup� and temporar�

ily lose track of a target for several seconds� The US will not have an equivalent

maneuvering aircraft until the F��� is operational� ���� ����� pages ��� ���

Most air combat aircraft generally operate or cruise at an altitude of ������

to ������ ft and an airspeed of ��� knots� Many air combat aircraft experience a

marked changed in performance when passing an altitude of ������ to ������ ft�

combat aircraft are much more maneuverable in the mid�twenties � however� engine

�Afterburner refers to a series of engine settings where additional fuel is sprayed directly into the
exhaust gases of the �nal combustion chamber� The highest afterburner setting can provide a ��
increase in thrust of today	s turbofan combat aircraft engines� Unfortunately using afterburner
settings consumes fuel at roughly three to four times the rate of non�afterburner �dry	 engine
settings� The highest maximum power setting without afterburner is termed mil 
military� power�
The USAF	s next�generation Advanced Tactical Fighter 
ATF� is required to sustain supersonic
cruise speeds 
speeds above Mach ���� at altitude in mil power 
i�e�� without the use of afterburners��
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performance drops o� signi
cantly in the upper twenties and turn performance is

thus degraded� The lower twenties often o�ers the right balance of high true airspeed

and endurance low fuel consumption� while providing adequate indicated airspeed

for maneuvering� For greater range endurance� and better maneuverability� most

of today�s combat aircraft cruise at high subsonic speed on the order of Mach ��� to

���� In terms of the speeds at an air�to�air engagement� USAF combat aircraft such

as the F���C will pursue the intercept phase of an engagement at about Mach ���

accelerating to Mach ��� to launch beyond visual range BVR� weapons� The increase

in speed serves two purposes� 
rst� the increased speed adds to BVR missile speed

thus increasing BVR missile reach� second � if the BVR missiles miss� then the speed

can be converted into a turn or energy advantage� The Eagles will generally stay at

this speed Mach ���� unless entering a turning engagement where opponent speed

and own ship cornering velocity come into play� ����� pages ��� ��� ���� ����� page

���

A�	 Detection and Identication

Analogous to a ground battle� in order to destroy an opponent in the air�

he must 
rst be found� The range at which an opponent aircraft is detected� the

detection range� is a critical factor in air�to�air engagements� Simply put detection

range equates to reaction time� The greater the detection range� the larger the

time to react to the opponent aircraft and more reaction time means more time

to set�up speci
c engagement tactics� In the air environment� aircraft are detected

by radar� infrared sensors� electronic countermeasures such as a radar and missile

warning receivers� communication intercepts� and visual observation� In all these

cases� detection depends on extracting and interpreting information provided by the

electromagnetic spectrum� ����page ��� ���� page �������

The electromagnetic spectrum is an ordered array of known electromagnetic

EM� radiations or energies� The spectrum extends from short in terms of wave�
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length� cosmic rays through long electric current� The two principal ways in which

EM radiation is described are by its frequency� f and wavelength� �� The frequency

of a particular EM wave is the number of oscillations in the wave during a one second

time period while wavelength is the distance through which the wave propagates in

one complete cycle� The wavelength of an EM wave is related to the frequency of

the wave by the equation�

� �
c

f

where c is equal to the speed of light and of all EM radiation� through space

approximately �x��� m�s� ����� pages F������� ���� pages ��� thru ����

Table �� details the electromagnetic spectrum� Frequencies between about ��

Hz to �� kHz are commonly referred to as audio frequencies� because the human ear

can detect oscillations in the air pressure at these frequencies� Radio communica�

tions typically takes place at frequencies from �� kHz to � GHz and overlap radar

frequencies which take place between � GHz and ���� Hz� Infrared radiation occupies

a region from ���� to �x���� Hz while visible light occupies a very narrow portion

of the spectrum� with frequencies in the order of ���� Hz� ���� page ���� �����page

���� ����page ����

By far� the main method for aircraft detection involves extracting and inter�

preting energy from the radar portion of the electromagnetic spectrum� The term

radar is derived from the original name given to the technique Radio Detection And

Ranging invented by the British during World War II� At its most basic level� a

radar system operates by radiating EM energy and detecting the echo returned from

re�ecting objects targets�� The nature of the echo signal provides information about

the target such as range� aspect� elevation� velocity� etc� ���� page ���� ����� page ����

Radars can be classi
ed by their use and generally fall into three categories�

early warning� acquisition� or guidance� Early�warning radars are usually low fre�

quency� long�wavelength sets requiring large antennas� Their size generally precludes
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Frequency Hz� Wavelength m� Type

���� � x ����� Cosmic Photons
���� � x ����� Gamma Rays
���� � x ����� Gamma Rays� X Rays
���
 � x ����� X Rays
���� � x ����� Soft X Rays
���� � x ����
 Ultraviolet� X�Rays
���� � x ���� Ultraviolet
���	 � x ���� Ultraviolet
���� � x ���� Visible Spectrum
���� � x ���	 Infrared
���� � x ���� Infrared
���� � x ���� Far�infrared
���� � x ���� Microwaves
���
 � x ���� Microwaves� Radar
��� � x ���� Radar
��� � Television� FM Radio
��� � x ��� Short�Wave Radio
��	 � x ��� AM Radio
��� � x ��� Long Wave Radio
��� � x ��� Induction Heating
��� � x ���

��� � x ��	 Power
��� � x ��� Power
� � x ���

� � Direct Current

Table ��� Electromagnetic Spectrum
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their use on air combat aircraft� Early�warning radars are characterized by relatively

long range and poor resolution and are used primarily for airborne or ground�based

intercept control� An aircraft detected by an early warning radar may appear on a

radar display as a �blip� representing several miles in width and many closely spaced

aircraft may appear as a single target� Air combat aircraft are generally equipped

with an acquisition radar which has a higher frequency� smaller antenna� shorter

range� and better resolution than early warning radars� Acquisition radars usually

have the capability to �track� a target in order to gain more detailed information on

its relative position� speed� altitude� etc� Air combat aircraft radars also are gener�

ally capable of guiding air�to�air weapons to a target thus also serving as guidance

radars�� Given su	cient resolution� a radar can discern something about the tar�

get�s size and shape refer to identi
cation techniques explained later in this section��

Table �� shows the general frequency designations bands� at which radar systems

operate� Each frequency band has particular characteristics that make it better for

certain applications than for others� ����� pages ���� ����� ����� ����� pages ���� ����

Aircraft may be detected by either ground�based or airborne radar� USAF

air superiority doctrine relies mainly on the use of airborne radar platforms such as

the E�� Sentry Airborne Warning and Control System AWACS� and E�� Hawkeye

platforms as well as the radars of air combat aircraft� The E�� Sentry�s radar APY�

�� operates in the S or E�F band� meaning that it generates radar waves in the

��to�� GigaHertz GHz� range� with a wavelength of from �� to ��� cm� The APY��

radar uses the pulse�Doppler principle� relying on precise measurement of the tiny

frequency shift in waves re�ected from moving objects to distinguish �ying aircraft

from background ground clutter� This gives the radar the ability to �look down� and

detect low��ying targets� as long as they are moving faster than �� knots� ���� pages

���� ����

The APY�� radar has a ���� scanning capability and can operate in seven

modes�
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Standard Radar Bands Frequency Wavelength
HF ���� MHz ���� cm � ��� cm
VHF ������ MHz ������� cm
UHF ����� GHz ������ cm
L ��� GHz ����� cm
S ��� GHz ������ cm
C ��� GHz �������� cm
X ���� GHz �������� cm
Ku ����� GHz ������� cm
K ����� GHz ������� cm
Ka ����� GHz �������� cm
MM ������ GHz �������� cm

NATO Bands Frequency Wavelength
A ����� Hz
B ������� Hz ������ cm
C ����� GHz ����� cm
D ��� GHz ����� cm
E ��� GHz ����� cm
F ��� GHz ������ cm
G ��� GHz ����� cm
H ��� GHz ������ cm
I ���� GHz ������ cm
J ����� GHz ����� cm
K ����� GHz �������� cm
L ����� GHz �������� cm
M ������ GHz ������� cm

Table ��� General Frequency Designations Bands� For Radar Systems
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�� Pulse�Doppler Non�Elevation Scan �PDNES�� This high pulse repetition fre�

quency PRF�	 mode provides look down surveillance to the surface using

pulse�Doppler� with narrow Doppler 
lters and a sharp beam to eliminate

ground clutter� The PDNES mode is optimized for detection out to the radar

horizon� however this mode does not measure target elevation� The PDNES

mode is used when range information is paramount to elevation data� At an

altitude of ���� m ����� ft�� this mode is able to detect targets out to a range

of approximately ��� nautical miles nm��

�� Pulse�Doppler Elevation Scan �PDES�� This mode is similar to the PDNES

mode but includes a electronic vertical radar beam scan to provide target

elevation with a slight decrease in maximum detection range�

�� Beyond�the�Horizon �BTH�� This low PRF mode provides long�range surveil�

lance of medium and high altitude aircraft without Doppler�� This mode ob�

tains target range and azimuth information only� no target elevation data is

provided�

�� Passive� In this mode� the radar transmitter is turned o� and the receiver left

on to obtain electronic countermeasures ECM� information such as enemy

jamming location�

�� Maritime� This mode provides a maritime surveillance capability� This involves

the use of a very short radar pulse to provide the resolution required to detect

moving or anchored surface ships�

�� Interleaved One� The PDNES and Maritime modes can be interleaved�

�� Interleaved Two� The PDES and BTH modes can be interleaved�

�PRF refers to the number of radar pulses sent out in a given time period� PRF will be discussed
in greater detail in F���C	s radar system 
APG���� description�

�Since the radar beam is above the horizon� there is no ground clutter and a Doppler beam is
not needed�
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The PDNES�Maritime and PDES�BTH interleaved modes are noted as providing

the necessary performance for most operational situations� Further �exibility is

generated by the APY radar being able to divide the surveillance volume of azimuth

scans into to a maximum of �� sectors� each of which can be con
gured with its own

operating mode� ���� ���� page ���� ����� page ���� ����� page ����

Most air combat aircraft radar systems operate in the X�band � to ���� GHz��

This frequency band o�ers the best compromise in terms of radar system design

and performance� By far� the most critical factor in radar system design for an air

combat aircraft is antenna size� For an air combat aircraft� the most convenient

position for the antenna is the aircraft�s nose where limited space due to aerody�

namic considerations� constrains allowable antenna size� An X band radar system

produces a good compromise antenna size while maintaining adequate system per�

formance� Dropping frequency� to a higher performance S�band radar system such

as on the E�� Sentry demands a larger antenna while increasing to a K�band radar

o�ers a smaller antenna size� but a radar signal which is adversely a�ected by me�

teorological conditions such as rain�� USAF air combat aircraft such as the F���C

Eagle� F���E Strike Eagle� F���C Falcon� and F��� Raptor contain sophisticated

radar systems� ���� page ��� ����� page ���

The F���C Eagle uses the APG��� radar system� while the F���E Strike Eagle

uses the APG��� radar system� Each system is an all�weather� programmable� multi�

mode� pulse�Doppler radar operating with a number of selectable frequencies in

the I��J�bands � to �� GHz�� With a detection range of greater than ��� nm

��� nm for the APG���� against a large radar cross section aircraft e�g� a Tu�

�� Bear bomber�� both the APG��� and APG��� radar combine long range with

features such as automatic detection and lock�on within �� nm ���� nm for APG�

�In addition� the X�band generates adequate gain 
the output�input power ratio� to produce a
�nely�controlled beam without unwanted big sidelobes� Sidelobes give away the aircraft	s presence
on opponent radar warning receivers without contributing to detection capability�

	Some versions of the Eagle are equipped with the APG��� radar system�
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���� These systems contain a programmable signal processor which gives the ability

to rapidly change the radar through software rather than a hard wired circuit design�

to accommodate new tactics� modes� and weapons� Both the APG��� and APG���

can simultaneously track and engage multiple targets� ���� page ��� ����� page ����

���� ���� ���� page ��� ����� page ����

Three pulse repetition frequency PRF� ranges are used in the APG��� and

APG��� radar systems� low� medium and high� PRF refers to the number of radar

pulses transmitted in a given time period� Each of the three PRF ranges has its

strengths and weaknesses� Low PRF typically ��� to ���� pulses per second� radar

modes transmit radar pulses at su	cient intervals so that each pulse has enough

time to travel out to the target� be re�ected� and return to the radar before the next

pulse is transmitted� Low PRF radar transmissions provide excellent �look�up�� long

range capability� However� low PRF radar transmissions tend to produce massive

ground clutter when searching in a �look�down� capacity� making targets harder to

di�erentiate� In contrast� high PRF typically ������ to ������� pulses per second�

radar modes transmit radar pulses sooner than re�ected pulses are returned� In

high PRF radar modes� the radar is able to measure the Doppler shift in pulses

re�ected by the target��
 Thus� high PRF unlike low PRF radar transmissions

can acquire and discriminate targets from ground clutter when searching in a �look�

down� capacity� However� high PRF radar transmissions are poor at providing target

distance due to the high re�ected pulse return rate and are generally useless in

beam side� attacks where there is relatively little Doppler shift��� ����� pages ���

��� ���� pages ��� ���� pages ������� ���� page ���

�
Recall Doppler shift is the tiny shift in frequency of a re�ected pulse caused by the relative
motion between the target and the radar system� As the target approaches the radar system more
re�ected pulses per second reach the system� but as the target recedes fewer re�ected pulses per
second reach the system� Hence� the Doppler shift is providing velocity information only�

��In order to improve distance determination� lower frequency�modulation 
FM� or two simulta�
neous� closely�spaced frequencies are transmitted� But this is at the expense of reduced detection
range due to the complex processing required of the returning signals� In addition� FM ranging has
an error of �ve percent or so�
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Medium PRF typically ���� to ������ pulses per second� radar modes o�ers

a good compromise to low and high PRF modes at distances less than �� nm or

so� Medium PRF transmissions provide target distances while acquiring and dis�

criminating targets from ground clutter when searching in a �look�down� capacity�

The three PRF ranges used in the APG��� and APG��� radar systems e�ectively


lter out ground clutter� giving the radar a �look�down� shoot down� capability i�e�

the radar can track and engage an aircraft �ying at low altitude� while retaining an

excellent �look�up� shoot up� capability� ����� pages ��� ��� ���� pages ��� ���� pages

�������� ���� page ���

The APG����� radar�s horizontal or azimuth scan has three selectable arcs�

���� ���� or ����� centered directly in front of the aircraft� The vertical or elevation

scan has three selectable �bars� a bar is a slice of airspace with a vertical depth of

���� per bar� � � bar ���� � bar ���� or � bar ��� � for varying vertical coverage�

With an antenna sweep speed of ����sec�bar� the largest search pattern a ����� �

bar scan� can take up to fourteen seconds to complete� ���� page ���

Additionally� the APG��� radar system has a low probability of intercept mode

LPI� mode designed to defeat the radar warning receivers and electronic support

measure ESM� detectors reference section A��� on opponent aircraft� by using

techniques like frequency�hopping and power regulation� This means an Eagle or

Strike Eagle can conduct an active radar search and RWR�ESM�equipped aircraft

will not detect the search� Conventional radars locate aircraft by transmitting high�

energy pulses in a narrow frequency band and 
nding high�energy returns� However�

a good RWR�ESM�equipped aircraft can pick up these high�energy pulses at over

two times the radar�s e�ective range� On the other hand� LPI radars transmit

low�energy pulses over a wide band of frequencies� When the multiple returns are

received by the aircraft� the radar�s signal processor integrates all the individual

pulses back together� Even though� the amount of returning energy is about the

��Scan performance statistics could not be found in the literature for the APG��� radar system�
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same as a conventional radar�s high�energy pulse� most warning systems can not

detect the LPI radar since each individual LPI pulse has signi
cantly less energy

than a conventional radar pulse� Additionally� the LPI radar frequencies used do

not necessarily correlate to the normal frequency search pattern of these warning

systems� This gives the Eagle or Strike Eagle a tremendous advantage in any long�

range engagement� as the pilot does not have to establish a lock�on when 
ring a

medium�range missile such as the AIM���� AMRAAM� The 
rst realistic indication

that an opponent aircraft will have of an attack by an Eagle or Strike Eagle may be

the screams from his radar�warning receiver telling him that the AMRAAM� s radar

has lit o�� locked on� and is in the 
nal stages of intercept� ���� page ��� ���

The F���C Falcon uses the APG��� radar which is an X�band ���� GHz��

pulse Doppler radar� The radar has range out to ��� can scan a ���� arc horizon�

tally� and has elevation setting of �� �� or � bar� As with the F���� the range at which

air�to�air targets are detected is increased by using a high PRF mode� Once detected�

a medium PRF mode can be employed to get additional range and angle informa�

tion� The APG��� radar is capable of tracking ten targets simultaneously� ���� page

��� ����� page ����

The radar system to be used on the F���� the APG���� di�ers considerably

from the radar systems described above� For instance� the antenna of the APG���

is a 
xed� elliptical� active array containing about ����� individual� radar Trans�

mit�Receive T�R� modules� Each T�R module is about the size of an adult�s 
nger

and is a complete radar system in its own right� The APG��� can sweep a ����

multiple�bar search pattern� However� instead of taking fourteen seconds to sweep

a ����� six�bar pattern like the APG���� the APG��� will search the equivalent vol�

ume almost instantaneously� This is because the active array can form multiple radar

beams to rapidly scan an area and does not need motors or mechanical linkages to

move the antenna for a scan� The APG��� will also have the critical LPI search

mode� ���� page ���
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Recall it was stated as the beginning of this section that USAF air superiority

doctrine relies mainly on the use of airborne radar platforms� This reliance is a

direct result of the o�ensive nature of USAF air superiority doctrine which seeks to

obtain control of opponent airspace� Since the ground under an opponent�s airspace

is by de
nition controlled by the opponent� airborne radar platforms in conjunction

with space�based assets such as satellites provide the most e�ective means to moni�

tor opponent airspace� In contrast� a majority of the nations in the world including

several of the former Soviet Union republics and associated satellite nations do not

have the adequate airborne assets both in number and quality� to conduct a pro�

longed o�ensive air campaign� The air superiority doctrine of these nations centers

on maintaining an adequate air defense capability� Detection of opponent aircraft

in an air defense system relies not only on the use of airborne radar platforms� but

also on ground�based radar systems� ����� �����

Ground�based radar systems are quite diverse in nature� Systems may be

mobile or 
xed� two�dimensional provide bearing and range information only� or

three dimensional bearing� range� and height information�� and provide high or low

altitude coverage or both� To provide an illustrative example of the capabilities of

such systems� consider the ground�based radar systems of the People�s Republic of

China��� ���� page ��� ����

Two dimensional air defense radar systems are generally characterized by rel�

atively long range� however these systems can only provide bearing and range infor�

mation� Chinese two dimensional radar systems include the ���C� HN����R� and

HN���� mobile� long range air defense warning radar systems� The ���C ground�

based radar system can operate simultaneously in two band regions within the VHF

frequency band� ��� to ��� MHz considered the �low� band region� and ��� to ���

��I tried �rst to �nd an open� unclassi�ed reference documenting the performance characteristics
of the ground�based radar systems of the former Soviet Union since these systems are prevalent in
many of regions of the world where con�ict can be expected to take place� Unfortunately� I was
not able to locate a reference� As a substitute� I choose the Chinese ground�based radar systems
where information was readily available�
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MHz �high� band region�� The low band radar wave has a horizontal beamwidth of

�� while the high band radar wave has a horizontal beamwidth of ���� The ���C

radar has a pulse length of �� microseconds ���� m� and a PRF of ��� Hz� The

HN����R ground�based radar system operates in the UHF band ��� to � GHz�� The

radar has a detection range of approximately ��� nm against a ��� square meter tar�

get� The HN����R radar has a range resolution of ��� m and an azimuth resolution

of ��� Lastly� the HN���� ground�based radar system operates in the VHF frequency

band �� to ��� MHz�� The radar has a pulse length of ��� microseconds ��� km�

and a PRF of ��� Hz� This radar has longest detection range of any of China�s air

defense radars with a range of approximately ��� nm� The Type HN���� radar has

a range resolution of ��� m and an azimuth resolution of ��� ���� ����� pages ���� ���

In contrast to two dimensional air defense radar systems� three dimensional air

defense radar systems are characterized as generally being of shorter range than their

two dimensional counterparts� however three dimensional systems provide altitude

information in addition to bearing and range� Chinese three dimensional radar

systems include the JY��� the JY��A� JY��� JY��� air surveillance radars� The JY��

radar is a mobile� van�mounted air surveillance radar that operates in the G�H bands

� to � GHz�� This radar can be employed as the main radar sensor for an automated

tactical defense system� or can be used as an independent radar� The JY�� radar has

a horizontal beamwidth of ������ a vertical beamwidth of ����� and a pulse length

of � � ��� microseconds ���� ��� m�� This radar also has three PRFs ���� ����

and ��� Hz� The JY�� radar has a detection range of approximately ��� nm and

can cover altitudes up to ���� nm� Additionally� the JY�� has a range resolution

of ���� m and an azimuth resolution of ���� and can simultaneously track up to ��

targets� A variant of the JY��� the JY��A mobile air surveillance radar can carry out


re control of missiles and�or antiaircraft artillery guns� This radar has a reduced

detection range of approximately �� nm and a reduced altitude coverage up to ���

nm� ����� pages ��� ��� ����
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The Chinese JY�� radar is a mobile� low altitude� three dimensional air surveil�

lance radar designed for air defense gap 
lling� airport surveillance� and coastal de�

fense� This radar operates in E�band � to � GHz� with a �� microsecond ����

m� pulse length� The radar rotates at ���� rpm providing ���� azimuth coverage

and ��� vertical coverage� The JY�� radar has a horizontal beamwidth of ����� a

vertical beamwidth of ��� and a PRF of ��� Hz� This radar has a detection range

of approximately �� nm��� Additionally� the JY�� has a range resolution of �������

m and an azimuth resolution of ���� and can simultaneously track up to ��� targets�

The JY��� is a 
xed� long range three dimensional air surveillance radar operating

in the F�band � to � GHz�� The radar rotates at � rpm providing ���� azimuth

coverage and ��� vertical coverage� The JY��� had a detection range of approxi�

mately ��� nm and can cover altitudes up to ���� nm� Additionally� the JY��� has

a range resolution of ���m� an azimuth resolution of ����� and an altitude resolution

of ��� ����� pages ������ ����

In addition to the two � three dimensional ground�based radar systems� the

People�s Republic of China has two over�the�horizon OTH� radar systems in North

China and the South China Sea� As there name implies OTH radar systems can

look past the radar horizon the line of sight limited by radar by the curvature of the

earth�� These systems generally use the ionosphere as a �mirror in the sky� to bounce

transmitted radar waves o� the upper atmosphere and use the same path for re�ected

returns� Unfortunately� OTH radar warning systems have no close�in capability� The

Chinese OTH radar systems operate in HF�band � to �� MHz� have a reported

detection range from ��� to ���� nm with a ��� azimuth coverage� ���� pages ��� ���

��� ����� page ��� ����

In order to direct surface�to�air weapons such as AA guns or surface�to�air

missiles� an air defense system needs 
re control radars that can precisely track the

�ight of an opponent aircraft� The People�s Republic of China has several surface�

��With a probability of detection of ��� and Swerling I of � sq m�

���



to�air 
re control radar systems� In addition to the JY��A radar mentioned above�

other surface�to�air 
re control radar systems include the ��� and ���� The mobile�

��� surface�to�air 
re control radar system is used with anti�aircraft AA� guns

usually �� and �� mm� and comes in three versions A� B� and C�� All versions

of this radar operate in the I�J�band � to �� GHz� and is capable of both search

and track functions and is generally used with a computer and optical range 
nder�

The JY�� radar has a horizontal beamwidth of ����� a vertical beamwidth of ����

and two pulse lengths� narrow � ��� micro seconds �� m�� PRF of ���� Hz and

broad � ��� microseconds ��� m�� PRF of ��� Hz� The ����A has a detection range

on a 
ghter size target� of approximately �� nm in search mode with a maximum

tracking range of ���� nm� The minimum reliable tracking range is about ��� m�

The ����B introduced a identi
cation friend or foe IFF� systems and increased the

frequency coverage and maximum detection range search mode� to �� nm� The

����C has a maximum detection range of �� nm� The Chinese ��� surface�to�air 
re

control radar system is a mobile� all weather system consisting of radar� optical unit�

and computer and operates with various caliber AA guns and surface�to�air missiles�

The radar operates in the G�H�I�bands � to �� GHz� and is used primarily against

aircraft attacking from low and medium altitude� The ��� has a maximum detection

range of �� nm� ����� pages ��� ��� ����

Once detected by the ground�based radars of an air defense system� air defense

aircraft will be vectored to intercept opponent aircraft either from defensive ground

alert DCA� OCA or HVAA missions� or combat air patrol BARCAP mission� po�

sitions� Several formidable� potential opponent aircraft present challenges to USAF

air superiority operations� two of these include the Russian MIG��� Fulcrum and the

Sukhoi Su��� Flanker�B� Both the Fulcrum and the Flanker contain sophisticated

radar systems� The Su���SK� Flanker�B K is the export version of the Su���� has

the NIIP S��� Myech N����� track while scan� coherent pulse�Doppler radar system�

The N���� radar operates in the I�low J�band � to �� GHz�� This radar has �look
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down� shoot down� capability and can track up to ten targets simultaneously while

engaging two� The N���� radar has a search range up to ��� nm and tracking range

up to �� nm against large size targets and a search range of �� nm and tracking rage

of �� nm against MIG��� size targets in the forward hemisphere� The search range

against MIG��� size targets� is up to �� nm in the rear hemisphere� The N����

radar has three di�erent 
elds of vision� ��� by ���� ��� by ��� and �� by �� and a

search 
eld of ���� by ���� ���� page ��� ����� page ���� ���� ����� page ����

The MIG���C Fulcrum has the RLS RP N��� Sap
r���� coherent pulse�

Doppler radar system� The N��� radar operates in the I�low J�band � to �� GHz��

This radar has �look down� shoot down� capability and can track up to ten targets

simultaneously while engaging one� The N��� radar has a search range up to �� nm

and tracking range up to �� nm against large size targets and a search range of ��

nm against MIG��� size targets in the forward hemisphere� The search range varies

from �� nm against MIG��� size targets� to �� nm against large size targets� in the

rear hemisphere� The N��� radar tracking limits are� ���� and ���� in elevation�

and ��� in azimuth� ���� page ��� ����� page ���� ����� page ����

As stated earlier in this section� a radar system operates by radiating EM

energy in this case� radar waves� and detecting the echo returned from re�ecting

objects targets�� As is the case with EM energy such as light waves� a radar wave

can be de�ected� di�used� or absorbed� Radar re�ectivity is a�ected by the physical

properties of the re�ected object and the aspect of the object presented to radar�

The amount of re�ected radar radiation provide by an aircraft can be expressed by

an area metric known as radar cross section RCS�� RCS is a complex measure that

depends on the cross�sectional area of that radiated aircraft geometric cross section��

how well the aircraft re�ects radar radiation material re�ectivity�� and how much

of the re�ected radar radiation travels back toward the radar system directivity��

For example of the a�ects of geometric cross section� take an aircraft �ying directly

toward a radar wave� The physical dimensions presented to the radar system would

���



be fairly small� the leading edge of the wings and tail plus the cross�section of the

fuselage� and engines are probably all that would be seen� If the same aircraft now

turns through ���� the radar system would now see the whole length of the fuselage

and the slab section of the wings and tail� Clearly� the ��� case would present a

larger radar image or radar cross section because there is more of the target for the

radar waves to hit and re�ect back� ���� page ���

Additionally� RCS is de
ned as the cross sectional area of a perfectly conducting

sphere of radius a RCS � �a�� that re�ects the same amount of energy as the

aircraft� This conducting sphere is the only radar object with a geometric cross�

sectional area equal to its RCS��� ����� page ���

Factors that determine the detection range of a speci
c radar system include

maximum range of the radar� aircraft including munitions� radar signature� and

jamming techniques used� Appendix B provides a general discussion of these factors�

In recent years� the concept of �stealth� or low observable technology has gar�

nered a great deal of discussion� Two stealth techniques exist to reduce a radar

system e�ective detection range�

� External shaping and

� Coating the aircraft with radar�absorbing materials RAMs��

Both these techniques reduce the e�ective detection range by reducing the amount

of re�ected radar radiation provided to the radar system i�e�� RCS of the target

aircraft�� By carefully shaping the external surfaces of an aircraft� one can reduce

the RCS of the aircraft� The F��� incorporates such shaping in its design� For

existing non�stealth aircraft designs such as the F��� or F���� RAM coatings can

cut the RCS� Both shaping and coating are e�ective against both the typical short

��This is true only when the circumference of the sphere is at least an order of magnitude larger
than the radar wavelength under consideration
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wavelengths of conventional air combat aircraft and the longer wavelengths of air

and ground�based defense radars� ���� pages ��� ��� ��� ���� pages ��� ���

Although radar is the main sensor used to detect aircraft in the air� infrared

IR� sensors are becoming an increasingly important and capable means for aircraft

detection� IR sensors are passive� these sensors detect infrared energy produced by an

aircraft� The majority of infrared energy produced by an aircraft is absorbed by water

vapor and carbon dioxide gas in the atmosphere� however� two aircraft detection

windows exist in the infrared band� The 
rst window termed �mid�IR�� occurs at a

frequency of � to �x���� Hz wavelength of � to �x���	 meters�� Infrared energy from

the heat of an aircraft�s engine parts and exhaust falls into this mid�IR region� The

second window termed �long IR�� occurs at a frequency of � to ��x���� Hz wavelength

of � to ��x���	 meters� Infrared energy caused by solar heating or by air friction

on the fuselage of the aircraft falls into this long�IR region� Modern dual�band

infrared search and track IRST� systems can look for aircraft in both IR windows�

IRSTs are composed of wide 
eld�of�view sensors that use automated detection and

tracking routines to 
nd targets in highly cluttered backgrounds� ���� pages ��� ���

��� ���� page ��� ����� page ���

Russian air combat aircraft such as the MIG��� and Su��� contain sophisticated

IRST sensors� The Su���SK is equipped with the OLS��� IRST that provides az�

imuth and elevation information� This IRST can scan large areas and detect aircraft

at ranges out to �� to �� nm although � to � nm is a more reasonable range esti�

mate against a non�afterburning� non�IR stealthly aircraft� The OLS��� is combined

with a laser�range 
nder to provide distance information� The laser�range 
nder is

capable of tracking a target out to a range of �� nm in the rearward hemisphere and

��� nm in the forward hemisphere� The MIG���C is equipped with UOMZ OEPS���

IRST which can detect 
ghter�sized targets out to � nm in the forward hemisphere

and �� nm in the rearward hemisphere� ����� pages ���� ���� ���� pages ��� ���
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On the other hand� the USAF has chosen not to install such systems on cur�

rent air combat aircraft such as the F��� and F���� Apparently� this position is

beginning to change due to the fact that at least two USAF aircraft participating

in the Gulf War were probably shot down by Iraqi MIG���s using a combination of

that aircraft�s IRST� helmet�mounted sight� and the R��� Archer infrared air�to�air

missile� ����� page ���

Clearly� current IRST systems do not provide greater detection ranges than

radar systems� however� IRST systems are passive i�e�� do not generate the EM

radiation needed for detection� where as radar systems are active� Thus� the use of

IRST systems can not be detected whereas the use of radar systems can� Stealth

countermeasures to IR sensors only address the mid�IR detection band� Little can

be done about the long IR band� some IR emission from solar or friction heating of

an aircraft�s outer skin will always remain present� Mid�IR stealth countermeasures

include cooling engine exhaust where the most infrared energy is generated� ���� page

��� ���� page ���

Once an aircraft is detected� in order to engage the opponent especially from

beyond visual range BVR��� under most common rules of engagement one must

be certain he is 
rst an opponent� Timely aircraft identi
cation is probably the

toughest problem in the air environment� This problem is not unique to air�to�air

engagements as it applies to surface�to�air engagements as well� Aircraft can be

identi
ed visually or electronically� Two types of electronic identi
cation procedures

exist�

� cooperative identi
cation and

� noncooperative identi
cation�

Cooperative identi
cation depends on transponders carried by friendly aircraft� In

cooperative identi
cation� an unknown aircraft is interrogated with a coded radio

signal from a friendly aircraft�s Identi
cation Friend or Foe IFF� electronic identi�

���




cation system� Friendly aircraft respond with a coded reply and are classi
ed as

friendly aircraft� Opponent aircraft do not reply� Unfortunately� neither do friendly

aircraft with inoperative equipment� Despite advances in IFF systems� one basic

problem has remained� determining whether the lack of a response from an air�

craft means that the aircraft is hostile or whether the aircraft is friendly with a

non�responsive transponder� The relatively low reliability of the cooperative iden�

ti
cation procedure has led to restrictive rule of engagement ROE� that require

several independent means of verifying that a non�replying aircraft is really� truly

an opponent before the aircraft can be 
red at� The tragic shoot down of two

Army helicopters in Northern Iraq in ���� by F���Cs provides a vivid illustration

of shortcoming of the cooperative identi
cation procedure� ����� page��� ���� page

��� ����� page ���� ����� page ��

In contrast� the noncooperative electronic identi
cation procedure relies on var�

ious radar methods of identifying aircraft without a response and is able to identify

most friendly and opponent aircraft� How this is done is highly classi
ed� Never�

theless� one possible means discussed in open sources is to focus a high�resolution

radar beam on a target and with advanced signal processing determine a return pat�

tern that is unique to the aircraft and can be compared to the known parameters

of friendly and hostile aircraft� For example� with a high�resolution radar beam you

might be able count the number of blades in the aircraft�s engine fan or compres�

sor� Knowing the blade count tells you the type of engine and can give you a good

idea as to whether the aircraft is hostile� ����� page ��� ����� pages ���� ���� page

��� ����� page ���

Most USAF air combat aircrafts are equipped with cooperative and noncoop�

erative electronic identi
cation capability� For example� the E�� Sentry is equipped

with a highly sophisticated IFF system�	� capable of interrogating virtually any IFF

transponder in the world within ��� nm� The system reportedly has some noncoop�

��APX���� IFF�Tactical Digital Link 
IFF�TADIL�C� system

���



erative capabilities as well� The F���C Eagle and F���E Strike Eagle APG��� radar

contains noncooperative identi
cation capabilities and the F���C Falcon may have

noncooperative identi
cation capabilities as well� ���� page ��� ��� ����

The F��� will have an improved capability to conduct noncooperative identi
�

cations� The F����s APG� �� radar will be able to form incredibly 
ne beams allowing

the signal processor to generate a high�resolution radar image of an aircraft through

Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar ISAR� mode processing� An ISAR�capable radar

uses the Doppler shifts caused by rotational changes in the aircraft�s position with

respect to the radar antenna to create a ��D map of the aircraft� With a good ��D

radar image� an integrated aircraft�combat system might conceivably identify the

target by comparing the image to a stored database� ����page ���

A�
 Weapons

The aircraft gun ushered in the era of air�to�air engagement and is� by far�

the most widely used and important air�to�air weapon in history� However� the

development and employment of capable air�to�air missiles has expanded the combat

domain of air�to�air engagements� Since the June ���� Arab�Israeli War� all major

air�to�air engagements have included the use of air�to�air missiles� ���� The advent

of air�to�air missiles enabled aircraft to shoot and kill opponents quicker and from

greater distances than guns alone have allowed� Aircraft no longer have to close to

within hundreds of feet of an opponent and maneuver into a small cone behind the

opponent in order to enable the aircraft to hold guns on the opponent long enough

to 
re su	cient bullets to destroy the opponent� ����� page �� ���� page ���

Air�to�air missiles may be divided into two main categories� radar�guided and

non radar�guided or passively guided�� Radar�guided missiles are further divided

into two categories� semi�active and active� Active radar�guided air�to�air missiles

such as the US Advanced Medium Range Air�to�Air Missile AMRAAM� carry their

own radar where as semi�active radar�guided air�to�air missiles such as the Sparrow

���



AIM��� have a radar receiver� but no transmitter and pick up radar signals transmit�

ted by the aircraft and re�ected from the target� Semi�active radar�guided air�to�air

missiles require the launching aircraft to lock on with radar� a single opponent and

to remain locked on until the missile impacts in order to provide targeting informa�

tion for the missile� If radar lock is lost from the launching aircraft� the missile will

not track the opponent� In contrast� active radar�guided air�to�air missiles can pro�

vide their own targeting information� An aircraft launching an active radar�guided

missile can break o� after missile launch and leave to 
ght another opponent or exit

the combat area� ���� page ������� ���� ���� page ��� ����� page ���

In the USAF air�to�air missile inventory� the AMRAAM has replaced the 
nal

version of the Sparrow� the AIM��M� Unfortunately� the Sparrow was plagued by

signi
cant technological �aws during its 
ve decades of the service� The AIM�� was

over four times as e�ective in Desert Storm as it was in Vietnam� however� the missile

only achieve a ��! kill rate in Desert Storm �! in Vietnam�� Additionally� almost

half of the AIM��s launched in Desert Storm failed to function properly� ���� page

����

The current deployed version of the AMRAAM is the AIM����A� Termed the

�Slammer� the AIM����A is � inches in diameter and �� inches long with a center

stabilizing� 
n of �� inches and a rear guidance� 
n span of �� inches� The AIM�

���A weights ��� lb� The AIM����A had a complete air intercept radar system� The

radar of the 
ring aircraft sends the AMRAAM the three dimensional heading and

speed of the target aircraft� then the missile �ies out to a point where it switches to

its own radar��� If the target aircraft is within the radar �cone� of the AIM����A�s

seeker� the missile locks up the target aircraft and then proceeds to intercept� Addi�

��AMRAAM may be �red in a number of di�erent modes� At longer range� the missile may
be continually updated with fresh target information from the launching aircraft	s radar while in
�ight until the missile	s radar takes over� Alternatively� if the aircraft survivability is an issue� the
launching aircraft can let the missile go without mid�course updates and trust the AMRAAM	s
active radar to work unaided� Finally� for shorter engagement distances� lock�on of the missile	s
seeker can be accomplished prior to launch�
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tionally� the AIM����A is equipped with a proximity fuse that detects and detonates

when a target aircraft is within lethal range� The impetus for the AMRAAM�s intro�

duction into service was the gradual implementation of ground�based and airborne

sensors that provided a detailed picture of the air environment at ranges impossible

a decade ago� Information from assets such as AWACs piped via datalink to the

aircraft combined with aircraft sensors allow the identi
cation and targeting of op�

ponent aircraft at very long ranges with a high degree of accuracy� ���� page ����

���� ����

As an illustrative example� consider launching an AIM����A at a target aircraft

from an F���C� In the F� ��C� the pilot selects an air�to�air mode for the radar such as

BORE Boresight � i�e�� where the radar is sighted down the centerline of the aircraft�

or TWS� DOGFIGHT where the radar is in a mode useful for close�in dog
ghting��

The pilot then selects the AIM����A from the stores control panel and chooses either

SLAVE or BORE to program the AIM�����s radar to accept commands from the

F����s onboard APG��� radar��� Once a radar contact is established with the target

aircraft� the F����s onboard weapons computer establishes a 
re control solution�

including elapsed time from AIM����A launch until the AIM����A�s radar goes

active� At this point� the F����s Head Up Display HUD� will begin to give the pilot

steering cues to bring the F��� into range to 
re� Once the HUD gives the pilot an IN

RANGE indication� the pilot press the weapons release switch on the control stick�

The AIM����A is launched and will accept updates from the F����s radar if pilot

has selected a FIRE AND UPDATE mode� until either pilot breaks radar contact

from maneuvering or the AIM����A hits the target� At this point� the 
ring aircraft

is free to 
re another missile� seek another target aircraft� or leave the engagement

area� ���� page ����

��The SLAVE option locks the seeker onto whatever target the F���	s radar is currently tracking�
while BORE points the F���	s radar straight ahead along the line of �ight where the �rst target
the radar sees is locked�
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Other capable radar�guided missiles include the semi�active Russian Vym�

pel R��� NATO code name AA��� �Alamo����� Future developments include the

French MICA� UK FMRAAM� and Russia�s 
rst active radar�guided missile the

R���� NATO code name AA���� �AMRAAMski��� ���� ����

The majority of non radar�guided passively guided� air�to�air missiles are heat�

seeking or infrared IR� missiles such as the US Sidewinder AIM����
� The frequency

of the IR portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is just below that of visible light

and well above that of radar� These missiles guide on the IR energy produced by the

opponent aircraft� All IR missiles are launch and leave or 
re and forget� i�e�� the

missile is autonomous after launch� tracking on the opponent at which the missile

was directed� For example� to launch an AIM�� at a target aircraft in the F���C all

that is required is to select AAM from the stores control panel� The seeker in the

AIM�� then looks for the target aircraft in front of the F���C��� When the seeker is

locked on to the target aircraft� an audio �growl� tone in the pilot�s headset alerts

the pilot that the AIM�� is ready to launch� All the pilot of the F���C has to do to

launch the AIM�� is squeeze the trigger� Once an IR missile is in �ight� the 
ring

aircraft is free to 
re another missile� seek another target� or leave the engagement

area� ���� page ��� ���� ���� ����� page ��� ���� page ���

The currently deployed� third generation version of the Sidewinder is the AIM�

�M� Termed the �Mike� the AIM��M is � inches in diameter and ��� inches long

with a forward canard wingspan of �� inches and a rear stabilizer wingspan of ����

inches� The AIM��M weights ��� lb� The AIM��M has an o��boresight capability��

of ��� and scans in both short� and middle� wavelength infrared light as well as the

�	Also� IR versions of this missile�
�
�When the �rst test launches of what would become the Aerial Intercept Missile Nine 
AIM���

were conducted in ����� the missile	s snakelike �ight path towards the test targets provided the
name it would carry for the next half century of service� the Sidewinder�� ���� page ����

��Or if the radar is already locked onto the target aircraft� the seeker head can be slaved to the
radar and the seeker will also lock onto the target aircraft�

��The ability to lock up a target o� the �ring aircraft	s centerline�
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long wavelength ultraviolet� spectrum� Additionally� the AIM��M is equipped with

a proximity fuse like the AIM����A� If the missile should miss the target a rare

event due to the accuracy of the guidance system�� the warhead will still detonate

�spewing� its fragmentation pattern at the target aircraft� ���� page ���� ���� ����

Other capable IR missiles include the Russian Vympel R��� NATO code name

AA��� �Archer�� and Israel Python �� Many defense experts believe the AA���

has provided its combat aircraft� the Sukhoi Su��� �Flanker� and the MiG��� �Ful�

crum� with a signi
cant advantage in short range combat scenarios such as �bug�out��

the moment that an friendly aircraft breaks out of the engagement and �rundown��

the subsequent tail chase over NATO aircraft��� The AA��� has an o��boresight

capability of ��� expanded to ��� immediately after launch and a de�ector�based

thrust�vectoring system that provides for increased agility� Additionally� the AA�

�� is the 
rst air�to�air missile to be coupled with an operational helmet mounted

sight HMS�� The Python � has an o��boresight capability of approximately ��� and

maneuvers using aerodynamic control� The AA��� and Python � have the led the

US to pursue an upgrade to the AIM��M� the AIM� �X� AIM��X program require�

ments call for a missile with a ���� o��boresight capability using a HMS� ����� page

��� ���� ���� ���� page �����

One method for visualizing the capabilities and limitations of an air�to�air

weapon is to study weapon envelopes� A weapons envelope is the area around the

target aircraft where missiles or gun can be e�ective� The weapons envelope is

de
ned by�

� Angle�o� � the di�erence� measured in degrees� between the 
ring aircraft�s

heading and the target aircraft�s�

� Range � the distance between the 
ring aircraft and the target aircraft� and

��This is based on an operational assessment conducted when German reuni�cation brought a
squadron of AA��� equipped MIG� ��s into NATO service� The assessment indicated that Western
aircraft equipped with the AIM��M would be at a distinct disadvantage in air�to�air engagements
at ranges below ��� nm� ����
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� Aspect Angle � the di�erence� measured in degrees� between the target aircraft�s

tail and the 
ring aircraft�

The weapons envelope of all�aspect missiles such as the AIM��M and the AIM����

look like a doughnut with the outside ring being the maximum range of the missile

and the inside ring being the minimum range� Figure �� shows a typical weapon

envelope for an all�aspect missile��� The weapon envelope in Figure �� has an oval

shape with more of the envelope area in front of the target aircraft than behind� This

disportionality is due to the fact that a missile 
red at a high aspect from in front

of the target aircraft� has a greater e�ective range than a missile 
red at low aspect

from behind�� When a missile is 
red at a target aircraft head on� the fact that

the target aircraft is �ying towards the missile will help the missile reach its target

by reducing the distance the missile needs to travel to reach the target aircraft�

This di�erence may vary by as much as ��� to � from a rear ��� aspect missile

shot� Although shown in two dimensions in Figure ��� an actual air�to�air weapons

envelope is three dimensional� however� the envelope would probably only slightly

vary in the third dimensional depending on the 
ring aircraft�s position relative to

the target aircraft�s plane of symmetry� ���� pages ��� ��� ��� ��� ����� pages ��� ���

When a target aircraft turns� the weapons envelope shifts� Figure �� shows a

typical weapon envelope for an all�aspect missile for a target aircraft making a �G

turn�� Generally� the limits of the maximum and minimum ranges in front of the

target aircraft move in the direction of the turn while the ranges behind the target

aircraft move in on the �belly side� of the turn� ���� pages ��� ��� ���

In addition to changing with target aircraft maneuvers� the weapons envelope

of an air�to�air missile also changes with 
ring aircraft�target aircraft speeds and

altitude� Clearly� in order to get a full picture of the capabilities of a particular

air�to�air missile� pilots must consider many weapon envelope charts covering a wide

��Figure �� is taken from ���� page ����
��Figure �� is taken from ���� page ����
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range of target aircraft maneuvers� 
ring aircraft�target speeds� and altitudes� Even

if pilots could draw each weapon envelope from memory� they still must determine

the parameters necessary to recognize which envelope they are in and their position

range and aspect� within the envelope� In order to solve the hard problem of

envelope recognition� most combat aircraft are equipped with a tracking radar system

and 
re�control computer� These systems can accurately assess and display the

missile envelope capabilities as well as other limits that might be deemed necessary�

In order to make inputs to the radar computer it is necessary to maintain a radar

track� rather than just detect the target aircraft� The transition from radar detection

to track is referred to target lock� Depending on the sophistication of the radar� this

may be an automatic process or a manual process� ����� pages ��� ���

As shown in Figures �� and ��� the range of an air�to�air missile can be sig�

ni
cantly a�ected by whether the air�to�air engagement takes place head�on� on the

beam� or in a tail�chase con
guration� For more capable air�to�air missiles� the best

engagement range is usually achieved with the target ��� o� nose of the 
ring air�

craft ���� degrees aspect�� As mentioned� the range of an air�to�air missile can be

signi
cantly a�ected by both the speed and altitude of the 
ring and target aircraft�

The greater the speed of the 
ring aircraft� the greater the range of the missile since

aircraft speed adds to the missile speed�	� Also� missile range increases with alti�

tude� since the range of the missile�s engine increases with altitude��� The range

capabilities of air�to�air missiles are generally divided into three groups�

� Short� to indicate a missile with a maximum range of ��� nm �� km� or less�

��Note� As discussed in section A��� there is a reduction in aircraft maneuverability at speeds
above Mach ���� Hence� there is a practical limit on aircraft �ring speeds if one desires to re�
tain maneuverability� For example� F��� Eagle generally launch BVR missiles at speeds around
Mach ���� This �ring speed strikes a good balance between increased missile range and adequate
maneuverability�

��Note� However� missile maneuverability decreases with altitude� Furthermore� missile range is
greater when �ring from a higher altitude to a target at a lower altitude than �ring from a lower
altitude to a higher altitude� This is the result of potential energy e�ects described in section A���
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� Medium� to indicate a missile with a maximum range greater than ��� nm ��

km� and less than �� nm ��� km�� and

� Long� to indicate a missile with a maximumrange greater than �� nm ���km��

These range groupings are in a constant state of �ux as new� higher range missiles

enter national inventories� For example� the AIM��M is consider a short range

missile even though it can theoretically �y out to a range of �� nm against a non�

maneuvering target� ����� page �� �����pages �� ���� ����� pages ������ ���� page

����

Typically� IR non radar�guided� missiles have a shorter range capability than

radar�guided missiles� For example� the IR AIM��M Sidewinder has a maximum

engagement range approaching a head�on target� of ��� nm while the radar�guided

AIM���� AMRAAM has a maximum engagement range of approximately �� nm�

In the past� IR missiles were generally only useful at visual ranges� that is� when

pilots of opposing aircraft could see each other distances of several nautical miles or

less�� This limitation placed IR missiles 
rmly in the short range missile category�

However� more capable IRST sensors reference section A��� especially those on

Russian aircraft such as the Su��� and MIG��� have helped push the launch envelope

for IR missiles well past the short range missile category into the medium range

missile category� For example� the Russian AA��� Archer has an engagement range

from ��� nm to �� nm�� depending of the engagement scenario� Additionally� IR

versions of the Russian A��� Alamo have a maximum engagement range of �� nm

for medium and high altitude and ���� nm for low altitude targets using high IR

emitting afterburner� engines��� ����� ���� ����

��Range data is for newer R���M� version� The older R���M� version had an engagement range
of ��� nm to ���� nm�

�	Referenced distances are for the D version of the AA��� missile 
Russian designation� R�
��ET��� The B version of the AA��� missiles 
Russian designation� R���T�� has a maximum
engagement range of �� nm for medium and high altitude and ���� nm for low altitude targets using
high IR emitting 
afterburner� engines� The AA��� D version has a longer range solid propellant
rocket than the AA��� B version�
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In contrast to IR missiles� radar guided missiles can usually be launched at

ranges much greater than a few nautical miles placing them in the medium and

sometimes long range missile category� The United States has emphasized 
ghting

air�to�air engagements from longer ranges and has focused development funding on

radar guided missiles that can operate in the heart of the medium range missile

envelope �� to �� nm or more�� For example� the AIM���� AMRAAM can kill

an approaching head�on target aircraft out to approximately �� nm�
 while in a

�tail chase� engagement� which requires the missile to overtake the target� this range

drops to approximately �� nm� The minimum engagement range for the AIM���� is

approximately � to � nm� Although Russia has emphasized development of shorter

range IR missiles� the Russians still have developed a capable semi�active radar

guided missiles in the AA��� Alamo� The Russian AA��� Alamo has a maximum

engagement range of �� nm for medium and high altitude and ���� nm for low

altitude targets��� ����page ���� ���� page ���� ���� ����� page ��� ����� ���� ����

The speed and operating altitude capability of the above IR and radar guided

missiles varies� The AIM��M Sidewinder has a speed of Mach ��� with a maximum

�ight time of one minute� and an unreported operating altitude� The AA��� Archer

has a speed of ���� knots and an operating altitude capability of �� ft �� m� to

������ ft �� km�� The AA��� Alamo missiles IR and radar versions� have an

unreported speed with an operating altitude capability of sea level to ������ ft ��

km� for the A and B versions with the C and D versions possibly having some

limited capability to ����� ft �� km�� Finally� the AIM���� AMRAAM had a

reported speed of Mach � and an operating altitude capability of sea level to ������

ft �� km�� ����� ����

�
The maximum engagement range of the AIM���� AMRAAM is quite open to debate in the
literature� Jane reports a maximum engagement range of �� nm while Brassey reports a range of
��nm� Clancy a range of �� nm� and Missile Forecast a range of �� nm�

��Referenced distances are for the C version of the AA��� missile 
Russian designation� R���ER���
The A version of the AA��� missiles 
Russian designation� R���R�� has a maximum engagement
range of �� nm for medium and high altitude and ���� nm for low altitude targets� The AA��� D
version has a longer range solid propellant rocket than the AA��� A version�
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Typical measures of an air�to�air missile�s e�ectiveness are� the �no�escape� zone

and the single�shot kill probability� The �no�escape� zone refers to the volume of

airspace around the 
ring aircraft where a target aircraft will be unable to get away

from a launched missile� no matter how hard and fast the target aircraft maneuvers�

The probability of the missile achieving a single�shot kill� Pssk � is de
ned as the

product of 
ve factors�

Pssk � Pe � Pl � Pg � Pf � Pk ����

where

� Pe � whether an aircraft successfully forces an opponent into an engagement�

� Pl � whether the pilot 
res a missile�

� Pg � whether the missile guides successfully�

� Pf � whether the fuse works� and

� Pk � whether the warhead kills the target�

Assuming independent missile launches� the probability of killing a single aircraft

can be increased by 
ring multiple missiles� For example� consider these two missile


ring strategies���

� Shoot� In this strategy� an aircraft 
res one missile at the target aircraft and

waits for the outcome of the missile shot before deciding to 
ring another

missile� and

� Shoot�Shoot� In this strategy� an aircraft 
res a second missile at the target

before knowing the outcome of the 
rst missile�

The probability of kill is Pssk and Pssk �Pssk ��� ��Pssk��Pssk for the �Shoot� and

�Shoot�Shoot� strategies respectively� If Pssk � ���� this results in ��� for the

��There are higher order cases such as Shoot�Shoot�Shoot� however� the increase in probability
of kill is marginal when comparing current missile Pssks�
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�Shoot� strategy and a ��� for the �Shoot�Shoot� strategy� ���� page ���� ���� page

������ ���� page ��

Radar�guided air�to�air missiles unlike IR air�to�air missiles are generally un�

a�ected by environmental factors such as weather or time of day� This is a direct

result of the fact that radar�guided air�to�air missiles provide their own source of

illuminating energy required for guidance and homing�� where as IR missiles depend

on the illuminating energy provided by the target aircraft� IR missiles do not func�

tion well in clouds or rain because IR energy is absorbed and dissipated by water

vapor� Additionally� the greater the environmental background energy or radiation

e�g�� sun� re�ections o� of water� snow� clouds� or terrain��� the stronger the illu�

minating energy provided by the target aircraft must be in order for an IR missile

to see guide�home on� the target aircraft� Although radar�guided air�to�air mis�

siles are a�ected by environmental factors such as weather or time of day� they are

susceptible to countermeasures e�g� jamming� that a�ect the illuminating energy

generated by the missile� Missile countermeasures will be discussed in greater detail

in section A��� An additional disadvantage of an active radar�guided missile is its

potential for fratricide� Once an active radar�guided missile is separated from the


ring aircraft and locked onto a target aircraft� the 
ring aircraft has no further role

in the missile�s operation� In a close� crowded engagement� the active radar�guided

missile may not be able to discriminate between opponent and friendly aircraft and

fratricide could occur ����page ��� �����pages ��� ��� �����page ���

In contrast to present day air�to�air missiles� today�s aircraft guns appear rel�

atively �low tech�� However� this appearance does not imply that the aircraft gun

serves no useful purpose in today�s air engagement environment� in fact� quite the

opposite is true� Aircraft guns unlike air�to�air missiles can be used against surface

targets and have no minimum range requirements� The aircraft gun is all�aspect

weapon with a circular weapon envelope around the target aircraft depicting the

��In the case of semi�active radar missiles� the aircraft provides the illuminating source�
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gun�s maximum range� Additionally� a gun projectile is not vulnerable to counter�

measures once it leaves the barrel� The MIG��� and SU��� come equipped with the

GSH���� �� mm cannon� The aircraft gun used on USAF 
ghters is the M��MA�

Vulcan �� mm cannon� The version used in the F���C Eagle holds ��� rounds which

yields about ��� seconds of 
ring time� Ammunition used in the Vulcan includes the

PGU���� which has armor piercing� explosive fragmentation� and incendiary capa�

bilities� all in a single round� ���� page ��� ����� page ��� ���� page ���

A�� Command� Control� Communications and Information

Command� control� communications� and information C�I� play a signi
cant

role in air�to�air engagements� As an example consider the 
rst night of the air

battle in the Gulf War� During the 
rst night of the war� USAF aircraft destroyed

the majority of the Iraqi air defense network� Without ground�based command

and control� Iraqi interceptors �blasted around� trying to intercept coalition strike

aircraft they could not detect� Another example from the Gulf War involves a four

ship of F���Cs patrolling the skies over Baghdad� An E�� AWACS warned the �ight

of an Iraqi Mirage F��� which had just taken o� and was closing on the four F���Cs

from astern� With the AWACs warning� one of the F���Cs broke hard� turned behind

the Mirage and destroyed the F�� before it could in�ict damage on the �ight� ���� page

���� ����

At the heart of USAF C�I is the E�� AWACs� As mentioned in section A��� the

E�� AWACS �ies on the edge of the air battle area� scanning airspace for unidenti
ed

aircraft referred to as �bogies�� and opponent aircraft referred to as �bandits���

Typically� an AWAC is organized into separate surveillance and control sections�

In the surveillance section� three to 
ve technicians monitor the air tra	c in the

assigned airspace and pass on information to the control section� Composed of two to


ve weapons controllers sitting at multi�purpose consoles� the control section guides

friendly aircraft to intercept bandits or bogies� Depending on its particular mission�
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Band Frequency MHz� Wavelength m�

HF �� �� ��� � ��
VHF �� � ��� �� � �
UHF ��� � ���� � � ��

Table ��� Communication Bands

an AWACs also may carry senior sta� o	cers� radar technicians� radio operators� a

communications technician� and a computer technician� ���� page ��� ���� page ����

An important aspect of the C�I is the communications equipment available to

participants in air�to�air engagements� Voice communication generally takes place

in three frequency bands of the electromagnetic spectrum� HF� VHF� and UHF�

Table A�� shows the frequency and wavelengths of these communication bands� The

majority of voice communication occurs in the VHF and UHF bands� VHF�UHF

communication systems are essentially line�of�sight systems where the range of the

equipment is directly proportional to the aircraft�s altitude� In order to provide the

necessary range for long distance �ights� the HF band is used� The F���C Eagle

is equipped with a AN�ARC���� VHF�UHF auxiliary transceiver and VHF�UHF

auxiliary transceiver with cryptographic capability� The basic ARC���� covers the

VHF�UHF band� providing ���� channels over the range ��� to ��� MHz in �� KHz

increments� In addition� the F���C is equipped with AN�ARC���� HF transmit�

ter�receiver� This system provides ���� ��� channels over the range � to �� MHz in

��� kHz increments� ���� page ��� ����� page �� ����� page ���� ����

In order to provide voice communication capability in a heavy electronic cout�

nermeasure ECM� environment� many USAF communication system including the

F���C�s AN�ARC���� are equipped with Have Quick capability� Have Quick pro�

vides the user with a jam�resistant VHF�UHF capability by giving the communi�

cation systems a frequency�hopping technique� The frequency hopping technique is

implemented by storing a pattern of frequencies to be used for a given day and utiliz�
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ing the pattern according to the time of day� The strength of Have Quick lies in the

apparently random manner in which frequencies are jumped� ���� page ��� ����� page

���

Data communication is another important aspect of any airborne communica�

tions system� Airborne communication systems such as the F���C Eagle�s AL�ARC�

��� provide for general data transmission� Also� USAF air combat aircraft such as

the F���C and F���C Falcon are equipped with tactical air navigation TACAN�

radios which allow pilots to determine the separation distances of aircraft within

the �ight group to a resolution of a tenth of a mile� In addition to the standard

communication and TACAN systems� the new Joint Tactical Information Data Sys�

tem JTIDS� provides for expanded data communication between aircraft� JTIDS

terminals allow the �linking� of any aircraft so equipped to an aerial� local network�

The secure i�e�� unjammable and untappable� data link allows the sharing of in�

formation from a plane�s sensors and other systems with other aircraft� ships� and

ground units equipped with JTIDS terminals� JTID terminals are able to transmit

a full situational report� including radar contacts� sending aircraft position� altitude�

and heading� and even fuel and armament status counting gun� bomb� and mis�

sile rounds onboard�� JTIDS terminals are currently available on the E�� Sentry

AWACs� as well as new E�� Joint�STARS ground surveillance aircraft� and select

F���C aircraft� ����� page ��� ���� page��� ���� page ���

JTIDS operates on �� frequencies in the ��� to ���� MHz frequency band

sharing with TACAN� but avoids the IFF transponder frequencies which are also

in this band� Future �data�fusion� e�orts beyond JTIDS include collecting infrared

and ultraviolet scans from satellites or a RC���� Cobra Ball which can pick up

rapid movement such as a rocket launch and electronic intelligence ELINT� from

platforms such as the RC����V�W Rivet Joints which can plot opponent radars and

their status� Clearly� systems like JTIDs are the only �quiet� form of communication

in strict emissions control situations� ����� page ��� ����� pages ��� ���
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A�� Electronic Warfare

Electronic warfare EW� is de
ned as an action to �determine� exploit� reduce�

or prevent� use of the electromagnetic spectrum and is organized into two major cat�

egories� EW support measures ESM� and electronic countermeasures ECM�� ESM

involves actions taken to �search for� intercept� locate� record� and analyze� radiated

electromagnetic energy while ECM involves actions taken to �prevent or reduce� use

of the electromagnetic spectrum� ����� page ���� ����� page ��� ����� page ���

ESM uses passive radar intercept or warning systems which detect radar emis�

sions from aircraft� radar missiles� and surface�to�air missile installations� ESM

systems are preset to cover the portion of electromagnetic spectrum used by ex�

pected threat radars� The simplest system is the radar warning receiver RWR�

which supplies the relative bearing of the emission on an aircraft display� Most

combat aircraft have RWRs which are tuned to provide a warning only when an op�

ponent�s 
re control radar has established a lock on the aircraft� ESM systems then

increase in complexity through tactical ESM to full ELINT intelligence�gathering�

capability� These systems are designed to 
nd and analyze radar emissions and then

classify the type of radar producing the emissions� ELINT capable combat aircraft

include specialized EW aircraft such as the EF����A Raven� The range at which a

radar emission is detected by a radar warning system is inversely proportional to the

squared radar range rather than the quaded radar range need for detection� For this

reason� radar warning systems can detect a radiating radar at far greater distances

then those of radar�s own target detection capability� ����� page ���� ���� ���� page

���

With its Block ����� update� the E�� Sentry will be equipped with four passive

ESM frequency receivers that are capability of intercepting radar emissions from

more than ��� nm� These receivers are also capable of detecting the mode in which

the radar is operating e�g�� wide�scan� narrow�scan� etc��� This ESM capability

can be used to provide raw data as to the target�s height and speed as well as to
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classify the radar system and hence the aircraft using the system� For example�

search emissions characteristic of an NO���� Slot Back radar system would indicate

the target to be a MIG���� ����� page ���

The F���C Eagle and F���E Strike Eagle are equipped with the Loral AN�

ALR���C radar warning receiver RWR�� This RWR has a digitally controlled� dual�

channel receiver covering the E� and J�bands � to �� GHz� and is capable of sorting

and identifying threat aircraft� The AN�ALR���C is part of the Tactical Electronic

Warfare System TEWS� that provides control of all self�protection systems� The

TEWS also includes the Magnavox AN�ALQ���� electronic warfare system� This

equipment probably covers the area beyond the H�I�J band of the AN�ALR����

The Su���SK Flanker and MiG���C Fulcrum have the SPO��� Beryoza L�����

���� RWR� On the Su���SK� the RWR sensors are mounted on the sides of the air

intakes and on the tailboom while on the MiG���C� the sensors are on the wingroot

extensions� wing tips� and port 
n� ����� pages ���� ���� ���� ����

In addition to radar warning systems� ESM also include dedicated missile�

warning systems for both infrared and radar missiles�� Historically� ��! of all

aircraft shot in an air�to�air engagement never detected the opponent that killed

them� Missile�warning systems can provide ���� spherical coverage around the air�

craft� enabling a pilot to know when a missile has been 
red� ���� page ���

In contrast to a ESM system�s objective to obtain information� the objective

of an ECM system is to deny the opponent information i�e�� detection� position�

track� and classi
cation�� ECM systems may be classi
ed in a number of ways�

main purpose� active or passive� etc� The most common type of ECM is radar

jamming� Radar jamming denies the opponent the use of speci
c wavelengths or

portions of the electromagnetic spectrum by transmitting signals� that degrade

the receptive capability of radar systems� Radar jamming may be active powered

signals� or passive no power required�� Two typical examples of radar jamming are

noise jamming and deceptive jamming� Noise jamming is an attempt to produce
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a strong signal that will overpower a target aircraft�s return when it is received

by an opponent radar� Since re�ected target energy is more sensitive to target

range than received noise� noise jamming is e�ective at longer distances but will

eventually become ine�ective i�e�� �burnthrough�� at closer distances� Deceptive

jamming involves techniques that generate false targets on an opponent aircraft�s

radar� ����� page ���� ���� ����� page ��� ����� page ��� ���

Radar Jamming is deployed�employed in 
ve major ways� stando�� escort�

mutual support cooperative�� self�screening� and stand�forward� In the stando�

jamming SOJ� case� the jamming platform remains close� but outside the range of

the opponent�s weapons� SOJ platforms typically employ high�power jamming in

order to disrupt radar systems at the long ranges required to stay out of opponent�s

weapons range� In the escort jamming case� the jamming platform accompanies the

strike package� jamming radars to protect the strike aircraft� In the mutual support

case� the jamming capabilities of individual jamming platforms are coordinated as

combat elements against several radar systems� In the self�screening case� a jammer

is used to protect the carrying aircraft� For example� F���C carries the internally

mounted Northrop ALQ����V� radar jammer� which operates automatically� re�

quiring only that pilot turn it on� Finally� in the stand�forward jamming case� the

jamming platform is located between the strike package and the opponent radars

and jams the radars to protect the strike package��� ����� page ���� ���� page ���

In addition to radar jamming� one can jam the data and voice communications

of opponent aircraft degrading the command and control� For example� in the ����

Lebanon air war� the Syrians launched waves of aircraft to intercept the Israelis�

but the Israelis jammed the data and voice communications on which the Syrian

pilots were dependent� As a result� the Syrian 
ghters were reduced to uncontrolled

��The stand�forward jammer is usually within the range of opponent weapons and may su�er a
high attrition rate� Thus� only the use of relative low�cost remotely piloted vehicles is practical for
this mission�
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singles trying to operate against a superior number of well�controlled opponent air�

craft� ����� page ���

ECM is also used to defeat air�to�air missiles� For radar�guided air�to�air mis�

siles� several classes of ECM exist� The 
rst class are devices like gate stealers� that

attack the tracking circuitry of missile without angle deception� The next class is ex�

pendables� Passive expendables like cha� and blivets and� more advanced forms� like

illuminated cha� and active expendables� The next class is high power systems like

Cross Eye and Cross Pole that disrupt or break angle track� For IR air�to�air missiles�

the conventional ECM� like �ares and �ash lamps� are designed to defeat reticle and

pseudo imaging� seekers� The AN�ALE��� cha���are dispenser in the F��� Eagle

automatically programs the ejection of cha���are cartridges in response to inputs

from the ESM systems e�g� in response to evasive aircraft maneuvers�� Full automa�

tion takes the guesswork out of timing the good discharge of cha���are� ����� page

��� ����� page ����

In order to counter opponent ECM� many aircraft and missiles are equipped

with electronic counter�countermeasures ECCM� to ensure the e�ective use of the

electromagnetic spectrum despite opponent ECM� For example� many radars are

�frequency�agile� over a wide band� If the rate of frequency agility is fast enough� a

jammer may not be able to follow the frequency changes and the radar can counter

the jamming e�ects��� A key role is also played by those ECCM techniques which

cannot be classi
ed as electronic� such as human factors� methods of radar opera�

tion� and radar deployment tactics� For example� emission control � the appropriate

assignment of operating frequencies to various radars � can impact ECM� ����� page

���� ����

��This type of ECCM is e�ective against spot jamming where the jamming frequency is centered
around a narrow bandwidth� Barrage or broadband jamming radiated across the entire band of
the radar spectrum could still jam frequency agile systems�
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As a 
nal note� many ESM systems control the deployment and operation of

ECM and ECCM� with the link between ESM� ECM� ECCM often automatic� For

example� a missile�warning system could automatically deploy expendable counter�

measures cha� and �ares� or a radar system may automatically change frequencies

when jammed� Automated ESM systems reduce pilot workload and react in real time

to threats such as a missile launch� ����� page ���� cite� page ���Cla�� ����� page ���

A�� Tactics and Maneuvers

The sole purpose of air combat aircraft is to destroy other aircraft� The aircraft

itself is only a weapons platform designed to bring weapons into a 
ring position

against an opponent aircraft� The goal of all air combat aircraft maneuvers and

tactics is to position the aircraft into weapon 
ring parameters while simultaneously

frustrating those of the opponent� An aircraft maneuver positions an aircraft in the

three dimensional combat arena by actuating its control vectors of roll� pitch� and

thrust� An aircraft tactic on the other hand is a series of these maneuvers designed to

accomplish a speci
c objective in the air�to�air engagement� For example� suppose

the mission for a particular group of friendly aircraft is to intercept a group of

opponent strike aircraft i�e�� a BARCAP mission�� The friendly aircraft will 
rst

assess the initial geometry of the engagement and select an air tactic to establish

contact with the opponent aircraft� After acquiring the opponent aircraft with their

sensors� the friendly aircraft will attempt to place the opponent aircraft within the

lethal 
ring envelope of their weapons by a series of appropriate maneuvers� As

the friendly aircraft close in on the opponent aircraft� the opponent aircraft can be

expected to respond with a series of their own tactics� Hence a sequence of interactive

maneuvers and tactics will develop between the two groups of aircrafts� In general�

the actual maneuvers and tactics selected in a given air�to�air engagement depend

on each pilot�s understanding or perception of the combat situation� Tactics and

the corresponding maneuvers� are designed to take advantage of the strengths of
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the aircraft and weapons and exploit any weaknesses in the opponent� Each tactic

has strong and weak points and can be anticipated and defeated by an opponent if

applied too often with the same routine� ����� pages �� ���� ���� page ��� ����� pages

��������

Perception is perhaps the most important factor in the air environment in

determining tactics and maneuvers� The task of the pilots in the �ight is to obtain

as much tactical information electronic� visual� communicated� as possible and then

to 
lter and analyze the information� The ability of each member of the �ight

to gather and to pass critical information to other members of the �ight plays a

signi
cant role in success in the air environment� An important concept in the

employment of the tactics and maneuvers is the organization of the �ight into aircraft

or ship elements� USAF aircraft typically engage opponent aircraft in two or four

ship elements� For fuel economy�	 as well as tactical reasons� a tactical spread

out� formation is preferable to a close formation� In a tactical formation� aircraft

are position abreast about � to ��� nm depending on air environment conditions�

and are usually stacked high or low about ��� nm� Aircraft elements coordinate

tactics and maneuver and share workloads� Once engaged� �ights usually attempt

to maintain only two�ship elements� This size has been found to be most e�ective

in maintaining mutual support while minimizing coordination problems� ����� page

���� ���� ���� ����� pages ��� ��� �����

In the majority of cases� the side taking the �
rst shot� in an air�to�air engage�

ment seizes the initiative by forcing opponent aircraft to react against the missiles�

to prevent a kill� A missile in the air generally attracts the attention of the pilot

in the target aircraft often causing him to forget about the 
ring aircraft or 
ring

his own weapons� For this reason� 
rst shot can be critical even if not successful� A

��Two fuel states are generally considered in mission planning� Bingo fuel and Joker fuel� Bingo
fuel is the fuel state that allows an air combat aircraft to return to a tanker or home base with an
acceptable safety reserve� Joker fuel is the fuel state that the pilot of an air combat aircraft should
think about disengaging if involved in an air�to�air engagement�
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missile in the air establishes a psychological set between combatants that places the

pilot of the target aircraft in a defensive frame of mind� This reaction may make the

opponent more vulnerable to other weapons as well� Getting the 
rst shot requires

long�range weapons and identi
cation systems� As discussed in section A�� all�aspect

air�to�air missiles can be 
red at a target aircraft from any direction� Although all�

aspect capable� most of these missiles are better in some situations than in other�

with beam aspects often causing the most di	culty reference Figure ���� One way

to increase a missile�s e�ective range is to 
re at a signi
cantly higher altitude than

the opponent aircraft� This gives the missile a reserve of potential energy that can

be converted into kinetic energy� ����� page ��� ���� pages ������ ����� pages ��� ����

����

As shown in section A��� a typical air�to�air engagement starts with �� nm

plus range separation between friendly and opponent �ights� An airspace controller

AWACS or GCI� may point the friendly� �ight in the right direction� but the �ight

must eventually 
nd the opponent aircraft on their sensor systems� In order to

get into weapons parameters� the friendly �ight must �intercept� reduce the range

between� the opponent �ight� The choice of intercept tactics� depends on the en�

gagement situation� Many factors contribute to this choice � for example� mission

goals� rules of engagement� the geometry of the engagement� number of friendly and

opponent aircraft� friend and opponent aircraft and weapon capabilities� capability

of the pilots� o�ensive and defensive potential��� and so on� In addition to placing

the friendly �ight within weapons parameters of the opponent �ight� the intercept

tactics� chosen should keep the opponent �ight from getting into weapons param�

eters� Intercept tactics have names such as single�side o�set� trail� sweep� pincer�

and drag��� The basics of almost all of these intercepts involve front�quarter and

��The choice between optimizing o�ensive or defensive potential often depends on the likelihood
and results of being attacked by the opponent �ight� If the �ight is con�dent they can detect
and neutralize an opponent �ight attack and either defeat or escape the opponent then optimizing
o�ensive potential is a reasonable choice� Otherwise� a defensive posture should be taken�

��Refer to chapter �� of reference ����� for other tactics�
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stern�conversion intercepts� As the name implies� the front�quarter intercept is one

in which the intercepting �ight approaches the target �ight from the target �ight�s

front quarter� The stern conversion converts an initial front quarter intercept into

a 
nal rear�hemisphere position for the �ight� The bottom line on intercept tactics

is that there are many tactics to choose from and choice is highly scenario depen�

dent� ����� page ��� ���� page ��� ����� pages ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� page

����

During the intercept portion of air�to�air engagements� most of the friendly

�ight�s knowledge of opponent is provided by on�board sensors mainly radar� and

communications� Throughout the course of the intercept� the friendly �ight attempts

to comprehend the tactical situation in terms of the spatial three dimensional lay�

out� and temporal relationships between the �ight� other friendly �ights� and the

opponent� The process of developing and updating a spatial layout of the opponent

is called radar sorting� Sorting requires the �ight to distinguish all potential targets

in terms of azimuth� elevation� range� and velocity��� The goal of sorting is to de�

cide which opponent aircraft to attack� After deciding which aircraft to attack� the

friendly �ight must become more speci
c in controlling the intercept geometry� Until

this point general rules of thumb were su	cient e�g�� o�set left or right� stay at high

altitude�
� Beyond Visual Range BVR� weapons employment is the culmination

of the intercept if the rules of engagement allow�� The friendly �ight compares its

tactics to the opponent �ight�s tactics and �ies within the weapons envelope of the

missile� ����� pages ������ ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� pages ��������

If all has gone according to plan and BVR weapons are launched the �ight may

proceed to within visual range WVR� operations IR missiles and guns�� Conversely�

�	Sorting answers such questions as� How many threat aircraft are out there What formation
are they in What are they doing The goal is to sort the opponent before entering opponent BVR
missile range�

�
An altitude o�set can prevent or delay acquisition of the friendly �ight by the opponent �ight�
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if radar sorting procedures�� did not di�erentiate each individual aircraft or the

ROE did not allow a BVR weapons employment e�g�� visual identi
cation required

or insu	cient identi
cation obtained�� the �ight may have to continue into closer

range of the opponent �ight� As a result� the �ight may opt to forego BVR weapons

employment and proceed directly to short range operations� Information provided

by the electronic support measures ESM�� e�g� RWR� helps the �ight decide whether

to continue o�ensive actions or to execute defensive actions for survival� If defensive�

the �ight may be forced to abort the engagement� ����� page ������

By �� nm or less from the target� the �ight has entered the WVR transition

zone� At this zone� each pilot in the �ight must decide whether his aircraft is in

an o�ensive� defensive� or neutral position and whether he should attack� evade and

reengage� or disengage� Factors that determine position include radar and ESM

situational awareness� for example� a pilot might consider his aircraft to be in�

� An o�ensive position if he has high radar SA and a blank RWR scope�

� A neutral position if he has a radar lock and a single RWR spike� and

� A defensive position if low radar SA and many RWR spikes�

If deciding to attack� the pilot must execute short range operations which rely on air

combat maneuvering tactics� infrared missiles and guns� and visual contact rather

than sensors� On the other hand� an evade and reengage action may be attempted if

the pilot elects to pursue a follow�on BVR attack� If deciding to disengage� the pilot

should perform defensive maneuvering to separate from the engagement� ����� page

���

When pressing to WVR typically � nm or less�� two basic tactical approaches

are available� the �angles� 
ght and the �energy� 
ght� In the angles approach� the

pilot 
rst seeks to gain a position advantage angles� even at the expense of relative

��Sorting is di�cult within �� nm of the threat because of rapid changes in threat azimuth and
altitude�
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energy and then maintain or improve this advantage in order to get within weapon


ring parameters� In the energy approach� the pilot 
rst seeks to gain an energy ad�

vantage without yielding a decisive position disadvantage� Once an energy advantage

has been gained� the pilot converts this advantage into a lethal position disadvan�

tage without giving up the entire energy advantage� Each of these approaches has

advantages and disadvantages depending on the weapons involved� ����� page ���

If friendly aircraft enters a turning engagement termed �dog
ght�� with an

opponent aircraft� he allows the other aircraft in the opponent �ight an opportunity

to shoot� USAF tactics emphasize early shots� causing disruption� keeping airspeed

up and avoiding getting drawn into a dog
ght type engagement� Pilots must realize

their �escape window� or safe path out of an engagement� Factors that the drive the

position of the escape window include�

� range from opponent �ight the greater the range� the more open the escape

window��

� energy relative to opponent aircraft the greater the energy� the more open the

escape window�� and

� angle�o� and aspect with opponent �ight head�on pass typically gives the best

chance for an open escape window��

A turning engagement among several aircraft can quickly degenerate into a �fur�

ball� type of 
ght� A furball is not desired since each pilot is operating indepen�

dently and giving mutual support only by presence� ���� page ��� ���� page vii� ���

���� ����� page ����

In a turning engagement� maneuver capability is paramount� In this close�in

environment� basic 
ghter maneuvers BFM� describe how aircraft maneuver against

each other in one�versus�one combat� BFM describes speci
c concepts of air combat

aircraft turns� turning room and turn circles and is generally grouped in three cate�
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gories depending on the position of aircraft relative to the opponent in the air�to�air

engagement�

� O�ensive BFM� O�ensive BFM implies a position and�or speed advantage

over the opponent� The goal of o�ensive BFM is to shot down the opponent

in the minimum amount of time� Hence� maneuvers center around placing the

opponent in weapon envelopes while at the same time denying the opponent

weapon launch opportunities� Anytime a weapon shot can be taken it should

be done�

� Defensive BFM� Defense BFM implies a position and�or speed disadvantage

over the opponent� The goal of defensive BFM is to stay alive and separate

from the opponent if given the opportunity� Maneuvers center around creating

weapon launch problems for the opponent thus buying time and surviving a

little longer� By extending the engagement� the opponent may be forced into

an error� If the opponent 
res a missile� the best way to 
ght the missile is with

aspect � by placing the oncoming missile on the beam ��� aspect�� Missiles

generally have the worst line�of�sight and rate problems to solve at this aspect�

The practice of beaming in combination with electronic countermeasures such

as cha� and �are disrupts and frequently defeats the tracking capability of the

missile and causes the missile to miss�

� Neutral BFM� Neutral BFM implies a null position and�or speed over the

opponent and vice versa� Two options exists to the pilot � he can separate or

he can stay and attempt to get an o�ensive position on the opponent� If the

pilot choices to engage he must be aware of his position in regard to the escape

window�

Time considerations are important in turning engagements� Then though a pilot

may be winning the engagement he started with one opponent� he may be losing an

engagement with a second opponent he does not see� ���� ����� ���� page ���
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As a 
nal note� most air�to�air kills are against aircraft that have no idea that

they are about to be 
red upon� The further away� an aircraft can 
re a missile at

an opponent and still have the missile be e�ective the better� Of particular concern

to USAF planners are opponent air combat aircraft attacking high value assets such

as AWACs and tankers using radar quiet intercept RQI� techniques initially relying

solely on passive detection systems such as radar warning receivers and infrared

search and track IRST� systems� ���� page ��� ����� pages ��� ���
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Appendix B� THUNDER�s Air�to�Air Engagement Submodel

THUNDER�s air�to�air engagement submodel consists of two separate engage�

ment models described by the model documentation as �low resolution� and �high

resolution� ���� Volume II� page ���� In order to describe the �high resolution� air�to�

air engagement submodel�� some background information on THUNDER�s aircraft

entity modeling structure is appropriate� Three hierarchical aircraft entity classes

exist in THUNDER� Flight Group� Flight� and Aircraft� Figure �� illustrates these

entity classes and their hierarchy�

The basic aircraft entity class modeled in THUNDER is the aircraft� An

aircraft entity consists of a platform and weapon loads e�g�� a F���C with four

AIM����s AMRAAM� and four AIM��s Sidewinder��� The next aircraft entity

class in the hierarchy is the �ight� A �ight entity consists of a group of homogeneous

aircraft entities e�g�� a four ship of F���Cs each carrying four AIM����s and four

AIM��s�� The last aircraft entity class in the hierarchy is the �ight group� A �ight

group entity consists of a group of homogeneous and�or heterogeneous �ights� e�g��

two �ights of four F���Cs or a �ight of four F���Cs escorting a �ight of two F���Cs

to a ground target��

As noted in Figure �� when an air�to�air engagement occurs between two air�

craft �ight groups one is termed the intercepting �ight group and the other the target

�ight group� An air�to�air engagement in THUNDER is triggered by an intercepting

�ight group detecting a target �ight group� Detection occurs in two manners�

�� The target �ight group is detected while �ying through an air zone patrolled

by the intercepting �ight group� The intercepting �ight group is performing a

BARCAP mission� The BARCAP mission is described in section A���� or

�The description of the THUNDER air�to�air engagement submodel will be limited to the �high
resolution� submodel only� The �low resolution� model is trivial in comparison to the �high resolu�
tion� model� For further information concerning the �low resolution� model� the reader may refer
to �����
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Figure ��� Thunder Aircraft Entity Classes

�� The target �ight group is detected by the intercepting �ight group after the in�

tercepting �ight group has �own to an intercept point to engage the target �ight

group� The intercepting �ight group is performing a DCA� ODCA� or HVAA

mission� DCA� ODCA� or HVAA missions are described in section A����

Before explaining the detection process in THUNDER� it might be helpful to

understand how �ight paths are modeled� Thunder uses a horizontal x� y�� square

grid system to model �ight paths� Each grid intersection de
nes a possible point

a �ight path may pass through� Mission planning modules in THUNDER produce

a �ight path for every �ight group� Flight paths are either direct or non�direct in

nature depending on a departure air
eld setting�� If a �ight group is given a direct

�ight path� the �ight group proceeds on a direct route to the target� In non�direct

routing� the �ight group proceeds to a point perpendicular to the target and a setback

distance on the friendly side of the forward line of troops FLOT� and then proceeds

directly to that target� Non�direct �ight paths are intended to minimize the time

and distance spent over opponent territory� A few discrete altitude z� settings may

be used for each �ight path point� ���� Volume II� page ��� ��� ��� ����
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The air zones patrolled by an intercepting �ight group� performing a BARCAP

mission consist of a rectangular patrol area whose size is determined by the type�

number� and �ight size of aircraft �ying the BARCAP mission� Speci
cally for each

aircraft type� input variables width and depth de
ne a rectangular area that can be

patrolled by that aircraft type and the input variable �ight size de
nes the standard

patrol unit size for that aircraft type� The width of the patrol area is calculated

as the product of the width variable and greatest integer value of the ratio of the

number of aircraft in the intercepting �ight group to the �ight size�� The depth of

the patrol area corresponds to the depth variable� Figure ��� shows a patrol area

for a four ship of MiG���s consisting of two �ights i�e� �ight size variable for the

MiG����s is two�� Each MiG��� can cover an area of width �� nm ��� km� and

depth ��� nm ��� km�� Hence� the patrol area of the four�ship of MiG���s has a

width of ��� nm and a depth of ��� nm ���� Volume II� pages ��� ����

If the �ight path of the target �ight group enters the patrol area of the inter�

cepting �ight group� the target �ight group is subject to detection� The probability

of detection at search time t� P t�� is based on a random search algorithm�

P t� � �� exp
�SWt
A ����

where

� S � the speed of the target �ight group�s path through the patrol area�

� W � the diameter of the search sweep�

� t � the time the intercepting �ight group has spent searching for the target

�ight group� and

�In the case of the BARCAP mission� the intercepting �ight group is composed of only one
aircraft type�

�The �ight size variable allows for element formations� For example� consider a four�ship of
aircraft split as two ship elements� In this scenario� the e�ective search width would be doubled
with each element acting as a separate search unit�

�Figure �� is taken from ����Volume II� page ����
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� A � the search area the intercepting �ight group must cover� ���� page ��� ���

This search algorithm places a search path of length L � St into the search area�

A� in a random fashion� This means that the location and course of the search path

at any given time is independent of the location and course at other times not too

close to the 
rst� The random search model in equation ��� yields a lower bound on

search e�ectiveness ����� pages ����� ������

The variables W � and A in equation ��� are dependent on a numerical ex�

pression of the degree of command and control among aircraft in the intercepting

�ight group� The concept of command and control will be addressed in greater de�

tail later in this section� For illustration purposes� consider the intercepting �ight

group�s command and control value� FGCC to be a given value between � and ��

The search strategies are�

�� If the intercepting �ight group was in a �perfect� command and control state

FGCC � ��� aircraft in the intercepting �ight group would conduct individ�

ual� �ight size searches in specic strips of the search area� or

�� If the intercepting �ight group was in a �no� command and control state

FGCC � ��� aircraft in the intercepting �ight group would combine the

diameter of individual aircraft search sweeps over the entire patrol area�

Figure �� shows the search pattern for the �perfect� command and control state

for the four ship of MiG���s� In this state� each �ight element	 searchs a di�erent

subsection of the patrol area de
ned by the aircraft patrol area parameters width

�W is de�ned as the diameter of the search sweep 
or circle� which is �
q

Asearch

�
where Asearch

is the search sweep area� For a single aircraft� Asearch is sweep � �
��
�

� detect� where sweep is the
sweep angle of the radar 
in degrees� and detect is the distance at which the aircraft	s radar detects
the target�

�De�ned by the �ight size variable�
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and depth� For this state� denoted ��

W� � � � detect �
r
fsize � sweep

����
A� �

width � depth
n

fsize

where

� detect � the distance at which an intercepting aircraft�s radar detects the target

�ight group�

� fsize � intercepting aircraft �ight element� size�

� n � the number of intercepting aircraft in the patrol area

� sweep � intercepting aircraft�s radar sweep angle�

� width � intercepting aircraft patrol area width� and

� depth � intercepting aircraft patrol area depth�

Figure �� shows the search pattern for �no� command and control state for the four

ship of MiG���s� In this state each aircraft combines aircraft search sweeps to search

the entire aircraft patrol area� For this state� denoted ��

W� � � � detect �
r
n � sweep

����
A� � width � depth

���� page ����

Letting P�t� and P�t� represent the probability of detection at search time

t under search state � and � respectively and weighting the probabilities in search

state � and � by FGCC and � � FGCC respectively yields�

P t� � FGCC � �� exp
�S�W��t

A� � � �� FGCC� � �� exp
�S�W��t

A� � ����

Equation ��� is evaluated at

t � min�ttarget� tsearch�
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where

� ttarget � the time the target �ight group will be in the patrol area� and

� tsearch � the time since the intercepting �ight group�s last air�to�air engagement

i�e�� search time�� ���� page ��� ���

Once the value of P t� is determined� a random draw is made from a U�� ��

to determined if the intercepting �ight group detects the target �ight group�� If

the intercepting �ight group detects the target �ight group an air�to�air engagement

takes place else the target �ight group passes unhindered through the patrol area�

In order to illustrate equation ���� consider the four�ship of MiG���s packaged

as two elements� mentioned above covering a patrol area of width of ��� nm and a

depth of ��� nm� Assume that a four ship of F���Cs enters the patrol area traveling

at ��� knots parallel to the depth of the patrol area i�e�� t � �
�
��
 � ���� hrs in the

patrol area�� Further assume that the MiG���s have a radar detection range of ��

nm� against the F���Cs� a radar sweep angle of ����� and a FGCC of ����� For this

situtation�

W� � � � ��nm �
s
� � ����

����
� �����nm

A� �
���nm � ���nm

�
�

� ����nm�

P� � � � exp
�S�W��t

A� � �� exp����� � ����

and

W� � � � ��nm �
s
� � ����

����
� �����nm

A� � ���nm � ���nm � �����nm�

P� � � � exp
�S�W��t

A� � �� exp����� � ����

�A detection takes place if the value of P 
t� is greater than or equal to the random draw�
�The concept of radar detection range will be detailed shortly�
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Thus� the detection probability for this example is P ����� which is ��� �������� �

����������

Intercepting �ight groups performing a DCA� ODCA� or HVAA missions are

rst alerted to target �ight group by a GCI detection event� A GCI detection event

occurs when target �ight group is detected by a ground�based or airborne early

warning AEW� platform� Ground�based detection occurs when the target �ight

group crosses a ground�based detection line� The location of this line is dependent

on several factors including the altitude high or low� of the target �ight group�

Speci
cally� the detection distance� distGB� from the ground�based radar location is

computed as

distGB � min�distmax� disti �RCS����� ����

where

� distmax � the ground�based radar�s maximum detection range�

� disti � the ground�based radar�s one square meter target detection range de�

pending on the target �ight group�s altitude� i � low� high and the given radar

band� and

� RCS � the target �ight group�s radar cross section in the ground�based radar

band�

Once within the ground�based radar�s detection distance� THUNDER considers the

target �ight group to be detected� An intercepting �ight group is then sent to intercept

the target �ight group at the earliest possible point� ���� Volume II� page ���

Similarly� airborne early warning AEW� detection occurs when the target

�ight group enters the radar detection circle around the AEW platform�s orbit point�

The AEW detection distance� distAEW � is computed as

distAEW � min�distmax� disttarget �RCS ����� los� ����
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where

� distmax � the AEW platform radar�s maximum detection range �

� disttarget � the AEW platform radar�s one square meter target dectection range

for the given radar band�

� RCS � the target �ight group�s radar cross section in AEW platform�s radar

band� and

� los � line of sight between the AEW platform and the target �ight group�

los is computed as

los � r � �cos�� r

r � alttarget
� � cos��

r

r � altAEW
�� ����

where

� r � radius of the earth ���� km��

� alttarget � altitude of the target �ight group� and

� altAEW � altitude of the AEW platform�

Equation ��� assumes a round� �cue�ball�� earth� Once within the AEW radar�s

detection distance� THUNDER considers the target �ight group to be detected� An

intercepting �ight group is then sent to intercept the target �ight group at the earliest

possible point� ���� Volume II� page ���

For DCA� ODCA� and HVAmissions� once the intercepting �ight group arrives

at its target point i�e�� the point where the target �ight group is reported to be��

THUNDER computes the radar detection range� detect� at which the intercepting

�ight group radar can detect the target �ight group based upon the intercepting

	Equation ��� uses the angle from the center of the earth to the AEW platform and the target
�ight group in place of the tangent of the angle� THUNDER documentation claims this approxi�
mation holds since aircraft altitudes are small with respect to the radius of the earth�
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�ight group�s radar and target �ight group�s radar cross section RCS� and use of

jammers� This radar detection range is the same range used to calculate W in

equation ���� Detection occurs� if closest distance between the target �ight group�s

�ight path and the target point� distclosest is less than the detection range� detect�

i�e�� if

distclosest � detect ����

���� Volume II� page ���

The detection range� detect� is calculated using a horizontal x� y� detection

range hdetect and the altitude z� separation distance� alt� between the intercepting

and target �ight groups� Based on the Pythagorean relation�

detect �

���
��
p
hdetect� � alt� if alt � detect

� if alt 
 detect
����

The THUNDER horizontal x� y� detection range algorithm uses the fact that

the radar cross section�RCS� of a �ight group in a given radar band is proportional to

the horizontal radar detection range� hdetect� raised to the fourth power� ����� page

��� This is expressed mathematically as�

RCS � hdetect� ����

Each �ight group in THUNDER has a radar cross section RCS�� RCS is an

area measure of the �ight group�s ability to re�ect search radar energy� The RCS of

the �ight group is radar band or frequency speci
c i�e�� the RCS of the �ight group

varies depending of the band frequency� of the search radar�� For each applicable

radar band� the RCS of a �ight group is determined by 
nding the maximum radar

cross section of the �ights in the �ight group� For example� suppose a �ight group is
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composed of three �ights with the following radar cross sections for a given radar

band��

� Flight A� RCS � ���� square meters�

� Flight B� RCS � ���� square meters�

� Flight C� RCS � ����� square meters� and

The RCS of this �ight group is ����� square meters� The RCS of a �ight is calculated

as�

min�fsize� n� �RCS

where

� fsize � aircraft �ight element� size�

� n � is the number of aircraft in the �ight� and

� RCS � aircraft RCS�

THUNDER assumes that the maximum number of aircraft that would be in the

resolution cell of the search radar is the �ight size speci
ed for particular aircraft �

this assumes aircraft in a �ight are �ying su	ciently close to each other that they

do not appear as separate targets� The RCS of an aircraft for a given radar band�

is a function of the aircraft� fuel� and weapons con
guration and is calculated as the

sum of�

�� basic aircraft RCS�
�

�� aircraft con
guration RCS delta e�g�� F���C vs F���E��

�� fuel con
guration RCS delta e�g�� drop tanks�� and

�� weapons con
guration RCS delta e�g�� missiles��

�
THUNDER has historically based the basic aircraft RCS on a ��� o��nose aspect at the given
radar band 
frequency� of the search radar�
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���� Volume II� page ��� ��� ����

Using the relationship in equation ���� the non�jammed i�e�� assuming no

radar jamming�� horizontal detection range� hdetectnojam� for a �ight group of radar

cross section� RCS at a given radar band is

hdetectnojam � hdetect�sq�nojam �RCS ��� ����

where hdetect�sq�nojam is the non�jammed� horizontal detection distance for a RCS

of unit area� ���� Volume II� page ����

Jamming e�ects in THUNDER consists of escort main lobe� and stando�

side lobe���� These jamming e�ects are assumed to be used only when the search

radar is detected� This assumption allows the jammed� horizontal radar detection

range� hdetectjam to be related to unjammed� horizontal detection range� hdetect�

The jammed� horizontal radar detection range is also referred to as the burnthough

range� the range at which a jammed search radar can burnthough the jamming�

Using the relationship in equation ���� the jammed� horizontal detection range�

hdetectjam� for a �ight group of radar cross section� RCS at a given radar band is

hdetectjam � hdetect�sq�jam �RCS ��� ����

where hdetect�sq�jam is the jammed� horizontal detection range for a RCS of unit

area� The hdetect�sq�jam value for escort jamming is determined using a lookup table

of ranges by jammer type and radar type� The hdetect�sq�jam value for stando�

jamming is set in an input curve describing the range as a function of stando�

jammer range� jammer type� and radar type� When multiple jammers are present the

��As the name implies� escort jamming is an electronic countermeasure 
ECM� tactic in which the
jamming platform accompanies the strike package� jamming radars to protect the strike package�
In contrast� in stando� jamming� the jamming platform remains close� but outside the range of
opponent air defense systems� jamming these systems to protect the strike package� ����� page ����
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jammed� horizontal detection range is taken to be the minimum jammed� horizontal

detection range� jamming e�ects are not combined� ���� Volume II� page ����

The THUNDER �high resolution � air�to�air engagement submodel� hence re�

ferred to as the THUNDER air�to�air engagement model� adjudicates combat via

three processes�

�� A process that calculates a single shot probability of kill SSPK� for each

aircraft against possible opponent aircraft�

�� A process that aggregates aircraft versus aircraft SSPK calculations to attrition

rates for �ight versus �ight and �ight group versus �ight group levels�

�� A process that assesses engagement losses using draws from binomial distribu�

tions�

In order to illustrate the processes as they are described� let us consider the case

where a target �ight group composed of a single �ight �ies through an air zone

patrolled by an intercepting �ight group composed of a single �ight� Speci
cally�

consider an intercepting �ight group composed of a �ight of four MiG���s each

carrying two AA���s� two AA��s� and two GSH��� and a target �ight group composed

of a �ight of four F���Cs each carrying four AIM����s and four AIM��s �ying a

FSWP mission reference section A���� The intercepting �ight group MiG���s� will

be referred to as side A and the target �ight group F���Cs� will be referred to side

B�

A single shot probability of kill SSPK� is calculated as follows for each aircraft

versus opponent aircraft combination�

SSPK � ENG � LCH � PK ����

where
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� SSPK � single shot probability of kill of an aircraft against an opponent air�

craft�

� ENG � probability of engaging the opponent aircraft�

� LCH � probability of 
ring a weapon at the opponent aircraft� and

� PK � probability of killing an opponent aircraft given a weapon 
ring�

Since a �ight is composed of homogeneous aircraft in THUNDER� the SSPK calcula�

tion can also be viewed as a �ight versus �ight entity level process� The discussion of

the SSPK calculation highlights which entity level aircraft or �ight� the engagement

process is being viewed from�

An engagement will always occur in THUNDER if the intercepting �ight group

detects the target �ight group� The probability of an aircraft or �ight� engaging an

opponent aircraft or �ight� addresses those air environment variables that a�ect the

ability to engage after initial detection� The probability of engaging the opponent

ENG� at the aircraft or �ight� level is modeled in THUNDER as the product of

two factors�

� A general engagement probability� ENGAEW � based on whether or not either

�ight group is under airborne or ground�based control termed in THUNDER

Airborne Early Warning AEW� control� and

� A modi
cation component� TAC� re�ecting the �ight group tactics �own by

each side�

A �ight group is consider to be in AEW control if the controller is in both com�

munication range of the friendly �ight group and radar range of the opponent �ight

group� Four separate AEW control states are possible�

�� Neither side is in AEW control�

�� The own �ight group is in AEW control only�

�� The opponent �ight group is in AEW control only� and
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ENG�� ENG�� ENG�� ENG��
Side A MiG���s� ��� ��� ��� ���
Side B F���Cs� ��� ��� ��� ���

Table ��� THUNDER Example �� Probability of Engagement Based on AEW Con�
trol State

�� Both the own and opponent �ight groups are AEW control�

For the current case� let ENGiAEW �� i � A�B refer to the probability of en�

gagement conditioned on AEW control state� AEW � �� � � � � �� Table �� shows the

probabilities for our example� The probability of engagement conditioned on AEW

control state is opponent platform dependent� For example� in our case� the F���Cs

would have a di�erent set of engagement probability values if they were to engage

MiG���s rather than the MiG���s� For illustration purposes let us assume that both

�ight groups are in AEW control� thus from Table ���

� ENGAAEW � � ENG�� � ��� and

� ENGBAEW � � ENG�� � ���

As mentioned above� the next contributing factor to a side�s ENG is the side�s

�ight group tactics� Flight group tactics are implemented at the �ight level� For the

intercepting �ight group� the �ight group can choose to employ one of these three

�ight group tactics�

�� The intercepting �ight group engages the target �ight group�s escort aircraft

only� or

�� The intercepting �ight group engages the target �ight group�s other non�

escort� aircraft only� or

�� The intercepting �ight group engages the target �ight group�s escort aircraft

with a percentage �� a and other non�escort� aircraft with a percentage a�
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Escort aircraft and hence escort �ights are those entities that have been given an

Air�to�Air Escort AIRESC� mission reference section A���� In THUNDER� a is

referred to as the allocation ratio� The allocation ratio is calculated using Lanchester

di�erence equations and an allocation measure of e�ectiveness� Section ��� details

this calculation� Since the target �ight group F���Cs� in our example does not

contain a �ight with an AIRESC mission recall the F���Cs are �ying an FSWP

mission�� the intercepting �ight group allocation ratio is a � ��

For the target �ight group� the �ight group can choose to employ one of these

three �ight group tactics�

�� All escorts split from the target �ight group to engage the intercepting �ight

group� or

�� All escorts stay with the target �ight group� or

�� A percentagem of the escorts stay with the target �ight group and a percentage

��m of the escorts split from the target �ight group to engage the intercepting

�ight group�

In THUNDER� m is referred to as the mutual support defender ratio� The mutual

support defender ratio is a user inputted variable� For our case� let m � ����

Figure �� shows the interaction of the intercepting and target �ight group

tactics� Four modi
cation components� TAC� exist depending on the type of target

�ight group involved escort or other��

�� If a �ight from the intercepting �ight group is engaging an escort �ight from the

target �ight group� TAC � ��a�� The term ��a represents the allocation of

aircraft in the intercepting �ight to engaging target �ight group escort aircraft�

�� If a �ight from the intercepting �ight group is engaging an other non�escort�

�ight from the target �ight group� TAC � a� The term a represents the

allocation of aircraft in the intercepting �ight to engaging target �ight group

other aircraft�
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Escort Target Flight Other Non�Escort� Target Flight
Intercepting Flight ENGAEW � �� a� ENGAEW � a

Table ��� Probability of Engaging A Target Flight� ENG� For An Intercepting
Flight in THUNDER

�� If an escort �ight from the target �ight group is engaging a �ight from the

intercepting �ight group� TAC � � � a� � � �m� � m� The term � � a� �
��m� represents the portion of the escort �ight that engages a portion of an

intercepting �ight engaging escort aircraft� The term m represents the portion

of the escort �ight protecting the other non�escort� aircraft in the target �ight

group�

�� If an other non�escort� �ight from the target �ight group is engaging a �ight

from the intercepting �ight group� TAC � a���m��m� The term a���m�

represent the portion of the other non�escort� �ight that engages a portion

of an intercepting �ight engaging the other non�escort� aircraft� The term

m represents the portion of the escort �ight protecting the other non�escort�

aircraft in the target �ight group�

Table �� and Table �� show the probabilities of engaging the opponent ENG�

at the aircraft or �ight� level when for the intercepting and target �ights respectively�

For our example� with a � � and m � ���

� ENGA � ENGAAEW � � a � ��� � � � ��� and

� ENGB � ENGBAEW � � �a � ��m� �m� � ��� � �� � �� ���� � ���� � ���

In this example� �ight group tactics do not a�ect the engagement probabilities since

there are no escort aircraft involved�

The next variable in equation ���� the probability of 
ring a weapon at the

opponent aircraft � LCH� is a combination of several factors�
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INTERCEPTORS

ESCORTS

NON-ESCORTS

a 1-a

m 1-m

Figure ��� Interaction of Flight Group Tactics in THUNDER
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Intercepting Flight
Escort Target Flight ENGAEW � ��� a� � � �m� �m�
Other Non�Escort Flight� ENGAEW � �a � ��m� �m�

Table ��� Probability of Engaging An Intercepting Flight� ENG� For A Target
Flight in THUNDER

� Relative Range Advantage � variable indicating the number of weapons of a

speci
c weapon type� an aircraft can 
re before an opposing aircraft can 
re

a single weapon of a speci
c weapon type��

� Opponent�s Probability of Engagement� i�e�� Opponent�s ENG�

� Number of Friendly and Opponent�s Aircraft in Each Flight�

� Opponent�s Probability of Kill i�e�� Opponent�s PK�� and

� Opponent�s Force Multiplier�

For each aircraft in an air�to�air engagement� THUNDER determines the impact

of weapon 
rings using the concept of a composite or aggregate weapon� Recall

each aircraft in THUNDER consists of a platform and weapon loads e�g�� a F���C

with four AIM����s AMRAAM� and four AIM��s Sidewinder��� For each air�to�

air engagement� THUNDER speci
es a user�inputted maximum number of launches

for each aircraft� For our example� the maximum number of weapon 
rings per

engagement for the F���Cs and MiG���s is set at �� Additionally� for each aircraft�

THUNDER speci
es a user�inputted prioritized list of weapons 
rings� For our

example� the prioritized list of weapons 
rings for the MiG���s and F���Cs are�
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Firing Sequence MiG��� F���C

�st AA��� AIM����

�nd AA�� AIM��

�rd AA��� AIM����

�th AA�� AIM��

�th GS��� AIM����

�th GS��� AIM��

�th No Ammo AIM����

�th No Ammo AIM��

If the F���C were to use its maximum number of weapon 
rings �� during an

engagement the F��� would 
re an AIM���� and an AIM��� THUNDER�s air�to�air

engagement model assumes that an aircraft will always take its maximum number

of weapon rings in an engagement unless the aircraft has an insu�cient number of

weapons remaining� For our example� the F���C and MiG��� aircraft entities will

always 
re � weapons per engagement unless they have only � remaining weapon

to 
re��� An aggregate weapon is created from the weapons to be 
red in the air�

to�air engagement� For our example� the aggregate weapon for the F���C will be a

combination of an AIM���� and an AIM�� and for the MiG��� a combination of an

AA��� and AA��� The speci
cs of these combinations will be addressed shortly�

In order to 
re an aggregate weapon at an opponent aircraft� one of these three

scenarios must exist for the 
ring aircraft� These scenarios are�

�� The 
ring aircraft has an overall relative range advantage and can 
re its

aggregate weapon at the opponent aircraft without threat of being killed by

the opponent aircraft�s aggregate weapon� or

��This situation is not possible in our case� since the total number of weapons for each aircraft
divided by the maximum number of weapon �rings in an engagement are integer�valued 
� for the
F���C and � for the MiG���s��
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AA��� AA�� GSH���
AIM���� � � �
AIM�� � � �

AIM���� AIM��
AA��� � �
AA�� � �

GSH��� � �

Table ��� Weapon versus Weapon Relative Range Advantage for F���C and MiG�
�� Example

�� The 
ring aircraft does not have an overall relative range advantage� but the

opponent aircraft can not engage the 
ring aircraft� or

�� The 
ring aircraft does not have an overall relative range advantage� but the


ring aircraft survives an speci
ed number of 
rings of an aggregate weapon

by the opponent aircraft�

Each of these mutually exclusive scenarios� has a probability of occurrence� These

probabilities are then added together to determine LCH the probability of 
ring

a weapon at an opponent aircraft entity�� Let these probabilities of occurrence be

designated by LCHi� i � �� �� � respectively� Thus� LCH � LCH��LCH��LCH��

In order to compute LCH�� the probability of occurrence of scenario one�

the concept of relative range advantage needs to be addressed� THUNDER de
nes

relative range advantage as the number of weapons of a speci
c weapon type� an

aircraft can 
re before an opposing aircraft can 
re a single weapon of a speci
c

weapon type�� Table �� shows the weapon versus weapon relative range advantages

for our example� As can be seen from Table ��� an F���C armed with AIM� ���s

has a single relative range advantage against a MiG��� armed with either AA���s�

AA��s� or GSH� ��s� In other words� the F���C can 
re an AIM���� before a MiG�

�� armed with either AA���s� AA��s� or GSH���s 
re a weapon� Additionally� a

MiG��� armed with AA���s has a single relative range advantage against an F���C

armed with only AIM��s�

Scenario one equates to the situation were the 
ring aircraft can 
re a weapon

at the opponent aircraft before the opponent aircraft 
res a weapon at it� In our
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example� there are four possible combinations of 
rst weapons to be 
red between a

F���C and a MiG���� These combinations are�

�� AIM���� versus AA���

�� AIM���� versus AA��

�� AIM�� versus AA���

�� AIM�� versus AA��

In weapon combinations � and �� the F���C has a single relative range advantage

over the MiG���� In weapon combination �� the MiG��� has a single relative range

advantage over the F���C� In combination �� neither aircraft has a relative range

advantage� Assuming that weapon combinations are random� the F���C will have a

single relative range advantage over the MiG��� ��! of the time� the MiG��� will

have a single relative range advantage over the F���C ��! of the time� and neither

aircraft will have a relative range advantage over the other ��! of the time� Hence�

LCHA
� � ��� and LCHB

� � ��� �

LCHA
� and LCHB

� may also be derived from the aggregate weapon concept�

In our example� assuming the maximum number of weapons 
rings � each�� the

F���C will 
re an AIM���� and AIM�� and the MiG��� will 
re an AA��� and AA��

respectively each engagement� The aggregate weapon for the F���C will be an equal

combination of an AIM���� and an AIM�� and for the MiG��� an equal combination

of an AA��� and AA��� In other words� the aggregate weapon for the F���C will be

have ��! of the characteristics of the AIM���� and ��! of the characteristics of the

AIM��� THUNDER terms these characteristics fractional launches� Let FLi
j denote

the fractional launches of weapon type j for side i� i � A�B � For the MiG���s

i � A�� let j � � represent the AA��� and j � � represent the AA�� respectively�

For the F���Cs i � B�� let j � � represent the AIM���� and j � � represent the

AIM�� respectively� Hence for our example�
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FLA
� � ���

FLA
� � ���

FLB
� � ���

FLB
� � ���

Now

LCHA
� � FLB

� � FLA
� � ��� � ��� � ���

LCHB
� � �FLA

� � FLB
� � � �FLA

� � FLB
� � � ���� � ���� � ���� � ���� � ���

LCH�� the probability of occurrence of scenario two� depends on the occurrence

of two independent events�

�� The 
ring aircraft does not have a relative range advantage on the opponent

aircraft� The probability of this event is �� LCH��

�� The opponent aircraft opp� does not engage the 
ring aircraft� The probability

of this event is � � ENGopp�

Hence LCH� � ��� LCH�� � �� �ENGopp�� For our example�

LCHA
� � ��� LCHA

� � � ��� ENGB� � ��� ���� � ��� ���� � ����

LCHB
� � ��� LCHB

� � � ��� ENGA� � ��� ���� � ��� ���� � ��

LCH�� the probability of occurrence of scenario three� depends on the occur�

rence of three independent events�

�� The 
ring aircraft does not have a relative range advantage on the opponent

aircraft� The probability of this event is �� LCH��

�� The opponent aircraft opp� engages the 
ring aircraft� The probability of this

event is ENGopp�
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�� The 
ring aircraft survives n weapon 
rings from the opponent aircraft opp�

before his 
rst weapon 
ring� The probability of this event is � � PKopp�
n

where PKopp is the probability of kill given the 
ring of an opponent aircraft

entity�s aggregate weapon�

The probability of kill given the 
ring of an aggregate weapon is calculated in manner

similar to the calculation of LCH�� PK values in THUNDER are weapon versus

platform dependent� Let PK i
j denote the probability of kill of weapon type j for side

i� i � A�B� Again� for our example� the MiG���s i � A�� let j � � represent the

AA��� and j � � represent the AA�� respectively� Fpr the F���Cs i � B�� let j � �

represent the AIM���� and j � � represent the AIM�� respectively� Hence for our

example�

PKA
� � ���

PKA
� � ���

PKB
� � ���

PKB
� � ���

Now

PKA � �FLA
� � PKA

� � � �FLA
� � FLA

� � � ���� � ���� � ���� � ���� � ���

PKB � �FLB
� � PKB

� � � �FLB
� � FLB

� � � ���� � ���� � ���� � ���� � ���

The number of weapons 
rings from the opponent aircraft� n� is determined

by considering the product of two factors�

�� A force multiplier variable� FM � that allows particular weapons to act as force

multipliers� reducing the attrition of the aircraft entity carrying them�

�� The ratio of number of aircraft entities in both engaging �ight entities�

The force multiplier variable� FM � is calculated via the following equation�

FMopp �
P

i

P
j min�RRAopp

ij � Lopp � FLopp
j � � FLopp

j � FLfac
i �
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where

� i represents possible weapon types of the 
ring aircraft fac��

� j represents possible weapon types of the opponent aircraft opp��

� RRA is the relative range advantage of the opponent aircraft and weapon type

j against the 
ring aircraft and weapon type i� and

� L represent the number of weapon 
rings the opponent aircraft may take�

The 
rst term in the above equation� min�RRAopp
ij � Lopp � FLopp

j �� represents the

advantage the opponent aircraft has in 
ring weapon type j against the 
ring aircraft


ring weapon type i� This advantage takes into account the number of weapons of

type j that can be 
red by the opponent aircraft in an air�to�air engagement� For

example� the opponent aircraft with weapon type j may have a two shot advantage

RRAopp � �� over the 
ring aircraft with weapon type i� but it may have only one

weapon of type j to 
re Lopp�FLopp
j � ��� Hence� the opponent aircraft with weapon

type j only has a one shot advantage min��� ��� over the 
ring aircraft with weapon

type i� The second term� FLopp
j � FLfac

i � represents the fraction of 
rst weapon


rings by the opponent aircraft 
ring weapon type j and the 
ring aircraft 
ring

weapon type i� For our example� letting the AIM���� and AA��� have a subscript

designation of � and the AIM�� and AA�� have a subscript designation of �� the force

multiplier variables are�

FMA �
�X

i�

�X
i�

min�RRAA
ij� LA � FLA

j � � FLA
j � FLB

i �

� min��� � � ���� � ��� � ��� � min��� � � ���� � ��� � ���
�min��� � � ���� � ��� � ��� � min��� � � ���� � ��� � ���

� � � ��� � ��� � � � ��� � ��� � � � ��� � ��� � � � ��� � ��� � ���

FMB �
�X

i�

�X
i�

min�RRAB
ij� LB � FLB

j � � FLB
j � FLA

i �

� min��� � � ���� � ��� � ��� � min��� � � ���� � ��� � ���
�min��� � � ���� � ��� � ��� � min��� � � ���� � ��� � ���
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� � � ��� � ��� � � � ��� � ��� � � � ��� � ��� � � � ��� � ��� � ���

Letting xi� i � A�B represent the number of aircraft on side i� for our example�

the number of weapons 
rings from the opponent aircraft� n� is�

nA � FMA � x
A

xB
� ��� � �

�
� ���

nB � FMB � x
B

xA
� ��� � �

�
� ���

Thus� the probability of the event that the 
ring aircraft survives n weapon 
rings

from the opponent aircraft before his 
rst weapon 
ring for our example is�

��� PKA�
nA

� ��� ������� � �����

��� PKB�
nB

� ��� ������
 � �����

For our example� LCH�� the probability of occurrence of scenario three is�

LCHA
� � ��� LCHA

� � � ENGB � ��� PKB�n
B

� ��� ���� � ��� � ����� � �����

LCHB
� � ��� LCHB

� � � ENGA � ��� PKA�n
A

� ��� ���� � ��� � ����� � �����

The probability of 
ring an aggregate weapon� LCH� is the sum of the prob�

abilities of occurrence for the three scenarios given above� Speci
cally� LCH �

LCH� � LCH� � LCH�� For our example� LCH is�

LCHA � LCHA
� � LCHA

� � LCHA
� � ��� � ����� � ����� � �����

LCHB � LCHB
� � LCHB

� � LCHB
� � ��� � ��� � ����� � �����

For our example� the last variable in equation ���� the probability of killing an

opponent given 
ring a weapon PK� were shown in the discussion of scenario three

���



LCH�� to be�

PKA � ���

PKB � ���

Hence for our example� the single shot probability of kill SSPK using equa�

tion ��� are�

SSPKA � ENGA � LCHA � PKA � ��� � ����� � ��� � �����

SSPKB � ENGB � LCHB � PKB � ��� � ����� � ��� � �����

The second process in the THUNDER air�to�air engagement model aggregates

the aircraft versus aircraft SSPK calculations to attrition rates for the �ight versus

�ight and �ight group versus �ight group levels� The process is conducted in the

following manner for each 
ring �ight versus opponent �ight combination�

�� The attrition rate of a single aircraft in the opponent �ight when engaged by

the entire 
ring �ight 
ring one weapon each is calculated�

�� The attrition rate of the single aircraft in the opponent �ight when engaged

by the entire 
ring �ight 
ring all available weapons is calculated�

First� for each 
ring �ight versus opponent �ight combination� the attrition

rate of a single aircraft in the opponent �ight when engaged by the entire 
ring

�ight 
ring one weapon each is calculated� This attrition rate calculation determines

two discrete probabilities�

� The probability of i aircraft from the 
ring �ight i � �� � � � � fac where fac is

the number of aircraft in the 
ring �ight� engaging the opponent aircraft�

� The probability of j out of i engaging 
ring aircraft kill an opponent aircraft�

���



AEW Control No AEW Control
MiG��� ACC Value ��� ���
F���C ACC Value ��� ���

Table ��� Aircraft Degree of Command and Control ACC� Values for THUNDER
Example

The process� used to calculated the probability that i aircraft from the 
ring �ight

will engage the opponent aircraft� is based on a numerical expression of the degree

of command and control among aircraft in the 
ring �ight� The concept of com�

mand and control was introduced with the probability of detection in equation ����

For each aircraft� a user�inputted variable� termed aircraft degree of command and

control ACC� � 	 ACC 	 �� is provided� An ACC � � corresponds to �per�

fect� command and control and an ACC � � corresponds to �no� command and

control ���� Volume II� page ���� ACC is a subjective measure of the degree of com�

mand and control given an aircraft�s sensor suite and weapons con
guration� ACC

values are also dependent on whether or not the 
ring �ight group is under airborne

or ground�based control termed in THUNDER Airborne Early Warning AEW�

control�� Table �� shows the ACC values for the �ights in our example� Earlier we

assumed that both �ight groups were in AEW control� thus

ACCA � ���

ACCB � ���

A �ight�s degree of command and control FCC� value is assumed to be the average

of all the ACC values of the aircraft in the �ight� Considering that a �ight entity

by de
nition is composed of homogenous aircraft entities� FCC � ACC�

THUNDER assumes a weighted combination of two 
ring �ight engagement

strategies based on the degree of command and control of the �ight� These strategies

are�

���



�� If the 
ring �ight was in a �perfect� command and control state FCC � ���

aircraft in the 
ring �ight would divide themselves evenly over the aircraft in

the opponent �ight� or

�� If the 
ring �ight was in a �no� command and control state FCC � ���

aircraft in the 
ring �ight would divide themselves randomly over the aircraft

in the opponent �ight�

Letting S�i� i � �� � � � � fac represent the probability that i aircraft from the 
ring

�ight engage an aircraft from the opponent �ight under the 
rst strategy�

S�i �

�������
������

� � fac
opp

�m� if i � m

fac

opp
�m if i � m� �

� otherwise

����

wherem � �fac
opp

� such that �x� is the integer portion of the value x and opp is the num�

ber of aircraft in the opponent �ight� Under the second strategy I � binfac� �
opp

��

Letting S�i� i � �� � � � � fac represent the probability that i aircraft from the 
ring

�ight engage an aircraft from the opponent �ight under the second strategy�

S�i �

�������
������

�
B� fac

i

�
CA �  �

opp
�i � �� �

opp
�fac�i if � 	 i 	 fac

� otherwise

����

Let Pi� i � �� � � � � fac represent the probability that i aircraft from the 
ring

�ight engage an aircraft from the opponent �ight� Weighting the probabilities in

strategy one S�i� and strategy two S�i� by FCC and ��FCC respectively yields�

Pi � FCC � S�i � � � FCC� � S�i ����

���



For our example� the MiG��� and F���C �ights both have � 
ring aircraft entities�

For the MiG��� �ight�

P� � FCC � S�� � �� FCC� � S�� � ��� � � � �� ���� � ����� � �����

P� � FCC � S�� � �� FCC� � S�� � ��� � � � �� ���� � ����� � �����

P� � FCC � S�� � �� FCC� � S�� � ��� � � � �� ���� � ����� � �����

P� � FCC � S�� � �� FCC� � S�� � ��� � � � �� ���� � ����� � �����

For the F���C �ight�

P� � FCC � S�� � �� FCC� � S�� � ��� � � � �� ���� � ����� � �����

P� � FCC � S�� � �� FCC� � S�� � ��� � � � �� ���� � ����� � �����

P� � FCC � S�� � �� FCC� � S�� � ��� � � � �� ���� � ����� � �����

P� � FCC � S�� � �� FCC� � S�� � ��� � � � �� ���� � ����� � �����

Allowing for the possibility of multiple kill�s� of an opponent aircraft by di�erent

ring aircraft� the probability of j out of the i engaging 
ring aircraft killing an

opponent aircraft is�

�
B� i

j

�
CA � � � SSPK�i�j � SSPKj

Hence� for each 
ring �ight versus opponent �ight combination� the attrition rate

probability of kill� of a single aircraft in the opponent �ight entity when engaged

by the entire 
ring �ight is 
ring one weapon each�

ATTR �
facX
i�

Pi
iX

j�

�
B� i

j

�
CA � � � SSPK�i�j � SSPKj ����

���



or equivalently�

ATTR �
facX
i�

Pi � � � � � SSPK�i� ����

For our example�

ATTRA � ����� � ����� � ����� � �� �� �������� � ����� � �� � � ��������

������ � � � � � �������� � �����

ATTRB � ����� � ����� � ����� � �� �� �������� � ����� � �� � � ��������

������ � � � � � �������� � �����

Next� for each 
ring �ight versus opponent �ight combination� the attrition rate

of a single aircraft in the opponent �ight when engaged by the entire 
ring �ight


ring all available weapons is calculated� This attrition rate calculation is similar to

that shown for the 
ring �ight 
ring one weapon each� Two discrete probabilities

are determined by the calculation�

� The probability of that the opponent �ight will be engaged i times by the 
ring

�ight entity i � �� � � � � fl� where fl is the maximum number of weapon 
rings

of the 
ring �ight�

� The probability that k out of the i engagements by the 
ring �ight kill an

opponent aircraft�

THUNDER assumes a weighted combination of two 
ring �ight group engage�

ment strategies based on a numerical expression of the degree of command and con�

trol among �ights in the 
ring �ight group and on the maximumnumber of launches

any aircraft in the �ight group can make max�� The strategies are�

�� If the 
ring �ight group is in a �perfect� command and control state FGCC �

��� �ights in the friendly �ight group would divide themselves evenly over the

�ights in the opponent �ight group� or

���



�� If the 
ring �ight group is in a �no� command and control state FGCC � ���

�ights in the friendly �ight group would divide themselves randomly over the

�ights in the opponent �ight group�

A �ight group�s degree of command and control FGCC� value is assumed to be the

average of all FCC values of the �ights in the �ight group�

Letting S�FGj � j � �� � � � �max represent the probability that j �ights from the


ring �ight group engage a �ight from the opponent �ight group entity under the


rst strategy�

S�FGj �

�������
������

�� max

fli
�m� if j � m

max

fli
�m if j � m� �

� otherwise

����

wherem � �max

fli
� such that �x� is the integer portion of the value x and fli is the num�

ber of �ights in the opponent �ight� Under the second strategy J � binmax� �
fli
��

Letting S�FGj � j � �� � � � �max represent the probability that j �ights from the 
ring

�ight group engage a �ight from the opponent �ight under the second strategy�

S�FGj �

�������
������

�
B� fac

i

�
CA �  �

fli
�j � �� �

fli
�max�j if � 	 j 	 max

� otherwise

����

Let P FG
j � j � �� � � � �max represent the probability that j �ights from the


ring �ight group engage a �ight from the opponent �ight group� Weighting the

probabilities in strategy one S�FGj � and strategy two S�FGj � by FGCC and � �
FGCC respectively yields�

P FG
j � FCC � S�j � � � FCC� � S�j ����

A note of clari
cation may be helpful to the reader at this time� THUNDER assumes

that an opponent �ight in the opponent �ight group will be engaged� at most� max

���



times by �ights in the 
ring �ight group� When calculating the probability of that

the opponent �ight will be engaged i times by a specic 
ring �ight i � �� � � � � fl�

where fl is the maximum number of weapon 
rings of the 
ring �ight� THUNDER

uses the appropriate values of P FG
j � For example� consider a 
ring �ight group

composed of two �ights� Assume �ight one and two can 
re � and � weapons per

engagement respectively� The most an opponent �ight in the opponent �ight group

can be engaged is � times max � ��� The probability that �ight one will engage

the opponent �ight once and twice is P FG
� and P FG

� respectively�

For our example� each �ight group has only one �ight� Thus� each �ight will

engage the other with the maximum number of 
ring opportunities� The MiG���

and F���C �ights both have two 
ring opportunities each� Hence for the MiG���

and F���C �ights� P FG
� � � and P FG

� � ��

Allowing for the possibility of multiple kill�s� of an opponent aircraft by the

di�erent engagements� the probability that k out of the i engagements by the 
ring

�ight kill an opponent aircraft is�

�
B� i

k

�
CA � � �ATTR�i�k �ATTRk

Hence� for each 
ring �ight versus opponent �ight combination� the attrition rate

probability of kill� of a single aircraft in the opponent �ight when engaged by the

entire 
ring �ight is 
ring all available weapons�

ATTRFG �
flX
i�

P FG
i

iX
j�

�
B� i

j

�
CA � ��ATTR�i�j �ATTRj ����

or equivalently�

ATTRFG �
flX
i�

P FG
i � � � ��ATTR�i� ����

���



For our example�

ATTRFG
A � � � �� ������� � �����

ATTRFG
A � � � �� ������� � �����

In order to ensure that the attrition rates� ATTRFG� that a 
ring �ight in�icts

on opponent �ights are less than or equal to one� THUNDER normalizes the attrition

rates for each 
ring �ight by multiplying the attrition rate by the fraction of the

number of 
rings by the 
ring �ight and the number of total 
rings by the 
ring

�ight group or

ATTRnorm � ATTRFG � fl
tl

����

where fl designates �ight 
rings and tl designates total �ight group 
rings� For our

example fl � tl� thus ATTRnorm � ATTRFG�

The last process in the THUNDER air�to�air engagement model is the loss

assessment� The loss assessment proceeds as follows�

� For each opponent �ight in the opponent �ight group� the number of aircraft

lost due to the engagement with each 
ring �ight in the 
ring �ight group is

calculated using a draw from a binomial distribution� binopp� ATTRnorm��

The actual amount of aircraft loss is the minimum of the binomial draw and

the number of weapon 
rings designated for the 
ring �ight���

� The total amount of aircraft loss from the opponent �ight is the minimum of

the sum of actual aircraft losses for each 
ring �ight in the 
ring �ight group

and the number of aircraft in the opponent �ight���

� This assessment is performed for each opponent �ight in the opponent �ight

group�

��Clearly� actual aircraft losses can not exceed weapon �rings�
��Clearly� aircraft losses can not exceed the number of aircraft in the opponent �ight�

���



Appendix C� Event Occurrence Network Solution for One Versus

One Air�to�Air Engagement

Figure �� shows the EON for this one vs one air�to�air engagement from Hong�

et al� ������ Recall for this engagement that each side aircraft� has two missiles�

one radar�guided and one infrared� The radar�guided missile must always be 
red

before the infrared missile� Let G
i
���
j

represent the event where side i � �� � 
res a

missile of type j� j � �� � where � � radar�guided and � � infrared� at side  i that

either misses � � �� or shoots down � � �� side  i where  i represents the opponent

side of side i� For example� the event G
�
���
�

represents the �concluding� event that

the aircraft on side � 
red a radar missile and shot down the aircraft on side ��

For each node in 
gure �� has the following sequence of events occur�

� Node � � no events have taken place�

� Node �� � G
�
���
�
��

� Node � � G
�
���
�
��

� Node � � G
�
���
�
��

� Node �� � G
�
���
�
��

� Node �� � G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node � � G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node �� � G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node � �

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node ��� � G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

���



� Node �� � G
�����

� G
�����

��

� Node ��� � G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node ��� � G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node �� �

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node ��� �

� G
�����

� G
�����

� G
�����

� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node ��� �

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node �� �

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� or

� G
�����

� G
�����

� G
�����

� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node ��� � G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node ��� �

� G
�����

� G
�����

� G
�����

� G
�����

� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node ��� �
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� G
�����

� G
�����

� G
�����

� G
�����

� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

� Node ��� �

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� or

� G
�����

� G
�����

� G
�����

� G
�����

� or

� G
�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
� G

�
���
�
��

Nodes marked with an � denote a sequence of intermediate events that end with

a concluding event� Hence� nodes �� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� and �� end with

concluding events while node �� ends the engagement since no events are left to

occur i�e�� both aircraft are out of weapons��

Let continuous random variable E
i
���
j

represent the occurrence time of event

G
i
���
j

with

� density function fE
i
���
j

t��

� distribution function FE
i
���
j

t�� and

� complementary distribution function F c
E
i
���
j

t��

Also� let pij and qij � � � pij represent the probabilities that missile j from side i

shoot downs and misses respectively side  i given that the missile j is 
red� For the

example shown in chapter IV�

� E
�
���
�
� exp���t� with ��� � ���� i�e�� side � 
res a radar missile��

� E
�����

� exp���t� with ��� � ���� i�e�� side � 
res a radar missile��

���



� E
�����

� exp���t� with ��� � ���� i�e�� side � 
res a heat missile�� and

� E
�
���
�
� exp���t� with ��� � ���� i�e�� side � 
res a heat missile��

Additionally� the probabilities that the radar and infrared missiles on side � and �

shoot down the other side when 
red are p�� � p�� � ���� and p�� � ���� � p�� � ����

respectively�

Exact expressions for the probabilities in Table � were derived and are sum�

marized below�

P�t� � P E
�����

	 t�E
�����

	 t�

�

	Z �

t
fE

�
���
�

x��dx�



�
	Z �

t
fE

�
���
�

y��dy�




�
�Z �

t
��� exp����x��dx�

�
�
�Z �

t
��� exp����y��dy�

�
� exp���� � ����t�
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�����

	 E
�����

�

�
Z t



F c
E
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x��fE
�
���
�

x��dx�

�
Z t
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� p��

	
���

��� � ���



��� exp���� � ����t��
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� q��
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�exp���� � ����t�� exp���� � ����t��
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dxT
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�
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Z yT
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���
�
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�
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Z xT




Z yT
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���
�
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�
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�
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dy�dyTdxT
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Z t




Z xT




Z yT



p����� exp����xT � x��� � q����� exp����x�� ��Z x�



q����� exp����yT � y��� � q����� exp����y��dy�

�
dx�dyTdxT

�
Z t




Z xT



p����� exp����xT � x��� � q����� exp����x�� ��Z x�




Z yT



q����� exp����yT � y��� � q����� exp����y��dy�dyT

�
dx�dxT

�
Z t




Z xT




Z yT



q����� exp����yT � y��� � q����� exp����y�� ��Z y�



p����� exp����xT � x��� � q����� exp����x��dx�

�
�dy�dyTdxT

�
q��p��q��q��������

��� � ������� � ����
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�
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���
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�
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�
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�
�
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��� � ���

�
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���
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The nodes of EON correspond on a one�on�one basis with states of the underlying

stochastic process� absorbing states correspond to event sequences that end with a

���



concluding event and transient states correspond to event sequences that end with

an intermediate event�

���



Appendix D� Polynomial Approximation

D�� Norms

One of the most basic problems in the numerical methods literature is the

problem of approximating a known function f with a approximation� function h�

In order that h be a �good �approximation to a given function f � we require the

error function� e�  i�e�� f � h� to be �small� in some sense�

More precisely� the criterion of a �small� error function is quanti
ed with a

metric� known as a norm� A norm is a real�valued function� jjx jj� de
ned on a linear

space X such that�

�� jjx jj 
 � Positivity��

�� jjx jj� � if and only if x � � Positive De
niteness��

�� jj�x jj� j� j � jjx jj for any arbitrary scalar � Homogeneity�� and

�� jjx� y jj 	 jjx jj � jjy jj� Triangle Inequality�� ����� �����

The pair X� jj � jj� is referred to as a normed linear space� The norm of the error

function� jje jj or jjf � h jj determines the adequacy of the approximation� The best

approximation� h�� is the approximation such that the condition

jjf � h� jj 	 jjf � h jj

�The framework of metric spaces provides a method of measuring the goodness of an approxi�
mation since one of the basic properties of a metric space is a distance function� Speci�cally� a pair

X� d� is a metric space if X is a nonempty set of objects 
called points� and d is a 
real�valued�
function from X �X to R 
called the metric of the space� satisfying the following four properties
for all points x� y� z in X�

�� 
Positive� d
x� y� � � and d
x� x� � ��

�� 
Strictly Positive� if d
x� y� � �� then x � y�

�� 
Symmetry� d
x� y� � d
y� x�� and

�� 
Triangle Inequality� d
x� y� � d
x� z� � d
z� y�� ����� ��� �����

���



for all h in the approximation set A� However� unless A is a compact� set� a best

approximation may not exist� �����

Generally� many norms can be de
ned on a given linear space X� Clearly�

the choice of norm plays an important role in the adequacy of the approximation

� what may be a good approximation when measured in one norm may be a very

poor approximation in another norm� ����� ����� One of the most widely used norms

in approximation theory is the Lp norm� For the normed linear space C�����

of continuous real�valued functions de
ned on the interval ������ the Lp norm is

de
ned using the error function� as�

jje jjp �
�Z �

��
jex� jp dx

� �
p

� � 	 p �� ����

jje jj� � sup
���x��

jex� j ����

For the n�dimensional normed linear vector� space Rr of real column vectors x� the

Lp norm is de
ned using the error function� as�

jje jjp�x �

�
nX
i�

jexi� jp
� �

p

� � 	 p �� ����

jje jj��x � max
i

jexi� j ����

The norms de
ned in equations ��� and ��� are referred to in the literature as semi�

norms� Semi�norms satisfy properties ������ and �� of a norm� but not necessarily

property ��� because jje jj� � may not imply ex� � �� ����� ����� ����

D�� Polynomial Interpolation and Approximation

Interpolation refers to the process of approximating a function fx� with hx�

using a 
nite number of speci
ed data points� More precisely� given the n paired

values xi� fxi��� i � �� �� � � � � n� an interpolating approximating� function hx� is

�Closed and bounded� ���

���



de
ned such that�

hxi� � fxi� i � �� �� � � � � n ����

The criterion in equation ��� minimizes the error function� e� for the Lp semi��

norm given in equation ���� �����

An interpolating function hx� can be used to estimate the value of f at any

arbitrary point x� If x lies in the interval �x
� xn� then the estimate is termed �inter�

polation�� else the estimate is �extrapolation�� Many di�erent types of interpolating

functions can be used e�g�� polynomials� rational functions� trigometric functions��

For polynomial interpolation� there is a unique polynomial of degree n � � or less

that satis
es the n constraints in equation ���� ����

As the number of interpolation points increases� the degree of the interpolat�

ing polynomial generally must be increased to 
t these speci
ed points� However�

�high� degree polynomials typically have an oscillatory nature that can lead to in�

accurate approximations within intervals de
ned by the interpolation points� Ad�

ditionally� for functions that change their �shape� over di�erent intervals� a single

interpolation polynomial is generally not a good approximation�� For these reasons�

an alternative interpolation approach uses a di�erent polynomial over each subinter�

val� This approach is referred to in the literature as �interpolation with piecewise

polynomial functions� and will be discussed further in section ���� ����� ���� ����

In many cases it may be unreasonable to require that the approximating func�

tion h exactly t the function f at speci
ed points i�e�� hxi� � fxi��� Two cases

when an exact 
t may not be desired are�

�� If some question exists as to the accuracy of the individual values fxi�� i �

�� �� � � � � n e�g� fxi� � fi � �i where the errors �i are unknown� or

�These functions change their character too much to be approximated by a polynomial of
�low� degree and using a �high� degree polynomial can cause signi�cant approximation error within
intervals due to the oscillatory nature of the high degree polynomial�

���



�� If a �simple� function is desired e�g� as is our case� f is approximated by a

polynomial function h that is easier to integrate��

The 
rst case falls under the area of regression in the literature� Although this

dissertation does not view approximation from a regression perspective i�e�� errors

in the speci
ed points�� results from the regression literature when viewed from the

second perspective are applicable�

For the two cases mentioned above� another approximation criterion is required�

One popular criterion in the literature is the �least squares� criterion� The least

squares criterion is the Lp norm shown in equations ��� and ��� with p � �� The

L� norm gives equal �weight� to the error function for each point in C����� and

Rr� For some purposes� it is appropriate to require the approximation to be better

have less error� over some parts of the interval than over other parts� To this end�

weighted� generalized versions of the Lp norm de
ned in equations ��� and ��� are�

jje jjp�w �
�Z �

��
wx� jex� jp dx

� �
p

� � 	 p �� ����

jje jjp�x�w �

�
nX
i�

wi jexi� jp
� �

p

� � 	 p �� ����

respectively where wx� and wi are weight functions� In equation ���� wx� is de�


ned such that wx� 
 � for all x positive function� and
R�
�� wx�dx 	 �� For

equation ���� the wi are positive� If wx� � � and wi � �� the Lp norm in equa�

tions ��� and ��� results� ����� ����� ����

Necessary conditions to minimize the error function� e i�e�� f � h�� for the

weighted L� norm de
ned by equations ��� and ��� are�

� jje jj��w
�cj

� � ����

���



where cj� j � �� � � � �m is the set of parameters for h� For C������ and Rr� the

solution to equation ��� is respectively�

Z �

��
wx�fx�hjx�dx �

Z �

��
wx�hx�hjx�dx ����

rX
i�

wifxi�hjxi� �
rX

i�

wihxi�hjxi� ����

where hj �
dh

dcj
� j � �� � � �m� Equations ��� and ��� are referred to in the literature

as normal equations� Both these equations contain scalar inner� product terms�

Equation ��� contains the scalar product�

f�� f�� �
Z b

a
wx�f�x�f�x�dx ����

while equation ��� contains the scalar product

hu�vi �
nX
i


wiuivi ����

where f� and f� are arbitrary functions and u and v are arbitrary vectors� ����� ����

�����

The smallness of jj e jj��w is strongly depends on the choice of approximating

function h� One class of choices are those that have the form�

hx� �
mX
j


cj�jx�� ����

Here� h is a linear combination of basis functions �
� ��� � � � � �m selected a priori� ���

In this case� equations ��� and ��� reduce to a system of m� � linear equations for

determining the m�� coe	cients unknowns� cj � note each of the m�� equations

contains all m� � coe	cients�� For Rr� equation ��� is of the form�

ATWA�c � ATWy ����

���



where

A �

�
������
�
x�� � � � �mx��

���
���

�
xr� � � � �mxr�

�
������ W �

�
���������

w�

� � � �

�
� � �

wr

�
���������

c �

�
������
c

���

cm

�
������ y �

�
������
fx��

���

fxr�

�
������

When h is a polynomial function pm of degree m i�e�� pm �
Pm

j
 cjx
j�� the

set of basis functions f�
� ��� � � � � �mg� in equation ��� are the monic polynomials

�� x� � � � � xm� For this set of basis functions the matrix A in equation ��� is of the

form�

A �

�
������

� x� � � � xm�
���

���

� xr � � � xmr

�
������

For large m� the matrix ATWA can be ill�conditioned� making the linear system in

equation ��� di	cult to solve numerically� �����

One way of reducing the e�ect of ill�conditioning is to introduce orthogonality

into the linear system� Two functions or vectors� a and b are orthogonal if ha� bi � �

reference equations ��� and ����� Additionally� a sequence of functions or vectors�

�
� ��� ��� � � � is an orthogonal system if h�i� �ji � � for i �� j and h�i� �ii �� � for all i�

If in addition jj�i jj� � for all i� the sequence is called an orthonormal system� Func�

tions or vectors� in an orthogonal system are linearly independent� ���� ����� ���� ����

When the approximating function h is composed of a 
nite orthogonal system

of basis functions � i�e��

h �
mX
j


cj�j�

the best approximation of h is�

h� �
mX
j


h�j� fi
jj�j jj��j ����

���



where jj ��j jj� h�j� �ji� In this case� orthogonality reduces equations ��� and ���

from a system of m�� equations in m�� unknowns cjs� to m�� equations� each

of which contains only one unknown one cj�� For Rr� equation ��� reduces to�

Bc � ATWy ����

where

B �

�
������
h��� ��i �

� � �

� h�m� �mi

�
������ �j �

�
������
�jx��

���

�jxr�

�
������

The matrix B is diagonal and does not pose conditioning problems�

Orthogonal basis polynomials on an interval �a� b� may be generated using the

following recursive relation based on equation ����

�� Let �
 be the constant function �
�x� � �� a 	 x 	 b�

�� Let �� be the linear function ��x� � x� �
��
x�� a 	 x 	 b where

�j �
h�j� x�ji
jj�j jj� j 
 ��

�� Let �j�� be de
ned by the three�term recurrence relation

�j�� � x� �j��j � �j�j��x�� a 	 x 	 b and j 
 �

where

�j �
jj�j jj�
jj�j�� jj� �

This process is referred to as the Gram�Schmidt orthogonalization process� �����

����� ����

Two major classes of orthogonal polynomials are distinguished in the literature�

�classical� and �non�classical�� The three systems of classical orthogonal polynomi�

���



als are� the Jacobi Tchebyshe�� Gegenbauer� and Legendre�� Laguerre and Hermite�

These classical polynomial systems are distinguished from non�classical orthogonal

polynomials by their association with a generalized Rodrigue formula� from which the

classical orthogonal polynomials may be derived by successive di�erentiation of func�

tions of their weighting functions� Additionally� classical orthogonal polynomials also

satisfy a Sturm�Liouville second�order di�erential equation� The major advantage of

the classical systems is that they possess simple recurrence relations which relate any

three successive polynomials� Recurrence formulae also exist for non�classical poly�

nomials� but they are more di	cult to obtain� However� non�classical orthogonal

polynomials with any positive weighting function wx� 
 �� may be generated on

any part of the real line using the Gram�Schmidt orthogonalization process detailed

above� �����

���



Appendix E� Polynomial Coe�cients and Interval Data

Table �� shows the ten subintervals used in the piecewise polynomial approxi�

mation for the exp����� density function example shown in Section ���� Figure ���

Tables �� and �� detail respectively the monic polynomial coe	cients c�k�j for the

exp����� density function example using LU Decomposition and Singular Value De�

composition for matrix inversion� Here the polynomial function in subinterval k is

of the form hkt� �
Pm

j
 c
�k�
j tm where m is the degree of the polynomial�

Tables �� and �� show the polynomial coe	cients c�k�j and orthogonal poly�

nomials �
�k�
j t� for the exp����� density function example� Here the polynomial

function in subinterval k is of the form hkt� �
Pm

j
 c
�k�
j �

�k�
j t� where m is the

number of orthogonal polynomials in the approximation�

Table �� shows the ten subintervals used in the piecewise polynomial approxi�

mation for the truncated N�� ����� density function example shown in Section ����

Figure ��� Tables �� and �� detail respectively the monic polynomial coe	cients

c
�k�
j for this density function example using LU Decomposition and Singular Value

Decomposition for matrix inversion� Here the polynomial function in subinterval k

is of the form hkt� �
Pm

j
 c
�k�
j tm where m is the degree of the polynomial�

Tables �� and �� show the polynomial coe	cients c
�k�
j and orthogonal poly�

nomials ��k�
j t� for the truncated N�� ����� density function example� Here the

polynomial function in subinterval k is of the form hkt� �
Pm

j
 c
�k�
j �

�k�
j t� where m

is the number of orthogonal polynomials in the approximation�

For the polynomial coe	cients and interval data for the other examples in this

dissertation please contact the author�
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Subinterval Number Subinterval
� �������������� �������������
� �������������� �������������
� �������������� �������������
� �������������� �������������
� �������������� �������������
� �������������� �������������
� �������������� �������������
� �������������� �������������
� �������������� �������������
�� �������������� �������������

Table ��� Subintervals for Piecewise Polynomial Approximations of the exp�����
Density Function

���



For m � ��

k ck� ck�

� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
�� �������������� ���������������

For m � ��

k ck� ck� ck�

� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
�� �������������� ��������������� ��������������

For m � ��

k ck� ck� ck� ck�

� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
�� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������

Table ��� Monic Polynomial Coe	cients for exp����� Density Function Using LU
Decomposition�

���



For m � ��

k ck� ck�

� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ���������������
�� �������������� ���������������

For m � ��

k ck� ck� ck�

� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
� �������������� ��������������� ��������������
�� �������������� ��������������� ��������������

For m � ��

k ck� ck� ck� ck�

� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
�� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������

Table ��� Monic Polynomial Coe	cients for exp����� Density Function Using Sin�
gular Value Decomposition�

���



Polynomial coe	cients�

k ck� ck� ck� ck�

� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
�� �������������� ��������������� �������������� ���������������
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